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OF SMELL STRU_S - 1962
FOREWORD
Shell structures are important components of airplanes, missiles, and
space vehicles, but present capabilities for predicting the local and gen-
eral instability of many such structures are inadequate. A large effort
continues to be devoted to the stability analysis of shell structures, and
considerable progress has been made. Results are slowly disseminated,
however, and many engaged in research are not fully cognizant of the prob-
lems and practices of the vehicle designers who utilize research results.
Therefore, an NASA SYMPOSIUM ON INSTABILITY OF SKELL STRUCTURES was organ-
ized by the Langley Research Center with sessions held there on October 2£
and 25, 1962. Participants were limited to persons contributing papers and
to certain officials of the U.S. Government.
This symposium was planned to provide those persons concerned with
shell instability at research laboratories, at educational institutions,
and in the aerospace industry with a comprehensive view of the present
state of the art, including the voids in present knowledge, important cur-
rent problems, and the most fruitful directions for future theoretical and
experimental research on the instability of all types of shell structures.
Individuals actively engaged in research on shell stability or design
were invited to contribute written papers for inclusion in a compilation
to be distributed to the participants prior to the symposium° A few
papers were selected by a steering committee for oral presentation at the
symposium. Provision was made, also, for a discussion of all papers.
Individual authors prepared their final manuscripts and figures in a
form that could be directly reproduced in this volume. The material pro-
vlded was neither checked nor edited by NASA. Opinions and data presented
are the responsibility of the authors and do not represent official views
of the NASA.
The following steering committee guided and assisted the Langley
Research Center personnel in the organization of the symposium:
R. R. Heldenfels, Chairman, NASA Langley Research Center
George Gerard, Allied Research Associates
M. G. Rosche, NASA Headquarters
E. E. Sechler, California Institute of Technology
R. S. Shorey, General Dynamics/Astronautics
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SI[ELL INSTABILITY PROBLD&S AS REIAq_D TO DESIGN
By Lewis H. Abraham
and
Mortimer J. Iowy
Douglas Aircraft Company Inc.
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A presentation is made %_/ch highlights several current shell
stability problems. A searching reappraisal of shell stability re-
search is advocated in the light of the current rapidly mounting
intensity of shell research which in many cases is disproportionately
academic and non-design orientated.
INTRGDUCTION
In scanning the list of participants in this symposit_n one can
only marvel to see that so many serious investigators in the field of
elastic stability can be gathered at any one time. Likewise, the papers
presented cover a cross section of the important recent works being ac-
complished in the field of shell stability. At such a distinguished
gathering, however, the responsibility of pointing out areas which are
not receiving sufficient emphasis, is of equal importance to the task
of reporting accmmplishments. It is the hope of the authors that in
pointing out specific problem areas and, where possible, indicating
their relative importance in the design process, that interest will be
aroused and solutions be expedited. Contrary to what has quite often
become the expected plea, this paper will not ask for more effozt in
the discipline of shell instability, rather a diyersion of the serious
worker to the problem areas offering a maximum return potential. Even
a casual glance at Figure 1 would indicate the widespread interest in
shell stability as evidenced by the increase in the quantity of litera-
ture being published on shell analysis. Unfortunately much of it is
concerned with peripheral problems and much deals with trivia. Perhaps
it was this inundation of mediocre and inconsequential papers that
prompted the editorial board of the Journal of Applied Mechanics to
adopt a policy which excludes from consideration, without review, papers
in the field of shell stability which employ small deflection theory or
otherwise apply established techniques to the solutions, "no matter how
interesting," (reference 3). %'_Lilenot a deterrant to all, at least
such a policy will discourage waste effort involving trivial refine-
ments and mathematical gymnastics. In the face of a limited and in-
-t-
|expandable supply of cu_petent talent we must turn our attention from
the inconsequential problems to those where increased knowledge and
analytical techniques hold prQmise of increased structural reliabil/ty
and efficiency.
DESIGNING FOR STABILITY
A missile or spacecraft is primarily a pressure sustaining struc-
ture. Perhaps in excess of 90_ of the structure may be sustaining
pressure loads. In the early missile designs most shells were pressure
critical and stabilization was not necessary except for certain handling
conditions. However, as material applications and properties have ad-
vanced, _ll thicknesses have a_-_.hed until today many shells which
have been previously designed by pressure vessel criteria are now at or
beyond the threshold of the instability problem. Figure 2 represents
a design problem involving a solid propellant motor case which illus-
trates this situation. _he case_ a second s_e sustainer_ is subject-
ed to axial compression and bending loads during the initial boost stage.
After first stage booster cut-off the snstainer is fired and the case
is subjected to an internal pressure condition. Figure 2 shows the re-
quired wall thickness of this 18-inch radius, steel cylindrical shell
versus the tensile stress of the material considered. For the condi-
tion of internal pressure the typical hyperbolic relationship is obtain-
ed. However, consideration of the condition which induces compression
in the shell establishes a lower limit of wall *h_-_ss which canbe
drawn as a horizontal cut-off line. _his cut-off line, when derived
for an unsupported shell by the method of reference _ intersects the
hyperbola at an ultimate tensile stress of 251,000 psi. _lls approaches
very closely the ultimate strength of the material selected for the
motor case. Thus it can be seen that additional improvements in the
strength of case materials would be pointless without semething being
done about the shell stabilization problem.
Where previously it was conservative to neglect core stabilizing
effects they now are a first order consideration. Figure 2 shows two
additional cut-off lines. _ intermediate one is based upon the work
of Seide on cylinders stabilized by elastic cores (reference 5) and the
lower one is based upon a value obtained in a full-scale compression
test of a motor case filled with inert propellant. If the case were
designed to the lowest cut-off value a weight saving of ayprox_tely
would result. These particular values of the limitations due to com-
pressive instability are cited merely to illustrate the problems rather
than define actual allowables. Methods of predicting stabilizlng-effects
of viscoelastic cores are rather difficult to apply in practice. For
example, in applying Seide's theory it was necessary to assume a value
for the modulus of elasticity of the core. _l_is is difficult to obtain,
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as it is well known that core materials behave in a viscoelastic manner
and any test program must realistically account for the actual tempera-
ture and strain rate if it is to be an acceptable analog of the opera-
tional problem. Here then is a fertile field of investigation.
S'A'A2"_'_U SEELLS
_1_e designer, faced with the problem of shell instability must ask,
"why monocoque?" It is well known that, except for the li_tin6 cases
of mlnlmum-gage handling problems and thick-walled shells the monocoque
is structurally the least efficient mode of material disposition for
non-stabillzed shells in compression.
In general, then, it behooves the designer to either avoid monocoque
or stabilize it wherever possible. Same methods of avoiding monocoque
include the following construction:
(a) Conventional frame and/or stringer ccmblnations
(b) Integral stiffening
(c) Sandwich construction
(i) Isotropic core (e.g. fo-_)
2) Orthotropic core (e.g. honeycomb)3) Unidirectional core (e.g. corru6_tions)
'Ihe integrally stiffened shell is illustrated in Figure 3 which
shows a machined waffle pattern that has been successfully used for de-
sign of several cryogenic fuel tanks. _his simple configuration at
first represented a fabrication challenge. Now that it has been success-
fully produced for several designs, attention has been given to opti-
mizing the stiffener configuration. Interestingly enough, the most
difficult problems here are not those concerned with optimizing the
shell for strength only, but rather optimization consistant with the
conditions imposed by manufacturing limitations and other design con-
siderations.
Figure 4 shows a weight ccmparison of several systems of construc-
tion for cylinders as a function of loading intensity for an actual de-
sign case involving combined axial ccrapression and bending. Similar
consideration is given to spherical caps under external pressure in
Figure 5. Here the trea_nent is more general in that weight, or gage,
has been normalized as has the loading. There are several items worthy
of note in _hls figure. First, we find a substantial difference between
classical theory for monocoque and the empirical curve based on test
data. _he empirical curve shown is based upon a constant coefficient
of 0.2 in the classical formula. This agrees within 10% with the avail-
able experimental data. Further examination of Figures 4 and 5 shows
that there is a much larger potential pay-off in attempting to apply
4sandwichconstruction to the design problem than there is in operating
on the monocoque theory. One problem which loans large in designing for
sandwich construction --- es_eclally in cryogenic tank_, is that of
thermal stress and the technique of combining thermal stresses with load-
induced stresses. A rigorous address to _his problem should provide
useful information to the designer. An even more pertinent observation
is that the weight advantages shown for sandwich construction are often
lost in the reduction to design In_ctice, especially in the design of
Joints and attachments. _htts the question must be raised whether a
portion of funds spent on shell research and develolment could not, in
many cases show greater returns, even for the long term, if spent on
development of design and fabrication techniques rather than analytical
methods. _e problems of the stability of stiffened shells afford a
propitious interface for the interests of the researcher and the design-
er and the contributions of _oth are essential.
SGA_I'_ AND REIJ.ABII_
One problem of the designer which is even difficult to state, let
alone operate upon, concerns the relationship emong shell instability
solutions, product testing and design factor-of-safety philosophy. In
the design and construction of large boosters and space vehicles time
and econumic considerations dictate that full scale test specimens be
few in number; yet the reliability of the vehicle must be close to 100%.
Under _he circumstances the large scatter in test and performance data
experienced under present test techniques and the large deviations from
predictions cannot be accepted without unwarranted design weight penal-
ties or reduction in vehicle reliability.
It might be argued that many reliable aircraft were designed with
limited full scale testing. It can also be argued however that there
were many compensating factors in aircraft design that are not found
in missiles. Among these were the sumetimes meaningless corrections
such as material and coupon correction factors, none of which had much
direct bearing on shell instability. Nevertheless these corrections
inadvertently provided reliability due to a high induced safety factor.
Figure 6 reflects the design of a typical thin shell structure. If only
_pecimen No. 1 had been tested and the design based on this value (e.g.
the normal 1.5 safety factor applied to this value) the structure produc-
ed would have apparently operated satisfactorily and would still not have
failed under limit stress even if an actual strength value as low as
specimen No. 6 had been realized. Missile and spacecraft designers how-
ever, under pressure to produce more and more efficient structures have
been forced to reduce this so called ultimate factor of safety from the
._tand_rd value of 1.5 to 1.25 and even less. Using this criteria the
allowable working stress for the illustrative example would have been
raised and the reliability of the production structure, based on this
limited test data, wouldhave beenreduced to an unacceptable level.
Certainly, there must be a reason for this scatter. Doesthe ob-
serve_ scatter of test data reflect a variation from specimen to speci-
men or does the prime variational influence lie in the testing? If the
former, perhaps we can control variations by design techniques. If the
latter, can we expect similar variations in actual operations? _hese
problems must be answered if the designer is to apply rational relia-
bility criteria to his products. If some of the parameters affecting
scatter were Enown, these data could be reduced to a much narrower
scatter band --- even to a reasonably accurate standard value. If this
were possible, data from a few tests could be used with greater assur-
ance. Work to reconcile and explain the observed scatter would be most
welcome by those of us in the design effort. In any event more rigor
must be observed in the reporting of new test data.
OTHER FROBLD_
Dynamic loading of shells, although not necessarily, or even pre-
dc_Linately, a structural stability problem, is another area of great
concern to the designer. For the large boosters now in study phases
the effects of ground winds, wind shears and gusts, transient thrust
and release loads, fuel sloshing and structural cross-coupling and blast
exposure loom as first order problems. We feel that these probl_ns are
not receiving their proportionate share of attention.
CONCLUDING
At the rise of making a presentation - and a short one at that -
of perhaps considerably different context than most of those here, we
have attempted to expound a philosophy based upon the i,:nediate needs
of the design engineer. Certainly we have not covered all important
areas. The tremendous increase in the tempo of shell instability re-
search in recent years would indicate such appraisals are Periodically
necessary if our precious research resources are to be used intelligent-
ly. be temptation to work on a problem because it yields a more tract-
able mathematical model or is academically interesting must be seriously
wei@hed s_ainst the gains to be expected. Quite often a less elegant
attack on a more abstruse problem will show a greater return in terms
of advan___cementof the state-of-the-art of structural design. Most agen-
cies charged with expenditure of the structural research dollars are
forced into continuing reappraisal of the emphases and aims of contract-
supported shell instability investigations in the light of the near and
far term mission requirements. The point of philosophy we wish to re-
iterate is that things now appear out of balance. Perhaps some of the
research dollars now spent on shell instability might be given up and
spent in more lucrative endeavors.
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STABILITY PROBLEMSIN MISSILE STRUCTURES
By Richard J. S¥1vester
The Catholic University of America
SPMARI
A nmsber of specific buckling problems relating to missile pro-
pellant tanks and transition sections are enm,erated. In some cases
approx_te techniques used by missile designers to deteraine stability
are mntioned. The inadequacies of these a_roximate methods and the
unavailability of a_propriate usable information is stressed.
Furthermore, the mathematical co,_lexities of nonlinear buckling
problems are considered. Some possibly fruitful areas of aathematics to
sla_lif7 these complexities are discussed with the hope that research in
these areas will provide a better means through which the analyst may
su_ly the designer with Rote realistic and accurate theoretical data.
IFI'I_C()I_:T'/DN
The desire to reduce structural weight in missiles and space
vehicles in order to increase payload has resulted in thin-walled shell
construction subject to elastic and inelastic buckling as one primary
mode of failure. In many instences an adequate buckling analysis, or
method of analysis, or experi_entel information is not available. Con-
sequently, very crude but hopefully conservative approximations or ideal-
isations are atploysd for analysis of the design. Often designers even
avoid enILi_ely particular lightweight configurations because of the
complete lack of expe_l or theoretical infonution on potential
instability probless. The results of the above situations may he either
the choice of a design which mey not be near optimm, or, peThape even
worse, a very expensive stetic test or flight test failure resulting in
costly delays and vehicle modifications.
This paper discusses a nmaber of missile shell stability problems
which can be categorized among those which cause difficulty for designers.
The specific problems are considered under the classifications of tank
dame problems, tank barrel problems, or transition section problems.
Many of these stability problems may be formulated as boundary value
problems in nonlinear partial or ordina.--y differential equations; how-
ever, the solutions of these equations are extrwnely difficult to obtain
or to approximate.
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Three distinct sets of ideas are entertainod in regard to si=plifT-
ing the mothods of solution for those probleus. The first ideas are in
regard to high-speed atgttel computer means of determining paramtere
resulting from Rits-tTpe nothods used with stationary energy principles.
The second set of notioas eeneerns the behavior of appr_x_at_n %o
integral equation formulations of 8b_ll buckling problen8 rather than to
differential equation fornulations. The last group of ideas explore in
a very preli_ fashion the possibility of conver_ing the baundar7
value problens of shell stebilit7 into initial value problau by metho_
8inilar to those of 4mbs._me:ilu or those of winvariant imbedding" used
in transport thaorT. Perhaps then as initial value problems siupler
method8 may be found to determine stability or mmltiplicity of solutions.
STABILITT OF TANK DOMES
Xlllptieal Domes Under Internal Pms_z_
The thin-walled elIiptlcal shell (heni-el3ipsoidal shell of revolu-
tion) whose ratio of length of naJor to length of nlnor axis is _ Is
often chose_ as a niseile tmak dene pr_ en the premise that neh
danes give the s_st rise and hence nlntuise transition section
length and weight without intl_uelng the possibility of _ cix_m-
ferential buckling. Rattinger has cloarl7 sheen by experinent that flatter
elliptical domes _ buckle _r lutez_al pressure.
Without entertaining the idea that mash buckling night not be 8n
adverea _n_menon, _o important au_pti_s _derlie the choice of a
"mot-two w elli_tieal dome. The first is that linear neubrano ana_
tells all that the designer needs to know. This Inplies that the dis-
placm_n_ of the dome under load and the effect of edge restraints have
little bearing en the dame trtawssos or stab:J31.ty. The Ncond as_tion
is that the loading is a constant internal prom.
Within the fTaewo_ of linear membra_ theory Baltrukonis has
shown that for "_t-_" elllptieal daces mxler axls_tric internal
hydrostatic pressure ccu_resslve clz_rentlal _trease8 do arise. These
stresses appear in the neighborhood of the attachnent _ointe of the domej
the extent to which they continue into the d_me depends u_on the pressure
gradient in relation to the total pressure. The fact that a great number
of miutles with .root-t_o. dc_e8 which hsve been flight tested and have
not experienced detectable buckling due to this effect mat i_ a_ of
the fo_,
I. the dome8 have sufficient stiffness to withstand the
ccupressive stress without buckling, or +
r+ .,-++:" • .. , ++ + ._;.+,_ :+. + +-.
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e the pressure gradient in relation to the maxi_r_, pressure
i8 sufficientl7 mall so that the compressive region is
confined to the shell boundaries where attachments provide
restraint against buckling, or
Be the displacaents of the shell are large enough to change
substantisll_ shell curvatures and thus invalidate linear
theory.
The nonlinear behavior of very thin elliptical domes under internal
pressure is still a quantitative waknown. Tests indicate bursting pres-
sures of 20g to hO_ over that which linear neubrane theory predicts. This
phenomenon seems to be due to large curvature changes in domes under high
pressure. These observations are offered as part Justification for the
third reason given above.
The successes of past designs of given geomstry, thickness, and
"pressure gradient-_ pressure" relations unhappil_ do not insure
the success of _ature designs which nay incorporate variable thickness
"root-t_" dates of larger than conventional di_eters and with different
relationships between pressure gradient and _ximnn pressure. Conse-
quont_, t_ problem of buckling of elliptical dc_es under axisymmetric
internal b_roetatio pressure still remains an open question.
When a propellant tank is in the horizontal position and containing
a propellant, Baltrukonis has again shown membrane hoop compression under
the nonaxls_tric hydrostatic pressure. Here again is the source of
a significant stebilit7 problem.
Shallow Spherical Domes Under Internal Pressure
In order to decrease the total length of a missile, decrease its
structural weight, and raise its fundmaental frequency of lateral vibra-
tion one tries to shorten as nuch as practical transition sections between
propellant tanks. To accomplish this shortening scae designers have con-
sidered using sha1_ow spherical s_lls for tank domes. _asoning from
linear neubrsne theory they conclude that the lateral component of the
longitudinal mmabrane stress at the dome-tank Juncture _ be resisted
by a sufficiently stiff ring frame so that buckling of the tank wells and
dome is avoided. The ring franc is cust_ designed with a stiffness
sufficient to prevent first node "out-of-romaduess" buckling were the ring
free and under a wnlfora_ distributed line load in the plane of the ring.
The intensity of this line load is deterained from the lateral component
of the _embrane stress in the dome. Consequently, the increased weight
due to the heavy ring required under the above assm_tione does not give
the shallow spherical dose design a decided advantage over the elliptical
done design.
The authc_ is not at an certain that for a _ dome without •
r_ trims buckling _ occur as first mode out-of-roundness. Most
_rta_4_y larp nonlinear :Local bendt_ effects _ oeonr as internal
pressure Is increased. The dome and tank wall curvatures will change
msasurably be£ore buckling oomnl. The dsformsd shape m_r tend to approach
that of • •hallow ellipse for which the mode of buckling is not in seneral
f_rst mode out of roundness. The presence of • ring f_mee _ tend to
reduce tha mount of dlsplacment at the edge of the does, but the mode
of b_ck_ would ssem to be dependent upon the st£ffhesu of the r_
frmm. Hence, the nature of the stability of • shallow sphezical shell
under internal premmre and attached to • cTl._cel tank wan wlth or
w'Ithout a _ l_m of l_lven stiffness Ss still an mu_solved problem.
It serum heuristicelly reas_able that for sufTicientl_ stiff rings
• out-of-ro.ndrmse, f_st mode buckling is most likely to govern the zing
design. A pertinent _gZestion has been to stabilfse the zing against
such buckling by • ser_s of l_htweight tension rods much like the spokes
on • bicTcle. It is believed that these rods would inhibit first mode
buckling by providing restrain against outward motion of the ring. If
such stabilization is possible, then • lighter ring ,m_ be used desi_md
aEainst buckliu E at some higher mode. Perhaps • weight-savinE may be
rsaltssd. Thus, the prob.lm_ of the stability of • shallow spheMcal
attached to • _.rl_cel shell edged by • re'Ins_ _hle.hitself it
stabilised by tension rods (perhaps prestressed) prov_du •
and useful area of iuvssti_ation for the shell m_lyet. Further, weight
optiaizati_ includin_ the ring and taMion rod weishts with stability
as the failure c_lterd_m would be most useful.
Dams for Sepmnted Tanks
In order to reduce the circm_erential stress in prvpellmt tank
barrsls ths sepontsd tank, whose eross-_etion remmblen th_ shape of
• scallopsd rmmd doily, _a8 devised. Dins for such tanks pose •
stability prchlsm for tha azalyst. For mlatiws1.y flat doses • mall
radius of mm_vat_re is requirsd at the trmurition frca the d_e to the
sextants of the barrel, hence one My le_ti_ately anticipate cirem_erentSal
ccmpression in '_sse areas _ the tank is eub_ectsd to internal pressure.
These transiticm ••Emerita are not shells of revolution but more closely
rsse_ble sections of • football. A cm_u_tional co._lexlty is thus
encountered in dsterminin_ the linear membrane stresses as well as the
buckli_ behavior of these football segments. Certainly, the solution
of this probles would be useful to designers.
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D_s Under Static External Pressure
Several enviromwntal and test conditions introduce the occurrence
of static or quasistatic external pressures on domes. Such mishaps as
ra_id emptying of propellant tanks during simple bTdrostatic testing
without proper vent valve opening, air transport of tanks from higher to
lower altitudes with unopened vent valves, and geyeering of cryogenics
during tank filling have all inadvertentl7 caused situations of external
pressures on domeSo The frequency of buckling failures due to such mishaps
have prmepted designers to consider using various "failsafe" valves,
which would permit rapid pressure equalisation under such conditions. The
design of such valves requires the knowledge of the buckling pressure of
the domes. The proble_ of static external pressure on domes arises also
in regard to recoverable boosters and in missile tanks in which a con_on
dome separates two varieties of propellant.
Under scum of the conditions mentioned above buckling occurs without
rupture of the dome but with plastic deformations. Internal pressure
may be used to "pop" the danes back into shape. Whether or not such a
procedure is harmful to the integrity of the d_ue has not yet been
determined.
Thus, dewe buckling _der external pressure is a significant large
deflection problem complicated by the fact that in practice domes are not
always shallow. Judging from the discussions in the literature on the
nonlinear solution of the shallow spherical shell problea one may say
with assurance that the buckling of deeper domes provides an extreme
challenge. Perhaps different mathematical and _ew n_erical schemes are
necessary to eek out the solutions to such probless.
Dc_s Under Dynamic External Pressure
In a n_ber of _lications tank domes are subjected to rapidly
_lied external pressures. For example, in-flight ignition o_ a higher
stage engine in the neighborhood of a lower stage tank dome causes a
sudden dyn_ic blast to impinge on the dome below. Zn order to prevent
damage to the lower stage which may be intended to be recovered or which
might, if dmaged, explode and cause a disruption of the higher stage
the do_e must be able to withstand the _ic load. As the outstanding
work of Ezra and Foral of the Martin Co_par_ in Denver has shc_n, for
blast loads of short duration a peak external pressure considerably
greater than the static buckling pressure can be withstood before permanent
buckling i8 experienced. _owever, high speed motion pictures by Foral
show considerable motion and large displacements due to high pressure
i_ses. An understanding of the dynamic response under such loads and
the relation of this dynamic response to the permanent buckling or tearing
of the shen is not at all apparent. Just what stability le_s under
such dynamic conditions is not at all clear. Here again is • complicated
nonlinear problm to test the acuity of the analyst.
Concentrated Loads on Domes
The weight of nan_ ziuile components is often supported by rela-
tively heavy trusses in the transition section areas. These trusses are
fastened to ring fries in the walls Of the transition sections.
Should these c_ponents be _ounted directly on domes in the transition
areas, truss weights could be saved. This practical consideration leads
one to he concerned with the effects of conoantrated loads on domes.
In testing of son shallow dome w_er single concentrated loads
one of two different types of' behavior is usually observed. For thicker
domes plastic yielding in a significant neighborhood around the concen-
trated load is observed. For thinner dames no noticeable plastic yielding
takes place; however, the concentrated load causes snapthrough or oil
canning. Aside fr_ desiring to know the load which causes snapthrough
either local or general on shallow or deep danes, one should also like to
know the values of those physical parameters which mark the separation
point between the two different phenomena; i.e., elastic snapthrough or
local yielding.
Explosive_ Formed D_s
Explosively forming frca flat sheets large dieter domes for nissile
application has been suggested as a useful and econo_toal manufacturing
scheme. Tests on small scale nodels show that for sufficientl_ thin
sheets of material used in explosively foraing domes, wrinkles or buckles
can fora in the neighborhood of the apex of the dora and also around the
supporting edge of the dome. Although Rsthods for preventing these wrinkles
are being devised, better understanding of the forming of these wrinkles
would certsinlT be useful.
STABII/'T2" PI_BLD_ REIATING TO TANK BAR._LS
Probleus of Barrel Design
The choioa of the type of barrel design to be used in missile pro-
pellant tanks is determined by several II?ortsnt considerations. Pri-
nrily the fnnction of the tank barrel is to contain the propellant;
thus, it wast he able to withstand the internal pressures caused by the
propellant and the tank pressurisation system. Another function relegated
to the tank barrel is transmitting the axial thrust of the engines to the
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payload; thus, the barrel must be able to withstand the compressions
developed. It is the resistance of this compressive loading that often
leads to varieties of barrel designs.
A popular choice is the cFlindrical tank with integral longitudinal
stringers and hoop frames flexibl_ fastened to the str_ger-lmlan_
The stringers are usually designed to some sort of column buckling and
cri_ling criterion which in the hands of a good analyst appears adequate.
Whether or not the interior hoop frames provide an aid to stability is
an unanswered question. On the basis of a variety of tests with internal
pressure the presence of the frames and whether they are attached to the
shell or the stringers does not seem to affect the buckling load signi-
ficantly. A more adequate resolution of this problem is desirable.
For larger diameter rockets requiring relatively less internal
pressure honeycomb construction for tank barrels will reduce tank weights.
Moneycomb, however, in its customary design is adversely affected by
thermal stresses. When the outer skin is heated and the inner skin
cooled, the core material is placed under tension stresses which bring
about separation between the core and the face sheets. A design which
peraite periodically spaced creases or ripples in the inner face sheet
of a send_ch construction will tend to pen, it contraction of the inner
face and expansion of the outer face without extremely high core ten-
sions. The rifles will merely be pulled flat. The probleR of the
stability of honeycomb cylinders with such ripple inner face sheets has
not at all been exm,ined. Rere, too, is a fruitful area of research for
the structural analyst in the area of nonlinear buckling of sandwich
cylinders.
Concentrated Load on Tank Barrels
Among the causes of concentrated loads on tank barrels one can
include
I. struts and straps used in fastening booster rockets in
cluster configurations,
2. lumdllz_ loads in transport of missiles.
Significant problems in shell stability arise from these concentrated
loads. Internally pressurized thin shells with identical longitudinal
struts of varying cross section equally spaced about the circ_ference
and s_pporting concentrated loads pose a problem of stability. Not only
the behavior of these struts under longitudinal loads, but also under
concentrated normal loads is significant. Study of the stability and
deformation of such design with two, four, or six longerons would be
most usef_ll.
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Straps or linkages which m_ be used %o hold clusters of booster
rockets together impose concentrated loads. Usual_7 the strength of the
barrel shell is ignored in the direct carrying of these loads and interior
rings or support structures are assured to carry the loads. If the degree
to which the shell can resist concentrated tangential loads is better
assessed, the internal sup_rt structure can be lightened or perhaps even
eliminated.
The interior hoop fr_es mentioned in the section entitled, Problems
__ are useful in preventing tank collapse due to handlingto what degree they are useful is not known. They
are customarily designed by no really rational method. Knowing how these
rings interact with the shell structure and maintain stability would be
useful.
Dyrmmic Loads on Tank Barrsls
Rapflily applied dynamic loads on tank barrels may arise from three
i_portant sources; the launch of a rocket vehicle from an underEround
silo, a nearby detonation, or a nearby u_er-stage ignition. As in the
case of dynamic loads on domes Just what structural stability means and
whether it should be considered in analysis under such loads is still
an open question.
STAB]lIT/ PR9_ IN TRANSITID_ SECTIDMS
Longerons in Transition Sections
The tremendous thrusts of rocket engines in liquid propellant
missiles are usually resisted by heavy longerons which distribute these
thrusts to cylindrical panels by means of shearing action. The required
length of longeron is dictated by the buckling strength of the attachedd
panels. This buckling strength is usually assessed as that of a flat
plate of approximatel7 the s_e dimensions as the curved panel. An
adequate stability analysis of curved panels with variable section
longerons does not see_ to be available.
In order to save weight and shorten transition sections, some
designers run the 1ongerons into the tank barrel area. The stability
behavior of a longeroned "transition section" and "tank barrel" ensemble
is indeed complex and even good approximations to this behavior have not
been forthcoming although certain designs employing this principle have
been succossf_l.
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Should the longeron be made in two sections spliced in some way" at
the "tank-transition section" Junction a noticeable decrease in bending
stiffness of the longeron may be realized at this splice. This reduction
in bending stiffness will tend to make the configuration more susceptible
to buckling. The effect on stability of such a splice should be studied.
Other Transition Section Problems
Transition sections between tanks and between missile and paTload
must tranmit high compressive forces and are designed entirel7 on
stability considerations. To complicate the analysis of such sections
is the presence of access doors. The stability of the section often
depends strong_ on the fastening and load-carrying capability of these
doors, complicated by other loading environments such as transonic
buffeting.
Still another interesting problem relating to transition sections
is that of local elastic buckling on the compressive side of a lateral_
vibrating missile. The amount of bending stiffness reduction in the mis-
sile cross section due to local buckling is not well known. Determining
this would enable the analyst to determine the decrease in the fur_ental
structural frequency of the missile due to such local elastic buckling
during large lateral vibrations.
SOME A_AS OF MAT_ATICAL RESEARCH
With DonnallM idea that the buckling of a cylindrical shell under
axial load is essentially a nonlinear phenomenon and wlth the clear con-
firmation of this notion by Von Kar_an and Tsien the shell analTst is
forced into a mathematical discipline which is both very complicated and
still in its infancy. Many shell stability problems can be considered
as boundary value problems in the theory of nonlinear partial differential
equations. This author would like to mention three different mathematical
areas in _ich he feels research would be of bern fit to the shell analTst.
_xtremizing _onlinear Functions
In the work of Von Karman and Tsien and more recently of Keener
concerning the postbuckling behavior of thin cylindrical shells the
method of approximate solution of the nonlinear problem stems from the
Principle of Stationary Potential Energy. Ignoring the important question
of existence of a solution, analysts often employ a Ritz-type procedure.
An approximate displacement function containing a n_uber of arbitrary
paraeetere is generated_ cc_atibility in terms of this function is
satisfied. The remaining task is to determine the values of the parameters
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_hich m_ze or at least Rake stationary the potential energy function.
Research to determine adequately convergent numerical schemes ap-
plicable to high-a_eed digital computers to alataize or extremize non-
linear functions of many parameters would certainly be fruitful to the
shell analyst. Methods of steepest descent seem most promising and shoula
be investigated further.
Integral Equation Formulations
Budiansky appears to be the only author to have e_loyed the dis-
cipline of integral equations to shell buckling. His for_stion of
the shallow shell proble_ under mmlform pressure led to nonlinear Hm-
_erstein-lihe integral equations defined over a finite domain with a
rather complicated kernel of Kelvin functions with singularities at its
boundaries. An equivalent formulation with linear kernels but an infinite
d_ain is also possible.
Since generally speaking the boundary conditions of the problm
are already incorporated into the integral equation formulations, such
questions as existence and uniqueness of solutions or nmabers of non-
unique solutions should be simpler for integral equation formulations than
for dlffersntial equation formulations. Also, the rapidly developing
field of functional analFelS should provide Ra_ powerful theorems useful
in the study of integral equations. Since nonsingular linear problems in
integral equations lend themselves to nwmrical_ better behaved approxi-
mate solutions than do the equivalent differential equation formulations,
one might hope fox* _ sims advantage in singular, nsnlXnear problems.
For all them reasons the author would llke to encowrap the mathematlcally
inclAned shell anal_ to become interested in and do so_e research in
nonlinear integral equations.
_t labedd_
Recent work by Bellman, Kalaba, and Wing in the mtheaatics of
transport theory, has led to a method of solving boundary value problems
called "invariant imbedding, which is an extension of the work of
Ambar_an. A px.imary objective of the method is the conversion of
boundary value probleas to initial value problems which seem to be well
suited to high-s_eed digital cce_utation. Although this method has not
been applied to shell theory, preliminary investigations indicate that
it has good potential. The invariant i_bedding technique may be very
useful in detar_ining shell stability and should be examined more carefully.
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SOME TYPICAL SHELL STABILITY PRCBLEMS ENCOUNTERED IN THE DESIGN
OF BALLISTIC MISSILES
by
A. Kaplan, E. J. Morgan and W. Zophres
Space Technology Laboratories, Inc.
IN_ODUCTION AND SUMMARY
Investigations carried out at STL on three current problems involv-
ing instability of thin shells in applications to aerospace vehicles are
discussed. The first concerns the experimental determination of the
buckling behavior of longitudinally stiffened pressurized cylinders; the
second, the analytic prediction and experimental confirmation of the buck-
ling behavior of multi-layer cylinders and the third involves the behavior
of cylinders under combined axial load and lateral pressure. In each case
the background of the application is reviewed, followed by a short descripo
tion of %he work. It is indicated that the longitudinally stiffened cylin-
der shows considerable promise in taking maximum advantage of the strength-
ening effect of internal pressure, that the use of an external low modulus
layer as an insulator can have a significant effect on the buckling capa-
bility of a shell, and that the assumption of a linear interaction for
pressure and axial load is unnecessarily conservative.
STIFFENED PRESSURIZED CYLINDRICAL SHELIS
The two original ballistic missiles, Atlas and Titan, were engineered
with quite different design philosophies. In the Atlas, the primary
axial load carrying ability is due to a high internal pressure and the
thin walls serve primarily to contain the pressure, although they do
make a small but significant contribution to the strength of the structure,
This type of design can be quite efficient if high pressures are required
for other systems such as the pump, and if high strength materials are
employed. Its major disadvantage is the requicement of continual pres-
surization or axial tension in the structure to prevent collapse.
The Titan criteria specified that the fully-loaded missile be
capable of standing erect in a wind with zero internal pressure. To
meet this condition, the initial design called for a conventional alumi-
num aircraft type structure with longitudinal stringers supported by
circumferential rings. However, due Zo the hill pressurization stresses
and severe aerodynamic heating this design is subjected to very large
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secondary stresses at the frame attachments. These were eliminated by
supporting the frames with radially slotted fittings. The frames sup-
ported the longerons in the unpressurized condition by preventing inward
motion, but exerted no restraint to the outward motion resulting from
internal pressure and heating. In the pressurized condition the only
support for the longerons was obtained from the elastic foundation
provided by the stressed skin. The procedure used for design was to
size the stringers for the unpressurized ground condition assuming the
tank behaved as a conventional stiffened structure, and then to check
for the pressurized flight condition assuming that the skins buckled
and that the elastically supported stringers failed by crippling. This
structural concept was proved out by full scale roan temperature tests
and programmed heating tests conducted by the Martin Cce_any at their
own plant and at Wright field. It has been successfully used on both
the Titan I and Titan II missiles. However, for the Titan tanks the
unpressurized ground condition is critical, therefore there was no need
to determine the effect of the various parameters of the pressurized
stiffened structure and thus optimize its design.
To determine the full potentialities of this type of structure, a
small scale testing program was started at STL a year and a half ago.
It was felt that in addition to the reasons for its use in the Titan
design, pressurized stiffened cylinders had the potential of making
better use of the stiffening effect of the internal pressure than did
the monocoque type of structure. This expectation was based on the
observed buckling behavior of pressurized monocoque cylinders. With
increasing intermal pressure, the monocoque buckling waves become
shorter longitudinally and larger circumferentially. When they approach
an axially sy_netric shape, the buckling stress which has been increasing
with the pressure reaches a liner equal to the classical buckling stress
for a monocoque cylinder. The addition of longitudinal stiffening would
be expected to inhibit the formation of these axially sy_netric buckles
and thus increase the buckling stress of the skin. Furthermore, after
buckling, the skin would be expected to act as a stretched membrane in
the circumferential direction and thus continue to provide an elastic
foundation for the iongerons. These expectations were reinforced by
the theoretical results of Thieleman (Reference i) which indicated that
internal pressure has a much stronger effect on the buckling stress of
an orthotropic cylinder with the major stiffness in the longitudinal
direction than on an isotropic cylinder.
a. Specimen Descri_)tion
The aim of the test program was to determine the buckling behavior
of longitudinally stiffened cylinders as a function of the internal
pressure and the geometrical parameters of the cylinder. The latter
included the R/t and L_ of the cylinder skin, and the number, size and
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shape of the stiffeners. Because of the large number of combinations,
it was necessary that a simple, easily made specimen be used. The test
specimen and testing technique used were similar to that developed in a
previous program and described in detail in Reference 2. The cylinders
were formed from thin (2 rail to i0 rail) Mylar plastic and were bonded to
plexiglas stringers. The specimens were Joined to the end caps by casting
them in a ring of Cerrelow, a low melting temperature metal alloy, thus
providing a uniform loading of both stringers and skin.
The principal advantage in the use of Mylar is that due to its large
range of linear elongation, buckling tests can be repeated without any
degradation in performance. _xis had been demonstrated in the previous
program and, in addition, it had been shown that there was no significant
difference between the results for Mylar and those for metal, provided
the buckling stresses were within the elastic limit.
The basic test cylinder was 8 inches in diameter and 8 inches long,
but the effects of length and diameter were checked by spot testing of
other sizes covering a range of R/t from _OO to 4,000 and of L_ from
i to 4. Most of the stringers were of rectangular section, but a few
tests using I and H sections were also made. The number of stringers
was varied from 4 to 72.
b. Test Procedure
Tests on each specimen were made at a sequence of increasing pres-
sures. _he specimen was loaded at a constant displacement rate until the
peak load was achieved. The total axial load and the relative axial
displacement of the cylinder ends were continuously measared and record-
ed on an XY plotter. The results of a test sequence for a typical speci-
men with intermediate size stiffening are shown in Figure i. The inter-
ruption in the curve indicates visual observance of panel buckling, while
the horizontal intercept indicates the load carried by the pressure,
R_.
c. Description of Results
The buckling of the specimens fell into several regions depending
primarily upon the inte_l pressure and the relative size and number
of the stringers.
Fo_ relatively light stringers at low pressures the specimens be-
haved as orthotropic cylinders with buckling of the skin and stringers
occurring simultaneously. As the pressure was increased, the stringers
continued to carry load after buckling of the skin and finally failed
as columns. Fimally, at high pressure, general failure occurred in an
axisymmetric mode (Figure 2) similar to the failure of a monocoque cylin-
2_
der at high pressure. _he onset of the axisy_netric mode was accelerated
by an increase in the number of stringers.
For the heavier stringers, skin buckling occurs appreciably earlier
than general failure. The skin buckles in the familiar diamond pattern
with the longitudinal wave length decreasing with increasing pressure.
At low pressure, the stringers buckle in their firs_ or second longitud-
inal mode. With increasing pressure, the stringer buckling wave length
decreases, but at a slower rate than that of f/2e skin. Typical failure
mode of a heavily stiffened cylinder at intermediate pressure is shown
in Figure 3.
d. A_al_sis of Results
In line with the experimental evidence, two approaches were used in
the theoretical analysis of the problem. In the first, the cylinder was
treated as an orthotropic shell and a one term solution obtained for the
corresponding Donnell type equation. In the second, the stringers were
treated as individual columus supporte_ by the skin acting as an elastic
foundation. Neither of these approaches has been very satisfactory as
yet but they have indicated the qualitative t_em_s of the data.
In lieu of an analytic theory, an empirical equation indicating the
influence of the various parameters was developed. The initial step in
this direction was to separate the load carryi_ capability of the skin
from that of the stringers. _xis was done by subtracting the s_ of the
load carried by pressure a_ the calculated buckling loa_ of the monocoque
skin from the total failure load, a_ dividing the result by the number
of stringers. This gave PN, the increase in load above that of pure
monocoque cylinder due to each stringer.
Plotting PN for various numbers of stringers as a function of pressure
indicated that over most of the range of configurations tested _N was
independent of the number of stringers and was proportional to the square
root of the pressure, except at very low pressures. Continued plotting
and analysis led eventually to the following formula
I oo r
"" = 0o + I +
The formula agrees within an accuracy of about 10% with all the experi-
mental results except those for a large number of stringers and high
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pressures. For those cases, the formula overestimates the increase in
PNwith pressure. The overestimation occurs earlier with relatively
light stringers and is evidently associated with the onse_of the axially
_ymmetricbuckling mode. Methodsof including this effect in the formula
are still being studied. In Figure 4 the results for similar cylinders
with a wide variation in size and numberof stringers are comparedwith
the predictions of the formula. The goodagreementover most of the
range of parameterstogether with the drop off for the large numberof
stringers is evident.
Thedifficulties in obtaining an accurate analysis using the concept
of an elastically supported column are evident by comparing the empirical
buckling formula with the equation for the buckling of a clamped column
on an elastic foundation
Pcr
2EI
. 4 _ o o + 2_/k EoI o
L2 ,,V
This indicates that the effective elastic foundation is a function of
Po and thus evidently cannot be the simple Winkler type foundation
which is usually assumed. The cemparison also indicates that for large
pressures the stiffness is independent of the skin thickness and thus
the effective width of the skin is independent of pressure. This con-
clusion is cc_flrmed by the load deflection curves.
Additional analyses are being performed in an attempt to determine
the mechanism of this effect and additional tests are planned to further
delineate the region of axially symmetric buckling. To determine if the
axial compression results are applicable to bending, a small bending
program h_s been started. Initial results frcm this program are encourag-
ing and indicate that the bending behavior can be inferred from uae axial
test results.
LOW R/t MONOCOQUE CYI_S SUBJECTED TO
COMBINED EXTERNAL FRESSURE AND AXIAL LOAD
The interstage structure of the Minuteman consists of ring stiffened
mc_ocoque cone frustums of small included angle and with an R/t of about
200. For the loads encountered by the Minuteman, this monocoque design
provides a good combination of high bending stiffness, high heat sink
capability to minimize aerodynamic heating, and relatively low weight.
The critical loading conditions for the interstages occur at stage burn-
out due to a combination of axial compressive load and high temperature,
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at maximum dynamic pressure due to a combination of axial compression,
bending and a slight external pressure, and at silo launch, due to a
combination of axial compression and high external pressure. To optimize
the design for the launch condition, a small scale testing program was
instituted at STL.
An earlier test program (Reference 2) covering a wide range of cones
and cylinders had indicated that the interaction curve for buckling of
cylinders under axial compression and external pressure was concave up-
wards, particularly for low values of R/t. However, there was not enough
data to be conclusive and there was no data for R/t less than 400. Ad-
ditional testing was therefore indicated. Because of the small included
angles of the interstages, and because the previous results had indicated
good correlation between low angle cones and cylinders, it was decided to
simplify the testing by using cylinders. _ne specimens were similar to
those described in the previous section, being made of Mylar plastic
sheet Joined to the end plates by casting in a Cerrelow ring.
Tests were run on a series of specimens with R/t • 156 and approxi-
mately 200, and with values of Z ranging from 26 to 739. The results
are presented in Figure 5 as the ratios of the experimentally determined
buckling pressures and loads to design values for lateral pressure alone
and axial load alone, respectively. The reference buckling coefficients
for lateral pressure are taken as 90% of the values suggested by Batdorf
(Reference 3) while the reference axial buckling coefficients are those
rec_nded in Reference 2, that is
(c : 0.6o6 - o.5_6 i- exp -yg
It is seen that the interaction curve is strongly non-linear and
also asymmetrical. A line drawn through the mean of the data would be
definitely non-circular. However, due to the increased scatter for the
high axial load conditions, a circular interaction curve is recommended
for design. A report describing the details of the experimental work
is in preparation.
It is clear that in this low range of R/t the assuml_tiom of a
linear interaction curve between axial load and lateral pressure is
unnecessarily conservative.
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CCMPOSITE CYIJ.ND_S SUBJECTED TO AXIAL
CGMPRESSION AND EA"IERNAL PRESSURE
Guidance and Control Compartment of the Minuteman is subjected
to similar loading conditions as are the interstages. However, due to
its forward position, the load intensities are lower and the aerodynamic
heating is higher. As the result of several design studies, it was
decided to use an aluminum monocoque shell with one intermediate lateral
pressure ring to which was bonded a layer of low conductivity fiberglass
insulation. An i_portamt factor in the choice of this configuration was
t_xe major ccatribution of the fiberglass insulation to the buckling
strength of the shell for silo launch and max q conditions. At these
times, i_Lrticularly the silo launch condition, only the surface layers
of the fiberglass were heated and therefore it maintained most of its
ro_a temperature properties. At the final burnout condition, the fiber-
glass was heated throughout and its structural contribution was therefore
neglected.
The analytic almProach (Reference 4) to the buckling of the two layered
cylinder was based on neglecting the difference in Poisson's ratio between
the two materials. This appraxlm_tion allows a simple calculation of the
bending and stretching stlffnesses of the c_nposite shell. On substitutin@
these stiffnesses into Donnell's equations, revised expressions were
obtained for the curvature parameter Z and the buckling coefficient K.
These revised expressions then allow direct utilization of the solutions
obtained by Batdorf (Reference 3) and others for the buckling of thin
cylindrical shell_ for various loading conditions.
Thus for a shell consisting of two thicknesses, tI and t_ with
elastic moduli E1 and E2, respectively, the composite extensiSnal stiff-
ness B is given by
B
E
Eltl 1 + __---
= 1--_ ' _ = E1 tl
while the ccezposite bending stiffness D is given by
2
D =
3
Elt 1
_(1-_ 2)
Elt I
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Then
Z
Rt B
an_
"2D K "%ih3
For large Z, the equation for buckling under am axial load is
simply
K = _ Z
X
which, on making the proper substitutions becctnes
Eltl 2 E t12
R R
Ncr 2)
Thus, the theoretical influence of the second layer is proportional
to_-_- . Presumably there is a similar reduction in the theoretical
coefficient, 0.6, for the multilayer cylinder as there is for the h_nogen-
eous cylinder. The actual functional variation can only be determined
experimentally, but a likely candidate is to assume the same function of
R/t as for a single cylinder based on the effective thickness term in the
expression for Z, tef f = tl_/_-'-_ •
In Figure 6(a) are shown the results of axial buckling tests of full-
scale cylinders representing the Minuteman G_C Compartment. The results
are expressed as the ratio of the actual buckling loads to the average
buckling load obtained for three single layer aluminum cylinders. The
R/t of the aluminum cylinder is 2_ and the L_ is 1.8. These tests
were conducted by the Space and Information Division of North American
Aviation. Also shown are the theoretical predictions for the two assump-
tions that the buckling coefficient is considered a function of _/_
and that it is considered independent of_/_ . The data is insuf-
ficient to confirm the theoretical predictions over a range of thickness
ratios, but it does confirm the major increase in load at the tested
thickness ratio.
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For the buckling of cylinders under lateral pressure, the Batdorf
expression for the buckling coefficient for large Z is
Ky • 1.02_-Z
On substitution, the expression for the lateral buckling pressure, Pcr,
is obtained
tI 15/2 R
Pcr--0.926 Eft-R--) ]_
Thus, for lateral pressure, the influence of the second layer is propor-
tional to
4 3 4
an_ is considerably greater than for the axial load case.
In figure 6(b) are shown the results of similar tests performed by
North American for the lateral pressure case. The results are presented
in the same way as for the axial load case except that the reference
value for a single layer is ccmputed. Two of the specimens were cylinders
(R/t I --240, L_° = 1.8) and the ot_er two were conical frustums with a
semi angle of 5 (R/t I _ 240, L_ - 0.9). In this case the tests were
conducted at a variety of thickness ratios and indicate excellent agree-
ment with the theoretical predictions.
It thus appears that the simple theory presented here gives good
correlation with experiment and further that the addition of a relatively
thick but low modulus layer has a significant effect on the buckling load
of a cylinder, particularly under lateral pressure. It should be noted
that for Minuteman interstages, the proportionate amount of insulation
required is much smaller and therefore the use of fiberglass would have
a much less significant effect on the buckling strength.
One severe problem should be mentioned before closing. The buckling
capability of a two layer structure is a critical function of the bond
between the layers. This is particularly the case when plastics are
bonded to metals because the wide dd_eference in thermal coefficients of
expansion can induce significant internal stresses. It is only when
these factors are considered in detail in laying out the fabrication and
quality control procedures, as was done by North American, that a success-
ful structure can be built.
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Figure 5.- Experimental results for Mylar cylinders under combined axial
compression and external pressure.
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(a) Axial compression. (b) External pressure.
Figure 6.- Buckling of two-layer cylinders (cylinders of aluminum-
reinforced plastic combination).
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SOMESHELLSTABILITYPROBLD4S
IN MISSILE AND SPACE VEHICLE ANALYSIS
By D. O. Brush
Lockheed Missiles & Space Company
Sunnyvale, California
SUMMARY
A brief discussion is presented of three structural shell stability
studies in progress at Lockheed Missiles & Space Company: the stabi-
lizing influence of solid propellants, the effect of cushion stiffness
on buckling under cushion loading, and the snap-through buckling of
axially loaded cylinders. Recent analytical results are compared with
test data. Also included is a brief description of a few shell stabil-
ity problems of present interest to LMSC for which satisfactory methods
of analysis are not available.
11TI'RODUOTIOR
One of the consequences of the critical importance of weight saving
in missile and space vehicle design is that most major structural com-
ponents consist of thin-walled structural shells. In terms of the usual
classifications of shell theory, most of the shells in such applications
are not only thin but are extremely thin. This thinness, of course,
promotes buckling and large deflections. Consequently, a substantial
portion of the structural research effort in any missiles and space
company must be devoted to shell stability investigations.
Research and methods-of-analysis studies are presently in progress
at Lockheed Missiles & Space Company on a broad range of shell stabil-
ity problems. This report briefly discusses three of these problems:
the stabilizing influence of solid propellants, the effect of cushion
stiffness on buckling under cushion loading, and the snap-through buck-
ling of axially loaded cylinders. The first of these concerns analyses
in which the propellant is assumed, as a first approximation, to act as
a soft elastic foundation. The accuracy of small-deflection buckling
theory in such analyses and the suitability of the Winkler-foundation
assumption are considered. The second study pertains to the design of
large-diameter cylindrical shell structures to resist handling and
storage loads. A support load occasionally must be introduced into a
PrecedinEpaEeblank
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cylindrical shell in an unstiffened region of the shell surface. The
possibility of buckling under loads applied by cushioned supports and
the effect of cushion stiffness on the buckling strength of the struc-
ture are discussed. The third problem, snap-through buckling of axially
loaded cylinders, is very well-known. New theoretical results are pre-
sented which, for the first time, agree with experimental data for the
minimum postbuckling equilibrium load.
Finally, in spite of the research effort devoted to shell stability
studies, what may be called the "methods gap" continues to grow. A brief
description also is presented of a few shell stability problems of
present active interest to IMSC for which satisfactory methods of anal-
ysis are not available.
TKREE SHELL STABILITY STUDIES
Influence of Soft Elastic Cores
The use of solid-propellant fuels in rocket motor cases has led to
widespread interest in the stabilizing influence of soft elastic cores
on the buckling strength of circular cylindrical shells. As a conse-
quence, a number of papers on core-stabilized cylinders have appeared
in the literature in recent months. A notable example is the recent
paper by Seide on buckling under uniform lateral pressure and axial
compression (ref. i).
Axiall_-s_etrical loading. - An extensive study of core influence
has been in progress at LMSC for several months. As a part of this
study, an analysis b_s recently been completed for the buckling of core-
filled cylinders subjected to axially-symmetrical loading (ref. 2). A
stability equation is derived for a simply-supported cylinder subjected
to axially-symmetrical lateral pressure of arbitrary axial distribution,
combined with a central axial force. The analysis is an extension of a
corresponding empty-cylinder analysis in reference 3, and the treatment
of the core effect is based on Seide's general elastic-core analysis in
reference i.
Numerical results are presented in reference 2 for certain lateral
pressure distributions of interest in motor-case analysis. For a cylin-
der subjected to an axially-s_nmnetrical band of pressure, it is found
that the magnitude of the buckling pressure is independent of both band
location and cylinder length, unless the band is located near one end
of the cylinder or the cylinder is extremely short. Furthermore, for
sufficiently wide pressure bands, the magnitude of the buckling pressure
is also independent of the bandwidth.
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As would be expected, the buckling pressures for wide pressure
bands are found to be the same as those given in reference i for rela-
tively long core-filled cylinders pressurized over their entire length°
These buckling pressures also may be shown to be the same as those given
by the following relatively simple equation derived in reference _ for
a wide ring of rectangular cross section, filled with a soft elastic
core, and subjected to uniform external pressure:
E
p = n2 D I c (I)
[ ] n2(l-, c)i+ Ecrl (i- .c) Et 7+ 2
where :
D = Et3/[12(l - 2)]
E,E c = Young's modulus, ring and core
_'_c = Poisson's ratio, ring and core
r = ring radius
t = thickness
n = number of circumferential waves in buckle pattern
The physical significance of individual factors in the analysis
is much more evident in equation (1) than in the more complex, cylinder
equations. The second term in the denominator on the left side of the
equation represents the prebuckling influence of the core, and usually
is negligibly small. The first term on the right side represents the
ring bending stiffness, and the second term the core effect during
buckling. For Ec = 0 , equation (1) reduces to the well-known Donnell
solution for an empty ring.
The Wlnkler-foundation assumption. - Equation (I) was derived in
terms of the assumption that the core in the ring is an elastic medium
in a state of plane stress. It is important to note that the alternative
assumption that the core acts as a Winkler foundation, i.e., as a set
of uncoupled springs, may be shown to lead to a factor (l/n2) instead
of (l/n) in the last term in the above equation. In the range of
practical stiffnesses for solid propellants, n is much greater than
unity. Therefore omission of shear coupling in the foundation (as was
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done, for example, in refs. 5 and 6) greatly underestimates the stabi-
lizing influence of the core, and may lead to results which are grossly
conservative.
Accurac[ of small-deflec£ion theory. - Both Seide's analysis and
the analysis in reference 2 are based on small-deflection buckling theory.
As is well-known, this theory does not always yield results in agree-
ment with test data. However, it is generally recognized that, for
empty cylindrical shells, the agreement is reasonably close for loadings
in which the prebuckling membrane stresses are predominantly circum-
ferential. Seide has shown in reference I that reasonably close agree-
ment also may be obtained for core-filled cylinders, for the case of
uniform lateral pressure loading. An additional comparison for core-
filled cylinders is shown in figure 1 for a case of nonuniform lateral
pressure, namely, for a circumferential band of pressure. The theo-
retical results are based on reference 2, and the test data are from
reference 7. In view of the fact that it is quite difficult to deter-
mine an appropriate experimental value for Young's modulus of the core
material, the agreement between theoretical and experimental values again
may be said to be reasonably close.
Elastic Cushion Loading
Cushioned support-saddles pressing against the unsupported lateral
surface of a large-diameter cylindrical shell structure induce compres-
sive hoop stresses in the shell nil which can cause the shell to
buckle. However, the cushions also act as an elastic foundation which
tends to stabilize the shell wall. The stabilizing restraint is similar
to that derived from a soft elastic core. Consequently, the stiffness
of the support-saddle cushioning material is a strong factor in deter-
mining the magnitude of the applied pressure at which buckling failure
may occur under cushion loading. The allowable pressure is lower for
relatively soft cushions, with fluid-pressure loading constituting a
limiting case corresponding to cushions of zero stiffness.
Uns_etrical loading. - Both axially symmetrical and unsymmetrical
(i.e., transverse) cushion loading are of practical interest at I_MSC.
Of course, if the circumferential distribution of the pressure applied
to a cylindrical shell is such that a significant amount of circumferential
bending is induced in the shell wall from the outset, the shell may fail
by local bending or local beam-column action rather than by buckling.
However, axial symmetry of the applied pressure is not a necessary con-
dition for bifurcation instability. A band of pressure circumferentially
distributed according to the relation:
P = Pmax(1+ cos )12 (2)
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where _ is the circumferential coordinate, causes the cylinder cross
sections to translate and decrease in diameter, but does not induce
significant circumferential bending prior to buckling. An analysis of
bifurcation instability under the pressure distribution of equation (2)
was carried out as part of the present study, and is reported in
reference 8. Results of the analysis indicate that the maximum allowable
fluid pressure for the unsymmetrical loading treated in reference 8 is
somewhat greater than that for the corresponding axially-symmetrical
case, but the difference is not great. Therefore, subsequent studies
of bifurcation instability under cushion pressure have been limited to
axially-symmetrical loading in the present investigation.
Axiall_-s_Tmmetrical loading. - The most recent result of the axially
symmetrical loading investigation is a pilot study of a core-filled
circular ring subjected to external pressure applied by soft elastic
cushions (ref. 4). The equation determined for the buckling pressure
in that analysis is:
P
1 + Ecr/[(l- _c)Et]
D 1 Ec ÷ R<nlEs I
(I + _)n+ i
R(n) = n (3)
where the subscript s denotes cushion, and the remaining symbols are
defined above. For E = O , this equation reduces to the relation
given in equation (1) Sfor fluid pressure loading. Equation (3) indi-
cates that the stability of the structure may be increased by increasing
the stiffness of the cushion material or by decreasing the cushion's
thickness.
The Axially Loaded Cylinder
A study of the snap-through buckling of axially loaded circular
cylindrical shells has been in progress at LMSC for quite some time.
This is a well-known problem which has challenged investigators in the
field of structural shell stability analysis for many years. The con-
tinuing interest in the problem is indicated by the relatively large
_o
number of references to it in the collected abstracts of papers for the
present symposium.
Large-deflection anal_sis. - The first phase of the IAMSC study of
this problem has recently been completed, and is reported in reference 9.
This phase treats the theoretical postbuckling behavior of isotropic
cylinders which are free from initial geometric imperfections. General
interest in this aspect of the problem was first stimulated by the find-
ings of yon K_ and Tsien in 1941 (ref. i0). Results of their analy-
sis indicate that if large displacements are considered, the load can
be shown to drop sharply from the bifurcation point given by small-
deflection theory to a relatively low minimum in the postbuckling range.
Their analysis was later improved by other investigators, among whom,
Kempner (ref. II) gave the most accurate solution. However, the ratio
given in reference ii between the minimum postbuck.ling equilibrium load
and the classical, small-deflection buckling load is P/PcL = 0.30. The
corresponding experimental values reported by Thielemanm in reference 12
are only 0.i0 to 0.12
In the I_C analysis, as in the previous analyses, the Rayleigh-
Ritz procedure is used to represent the elastic system in terms of a
countable number of degrees of freedom. The Ne_ton-Raphson iteration
method was employed to obtain solutions to the nonlinear equation system,
and an _ 7090 computer was used in the numerical work. The number of
degrees of freedom in the Rayleigh-Ritz analysis was successively in-
creased until no significant change occurred in the magnitude of the
minimum postbuckling equilibrium load.
Results of the analysis of reference 9 are shown in figure 2. The
expression assumed for the radial displacement component is of the form:
w=  aij cos (Im x) cos (J n y) (2)
where m,n are _avelength parameters, x,y are the axial and circumfer-
ential coordinates, and i,J are integers. Curve A in figure 2 repre-
sents the case in which all coefficients aij except a20 , all , a02 are
set to zero, and coincides with the Kempner solution. By success-
ively including additional degrees of freedom in the displacement
function, equation (4), the results represented by curves B, C, and D
are obtained. It maybe seen that:
• the magnitude of the minimum postbuckling equilibrium load
decreases as the number of degrees of freedom is increased,
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• the rate of decreasediminishes as the numberof degrees of
freedom is increased,
• the minimumvalue found for the greatest numberof degrees of
freedom, CaseD, is approximately P/PcL= 0.11 and,
• this value is in close agreementwith the corresponding experi-
mental values (0.10 to 0.12) reported by Thielemann.
Reference9 also presents information on the energy levels associated
with various postbuckling equilibrium configurations.
Experimental Investigation.- Of course, the objective of investi-
gations of postbuckling behavior such as those in references 9 through
ll is to furnish information which may contribute to the ultimate estab-
lishment of an adequate buckling criterion. It is believed that exten-
sive additional testing will be necessary before such a criterion can
be formulated. Unfortunately many of the early tests of axially loaded
cylinders were designed to determine simply the load level at "_hich
snap-through occurs. It is now widely recognized that experimental
evidence is needed on a much broader range of questions, such as the
influence of initial geometric imperfections of known form, the response
to dead-weight loading, changes in buckle pattern during loading and
unloading in the postbuckllng region, etc. A test program designed to
furnish certain information of this kind has been initiated at !/WSC.
It is believed that the results of such tests, together with continued
theoretical effort, can ultimately serve as a rational basis for design
of the axially loaded cylinder.
H -
Pressurized and core-filled cylinders. - The analysis reported in
reference 9 of theoretical postbuckling behavior under axial compression
may be extended with relatively little difficulty to internally pres-
surized cylinders and to cylinders filled with a soft elastic core° This
work also is in progress. Results in reference 12 and elsewhere indi-
cate that the load range within which buckling is possible for internally
pressurized cylinders (i.e., the range between the classical buckling
load and the minimum postbuckling equilibrium load) diminishes with
increasing internal pressure. The same tendency also may be expected
with soft elastic cores. Hence, the choice of a buckling criterion in
these cases may well be less critical.
FUTURE RESEARCH
Although the number of papers in the literature on structural
shell stability has increased to a substantial volume, the present
growth of aerospace technology is creating new problems at an even
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greater rate. A few shell stability problemswhich are of present
interest to LMSCand for which satisfactory methodsof analysis are not
available are briefly listed below.
Methods of analysis for the influence of solid propellants on the
buckling strength of motor cases are needed in which the propellant is
treated as a viscoelastic rather than an elastic medium. Results are
required for an entire class of load distributions and load-time pro-
files. Another broad class of problems of particular interest is that
of structural instability under dynamic loading. Included in this
category are impulsive loading of only a few microseconds duration.
Within the field of ordinary static buckling analysis, insufficient
information is available on the buckling of shells whose principal radii
of curvature are functions of one or both of the shell coordinates,
e.g., a deep ellipsoidal dome subjected to, say, uniform external
pressure.
A particularly troublesome task for the structures analyst is the
assessment of the effect of a large cutout on the buckling strength of
a cylindrical or conical shell. Information seems to be lacking for
both reinforced and unreinforced openings and for monocoque and stiff-
ened shells.
The increasing use of filament-wound motor cases has given renewed
emphasis to the need for information on the buckling of both orthotropic
and bi-layered cylinders. Similarly, the immense size of booster fuel
tanks for recently proposed vehicles has increased the interest in
methods of analyzing cylinders of both orthotropic and sandwich con-
struction.
Finally, in shell stability investigations, relatively greater
emphasis must be given to experimental research. Although it is often
more difficult to obtain funding for testing than for analysis, the
uncertain reliability of small-deflection buckling theory makes the
role of experimental data especially critical in shell applications.
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COMPARISON OF THEORY AND TESTS FOR BUCKLING UNDER
CIRCUMFERENTIAL BAND OF PRESSURE
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DEVELOPMENT OF DESIGN STRENQTH LEVELS
FOR THE ELASTIC STABILITY OF
MONOCOQUE CONES UNDER AXIAL COMPRESSION
By A. H. Hausrath and F. A. Dittoe
General Dynamics/Astronautics
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SUMMARY
Design relationships have been derived for the determination of
elastic buckling strength levels for unpressurized monocoque truncated
cones under axial compression. Theoretical implications have been con-
sidered in the establishment of a semi-empirical analysis leading to the
development of probability based design expressions. Data from 170
tests by various investigators were statistically evaluated for the ex-
pected mean, 90%, and 99% probability strength levels. Dispersion of
data was found to be slightly less than that of monocoque cylinders.
Non-linear effects of radius to thickness ratio or strength deteriora-
tion with length to radius ratio were not discernible.
INTRODUCTION
The elastic buckling of unpressurized monocoque right truncated cir-
eulAr cones under axial compression is analyzed statistically to establish
design strength levels. The resulting prediction equations were derived
from data in the ranges of semi-vertex angle from 2.87 ° to 75°, mid-
height radius of curvature to thickness ratios of 98 to Al60,and slant
height to mSd-helght radius of curvature ratios of O.133 to &.&5, The
resulting equations are intended for the design of cones where appli-
cable in aerospace vehicles and other structures requiring high levels
of structural reliability.
SYMBOLS
subscript indicating the "A" level.
that level which would be exceeded by at least 99% of the
entire population with 95% confidence; i.e., the confidence
is 95% that at least 99% of the stability strengths of all
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cones in axial compression can be expected to exceed the
"A" level.
subscript indicating the "B" level.
that level which would be exceeded by at least 90% of the
entire population with 95% confidence; i.e., the confidence
is 95% that at least 90% of the stability strengths of all
cones in axial compression can be expected to exceed the
"B" level.
buckling coefficient; see eq. (2).
mean value of C; see eq. (7).
material modulus of elasticity in compression.
theoretical frequencies for intervals in grouped data.
subecript indicating i th value.
one-sided tolerance factor for the normal distribution; a
function of sample size, probability level, and confidence
level.
slant height of conical frustum.
number of intervals in grouped data.
number of data values in sample.
observed frequencies for intervals in grouped data.
axial colpressive load, ibs., Just prior to buckling.
expected mean value of Pcr •
axisymmetric axial-buckling load of infinite cylinder with
constant-thickness walls.
radius of cylindrical shell.
radius at small end of conical shell, measured in plane
normal to axis of cone.
radius at large end of conical shell, measured in plane
normal to axis of cone.
sample standard deviation; see eq. (8).
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shell thickness.
semi-vertex angle of cone.
mean value for a total population.
Poisson' s ratio.
radius of curvature.
radius of curvature of conical shell at mid-height.
standard deviation for a total population.
statistical parameter indicating goodness-of-fit o£ data
to a distribution function.
DISCUSSIONS
Justification for the Statistical Approach
Large variations in the actual buckling strengths of unpressurized
truncated cones can be expected due to the unstable nature of pre-buck-
ling load-deflection relationships for monocoque shells in compression.
Cylinders, for example, tend to follow the familiar peaked load-deflec-
tion curve toward the bifurcation point and then into the post-buckling
regime; however, to attain classical values of the buckling coefficient,
all conditions (imperfections, eccentricities, end conditions, etc.)
Dast be ideal. Since actual shells are subject to less than ideal con-
ditions, the resulting buckling strengths will be not only significantly
lower than theoretically indicated, but also widely dispersed. Existing
data from cylinders are slightly more dispersed than fr_ cones for
axial compression and the response of spherical shells under external
pressure shows similar scatter, probably for related reasons.
An examination of the test data presented in fig. 1 shows approxi-
mately equal scatter for all values of the semi-vertex angle. The cause
of such variations in test results is not currently quantitatively de-
fined. The high sensitivity to unmeasured or unmeasurable parameters
makes an accurate analytical prediction of general instability strength
improbable for the ty_es of applied structure used in aerospace vehicles.
Thus, in order to guarantee a reliable structure, statistical methods are
used to establish practical design strength levels. These levels should
not be considered as final. Analysis will eventually reveal the quanti-
tative relationships between the buckling load and the above discussed
conditions. This will permit a better evaluation of the test scatter and
new statistical analyses resulting in more accurate prediction equations.
_8
Designing at mean or typical strength levels acknowledges that 50%
of structures so designed would fail before reaching design ultimate loads.
A previous statistical analysis (ref. i) indicates that 10% of cylinders
designed to mean strength levels would fail at 75% or less of design ulti-
mate strength in axial compression. A similar situation exists for cones.
Although the dispersion of test data for monocoque shells is gen-
erally recognized, mean expected strength levels are often erroneously
advocated for design. ,,Eyeball" estimates of a lower bound to test data
are also sometimes used, particularly when only a limited amount of test
data are available. Unfortunately, the lower bound approach does not
result in a quantitative evaluation of the reliability of the solution.
Statistical analyses result in strength level estimates at desired levels
of probability and confidence and thus make it possible to design to the
required level of structural reliability.
This study endeavors to establish practical design relation,hips
for the elastic stability of unpressurized monocoque cones under axial
compression. The statistical levels adopted correspond to "N' and "B"
levels as defined in SYMBOLS.
Test Data
The total number of pertinent tests known to the authors is 174.
Refs. 2-6 contain data from 18 steel, 133 mylar, 15 nickel, and 8 alumi-
num cone tests. Although the preponderance of data are from the mylar
specimens of ref. 2, the remaining data with four exceptions, fit into
the mylar distribution satisfactorily, as may be seen in fig. I. The
value of mylar as a material for model stability test specimens was treat-
ed in ref. 2 where it was concluded that mylar was quite attractive for
testing of this kind. A close scrutiny of the data reveals that the
mylar results tend to be slightly higher than those of the metal speci-
mens. Reasons for this may include experience gained in fabricating and
testing a large number of mylar specimens and the low probability for
local yielding of these specimens prior to buckling. The metal specimens
were worked closer to their proportional limits and thus were more sus-
ceptible to failures precipitated by local yielding. In the cases of
one aluminum and three nickel specimens, early failures may be directl7
attributed to local yielding. In the aluminum specimen, the failure load
produced gross stresses in the cone wall above the material proportional
limit while in the nickel tests there waz_L4uestA_able-end-eonditions.
These four tests were omitted from the statistical analysis but are
shown in figs. 1 and 3 for reference purposes.
The remaining sample size of 170 consists of cones having
2.87 ° • a • 75 ° , 98 • 5/t • 4160 and 0.133 • £/5 • 4.45.
METHODS OF ANALYSIS
It is certainly to be recognized that from a statistician's point
of view the sample population is far from ideal. The experiments were
not statistically designed, there was no particular effort to randomize
the combinations of geometrical parameters, and there are several obvi-
ous sources of bias in the sample population; however, distribution
charts of _/_ and _ vs. _/t (tables 1 and 2) reveal some sampling in
many of the usual ranges of interest.
The plot of the buckling coefficient C vs. _/t shown in fig. 1
discloses the most interesting implication that C is independent of
_/t . This finding is contrary to the conclusions of refs. 2, 3, _,
and 7 where functional relationships between C and some 0/t were as-
sumed similar to that for cylinders.
The theoretical result for cones presented in ref. 7 and affirmed
in ref. 3 is
P : P cos 2 _ (1)
cr cyl
which ma_ be written
P = C 2_Et 2 cos 2 a (2)
cF
The well-known classical value for C is
1
C - (3)
V3(1-v2)
which, for v - 0.3, is 0.605. However, experimental results for cylin-
ders are such that 0.07 _ C _ 0.5 and that C is strongly dependent upon
radius/thickness ratios. The experimental evidence for cones is pres-
ently such that 0.194 _ C _ O.A78 and that C is independent of radius/
thickness ratios, at least for the range of data available. Additional
influences of _ or length effects are not discernible from plots of
cone data.
An examination of the frequency distribution of C by means of a
histogram (fig. 2) indicates near normalcy. If the variations in C
could be attributed to eccentricities in loading and specimen geometry,
local irregularities, etc., and if each of these could be assumed to
occur in a random manner, then it can be shown that the values of C
would be expected to be normally distributed.
The normal or Gaussian distribution function is given by
9o
so that
1 r-(x-_)2q
_(x) = _exp L 2o2 J
(4)
o
I
a
f(x)dx = probability that x > a (s)
In eq. (A), _ and a are respectively the mean value and standard de-
viation for a total (infinite) population. As is the usual case, only
estimates of _ and o are available. These are the sample mean, X ,
and the sample standard deviation, s, which were used to obtain the
fitted normal curve shown in fig. 2 for com_m_ison with the histogram.
An analytical evaluation of the conformity o_the grouped data to
the normal distribution was conducted using the X test. This test,
discussed in mos_ texts on basic statistics, consists of evaluating
the parameter X" from eq. E6) and comparing the result to tabulated
p_rcentage points for the X distribution. If the calculated value of
X_ is less than the value tabulated for the applicable significance
level and number of degrees of freedom, then there is no reason to
reject the hypothesis that the data are from a normal population.
X2 _, (ni-ei)2= (6)
e i
i=l
In eq. (6), m is the number of intervals over which the s_mnation takes
place, ni are the observed frequencies in the intervals, and ei are the
theoretical frequencies for the intervals from the fitted normal dis-
tribution.
The X2 goodness-of-fit test was conducted for the test data and
resulted in the conclusion that at the 5% level of significance, the
sample distribution is consistent with the hypothesis that the parent
distr_ution is normal. The 5% level of significance, generally used
for X" tests for normality, was generously exceeded by the data. For
the purposes of this paper, the values of C were thus assumed to be
normally distributed.
The mean value of C and standard deviation were obtained from the
iTOdata values using eqs. (7) and (8).
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-- _ _ C i (7)
i=l
s = _ (_-c.) z_. (s)
i=l
The "B" and "A" level estimates of C were then calculated from
cs = E - kss (9)
CA- E- kAS (10)
where k B and kA are _e proper probabiJ.tty tolerance factors. Values
of k have been calculated using procedures outlined in chapter 1 of
ref. 8 and tabulated in ref. 9. The values of k were calculated for
the normal distribution such that the confidence is 95_ that at least
the desired proportions will exceed the e'B" and "A" levels. For 169
degrees of freedom, kB - I.A65 and kA - 2.592.
The results of calculations using eqs. (7) through (10) are:
E = 0.316 (11)
• = 0.06077 (12)
CB = 0.227 (13)
CA = 0.158 (14)
Plots of the expected mean, "B", and "A" levels are shown in figs.
I, 2, and 3 for caaparison with available data.
RECOMMENDATIONS
The "A" and "B" levels are recommended for the practical design of
unpreesurized monocoque cones critical in buckling due to axial compres-
sion. The "A" level, eq. (I_), is recommended for use for those struc-
tures the single failure of which could result in catastrophic loss or
injury to personnel. The "B" level, eq. (13), may be used for struc-
tures not requiring the "A" level.
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Application of eqs. (13) and (i_) as coefficients for eq. (2)
should be limited to cones havin_ the following approximate geometries:
I00 < _/t < 4000, I0u < m • 73 u, and 0.25 • _/_ • 5. Table 1 and 2
may be consulted to deterLine the number of known tests for a desired
cone geoamtry. The stress level at the small end of the cons should
be checked to preclude the possibility of an early failure precipitated
by inelastic stresses.
Structural substantiation tests should be conducted on cones de-
signed by the ume of eqs. (2), (13), and (14) because of the influences
of fabrication techniques, size, and end conditions in each particular
design.
FUTURE RESEARC_
Additional testing of cones should be conducted in the sparsely
populated ranges of tables 1 and 2. Of particular interest would be
additional elastic tests in the high and low _/t and small = groups.
These could permit a better understanding of the present experimentally
indicated independence of buckling coefficient with radius/thickness
ratio. The influence of end conditions on buckling of cones would seem
to be greater than for cylinders and, if adequately evaluated, might be
used to reduce the scatter of test data. Tests of larger and longer
specimens should indicate the effects of size and length which are not
discernible from existing data.
Accurate determinations of the compressive modulus of elasticity
of specimen materials should be reported in all future stability test
reports. Although difficult to obtain for thin ga_ee, this information
is helpful in statistically evaluating test data and may, in fact, be
responsible for a significant amount of scatter in the existing data.
CONCLUDING REMARKS
For practical design purposes, reliable design buckling load levels
may be established if sufficient data exist. Recent shell stability test-
ing has greatly enhanced the fact that for unpressurized monocoque shells,
existing theoretical solutions are unrealistic for design. The use of
mean expected buckling strengths is also unconservative bile lower bound
estimates are of unknown reliability. Statistically determined allowable
strength levels acknowledge the inevitable scatter of test data and per-
mit the estimation of strengths at desired levels of probability and con-
fidence. The application of statistics to other loading conditions and
shell configurations would be desirable when enough data are available.
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SHELL STABILITY PROBLEMS IN THE DESIGN OF
LARGE SPACE VEHICLE BOOSTERS
By James B. Sterett, Jr.
NASA Marshall Space Flight Center
SUMMARY
A discussion of the current methods used to design the Saturn type
booster shell structures is presented covering bending and axial com-
pression, with and without internal pressure. Problem areas encountered
in the application of available shell stability data to these designs
are delineated; as well as, suggested areas of future research for shell
configurations anticipated in advanced designs.
INTRODUCTION
The pressurized and unpressurized cylindrical shell portions of the
Saturn Boosters have changed considerably in configuration as payload
requirements became more stringent. Various cylindrical cross-sections
were investigated to optimize structural designs, with corrugated skins
in the unpressurlzed areas and "tee" stiffened tank walls indicating min ®
imum weight structures. Additional weight savings might be realized with
the use of multicell tanks for large diameter Boosters.
S_4BOLS
Cf
D
E
Fc
I
K
frame stiffness coefficient
shell diameter
Young's modulus of elasticity
ultimate compressive stress
area moment of inertia
shell buckling constant
5B
L
q
R
t
t
t_
shell length (between transverse frames)
axial load per unit of circumference
shell radius
monocoque shell thiclmess
equivalent weight monocoque shell thickness
equivalent strength monocoque shell thickness
DEVELOPMENT OF SHELL CONFIGURATIONS
FOR THE SATURN C-I BOOSTERS
Pressurized Areas
Pressurized shell designs for the Saturn C-I Boosters were based on
water hydrostatic test pressure requirements. The particular aluminum
selected, 5456-H343, is a work hardening alloy and develops excellent
mechanical properties after pressure cycling. Weld areas in the tanks
have final tensile yield strengths as high as 90_ of the parent material.
Since the payload requirements were not critical for these Boosters, the
test pressures shown in table 1 were acceptable, especially considering
the resulting high structural integrity. Buckling instability of the
monocoque shells, under combined bending and axial compression, is not
critical compared to the hoop tension stresses.
Unpressurlzed Areas
The unpressurized cylindrical portions of the Saturn C-I Boosters
were designed more efficiently than the tanks although subsequent load
reductions have increased their safety margins. The forward and aft
skirts of the 70 and 105 inch diameter tanks are seml-monocoque shells
except for short intermediate modified monocoque sections (as defined in
reference I) attaching these skirts to the tank walls. The most critical
areas of these skirts, in each case, are the modified monocoque portions.
The classical buckling equation, F c - KEt/R, with a K value - 0.30, has
been used to establish these shell thiclmesses and compares favorably
with the structural test results. The R/t range of from 140 to 390 as
shown in table I, falls within the limits of the application of the 0.30
constant suggested in reference 2.
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ADVANCED SATURN C-5 BOOSTER SHELLS
Pressurized Areas
Development of the pressurized portions of the advanced Saturn C-5
Booster followed a completely different design philosophy from the early
Saturn vehicles. Stringent requirements for maximum payload capacity,
for both lunar and earth orbital rendezvous, dictated a refined approach
to shell design. Initially, preliminary design concepts depicted an
integrally milled 45 ° waffle pattern for the skins with a full length
cruciform anti-slosh baffle dividing the tanI_ into four quarters. Fur-
ther shell optimization studies, coupled with the possibility of a re-
design of the baffles to annular rings, indicated a substantial struct-
ural weight reduction bv incorporating integrally milled longitudinal
"tee" stringers in place of the 45 ° waffle. A comparison of these shell
designs are shown in tables 2 and 3. The values presented are for the
actual C-5 design pressures, bending moments and longitudinal forces,
within the plate thickness limitations for the 2219-T87 aluminum sheet
sizes required. Since the skin thickness for the "tee" stiffened de-
sign is significantly influenced by pressure stresses, additional shell
weights were investigated for both waffle and "tee" stiffened segments
considering pressure increases. The "tee" stiffened cross sections were
sized, based on optimization of skin to stiffener area ratios, with the
skin fully effective in compression (no local buckling). The waffle
sections were developed through application of the work accomplished
by Selde (ref. 4).
An interesting phenomena, concerning the annular rings, developed
in the optimization studies. To suppress sloshing within acceptable
limits, the ring baffles required a depth of approximately 30 inches,
several times that necessary to provide column stability for the stiff-
ened shell. In addition, longitudinal structural ties "between rings on
the inner flanges were required to support the normal forces on the ring
webs due to sloshing pressures. This configuration of deep rings, with
the inner flanges supported against lateral instability, permitted re-
duction of the t contribution by the rings. A standard ring section,
required to stabilize the shell, was generated using the following equa-
tion from reference 3:
Cfq_D 4
EI -
4L
This ring would add .07g incites to the skin-stringer t, compared to .048
inches for the deep anti-slosh rings. Sketches of the typical C-5 tank
structures are shown in figures i and 2.
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Unpressurtzed Areas
Cylindrical skirt areas of the Advanced Saturn without internal
pressure have been designed based on mlnimumweight criteria from ref-
erence 3 and are of fabricated (riveted) 7075-T6 aluminum sheet and
stringer combinations, with the exception of the inter-tank shell.
This section attaches the fuel tank to the oxidizer tank and is composed
of 7075-T6 corrugated sheet with transverse stabilizing ring frames.
In contrast with the C-I Boosters, the monocoque skirt areas are re-
stricted to negligibly short segments which exist only at bulkhead to
shell junctures. Weights of the skirts are as follows:
SEGMENT WEIGHT PER INCH
Forward Skirt
Intertank Skirt
Aft Skirt
40
35
48
J
Manufacturing and access requirements preclude the use of corrugated
skins for all of the skirts, although this cross section is structurally
the more efficient.
FUTURE RESEARCH
Monocoque Buckling Allowables
Tables 2 and 3 present weights for waffle pattern designs based on
three sources for buckling allowables (references 5 and 6). The basic
waffle dimensions are established from reference 4, but when the t_ value
is selected from each buckling reference, different shell weights are
developed. For Boosters in the size range of the Advanced Saturn and
Nova, these differences amount to thousands of pounds of structural weight.
Extensive research should be conducted to establish uniform, generally
accepted cylinder buckling curves.
Multicell Designs
An area which shows extreme promise in future space vehicle designs
is the multicell configuration. Extensive studies accomplished at Mar-
shall Space Flight Center on cylindrical versus multicell tanks and tot-
al Booster structures indicate weight savings for the multicell, which
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increase in percentage with larger vehicles. Figure 3 presents the re-
sults of these studies ranging from a 360 inch diameter Booster to 600
inches. The typical cross section, shown in figure 4, does not present
unusual structural problems except in the transition areas between the
shell walls and bulkheads. These areas are geometrically difficult to
define and defy presently available methods of analysis for local shell
stability.
CONCLUDING REMARKS
Minimum weight designs for large space vehicle Booster cylindrical
shells require comprehensive studies to establish each individual config-
uration. Shell skins with integral milled stiffeners appear especially
attractive for propellant tanks. The selection of mill patterns such
as 45 ° waffle or longitudinal "tees" depends on loads and other design
criteria peculiar to that tank. Uniformly accepted and proven cylinder
buckling curves would permit further refinement of shell designs. For
future Boosters, research is needed on multicell designs and their sta-
bility problems.
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PROBL_S ASSOCIATED WITH THE DESIGN
OF LARGE SHELL STRUCTURE
By W. M. Moseley
General Dynamics/Fort Worth
SUMMARY
An account of the approach used in design of a large
sandwich construction nose cone is given. The areas in
which analytical methods are needed are discussed and a
theoretical procedure is proposed.
INTRODUCTION
Many of the space exploration probes and satellites
are housed on the nose of large missiles. These payloads
require protection during the launch phase and the missile
requires fairing to reduce aerodynamic drag. Thus, large
Jettlsonable nose panels are needed in many applications.
The panels must possess integral stiffness since there is
little or no room for supporting structure. These require-
ments have resulted in the design of large "split-cone"
sections of sandwich construction. Satisfactory methods
of analysis do not exist for this type of structure.
SYMBOLS*
X, r, z, p
e, ¢
a, b, c, d, L, L', B
U, V, W, q, V l, S
I, J, F, G, N, M, K, K', H
Linear coordinates
Angular coordinates
Dimensions
Displacements
Displacement parameters
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A (with proper subscript)
f, g, i, J, k, i, m, n, h
*See also figures 1 and 2.
Coefficients of displacement
parameters
Integers or subscripts
DESIGN APPROACH
The task under consideration is to design a nose fair-
Ins for a i0 foot diameter missile. The purpose of the
fairing is to reduce vehicle drag, and to protect the pay-
load from heat and airloads during the boost phase of the
flight. A cone-on-cylinder configuration is chosen for
the proposed design. The I0 foot diameter cylinder portion
is I0 feet longA The conical portion is 16 feet long with
a taper of 14.5 _ per side. There are no internal frames or
bulkheads forward of the base. To facilitate Jettisoning
in flight, the fairing is fabricated in halves. The half
shells are then held mated by a few explosive fasteners
along the vertical split lines.
The air pressure or loads act in a crushing direction
and produce axial and hoop compressive stresses in the
shell wall. Since the airload is not uniform, shear and
bending are also present. In addition the shell must be
able to withstand thermal stresses resulting from rather
severe aerodynamic heating.
Environmental conditions indicate the use of fiber-
glass sandwich for shell wall construction. The designer
must then attempt to establish the required core and
laminate thickness to provide the required strength and
stability. He can satisfy these by the use of conventional
stress equations bmt he soon finds that these apply to
complete cylinders of solid sheet material. The cylinders
treated are considered very long or assumed held round at
intervals. 0nly a small amount of information exists on
sandwich cylinder allowables, and in each case the author
points o_t the need of further investigation and testing
to esZabllsh valid design allowables.
In this particular design the engineer does not have
a complete cylinder. He has two half cone-cylinders,
since moment continuity is lost at the split lines. The
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knee area, or juncture between the cone and cylinder, acts
as a stiffening ring to some degree. Zt divides the snell
into two distinct bays which might buckle independently if
the juncture is stiff enough. The designer finds very
little information on the required stiffness of reinforcing
r_-n_s---f6r cases of this nature.
To determine the elastic buckling pressure of the
conical portion of the half shell, the designer will again
be forced to use complete cylinder formulas and use assumed
values for effective length and radius. The loss in
strength due to the split llne and the absence of a rigid
ring cannot be adequately predicted.
The alrloads on a ring (a unit length of shell) can
be divided into a uniform crushing component and an
asymmetrical component. The uniform component is reacted
by hoop compression in the ring and no bending is p_esent.
The asymmetrical component induces a shear reaction in the
shell, and a ring flattening effect is expected. A quick
analysis shows that a shear reaction of the classical
VQ/I type produces no ring bending with the asymmetrical
alrload. However, further checking shows that only slight
variations in the distribution of the applied pressure or
the reacting shear will produce very high computed ring
flattening deflections and bending moments. Thus the
stiffness required to prevent flattening becomes a major
unknown.
In most such design projects, the designer is aware
of the vehicle performance penalty for unnecessary struc-
tural weight. Yet he is faced with a schedule and budget
that does not pern_t developmental testing. A nose cone
failure could waste a missile and launch effort costing
millions of dollars. If a designer is to have a measure
of confidence in his product, under these circumstances,
the finished hardware is sure to be unnecessarily heavy.
For example, previous analyses of this type panel
have treated the problem on an "equlvalent-thickness"
basis. The sandwich panel is reduced to an equivalent
thickness of solid metal and compared with cylinder data
of the same effective length, radius, and mean radial
pressure distribution. Margins of safety of 50% have
been allowed to account for the effects of the split llne.
Such procedures are believed to result in excessive
sandwich core weight.
7O
The cone-on-cyllnder shell discussed here is believed
to be useful enough to be worthy of further research. The
author knows of four existing satellite programs which
utilize this shape, and several more that are under
consideration.
ADDITIONAL THEORETICAL INVESTIGATION
A limited investigation was initiated to determine if
the critical buckling load of the nose cone could be found by
theoretical means. For this purpose a structural idealiza-
tion of the nose cone was made considering its physical
features. The configuration was a sandwich shell composed
of a spherical nose cap, a conical section, and a cylindri-
cal section. The shell is split into two halves to facili-
tate Jettisoning; the edges of the half shells are
reinforced along the parting llne by fairly stiff beams.
The shell is supported at its base by the missile body
and Just below its spherical cap by stout bulkheads.
Only the cone-cyllnder sections need be considered in
a stability analysis. At the Juncture of the cone and
cylinder the discontinuity angle of the shell plus a local
thickening of the sandwich acts as a stiffening ring.
Since it could not be decided initially if this stiffening
was sufficient to Cause the cone and cylinder to buckle as
individual elements, provision for buckling of the combina-
tion was included in the analysis. It was also decided to
include the discontinuity of bending moment along the shell
parting llne although the effect of this now appears of
somewhat minor consequence. It was felt that an essential
feature in this analysis should be the low transverse shear
stiffness of sandwich construction.
Before attempting an analysis, the load-temperature-
time history for the nose cone was considered. It was
found that the design loads occurred at near room tempera-
ture and were followed at some later time by the peak
thermal gradient during which the applied loads were
nearly zero. The distribution of pressure and temperature
is practlcallyunlformover the conical and cylindrical
segments under consideration. Although the design pressures
can occur at a slight angle of incidence, it is felt that
this affects the bending only since the instability is prl-
marily a function of the mean radial pressure distribution.
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Having made the above idealizations, some time was
spent in a brief review of applicable literature. Papers
on thin cones and cylinders, and on sandwich cylinders
were reviewed. From the survey it became apparent that
the only feasible analytical approach would be an approxl-
mate one based upon an energy method. The inherent hazard
of such an approach is that it leads to unconservatlve
values of critical loads if the expression for deformation
does not admit the true buckled shape (reference l, page
90). Several authors state that satisfactory solutions
for cylinders subjected to hydrostatic pressure can be
obtained with small deflection theory and others suggest
that for sandwich construction snap-through type buckling
is unlikely (sec. 1.1, ref. l, p. 498; ref. 2, p. 49;
ref. 3, P. 2). Although no such statements were found for
cones, there appears no reason for their behaving differ-
ently from cylinders as long as the cone angle is not
large. With these assumptions it is possible to follow
the procedure of reference 4, which also makes use of
reference 5, in computing the critical buckling load for
the nose cone. The detailed steps taken and the equations
are much too lengthy for presentation here so only a
brief outline of principles will be shown. The geometry
of the cone is shown in figure i.
Strain components for the cylindrical portion of the
shell can be expressed in terms of displacements as equa-
tions 12.56 of reference 6. However, in addition to u,
v, and w terms involving transverse shearlr_ strains
and _n_ omitted in equations 12.47 (ref.G) must be
included In'V'the last three equations of 12.57 (ref. 6)
to account for the low shear mod,_lus of the sandwich core.
Similar strain expressions for the cone may be derived in
terms of displacements s, v', and q and shear strains
The normal deflection (q, w) assumed for each half
shell was the sum of the three shapes shown in longitudinal
section in figure 2.
The expressions used are:
w = (F) (M)+ (G) + (N)
q *, (F) (I) + (H) (J) + (N) (K')
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Where:
_ @
n +
m
k
8in
*These terms are zero for f, g, h, n
continuous Shell. --even, i.e., a
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I = [ Ai Sin i _(r-B) i_(x-b)L = [ Ai Sin (c-b)
i i
J = _. Aj Sin 4_(_B_) Cos
J
- Aj sin J (x-b)Cos(c-b) 2(c-b)
J
k
Sin = L
k
Ak Sin k _(x-b)(d-b}
The above expressions for q and w were found to
S_extiSfy all boundary conditions provided shear strains
• _gz' _rp" _p, and Polssons ratio effects
in the strain component expressions previously derived
are neglected.
The strain energy of the sandwich cylinder and core,
due to deflections q, w, are determined similarly to
the method of reference 4. It was found more convenient
to take the reference surface at the core mid-height. An
expression of similar form to that of equation 47 (ref. 4)
is found for the strain energy of the shell, and the
flexural energy of the edge beams of the nose cone is
added to the term corresponding to B15 , of reference 6.
In applying the method of minimizing the total poten-
tial, only the change of load potential during buckling
need be found. Part of this change comes from the induced
radial compression in the nose cone and part from the axial
force on the shell. The former can be found using the
trick of reference l, page 288. The equivalent load is
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the quantity on the right side of equation (a). The
quantity in parenthesis is replaced with the radial curva-
tures from the expressions for strain components in the
nose cone. Radial displacement terms can be eliminated by
consideration of inextenslble buckling. Longitudinal dis-
placements can be expressed in terms of the "tilting"
factors and neutral surface ordinates used for strain
energy expressions. For the second part of the change in
external energy, the average shortening of an elemental
length of genetrix can be taken as
where terms in v, v' must be again expressed in terms of
"tilting" factors and neutral surface ordinates.
The change in total potential is taken as the sum of
load potential and strain energy. Arranging terms Involv-
Ing "tilting" factors and neutral surface ordinates on the
rlght-_nd side, these parameters can be eliminated by
minimization and result in a right side expression similar
to that of equation 59 (ref. 4).
Further minimization of the change in total potential
with respect to AcAm, AgAe, A_i , AhAj, and AnA k
results in five simultaneous equations containing qcr
(pressure) and the integers f, g, h, I, J, k,
l, m, and n. These equations are much too lengthy to
show here. They also are much too complex to solve
manually and should be programmed onto a large computer.
Due to the time schedule of the particular nose cone
being designed, there was insufficient time to attempt
solution on the IBM 7090 computer available at this
facility. However, this would be an ideal tool to use
in this analysis. It is completely feasible and practical
to obtain an IBM solution to the equations. The problem
is common en_,_gh t._r_hout the industry to warrant this
research and the majority of the aerospace companies who
would use such data have facilities for processing a
computer program.
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CONCLUDINGREMARKS
Tying such a theoretical analysis development program
to an experimental investigation of sandwich nose cone
models would make an excellent research prog_'am. For
instance, it ks strongly suspected from the tests of thin
metal models that the k-mode displacements are unnecessary
in the analysis and would affect large simplifications in
the analysis by being omitted. At the same time, there
also exists the possibility that tests of sandwich shells
mig_ht reveal that some other displacement mode is required
although this does not appear likely from tests to date.
In either event, completion of the analysis and test
corroboration would give us a very useful design tool.
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DF_GN OF STIFFENED CYLINDERS IN AXIAL COMPRESSION
By John M. Hedgepeth
Space Systems Division, Martin Marietta Corporation
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The problem of optimum design of axially compressed cylinders
stiffened by rings and stringers is discussed. Particular atten-
tion is devoted to configurations suitable for large launch vehi-
cles. Consideration is given to the analytical techniques for
determining strength as well as the procedures for optimization.
INTRODUCTION
One of the primary design criteria for circular cylindrical
shells in flight vehicles is the necessity of carrying axial com-
pressive loading. In most situations, the loading is light
enough so that efficient design precludes the use of an unstabi-
lized, single-thickness shell. Of the various means of stabili-
sation, the one used most often is that of stringer and ring
reinforcement.
The purpose of this paper is to discuss methods of analysis
and of optimum design of stiffened cylinders. Attention is de-
Toted primarily to types of configurations and loadings which are
suitable for large-scale launch vehicles. 0nly the case in which
integTal stringers are firmly fixed to the rings and in which pre-
mature local buckling of the skin between stiffeners is prohibited
is considered, in the belief that these are inherent properties
of the most efficient structure. For simplicity, the stiffening
elements are assumed to have negligible torsional or sidewise
bending stiffness.
Most of the information contained herein is not particularly
new or surprising. It is felt, however, that the discussion taken
as a whole is a contribution to the field of optimum design.
DISCUSSION
Before looking at the complex stiffened cylinder, there are
some lessons to be learned from published analyses of the much
simpler stiffened flat plate. For example, a study of the results
of reference 1 shows that a longitudinally compressed, longitudi-
nally stiffened rectanEular plate with many bays in the transverse
direction, buckles as if the bending stiffness of the stiffeners
was "smearod out", provided that the stiffeners are not so stiff
that local buckling of the plate between stiffeners occurs. For
the present case wherein premature skin buckling is prohibitedg
this means that the stringer stiffening can be very adequately
accounted for by means of orthotropic analyses. Since the larger
the stringer, the larger the ratio of stiffness to weight, it also
means that a necessary condition for optimum design is that local
skin buckling, strinEer crippling, and overall cylinder buckling
should occur at the same load level. In short, for a given re-
quired distributed stringer stiffness determined by orthotropic
theory, optimum design implies that the stringer spacing be as
wide as possible without encountering local skin buckling, and as
deep as possible without creating crippling.
The situation with regard to rings is unfortunately not so
straightforward. Qualitative help is afforded by the results in
reference 2 for the longitudinal loading of transversely stiffened
long plates. These results have been replotted in figure 1 in a
form suitable for the present discussion. In this form, the buck-
ling curves that occur if the stiffener were stiff enough to force
local panel buckling and the curves predicted by an orthotropic
analysis are the same for all proportions; these are shown by the
dashed straight lines. The exact results for the discrete stiffen-
ers are indicated by the solid curves° These curves are very
nearly coincident for practical panel aspect ratios. There are
three ranges of the stiffness parameter: For light stiffeners,
the curves follow the orthotropic theory; for heavy stiffeners,
the panel is forced to buckle between stiffeners. In the inter-
mediate range, the stiffeners participate in the buckling and
their discreteness is important.
Several lessons pertaining to the buckling of stiffened
cylinders are learned in this figure. For example, there is no
need of making the rings stiffer than a certain value. Further-
more, since the larger a ring is the more efficient from a weight
standpoint it i8, the range in which the orthotropic ring theory
is valid should be avoided. The optimum design will have a ring
stiffness that would be associated with the intermediate range.
This is unfortunate since in this range analysis techniques are
the most difficult. In addition, the optim_zation procedure would
have to include the complicated coupling between the stringer
stiffened cylinder and the rings. Without very much cost in weight
one can eltJninate part of this coupling by adopting the criterion
that the rings should be made Just stiff enough to force nodes at
the rings.
On the basis of this criterion one can design the optimum
stringer panels for buckling between rings; th_s would depend only
on the loading and the rink spacing. Then the rings can be sized
8o that the selected buckling mode would be obta_nedo £ subse-
quent opt4m_zaticn with respect to ring spacing would yield the
final efficient desiKno
The carrying out of the foregoing opt4u4zation procedure is
feasible within the present state of the art of analysis
techn£ques. A discussion of some of the interesting aspects of
this state of the art follows:
Analysis of Stringer Stiffened Cylinders
If one can ignore the effect of "one sidedness" of the
stringers, there are a number of orthotropic cylinder analyses
that are applicable to solving this problem. Such an analysis
should include the effects of plasticity since optimum design
should enta_ sizable stresses. This is particularly true if the
cylinder is pressurized° The inclusion of these plasticity effects
for the pressurized cause can be a source of trouble because of the
difference in effective stress levels between shell and stringers.
Analysis shows that the shell becomes plastic at a considerably
lower load than do the stringers.
Theoretical results obtL%ned from such orthotropic analysis
should be _n good a_eement w_th the strength that would be real-
ized experimenta_y even though small deflection theory is
ut_ized. This conclusion follows from an examination of the
kinds of configurations that are optimum for large launch vehicle
structures. Here the optimum rink spacing turns out to be rela-
tively small and most of the load carrying ab_ity of the stringer
stiffened cylinder is contributed by its wide column capability°
The contribution of the curvature, which i8 most subject to re-
duction due to larks deflection effects, is relatively small°
Furthermore, a stringer stiffened cylinder turns out to have a
relatively low effective radius-thickness ratio so that the knock-
down _n cylinder strength i8 small. These conclusions are based
_n part on the results obtained in reference 3 by means of an
approximation of the orthotropic analysis of reference _.
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An investigation of the influence of the one sidedness of the
stringer stiffeners in practical cylinder design is being performed
by the author. Preliminary results of the investigation indicate
that for the axisymmetric mode of buckling, locating the stringers
on the inside yields a si6_ificantly higher strength than locating
them on the outside. For most asymmetric modes of buckling, the
converse is true. Since the critical mode of failure is usually
the latter, attention should be given to the possibility of uti-
lizing external stiffeners in design.
Determination of Required Ring Stiffness
As was mentioned before, efficient stiffened cylinder pro-
portions require the rings to be handled as discrete entities
rather than by means of orthotropic techniques. An oft used prac-
tice is to size the rings in accordance with Shanley's criterion,
reference 9, which is a conservative quasiempirical specification
based on the envelope of a large number of test data. For large
launch vehicles, Shanley's criterion yields rings that contribute
significantly to the overall weight of the cylinder. A more re-
fined technique, based on the detailed geometry of the cylinder
and its stiffeners and treating the rings as discrete elements,
is therefore an important adjunct to efficient design.
Examination of various proposed designs for launch vehicles
in the Nova class shows that the tank domes and the manufacturing
splices divide the structure into relatively short cylinders. For
such configurations only a few additional rings are necessary in
each segment. Therefore, analyses of '*infinitely long" geometries
are of limited usefulness. One must deal with the actual structure,
incorporating the restraint effects of domes and other attachments
in order to get accurate strength estimates. Mathematically there
are two ways of dsalin_ with each of the cylindrical segments.
One is by writing the _th order partial differential equation for
the stringer stiffened cylinder with the proper boundary and dis-
continuity conditions at the ends and across rings. The other
would be to use a potential energy approach. In either case,
various values of circumferential wave length would have to be
examined and the rings sized in order to yield at least as much
strength as that already determined for the stringer stiffened
cylinder. Of the two approaches, the energy approach would seem
to be more suitable for programming on a computer.
Effects of Alternative Design Conditions
As is usual in structural design, launch vehicles are sub-
Jected to a variety of loading conditions. The tank barrels, _or
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instance, must be capable of withstanding not only the very large
flight compression loads coming from the combined longitudinal
acceleration and wind shears but also less large,but still appre-
ciablejcompression loads on the launch pad. The high reliability
requirement for man rating dictates capability of any tank's being
empty and unpressurized while all upper stages are completely
fueled. The necessity of meeting both of these design loadings
well may yield a tank structure which is optimum for neither of
the loadings since the pressurization existing during flight re-
duces the requirements for rings but increases the plasticity
problems. The first rough cut would be gotten by designing the
tank barrels without rings for the flight condition and then
adding a sufficient number of rings to handle the launch pad con-
dition. Further refinement is necessary, howeverg for weight
saving.
CONCLUDING RD_ARK_
All actual designs are affected by the practical aspects of
fabricability; off-optimum design therefore usually results.
Nevertheless, the optimum configuration should be determined, if
for no other reasons than to determine what the cost of such
practical considerations is,and to indicate the direction in which
improvements in manufacturing technology would be most helpful.
In addition, for very large launch vehicles, optimum configurations
might well be feasible because of the absence of _inimum-gage
problems.
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_ab_1£_y In she_ type st_s is a relatlvely In-
frequent phencmn_. _ seneral Instab_1_ty is --ant that a ecmplete
seettc= of a _ becomes elastieal_ unetable, as compared with
loesl ertlqxtlng or b_kltng. _w first step in design is to row_ size
the structure and de_ez_lne its ecupatlbi_L_y wlth s£r vehlele eon_Ig-
urstlon and systess tnstal_tons. After this step has been ecmF1e1_1,
It is possible to survey the ls_mr_s to deter:the _nether general _n-
stab/_ty is _Lkely to occur. The pneral _rs of len_, _tsm-
ete:_ f_aae epaetz_p elezmnt stillness, ere. _ are then tn_stt_ated to
• eter_lne If a _nera_ _ stress exlsts vhteh ls less than any
local eo1-,m) bes: eo_, or psnal fs_Ang stress. In this vsy, a
wxl_-_ design is ds_ezwJ:od and _aueral stsbt_ty fstJ.tnS nodes
el/atnate4_
The structural dest_e: has a fstrl_ vide selection of basle p&-
rsmsters 4nrtnS t]w esrl_ phases o1" deslsn. These dtmntsh, hommw,
as _ 4esttpa progresses snd ecmslder_lc_ fo_. stereos tneta3_l_ttons
beecs_s aoz_ Important. In as_ eases the ldee£ _ of struc-
tural e_e_ents soon _l_es vs_ to _zked discontinuities. The elassleL1.
exgple o_ a etreul_ eyllnde: _L_h sy_etrles3.1_ spaced _s is
seld_ realtze_ Untfe=a f_mm sections sad spaetn_ Sloe ws_r to deeper
ut_£1ty f_saes at rsad_ spanln_. The efl_ee_l_e stlx'/_ess of _e deeper
f_wes as_r be 20 - _0 tlaes _reate: _ban _he alnlmm required to prevent
tastabl_tty, eonstdertns tha &_nersl proporttcna of the shall. In
asmwr, _w _ml_orn 41strlbutlea of l_gl_udla_ sttfTeners is relxl_eed
by a system o_ 1once:one _ the axlsX ecmpresst_e elements. }4a-
_}o: _rsaes serve as base points 4- support of besa-eolmm l_er_s.
Ths tntex.aocltate fremes stve elastle eol_ su_por_ to the le=_ercns and
form boundaz_ ambers _o= the shear panels /a _ shel._ eovertnS. It
has bee= found thst _.c__ etrJ._rs been-- _uou and are
atom dlfTIeult to a_ecmcxls_ than ]._z_=s, even though these too my
be lnte_ _l_ho=t lon_lt_llnal stringers, _ stlfTness
setus3._ be _nereased throush st_xl_'led design.
A oltua_ton f_Luentl_ arises in _Leh _ 4epths ]mist be az-bt-
trarl_ tnersued "co seea_odate slrers_ sym tnstal_ttons; nsaely,
plpe lines, eondulta, etc. Thls results In deep f_ums havtn_ _e
lmwr fl_a_s, grhen ths anxt_ary systems fat.1, to suppl_ t]w neeesaary
s_sld.11_y, other means rest be e_loye4. Strsps of sheet _ are
scmetlaes £astened to _lw tnslde _'_u_os of 1"rsms, :Lac1_ t_ _o_ther
" il Precedingpageblank
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and temmtaatins at om_emteat major frames. Thue _ ties serve
as node points to the frs_ flaa_s.
a_or fr_u _ _lkhea_s are s_a_e4 too far stm_k to s_abll-
lze t_e lo_ercBs lstera32_, other a_ms am_ be prov14a4+ _ dest_
:u_ be _ _o asoertain wbs_er _ _ is supporting ia_er-
ms, isle frames or vtee versa+ JMz_s_, _ side skin _ glve eo_tn-
_umw vez_iex3, m_r_l_l._'7 "_o the 3.cx_ercox _.t,h the _ fries
t_mrx3.14r serves t4xLs 2P_'J_. 7.n _e _ur_,4wces, _ _ 3.on_-
the doors _ to _ G_t_mno_ _ hinges are ._11._
for t_is lmX_mee. _rAaS t_ _rAt£on t_ cXoee4 _o open, the lo_e-
r_ has redmmmmllatezsl stability. _m_e:, since _ runs are made
w_ae_ _ emx_Lttanx, high lcx_x are not ene_r_L
_ qL_.ek _ and e3.o_L_ c_m3_s. In l_0m'x3, s ex_,_fo3.
tton _o _ 4_ offsets _wrf_b_l_L_ f4cL3.wms _.u _ st_s.
er a_+e_ton has _ _t_ to rib and spar desi_a+ In _mLn wi_ be=
s_rucq_zes, _m41ng 5e_l_s as_ be _A_recishXe. Rlb 4est_s mast
be _ fop the e_esstve loads brought abowk by the surface deflec-
tion. _:Is eo_d_lers_ion us_ _ror14es enough stiffness to s_
are not _ss£b_e in _ _la_s, the skin t3_.akmss ls tnez_sm_L and sin--
face s_iffness is ae_leve4 _zough t_ uJe of _l_l-s_rs. The
then reverts to one of si_Xe _ __7. _'aere are a =m_er of
wing boz st=_m_s 4= _rviee toda_ _aose ecq_z_s_J.oo m_.--_xee _2.1.mmlx2_e
s_ress is eq_X to _ e_j=esstve yie14 _ of the _terAal
_ats ha= been _ _roW_ _ _e of _bloM a4SAed _ and _l_i-
_r_.
st_ 4esi_er is not vl_0_ eom_0_t regard for the sen-
ezal ia_ili_7 l=ro_e_. He is /_ _ul_ by his same of pro-,
portion based _ lon_ _enee. _ts sense has oft_m resul'bed in
stiffeai_ certain areas a_ tM_s fores_S.lta_ the _-o_essi_ of inctp-
ie_ failures.
TESTS OF _ PA_,S
_s ea_laser _ _ _ verlf1_l_ of the
effects of several variables I= order to Im:O=ee_wi_= a _ic_laz de-
sign. _iesl of the above is a series of tests _o de_eralne the effec_
of intera_tate frsae spani_ on the streagth of curved sheets in axial
o_pressi_. The fo11_ eonoerns the test of a _ of _1_0
8?
%0 _ - i_0 ksl. _:m _ Z%-mes _ 2 _ "Z" sea:Lens spaced
18-7/16 _e._s on e_r and ssdo of %bs sam m_rl_. _ _,-_-
d_ ",I"s_,ti_m frsmes veze mada frms SO1 _S steel. _ 28 Luch
rsdl_s of _ s:_ _ f--A_mspa@L1_ _m _ emu_,at_ - om.%,ythe
__ _ spaeJ.ag_ ,_z1_L. _ v1_t.h of sll INumls _ _-
67 t:_lws sndL all Z_sms veze z_Ts_e4L to the skin I_UmlS.
_, _ ,_u ,,:, _ _ _ %_o S x S x S/8 _ ,_s_es.
All _ns _ _st_! _n szLa_ ecm_sssloa _ _o l_Z_
steel lcs4t_ Ft_.es 10 tac_s _Le_. _ panels ve_-e as_e of two g__eces
sty% sh_t w_Lsd lcn__ to form s _ psma_ and heat-
speeZ_n faL%ed by _mw_rd _ of large se_tcas of the
peneS. _n each ease, %be post bu_ load _ slso _ and this,
It was fc_M., eoul_ be :_j_a-f, ecDj' _ after Lu_t_s£ fall_u-_. The
_os_ _ stress _s _ to or _zes_e: than 68 _er cent of the
lattlsl _ stress for _s Rlm Z_sms s_etms of 28 _s.
L_f_e41ste frus spsetmss ms_l_L tm s _ of 79 _er cent
or _r. The _ _s_te oZ %1w elose_ s_ee4L frees
_w a Szs4,wl %7_e c_ fs_l_ _r %lwm s_lem _. _e_
"J" see_om frsmos ,raze a__t_e eZTee_t_e tm _stat_ K%_h buc_t:_
s_,ressos. Tuo of the s_utssas were :mmr]u_ _ taltlal _ by
8dd_ _hs Lute2_s4:Ls_ Zzasu sa4 :etes_e4L. _w _ spec_nsn s_s-
_aO,s4 _19 to 60 per _ greeter load.
_s steel _ _ m_Se_l to _ _ blo_s to sac_
results o_ t_bese _es_s s_=_4L:
panels, is less _J_ _e _n_t_ _
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iGott, ed In _ i. Also shown :is _ _s.t"tc ctw'_ taken
FlSnze 3 of _ _ 874. It vt_ be noted t]mt the +,e_ points ta._
ecast4erslx_ below _ _ curve. Thls is no doubt 4us to _he tnitis_
eea41ttan of _lw s_etamw which elose_ s_a_as_e4 aet_u_ e_s_rue-
_tcn. The upper symbols ladloat, e talttC. _ sad ¢be losmr symbols
_. T_ fn_.ta: s_ress eoefftete_s am _e sn- u found
in l_fez_mee 1.
_ES_ OF A 1__ S_ECIMEN
It ls scm_ims _eeHsary fo_e_i detail elmw_ _ests sueh as
_e _ panel _es_s _ 4eserAb_, to I:oeee_ wt_h s _sen_ctive
ec_=m_ _es_ speelam. This was draw in Che ease of' _ X-15 fusela_
whleh is os_ • am2oec_ue ey_.tnder s_Je_e4 _o a anX¢t_mde of
loadtnSs lad _.
The tes_ e_xmen_ w_s a _aer_Ase_ Netlan of t_e X-X5 faselw_
in _3_ teflon of _ Integral propellen_ _nks. X_ wss bssleall7 a
56 lueh a_eter eyX1nar£esX _ 80 laebu XeaS w£_ a i_ laeh _I_
e_er Imwr eyllaaer, t_o _Eol4al bulEbea4 frsmu, sad %_o slae f_.
_:e 4eCmLl.s are sl_sm in Fl_:zz_ 2.
_w enter sb_11 was .o93 _ I.ea.al X _ formd to a 56 laeh
_r e_ll,aer. V_ was used _ far • a_.l_wtesl _o1_
Statl_ 60. Bu4s were fa_w4 in _ si4a s=es_ _o pro_14e Ineressea
s_tf_sss iu _ ei_=_'ex_laX _tz_=tton aad t3wrm_ teller lu
lac_t_l_al _=set:a_ Cae _esl wins eaz=_-t_ouSh _ _w wl_
to the _ st Sta_to= 16 wlth four _ fl_ta_ for exter_X
ae_lnS both as _ and fslrln_ a#tae_en_s. _ mln sha_ is
• o eoc_c_ L_. _ 1_ tneh _ e_ltacler_ _hieh is used _o store
hell, a, v_s fabricstecl f_a .0_3 tneh Y_eane_ X as_ziaX. Zee seetlon
cireum_z_m_taX stiffe_zs _ _ ¢o _ outside of _ tarter
eyli_4er. One of the _n_i4al ImlY_eads emwlsT_d of _o e/zeula= seg-
aents _s_ f_a X_ecael she_ wel4a4 t_ _he laz_ sha_ wslX snd _Aw
inner eT0.tnd_r z_sl_lvel_. To these was riveted a .050 inch thick
sl_ a e_LI amn ,_¢=I_N; t_,, _-_ mgamr_s. _ _d_
_ _,o _u_ e_ q_lom_=ts _ _ d_ta_Lls in *_he X-15
e_ _ u_. liar, only _ _ _=l_l,_ _ X-I_
_l_a_ v_l.e_ e_ar_ed of a flat outer _ _i_.-'_ by a e_
Tests _ e_ in five parts. These Ineluaed pressuriza_i_,
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external loads, and elevated te=perature tests. A general view of the
spectsen is shown in Figure 3.
The first test was an internal pressure test to determine the col-
lapsing strength of the alumln=z alloy torus. Pressure was applied
above the aluminum torus and failure occurred at 10.7 psi which was
71.3 per cent of the required pressure. Radial stiffeners spaced 15
decrees apart were required to achieve the 15 psi pressure required.
The object of the secund test vas to test the welded Joints of the
Inccnel ictus, the welded Joints of the o_ter shell, and the strength
of the :_er shell under a c_stng pressure. Positive pressure was
s_mlied Internall7 between St_tlcn 0 and the Incc_el torus. Failure
occurred by cc=pressl_ buckling of the inner shell at 80 psi. Failure
was in a _Alti-node fashion as indicated by theory. As a result of
this test the inner cy_r stiffener spacing was reduced in order to
carry the required ultimate pressure of 111 psi. Both the Incc_el torus
and main outer shell withstood the pressure without failure. In addi-
tl_, I00 _es of limlt pressure (78 psi) were also applied without
dsmee. Likewise, a design negntlve pressure test of the Inccnel torus
• o 20 psi resuXted in no iz_icatl_ of failure.
Following the above tests, a negatlve pressure test of the cuter
shell was cc_. For thls test, a sealed bulkhead was attached at
Statlon 80. To prevent premature failure, the specimen was filled, al-
most full with deicmlzed water. The space at the top was evacuated to
-6 psi with no failure resulting. Due to the head of water within the
spe_, _be net pressure at the bottom was -3.1 psi. This test was
sufficient to _rate the eollspsing strength of the outer shell.
The next order of tests included both rm_ and elevated tempera-
%_Lreload tests of the wing CaZTy-T/n_h flame. The specimen was
_ a se_ of loadAng hem.. _d to the wing fittings.
For the room temperature tests, the frame was loaded to failure at 93
per cent of the deslgn ultimate load. Since failure occurred only c_
one side, a rel_tr was made and. retested to a gradient across the freme
of 5_ ° F. The gradient was obtained by first cooling the inner flange
of the frame with a fine spz_y of llquld nitrogen. Quartz glass radiant
heaters were used on the outside. The te_eratn_e _m_lent was pro-
to achieve a ._m value in 300 seconds. Limit load was first
sR_lled at _ temperature and, while ho_/ng the load constant, the
temperature gra_ent was achieved. _xt the load was increased and
failure took place at 90 per cent design ultimate load. The failure
was at the same corresponding locatio_ on the side of the frame opposite
to the previous failure. A reinforced frame was used in the final de-
sign. It is interesting to note t_t there was only a 3 per cent dif-
ference between the identical failures occurrin_ at both ro_ temperature
9o
sad vtth the Sradtent noted above.
The 8pee_uen vu then Ioaae4 4- vertical bendl_ (slde fetrln_
st the neutral axis) both st room and elevsted temperatures. Monent
vu _11ed t_rm_ s steel bulY_e_ and losdlnS bess _be4 to _-
t£oB 80. I_ _ n_essazT to p_ool all four i__ prlor to best
i_ to aehleve the proper tAm_ez=_re S_z_exr_. Ths z_ca
los4 tests _=e eSZT1e4 to the _ ul_la_e :csant of 6_300,000
Inch pounds w1_ho_ fsllure. Tim _ _uze tests, to s _'a-
alen_ of 550° F., vez_ run st In_.sslnS load levels (i0 per cent In-
crements) wi%h a oool-4mm after each los_ leval. In evel-ycase _he
cool-do_ vsa follo._1 by load Epplle.e_iou sud. then _ he_r. res'm_ed.
Fs_ure of _he outer _ oeeurred at 160 per cent design ult_uste
1os4 u tb_ hest_:S eT_le vas app_ed.
The _ _ test _as a side _ eau _u _hleh the
sld_ fa1_ was placed lu compr_sslc_. Th_s _.est_ llke the pre_dt_
one, vas oclxb_-'ramdboth _ room and _'k.,e_l temperatures. The _est
setup was also the sam as for the ease of yert£e_ _xmSi_. In addi-
tion to _b_ slae benat_ m_nt of 2,9_0_000 inch pmm_, an axial e_m-
preselon of 9,900 pounds was applle4 to _he s1_ fsLvln_. At ro_ tes-
petard-e, the main atoll vtthstood 100 per een_ side bendlnK n_ent.
The 81cle f_ however failed at _3 per cent _ loa_ _
_as eamwe_ta_ the outer akin "_o the eczn_l _ skin. The
veto z'e%_Oa_e_1vlth _ r_vets an_ the fatrlnS failed st 85
per cent design ultte_te load by ertpplt_ of the cuter skin in an area
_h_ vu _ the _ of tt_ lm_r e_ eO.n. Tim sl_ot-
used _u the specimen vas chan_ to s stitch _ of _reater
st_ t= the vehicle side fslz1_ to an]aim i00 per cent s_m_h.
T_e elected _tuze pa_ of T2ae _eert, T.he outer shell with-
stood I_0 per cent design u_tl_ste bendtnK re:merit w_thout fslluz_. Hov-
erer, _htrtn_ a subsequent _ %he outer shell f1_11e_&%i_0 per cent
design u_t:L=mte load.
The final ns_o= test vas a %r_nsver_e shear _rt in vh£eh an ultt-
nste los_ of _6,700 po.na_ vas _ed at Ststto_ 80 aud reacted at the
floor mm_:l_. This test was ecmlucted at roc_ temperature and was
c_ed -,r£tho_ fsllu_o
Thls series of tests is _piesl of _he procedure follom_l in the
design of an at_ of wmsus_ struetuz_ characteristics.
TESTS OF A LARGE _CAL S_EC_WN
The put-pose of %his %es_ was %0 evaluate the ice.errors, frames,
and frame s%abillzln_ s_st)s of a large fuselage speclman shorn in
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Figure 4. This specimen was clr_ _rith & diameter of i00 inches
and length of 6_ inches. The shell wall was 6V - 4AL titanium riveted
to MAL - 3Mo - IV titanium frames and ten H-If steel lon_rons. The
specimen was subjected to bending about mutually perpendicular axes,
both slngl7 and in e_inatian as !i_ed_bel_:
- Mz . 32Joo,ooo t,=h = 60,o00
III- _ - _,000,000 inch pounds Sz = 91,000 pounds
Mz = 23,000,000 inch pounds Sy = 50,000 pom_ds
The basic internal s_resses were obtained by elementa_ bending
theory plus the effects of d/agonal tension as these mi6ht afTect the
ic_er_ns. A _itl-suppox_ beam-column analysis was developed for the
longerun. Fx_uae loads were del-lv_ consideri_ the skin diagonal ten-
si_ and the frsme solution was based _ the theory of =iz_:L_s_ st:_-ain
energy. The eal_T_ s_rength of the frame inner flanges l_d/cated
low e_z_sslve str_ugth and these _re to 'be investigated as part of
this test.
In _--1_,_ing the bes_ column strength of the l_n_ex_s, the in-
te_lon effe_s of the other l_gez_s _re not e_Idered. The
f_ stif_sses at each lon_ero_ were calculated and used as flexible
su_s. Ommi_er_ the frs,_ and l_n_erc_ geume_ries, th_ deflec-
tion pattern Of the l_z_ could be detez'mtne_ Usi_ an iteration
process, the eritleal load of a_ longerc_ could _hen be determined.
The predicted bu-k1_-_- stress of the side Ic_ez_n was 19_,000 psi. At
90 per cent of the .ide _ test (.90 x 32,500,000 i.ch pounds),
visual obsex-rati_s _ave signs of impending faAlu_e. The strain _a_es
i_eated st_sses of 220,000 and 120,000 psi -_as_ _ opposite sides
of a icngex_ element. The calculated stress level, however, was 180,000
psi. It was e_acluded that the calculated an_ predicted failing stresses
were in good. _. The stratu gage readings also :LudAcated a de-
crease in stress a_ the 90 per cent load increment. The test was stopped
at this load level.
A_ _he sam time that the side lun_ was at the point of fail-
ure, the upper and lower shoulder lungerc_s were also indicating fail-
ure because of In_x_ased deflecti_s. The critical predicted h_
s_x_sses were 120,000 and 182,000 psi, respectively, for these lun_rons.
The ealm.O.ated, stresses at this point in the test were i0_,000 psi and
171_O00,psi. Strain 8_es monltor_ during the test indicated i00,0OO
and 160_000 psi. The test in sid_ bending was not carried beyond this
point since design requirements were met and other tests were still
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l_d. The teat d£_ IndAcate that the ca_ted and predicted crit-
ical l_ron loads vere e_.ose, eonslderi_ that failure vas i_t
and not actual.
An ener87 solutlcn of typieal frames, eonsl_erlng the akin dlag-
tenmlcn stresses and icmgercn effects, IndAeated that the optimum
•trtp mpaclng for the inner flanges vas 11.5 inches. After sustaining
the maximum vertical loadAng cm_dltic_ of _5,000,000 Inch pounds moment
and 210,000 pounds shear, one ball of the strips vere removed and the
frays ecmtinued ¢o eaz'ry this test loading. Strain gage readings inAi-
eared _ fa_tu_ of _be KAaaps. _ ortgiaal stret_ spacing vas
resuBed and failure oeeurre_ at 110 per cent of the above loading eo_-
dAti_ in t_ outer i_anges of the _s. This faAlure vaa considered
• 8enera_ In_illty failure of the ohell. 0nee the lateral strap
spacln8 vas detemlned, the calculated and pz_le_e_ _ flaz_e load-
o_" 1_59 poc_ and 1_o p_aaaa, msA_-_lvel,v, eo_d be _r_era_e_.
C_os£derlng the _ variables involved, _hls en_Ineerlng approach to a
t'7'pical ahe._ lnEtabilAt-7' prob].e_ proved adequate.
I__ONS FOR I_,ARC_I
(i)
(2)
(3)
Expend present theory and "_.:,bnAques to ineJ.uda non-
eireular and tms_v_etriea_ oe_ti_, e_pe_ia_ _Ath
m of re-entrant euxwature.
E_pend preNnt theory ariateebnlques to In_Aude sand-
wich abmlls vbere the abear ri_IdAty of surface ele-
ments is ei_nlfleant.
Z_relop n_ cem_pts _ a bash degree of
]poar_-b_S.tag strength to .,,4.4.,_te the hazard of i_e-
dia'be total eo].l_N.
(_) _ and verify metho_ of analyst8 to include inter-
a_ti_ effects of _tiple loadin_.
(I) I_.CA _.Im.lm_ Repoz._ No. 8_, "A S_Ifle_ Method of
mastle S_a_ilAty Atu_Tsls for Thin _lln_rleal _ae_is",
(2) _ '?ethnical Note _73_, "Ben_ Tests of Ring-Stiffened
Circular Cylinders", by James P. Peterson.
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DESIGN AND TEST EXPERIENCES WITH INSTABILITY
OF MAJOR AIRFRAME COMPONENTS
-By Walter E. Binz, Jr.
The Boeing Company
Transport Division
SUMMARY
Two test incidents involving instability of large scale commercially
built structures are described. Two classes of structure are discussed;
the first, a fuselage with skin designed to buckle at low stress, and
the second, a wing whose surface remains unbuckled to failure. The
structure in the region of failure is defined and the failures des-
cribed and illustrated. Insofar as possible, the stresses in the
critical area at the time of failure are reported and compared to
strength determined by analysis. Both fuselage and wing surfaces were
observed to fail in the mode of a medium range column when adequate
support was provided by ribs and frames. Initial failure in the wing
example was premature due to a design deficiency in rib strength. A
clear illustration is given of the effect of rib stiffness on wing
surface stability. Adding stiffness to wing ribs increases the limit
of surface stability to the theoretical flat panel value.
INTRODUCTION
Tests of large, full scale, stiffened shell structures, built by
production quality mechanics with production tools, rarely get attention
in the technical literature. Individuals in the technical community
have limited access to data from these types of tests. Investigators
of structural stability have recognized that imperfections exist in all
structures and have attempted to evaluate their effects on the limits
of stability. The tested structures described in this report are
imperfect to the degree which may be expected for commercially built
airframes. These imperfections are not specifically defined but one
might expect that their effect could be qualitatively evaluated by
observing any marked deviation in the behavior of these structures from
the theoretical or experimental behavior of near perfect specimens.
SYMBOLS
b
be
C
DI
E
E1
he
hx
I
K
M
Np
P
r
R
t
Y
P
_edge
stiffener spacing, in.
effective width of skin between stringers, in.
coefficient of fixity in Euler column formula
plate flexural stiffness in longitudinal direction, in.-kips
plate flexural stiffness in circumferential direction,in.-kips
Young's modulus, ksi
plate extensional stiffness in longitudinal direction, kips/in.
average depth of wing box, in.
width of wing box, in.
4
moment of inertia of effective wing bending section, in.
buckling coefficient of flat plate,
_Et 2
length of surface between frames or ribs, in.
spanwlse wing bending moment, in.-ibs.
compressive load per inch at panel buckling, kips/in.
rib crushing load, Ibs./in.
initial radius of curvature of wing, in.
radius of cylinder, in.
thickness of skin, in.
empirical correction for initial imperfections
unit shortening
plasticity reduction factor
radius of gyration, in.
edge stress corresponding to strain _ , ksi
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CC
_cr
local crushing stress of effective section, ksi
compressive stress at local buckling of skin, ksi
A M/SEIAGE INSTABILITY PROBL_M
During the static test program of the KC-135 Jet tanker, one
instability type failure occurred in the fuselage monocoque structu/e.
This failure, in the lower aft body under the stabilizer, is shown in
Figure 1 at the instant of failure. The critical section was loaded
by a combination of bending, vertical shear and a small amount of
torsion.
The structure in the vicinity of the failure may be described as
a siD_le cell tapered shell, any section of which is made up of an upper
radius and a lower radius separated by a flat segment at the sides.
Longitudinal stiffening was provided by hat section stringers which
were spaced at about seven inches. Stringers had an area of .23 square
inches and a # = .475 in. The monocoque skin was .019 - 7075-T6 clad
curved to a radius of 35 inches. Frames were connected to the upstand-
ing legs of the hat section stringers and did not interrupt the stringer
continuity. The frame forward of the failure area was a partial bulk-
head. The frame aft was a formed .051 gage 7075-T6 Z section 2.44
inches deep. The frame spacing was 24 inches.
Loads were applied in small increments up to failure and instru-
mentation read at each increment. Compression wrinkles in the lower
surface skin were noticed at about 505 of the failure load. At 955
of the failure load, these buckles were very sharp. All load systems
had stabilized after the application of the final load, however, the
fuselage collapsed before data could be recorded.
Failure was initiated in the skin-stringer panel midway between
the frames described. An inside view of the fuselage after failure
is shown in Figure 2. The frames appeared to be in good condition
after failure with no indication of lateral permanent set.
A group of strain gages were located on the critical stiffener
within inches of the point of failure initiation. An analysis of these
gage readings indicates that at the time of failure, the average stress
in the effective bending structure was -h3,000 psi. The stress computed
using the elementary flexure formula applied to the effective body
bending section is also -23,000 psi.
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Allowable Stress Computation
At the time of this design, allowable compressive stresses were
computed by the Johnson Parabolic formula
_edge; _cc . 4w2E
A limited amount of test data was used to substantiate this analysis.
A fixity coefficient c = 1.0 was assumed and _ was taken as the frame
spacing. The strengthening effect of the body curvature was neglected.
The effective section was calculated using a width of skin
be = 1.7 t I E
_edge
The proportions of the stiffener were such that local crippling could
not occur below the compressive yield stress of the material. Therefore,
_cc = Fcy = 62,000 psi .......
Computation of the allowable compressive stress at the point of
test failure using this method yielded _edge = -41,200 psi. When
compared to the test conditions at failure, this analysis underestimated
the surface strength by less than 5%.
An analysis of the critical section using the techni_es described
by Peterson, Whitley and Deaton in reference i was recently completed.
Manipulating the flat panel portion of equation 3, reference i
c.2_
and again assuming the fixity coefficient c = i, the edge stress at
panel buckling was calculated as _edge = -43,000 psi. Consideration of
curvature in this analysis would raise the edge stress to -_,700 psi
at panel buckling.
On the strength of these analyses the consideration ths_ the
structure behaves as a flat simply supported column appears to be
reasonable for structures of these proportions loaded in compression
only. The skin, being buckled at a low stress, looses its ability to
stabilize the stiffeners by shell action and permits a column failure
mode to be predominate. Where the skin between stiffeners is buckled
by high shear loads combined with compression, a more sophisticated
analysis must be undertaken to account for the interaction of the shear
in the skin on the compressive strength of the surface.
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A WING INSTABILITY PROBLEM
A wing instability failure was encountered during the static des-
truction test program of the B-52A airplane. Failure was initiated by
instability of the inspar wing structure and resulted in complete col-
lapse of the upper surface of the left hand wing. Failure occurred
approximately 25 feet outboard from the side of the body (one-third
span) as shown in Figure 3. The critical section of the wing was load-
ed by a combination of bending, shear and torsion.
The primary structure is a single-cell, two-spar, box beam of con-
stant width and tapered depth. Upper and lower surfaces are cambered
in the chord direction. In the failure area, the wing box is approxi-
mately ten feet wide with an average depth of 33 inches. Upper surface
spanwise stiffening is provided by extruded "_' section stiffeners
spaced at approximately 8.5 inches and supported by chordwise ribs
spaced at 30 inches. Ribs are of a stiffened web construction and con-
stitute a beam member between front and rear spars. Spanwise stringers
are continuous with their outstanding flanges attached to the chords of
the supporting ribs. All primary structure is fabricated from 7075-T6
aluminum material with the exception of rib webs which are 2024-T3
aluminum material. In the region of failure, the upper surface skin-
stringer combination has an area of .5 square inches per inch of width
and a radius of gyration of 1.0 inches.
Loads were applied in small increments and instrumentation data
obtained at each load level. At 88% of failure load, the deflection
indicators used to measure rib crushing began to show a nonlinear load-
deflection relationship. Incremental loading was continued until a
sudden and complete failure occurred. At the final load application,
the structure collapsed before instrumentation data could be obtained_
Failure was initiated by crushing of the ribs with the simultaneous
collapse of the upper compression material in the aft portion of the
box. Internal damage in the area of primary failure is shown in
Figure 4. From an analysis of the recorded data taken from strain gages
located in the failure area, the average stress in the upper surface
material was -45,0OO psi at failure. The stresses calculated in the
failure area by the elementary flexure formula average approximately
-50,000 psi. It seems likely that the softness of the supporting ribs
in the test structure caused some of the upper surface load to shift to
the more lightly loaded structure in the forward part of the box, there-
by explaining the discrepancy between the measured test stresses and
the calculated stresses in the aft portion of the box. Unfortunately,
no strain gages were located on the forward part of the wing to sub-
stantiate this argument.
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Ribs are generally used as stiffening members in flexible wings to
prevent the collapse of the surface material. Rib crushing loads are
proportional to the curvature of the wing. Rib loads for the critical
wing rib were computed according to the formula:
p= M1 ÷ _A
hhr hh EI
eX ex x
which includes the effect of initial surface curvature and primary wing
bending curvature. The computed rib loads were 380 ibs per inch of
surface width under the failure conditions. A subsequent test of the
rib under crushing loads indicated an ultimate strength of 600 ibs per
inch of surface width. Its spring rate was found to be 4,800 ibs per
inch deflection per inch of surface width. Since the rib was the pri-
mary cause of failure, the foregoing formula obviously did not account
for the total rib crushing load experienced in the test.
In attempting to discover the reason for this discrepancy, it was
observed that the rib adjacent to the critical rib had a considerably
higher extensional stiffness since it formed a fuel tank bulkhead. As
a consequence, the upper surface curvature was higher than expected at
the critical rib and lower at the adjacent stiffer rib. The opposite
effect occurred at the lower surface. A subsequent analysis, account-
ing for the differences in rib stiffness and the shearing deformations
in the ribs caused by the unbalanced crushing loads, showed that the
upper surface crushing load at the critical rib was actually 610 Ibs
per inch of surface width for the failure condition. This is in close
agreement with the tested ultimate strength of this rib and emphasizes
the importance of including all secondary effects in rib stress analysis.
Allowable Stress Computation
- Curves of allowable wing surface stress versus were
established on the basis of a large amount of experimental data accumu-
lated for this airplane as well as previous Boeing airplanes. Since the
surface skins were required to remain unbuckled at ultimate load, these
design curves were modified in the short column range according to the
formula
_cr : KwE 6"_-b) 2
A buckling coefficient of 5.0 was used to account for the skin
being continuous over the stringers, curvature of the surface, and
torsional restraint provided the stringers by the ribs.
The allowable surface stress in the failure area was computed as
-56,000 psi using these procedures and assuming a fixity coefficient
c = 1.0. An analysis using the formula
lO1
c_2_
Np : L2
with a fixity coefficient c : i.O gives an allowable edge stress equal
to -56,0OO psi. Premature rib failure restricted the surface stress
level to -45,000 psi. As a result of this failure, the rib was rein-
forced to an ultimate strength of 890 lbs per inch of surface width.
In a subsequent test of the wing incorporating these rib changes, the
upper surface material reached a stress level of -53,000 psi. A fail-
ure in another part of the wing prevented further load application and
testing was discontinued.
In an attempt to further substantiate the strength of the upper
surface, a separate test program was initiated. Several tests were made
on portions of the upper surface, curved to the shape of the deflected
wing and laterally supported on springs simulating rib flexibility.
Destruction tests of these panels established that the surface allowable
of the wing as originally tested was -54,000 psi, and that, after im-
proving the rib stiffness, the surface allowable increased to -55,5_ psi°
Further increases in rib stiffness produced no major improvement in
strength. Similar tests on initially straight specimens (without wing
bending curvature) indicated no improvement in strength over specimens
that were initially curved.
CONCLUDING R_ARKS
In the example of fuselage instability, the structure did not fail
in a mode typical of cylindrical shells but tended to behave in much
the same manner as a column. This might be expected in the case where
the skin is designed to buckle in compression at low applied loads. The
curvature of the section seemed to have only a minor effect on its
strength.
In both the wing and fuselage examples the fact that the ribs and
frames were uniformly spaced and offered little resistance to rotation
of the surface structure seemed to permit the surfaces to deform to the
characteristic single half wave shape between supports in the manner of
a simply supported column. This is evidenced by the fact that the
fixity coefficient for simple supports yields an analysis which closely
approximates the actual tested strength.
The wing program gives definite indication that there is an optimum
amount of rib stiffness required to develop the full surface strength.
The radius of curvature of the wing (_20_ inches) had no appreciable
effect on the surface strength.
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Figure i.- Fuselage instability failure.
Figure 2.- Inside vlew - fuselage instability failure.
/Figure 3.- Wing upper surface instability failure.
Figure 4.- Rear inside view - wing instability failure.
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ON THE BUCKLING OF THIN ELASTIC SHELLS
By Ellis Harold Dill
University of Washington
SU_Y
The differential equations which must be solved to pre-
dict the buckling load are reviewed. The different possible
physical interpretations of these equations are discussed.
INTRODUCTION
This article is concerned with the prediction of the
response to arbitrary disturbances of a structure initially
at rest in a deformed state under known static loads. The
response to loads varying in time is not considered. This
problem will be called the elastic buckling problem. In
the elastic buckling problem, certain general conclusions
can be drawn about linear systems (ref. 2). But shells are
characterized by the importance of non-linearities (ref. 1).
So far, no similar comprehensive study of the possible in-
stabilities of non-linear elastic systems has been made.
There are several possible versions of the elastic
buckling problem for non-linear systemsl. Any of the fol-
lowing questions might be asked. (I) Are there loads for
which two infinitesimally different equilibrium states ex-
ist ? (2) Are there loads for which the second variation
of strain energy ceases to be positive definite ? (3) Are
there loads for which infinitesimal oscillations diverge?
(4) Will the stiffness decrease greatly at some load so
that intolerable deflections occur? (5) Will a dynamic
jump from one equilibrium configuration to another occur at
some load due to a given magnitude of disturbance ? (6) Will
a limit cycle develop as a result of finite disturbances?
The fundamental question here is the equivalence of these
problems.
_ref. I, pg. 123
ref. 3, Pg. 54
lO6
STATIC EQUILIBRIUM
The exact equations governing the deformations of lin-
early elastic solids are geometrically non-linear. The re-
striction to linear elasticity implies, for most materials,
a restriction to small stretches and small shears. For such
deformations, the displacement gradients will be small and
therefore the non-linearities negligible unless one or Bwo
dimensions of the body are small compared to the others _.
Thin elastic shells are three dimensional linearly elastic
solids for which one dimension, the thickness, is much
smaller than the other two. For shell problems, the geo-
metric non-linearities may therefore be important. However,
because of the two-dimensional nature of the shell_not all
of the non-linear terms can be of equal importance _. Some
simplifications result because of the thinness and because
of the flatness. Equations which systematically introduce
simplifications appropriate to the relative magnitude of
these two parameters for various possible modes of deforma-
tion have been accomplished (ref. 4). However, much further
work remains to be done. In particular, the strain-displace-
ment and curvature-displacement relations corresponding to
each family of basic equations must be determined before
application to special problems and comparison with existing
special theories is possible.
Since the general theory of linearly elastic solids
can be formulated as the stationary condition of the poten-
tial energy, each set of shell equations will also provide
the Euler equations for the stationary value of a functional,
the potential energy, W. The static equilibrium states are
thus determined by
8w = o • Cl)
Unlike the linear theory, non-uniqueness of equilibrium
states is to be expected for a wide variety of loads (refs.
5,6,7).
The usual problem is concerned with the stability of
static equilibrium positions which differ only slightly
from the undeformed configuration. The non-linear terms
might, therefore, be of negligible importance. No exact
solutions are available which clearly resolve this question,
and test results on spherical caps (ref. 9) indicate that
_ref 3, Pg. 54
ref_ 3, Pg. 182
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the non-llnear terms can not be neglected in determining the
equilibrium state even before buckling.
STABILITY
Suppose the shell is subject to loads derivable from a
potential, then the rest position is determined by a set of
non-linear differential equations and boundary conditions
corresponding to the stationary condition for the potential
energy. If a disturbance in the form of finite displace-
ments and velocities is introduced, the equations which
describe the motion will be non-linear.
The motion may subside, diverge, or reach a limit cycle.
For a given rest state, the motion will depend upon the mag-
nitude of the initial disturbances. Should there exist other
static equilibrium positions (at the same loads), distur-
bances of sufficient magnitude could cause the structure to
Jump from its initial static equilibrium position and come
to rest in a second static equilibrium position. Am impor-
tant question, not yet solved, is the relation between such
motions and the yon Karman-Tsien energy criterion (ref. i0).
With disturbances of sufficient magnitude it would appear
possible to have a Jump from one static equilibrium position
to another at loads less than those predicted by this cri-
terion. No general results are known about the motion of
non-linear structures subjected to finite disturbances.
If only infinitesimal vibrations are superposed on the
deformed system, then. as for linear systems, the motion
will be harmonic if _W_ 0 and diverging if _ W_0 •
The first case will Be called-stable. All other cases (in-
cluding "neutral equilibrium") will be called unstable and
the corresponding loads will be called the buckling loads.
It is generally not possible to directly investigate a
static equilibrium state to determine the sign of the second
variation for all possible variations from it. Instead the
function which minimizes the second variation is determined.
The differential equations governing such a function are the
Euler equations of
8( w).o • (2)
The minimum is then investigated to see whether it is posi-
tive or negative. Generally _ W•0 for small loads. As
i08
the load is increased, the least value of the second varia-
tion becomes smaller and finally becomes zero and then nega-
tive. The lowest value of the load for which the second
variation is non-negative is thus the buckling load. The
differential equations determined by Eq. 2 are linear equa-
tions with variable coefficients. Ben the loads are deriv-
able from a potential, they will be the same equation q as
those found by considering the differential equations satis-
fied by the difference beSween two infinitesimally different
static equilibrium states4 (corresponding to the same load).
Thus problems (4), (5), (6) as stated above are equivalent
when the loads are derivable from a potential.
A DONNELL TYPE THEORY
The notation followed is that of ref. Ii wherever pos-
sible: Greek letters will have the range (1,2). Curvi-
linear (material) coordinates in the middle2surface will be
denoted by xa and are chosen so that _, x , n form a
right-handed system when _ is the unit, inward normal.
The components of the metric tensor of the surface_are a_
The coefficients of the second quadratic form are -_
The e_ system is skew-symmetric and ml2 =I_ where a is
the determinant of the metric tensor. A bar denotes covar-
iant differentiation based on the a_. The components of
tangential displacement are u a . The normal displacement,
positive inward is denoted by w •
The Donnell type theory for large deflections (ref. 12)
leads to the set of equations:
d' l,8 . - o ,
+ . paw[
(3)
÷ p = o , (4)
n ¢_8 = B H_vX =vA ' (5)
4ref° 3, Chap. 5
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==P- - D ._ "l_ ,
Et Et 3
B= D-
l-v _ ' i2(i-v2)
I
%x " _"(%Ix +_1,, - 2 b... + "1,, "Ix )
(6)
(7)
The n_8 is a symmetric tensor that may be interpreted as
the membrane stress, m_ is a symmetric tensor that may
be interpreted as the bending moment, and a_k is the
membrane strain tensor. The tangential surface loads are
a
p and the normal pressure is p , positive inward. The
boundary conditions to be satisfied on the edge with unit,
outward normal in the middle surface a consist of speci-
lying the quantities
W
m
11v Or n vk _
,,
a_r .,=p
where n and
the boundary.
(_)
(e _=_m@) , (9)
(lo)
.s are distances normal and tangential to
These equations are derived from the necessary condi-
tions for the stationary of the potential energy
when the surface loads are fixed in magnitude and direction
and either displacements are given on the edges or the given
edge forces are specified to be zero.
The equations governing an equilibrium state corres-
ponding to the same loads and_differing only by an infini-
tesimal amount can be derived _ in the manner of ref. 3.
Denoting the difference between the quantities, defining the
5Report 62-1, Feb. 1962, Dept. of Aeronautical Engi-
neering, University of Washington, by E. H. Dill: Stability
of Thin Elastic Shells.
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two states, by superposed bars, these equations are
_1_ " o ,
÷ - pQi_lc_ ÷ ba_ n_ n_ _1_ + n-_ wl_ _1a - 0 ,
i*_. - o ._'_ _1,_ ,
(12)
(13)
(14)
_15)
(16)
The quantities
or _
or m_ •
(17)
,(18)
(19)
must be given on the edge.
It can be shown that equations (12) to (19) result
from Eq. (2) when the direction and magnitude of the surface
loads are fixed.
SYMMETRICAL DEFORMATIONS OF CYLINDRICAL SHELLS
For a cylindrical shell of radius R let x1 = x be the
distance along the generator, and x2 - R@ be the circum-
ferential distance from a given generator. The coordinates
xI x 2 and the inward normal form a right-hand system
Consider an axially compressed cylinder undergoing only
axially symmetric deformations. Then
_-o,2 "2- o, 2"2- o, p_- o, p-o, (20)
and all derivatives with respect to 2 are zero•
lll
For free ends, the boundary conditions are
(21)
A solution of Eqs. (3) to (7) is easily seen _-o be
However, if the ends are restrained the result is dif-
ferent. For simply supported ends, the boundary conditions
are
-_--r , w-o, wln.o. (23)
The solution for
e.=eo, r.Et( ) 2 ,
m.p _ "--W
W g,,w V
a2 . _ t (24.)
[3(1-,2)]
- v P , (25)
+ e_X¢G 1 cos ex + C2 sin ax) + e-_X(c 3 cos sx + C4 sin @x)
"7 ' 7
The constants can be adjusted to satisfy the boundary con-
ditions. The axially symmetric solution for P_Pc • can be
written in terms of similar terms.
With restrained ends there will be lateral deflections,
moments, and circumferential stress whose magnitude and dis-
tribution depend upon the load but is always confined to a
narrow edge zone. Usually the membrane solution, which is
the same as Eq. (22), is assumed to be a sufficiently ac-
curate estimate of the state before buckling even for re-
strained ends.
STABILITY OF CYLINDERS
For the axially compressed cylinder, the stability of
the axially symmetric initial state is determined by seek-
ing a solution of equations (12) to (19). For the free
112
ends, the solution 6 shows that an axially symmetric buckling
mode exists, localized near the ends, for which the buckling
load is p = 21p i
C
It may be shown that no axially-symmetric buckling
mode exists for the simply supported ends for P<Pc-
Therefore no axially-symmetric buckling mode is
possible. This does not imply that the axially-symmetric
deformations are stable ; that question remains to be answer-
ed by solving equations (12) to (19). This solution has not
been accomplished exactly.
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BUCKLING AND POST-BUCKLING OF ELASTIC SHELLS
bY
H. Langhaar and A. Boresi
University of Illinois
SUMMARY
Some theoreticalinvestigationsof buckling of elasticshellsare surveyed in
thisreport. Only geometrically perfectshellsare considered; initialdents
and out-of-roundness are not taken intoaccount. Several questions raised by
the studiesare: (a)Under what conditionsisthe infinitesimaltheory of buck-
lingof shellsadequate? (b)How does the energy theory of buckling of shells
correlate with the method based on equilibrium equationsfor bending moments,
tensions, and shears in a buckled configuration?(c)How important are non-
linearterms in the tangentialdisplacements u, v in the strain-displacement
relationsfor buckling and post-buckling studies?(d)How important are the
boundary conditionsfor u, v in affectingstability?(e)Ifa conditionof snap-
through isapproached, how much external work is required to push the shell
"over the hump" intothe buckled configuration?(f)How reliableare mathema-
ticalapproximations used previously in the infinitesimaltheory of buckling of
shells? Tentative and incomplete answers to some of these questions are
suggested.
INFINITESIMAL THEORY OF BUCKLING
One of the objectivesofnonlinear theories of shellsis to show how good
(or bad) the linearelgenvalue theory of buckling is. Itis to be expected that
a shellthatis heavilyreinforced by stringersapproximates roughly the behav-
ior of a set of parallelcolumns. The lineareigenvalue theory of buckling is
known to be satisfactoryfor columns; consequently, itmay be expected to
determine the buckling load of a shellthatderives itsstrengthmainly from
stringers. This conjecture is supported by an analysis of buckling of cylindri-
cal stringer-reinforcedsheet panels subjectedto nonuniform axial compres-
sion(1). Cylinders of arbitrarycross-sectional form were considered. A
panel was considered to be supported by bulkheads at itsends and by spars
along itslongitudinaledges. The bulkheads prevented normal and circumfer-
entialdisplacements of the sheet at the ends, whereas only normal displace-
ments were prevented by the spars. Elasticrotationalrestraintsof the bulk-
head chord members were taken intoaccount. A panel was considered to be
so short thatthe wave form of a buckled stringerwas a singleloop. However,
several loops were admitted in the wave form ofa buckled cross sectionrrans-
verse to the stringers. The analysiswas based on the principlethatthe work
of the external forces equals the increment of strain energy when an infinite-
simal buckling deformation occurs. The equation w = w 0 sin m_ sin_q was
adopted for the normal displacement due to buckling, where _ and ,1 are
respectively dimensionless circumferential and axial coordinates. Euler's
equation of the calculus of variations was used to determine the circumfer-
ential displacement u to minimize the buckling load. Results of the theory
were compared with experimental data from fivebox beams having cambered
 ece ngPage blank
stringer-reinforced compression surfaces. The beams were subjected to
pure bending. Although ideal buckling did not occur, the deflection curves of
the test panels relative to the spars showed well-defined knees. In all cases,
the computed buckling loads fell nicely on the knees. When the buckling loads
were represented by the Euler column formula, the plate-stringer column-
fixity factors ranged from 1 to 3. Consequently, the specification of a single
constant fixity factor (or reduced column length) for computing allowable
compression stresses in cambered plate-stringer panels may be either dan-
gerous or exceedingly conservative.
Another investigation treated the infinitesimal theory of buckling of
a circular cylindrical sheU reinforced by rings and subjected to uniform
external hydrostatic pressure and uniform axial compression (2). The axial
compression was considered to be so small that the typical fluted lmckling
pattern was not impaired. The end plates were considered to be so flexible
that no restraints were imposed on the axial displacement u at the ends.
The Kirchhoff assumption that radial line elements remain straight and nor-
mal to the middle surface was used. Also, the stresses cY , 7_^,
were neglected. Without loss of generality, the length of _e sh_l_ wa_'Xset
equal to _. The axial, circumferential, and radial displacements were as-
sumed to be represented respectively by u = u0.+ x 1 sin x cos nO , v = yl •
cosx sin n0, w=(z 0+z lcosn0) cosx. Hereme_coordinate x is
measured from the center cross section; un is a function of x, and x 1 , Yl,
ZO ' zlare constants. The term z 0 cos x _is an approximation for th# defl_c -
_on be'fore buckling and the other terms represent the infinitesimal deforma-
tion that results from buckling. By the calculus of variations, u0 was
chosen to minimize the total potential energy V. The previous equations
differ from those adopted by yon Mlses only by the introduction of u 0 . After
elimination of u 0 , V was approximated as a cubic polynomial.in .the general-
ized coordinates x I , Yl ' zn ' zl; this degree of approxima_on is adequate
for the infinitesimal theSry o_f _ng, since higher degree terms would
introduce nonlinear forms in x I , Yl, zn, zl into the second variation of
V. The second variation of V "is a _luad_atic _form in the virtual increments
of the generalized coordinates x I , Yl ' Zn ' zl; the buckling criterion is
that the determinant of the coeffi_ientg in _is qtmdratic form be zero.
Results of the analysis agree very well with yon Mises' theory if the ratio
of length to radius L/a is greater than I. However, if L/a < I, the com-
puted buckling pressures for unreinforced shells are considerably less than
those given by yon Mises' theory; in some cases the difference is as great as
25_. In the range L/a < I the infinitesimal theory has been reported to give
buckling pressures larger than the experimental values; consequently, from
a practical standpoint, the new theory introduces an improvement. A com-
parison with test data for a machined ring-reinforced cylindrical shell also
shows better agreement with the new theory than with other infinitesimal
theories of buckling of perfect sheUs. The results suggest that discrepancies
between theory and experiment for buckling of hydrostatically loaded cylin-
drical shells may derive partly from inadmissible mathematical approxima-
tions in the infinitesimal theories, rather than from weak stability preceding
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snap-through. The reason for the lowered buckling pressure given by the new
theory is not easy to trace, since other investigators have not approached the
problem by way of the second variation of potential energy. It is hoped that
further investigations will disclose the cause of the difference.
SNAP-THROUGH OF HYDKOSTATICALLY LOADED CYLINDRICAL SHELLS.
Despite the fact that the infinitesimal theory of buckling yields results in
fair agreement with tests of cylindrical shells subjected to external hydro-
static pressure, snap-through is a definite possibility. This fact is disclosed
by some theoretical studies of post-buckling behavior of unreinforced elastic
cylindrical shells loaded by external normal pressure (3). The analysis was
based on the principle of minimum potential energy. When the Kitz method is
used in this type of analysis, it is imperative that the assumed deflection pat-
tern shall not impose excessive membrane strains, for then the membrane
strain energy is far too large. Approximations concerning the strain energy
of bending may be rather rough, but the membrane strain energy is a delicate
matter° As Lord Rayleigh remarked, "We can bend a piece of sheet metal
6asily with our fingers, but we can not stretch it noticeably. "
The displacement pattern due to buckling was assumed to be represented by
u=u n+u lcosne+u_cos 2ne+u_cos 3ne, v=vlsinne+v 2sin2ne+v3o
sin 3_e, W = w 0 + wl'cos ne + w 9 Cos 2ne + w 3 cos'3ne, where u, v, w are
axial, circumferenti_/, and radigl displacemefit components of the middle sur-
face. The coefficients u. , v. , w. are functions of x. Excessive membrane
strains were avoided by t_e a_sum_tion that there is no increment of the mem-
brane hoop strain _A caused by buckling. This assumption undoubtedly
causes cy to be too-large in some regions, and it consequently leads to Euler
buckling i_ressures that are too large in the case of short thick shells. How-
ever, it yields a comparatively simple theory that readily provides numerical
results. The assumption Ace = 0 leads to explicit formulas for v 1 , v9 ,
v_ , w 0 , w_ , w_ , in terms of w 1. After the strain energy was lffiearf_ed
in_ u, the fancti_ns un , u I , u 9 , u 3 were obtained with the aid of Euler's
equation of the calculu_ of _'aria_lons so that the potential energy V was
minimized. Observations of buckled shells usually enable us to estimate
approximate functions for w quite accurately, but much greater difficulties
are encountered with u and v. Consequently, it is desirable to determine
u and v by means of the exact formulas of the calculus of variations, rather
than by the Rayleigh-Rltz procedure, whenever possible.
The remaining unknown function w 1 was assumed to be given by w 1 =
(W 0 cos _'x/L) / (n -_) where W n is a constant and n is the numbefof
waves in the cross section of the Ix_clded cylinder. Thus, the shell was
effectively reduced to a system with one degree of freedom, the generalized
coordinate being W0 . The results exhibit the typical snap-through behavior.
Figure 1 illustrates _lualitatively the nature of the load-deflection curves that
were derived. The falling part of the curve (dotted in Fig. 1) represents
unstable equilibrium configurations. Also, the continuation of line OE
(dotted) represents unstable unbuckled configurations. Actually, the shell
snaps from some configuration A to another configuration B, as indicated
by the dashed line. Theoretically, point A coincides with the Euler critical
pressure E , but initial imperfections, residual stresses, or aocidental
shocks may prevent the shell from reaching point E. In any case, point A
is higher _ the minimum point C. The pressure at point C is the smallest
pressure at which a buckled form can persist; when the pressure drops below
this value, the shell snaps back to the unbuckled form.
An analysis of the post-buckling behavior of a structure determines the
buckling load automatically. For example, an analysls of the form of a buck-
led column reveals that there is no real nonzero solution unless the load
exceeds a certain value, the Euler critical load. Accordingly, in principle,
the nonlinear theory of equilibrium eliminates the need for a special theory of
buckling. However, in practice, it is usually easier to determine the ELder
buckling load of a structure by solving a linear eigenvalue problem than by
determining a bifurcated curve in configuration space that represents all equi-
librium configurations.
Since the sheU was reduced to a system with a single degree of freedom the
theory provides an equation which expresses the increment of potential energy
_V due to buckling as a function of the deflection parameter WN . Thus, for
any given value of the external pressure p, a curve of AV versus Wn may
be plotted. The forms of the graphs corresponding to several values or p are
illustrated by Fig. 2. The pressures indicated on the curves are such that
Pl < Pg< P_ < P4 The minima on the curves represent configurations of sta-
bre eq{lilibiCium, _nd the maxima represent configurations of unstable equili-
brium. If p < P4 ' the unbuckled state is stable, since the configuration W0
= 0 then provides a relative minimum to the potential energy. However, H
P > P4 ' the unlmckled state becomes a configuration of maximum potential
energy; hence, it is unstable. Accordingly, Pa is the Euler critical pressure.
The curve corresponding to Pl has an inflection point at which the tangent is
horizontal; hence, Pl c°rresl_°nds to point C on Fig. 1; it is the smallest
pressure at which a i_uckled form can persist. For any pressure greater than
Pl there is a state of minimum potential energy with Wf} > 0; hence snap-
tlfrough is possible. Let us take, for example, the curv_ corresponding to
P2 ' for which the value of AV at the minimum is zero. In other words, for
p = p , the potential energies of the buckled and unbuckled configurations are
equal. Tsien suggested that this condition be taken as a criterion for buckling;
accordingly, P2 may be called the Tsien critical pressure. The maximum on
the curve for p_ represents a potential energy harrier that the shell must
cross to reach file buckled form. If this maximum is high, there is little dan-
get of snap-through, since a large amount of external work must be provided
to carry the shell "over the hump." However, if the potentml-energy hill is
low, snap-through is imminent. Of course, this argument is not linked to the
Tsien hypothesis; it applies for any of the curves in the range Pl < p < P_ '
It appears that the snap-through theory of ideal shells would be ehhanced1_y
further studies of the potential-energy barriers separating the buckled and
unbuckled forms. Such studies might enable us to evade the extremely com-
plicated problems of initially dented shells, since accidental shocks may be
used as a criterion for design instead of initial dents or out-of-roundness. If
1.19
anticipated shocks will nor provide enough energy to carry a shell over the
hill to the buckled form, the design may be considered to be safe.
One numerical calculation was performed for a shell with L/a = 0.60 ,
a/h = 1000, E = 30,000,000 lb/in, z , a = 20 in., where L is the length of the
shell, a is the radius, and h is the thickness. Itwas found that,with the
pressure equal to the Tsien criticalvalue, 0.23 ftIb of work would carry the
shellover the hillto the buckled form. Since thissmall amount of work might
easilycome from accidentaldisturbances, we see why the Euler criticalpres-
sure is practically unattainable in some cases.
Another interesting conclusion arose from a study of end constraints; In
all cases, the end plates were considered to provide simple support to the
cylindrical wall, so that the bending moment M x vanished at the ends. Also,
the end plates imposed the boundary conditions v = w = 0. However, with
regard to the axial displacement u, two different conditions were considered.
In one case, the end plates were free to warp, so that no restraints were
imposed on u at the ends. In the second case, the end plates were rigid, so
that u had a constant value at either end. Surprisingly, the constraint
imposed upon u by a rigidend plateraised the buckling pressure significantly.
In general, the number n of waves in the periphery of a buckled cylinder is
greater for rigid end plates than for flexible end plates. The results are illus-
trated by Fig. 3, which shows computed load-deflection curves for a/h = 100
with both flexible and rigid end plates. Besides the pressure p on the lateral
surface, the cylinder was subjected to an axial compression force F = _t a 2 p,
which would result from uniform hydrostatic pressure on the end plates.
Instead of the pressure p, the ordinate in Fig. 3 is a dimensionless coefficient
K , defined by p = K E h/a. The Euler critical pressures represented by the
intercepts of the curves with the K-axis in Fig. 3 are too high, since the pre-
sent theory employed the assumption _A = 0. The improved infinitesimal
theory of buckling (2), discussed earlier,Vyields Euler critical pressures that
are considerably lower for short shells, and therefore the effect of snap-
through would not be so pronounced as one might infer from the steep curves
inFig. 3.
A generalization of the nonlinear theory of Kef. 3 has been given by the
authors. (4). In this generalization, the shell was reduced to a system of 21
degrees of freedom. However, it was found unfeasible to handle the nonlinear
equilibrium problem for a system with 21 degrees of freedom. Consequently,
for the numerical work, some higher harmonics were discarded so that the
system was reduced to 7 degrees of freedom. Calculations were confined
principally to the determination of the minimum point C on the post-buckling
curve (Fig. 1), that is, to the determination of the pressure at which a
buckled form can exist. It was found that the ordinate of point C, as deter-
mined in (3), was somewhat too high. The numerical studies indicated that
the theory of (4) may be used effectively with an electronic digital computer.
However, for cursory studies of post-buckling behavior, the theory and the
tables of (3) are recommended.
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BUCKLING OF UNREINFOKCED PRESSURIZED CYLINDKICAL SHELLS
SUBJECTED TO AXIAL COMPKESSION
_The strain-energy formulas developed in (3) apply without modification for
a cylindrical shell that is subjected to interns/pressure and uniform axial com-
pression. Again, a snap-through condition is anticipated.
In an analysis of post-buckling behavior of an axially compressed cylindri-
cal shell (5), the strain formulas are linearized in the axial displacement u.
For the time being, consideration of end effects is avoided by the supposition
that the shell is infinitely long. Then, as is weU known, the buckling pattern
consists of diamond-shaped lobes (Fig. 4). This pattern signifies that the
radial deflection w is doubly periodic, with its fundamental region in the form
of a rhombus. In any rhombus (e.g., the cross-hatched rhombus in Fig. 4),
the function w assumes all its values; the function is merely duplicated in any
other rhombus. A rhombus subtends the angle 25 from the axis of the cylin-
der; hence, _ = v/n, where n is an integer representing the number of rhom-
buses in the circumference of the cylinder. The function w is symmetrical
about the diagonals of a rhornbds. Consequently, if the origin of the (x,e)
plane is taken at the center of a rhombus, the function w is even in x and
e (Fig. 4).
The rhomboidal pattern and the associated symmetry properties of u, v,
w require that these functions be represented by series of the following forms*
if the origin for x and e is taken at the center of a rhombus:.
u=c0+clx+ , _ a..cosinesin =O if i+j isodd
i=0 j=l lj ' aij
v= _ _ b..sininecosJ_ x-,
i=l j=0 lJ
ao oo
b..=Off i+j isodd
lj
w= _ _ cijcosinecos_ x---
i--O j=0 ' cij = 0 if i+j is odd
Here c n, c 1, a. , b.. , c.. are constants, and Z is half the length of a
diagonal of a rhombus _ th_ x-direction (Fig. 4). Writing these equations
in expanded form as far as second harmonics, we obtain
u = c + u0 x + u I cos ne sin + u2 sin + u 3 cos 2he sin -X-"
_-sm_as-c os-_ _- 2_rxv-= -_v I sin 2nO + v 2 sin 2nO cos -k--
* By error, some additional terms were included m the formula for u in
Ref. 5.
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w=w 04-w lcosnScos _ +w 2cos +w 3cos2ne+w 4cos2nScos
The coefficients u. , v i, wi are constants. The additive constant c is irrel-
evant, since it represents a translation.
The preceding equations were developed for a shell of infinite length.
Experiments indicate that the number of half waves in the length of a finite
shell is an integer. Therefore, the len_dl L of the shell is assumed to be a
multiple of _; that is, k = L/m, where m is an integer. To satisfy the
boundary conditions v = w = 0 at the ends x = 0 and x = L, the factor sin
_/L was introduced in the formulas for v and w in the last equations. The
formula for u is unchanged if the end plates are flexible.
The preceding equations are somewhat more general than the buckling pat-
terns that have been used to study this problem. For correlation with the
buckling patterns assumed by some other investigators, a translation of the
origin from the center of a rhombus to the midpoint of an edge of a rhombus
may be required. In studying the infinitesimal theory of buckling, Timoshenko
discarded all terms except u1 , v n , w 1 . Von Karman and Tsien adopted a
function w that is equivalenf to fiie prC_ceding if w 4 = 0 and w^ = w_.
Donne]/and Wan concluded that the relation w 2 = w 3 is not plad_slble°on the
basis of observed buckling patterns.
If all coefficients are retained in the expansion to second harmonics, there
are 12 degrees of freedom. It is highly desirable to retain all 12 of these
generalized coordinates, but the problem of minimization of the potential
energy then becomes exceedingly complicated. A part of the trouble lies in
the quadratic terms in v in the strain-displacement relations. Kempner and
other investigators have neglected this quadratic term, and workable results
have been obtained.
SLENDER CIRCULAR CYLINDERS (RINGS)
Since Levy (6)firstpublished his classicaltheory on the buckling of rings,
several theories on the buckling of rings and cylindershave appeared° Levy
obta/ned the result
Pcr= Kcr EI/r0 3' Kcr = 3
as the critical pressure for a uniformly loaded r_g, where ro is the radius
of the centroidal axis, I is the moment of inertia _of the crops section and
E is the modulus of elasticity of the material. Le_'y did not consider the
effects of ring thickness h and of Foisson's ratio v. The load was consid-
ered to remain normal to the ring surface throughout the deformation process.
In 1914, K. v. Mises (7) starting with the general differential equations of
equilibriumand consideringonly linearterms in_e strain_ens.._ developed
a theory which yielded a buckling pressure of Eh°/[4(1 - v: 9 r 0 ]for the
uniformly loaded infinitely long circular cylinder. In 1933, Donnell (8), by
making several simplifications of the genera/ she]/ equations, arrived at a
theory for the buckling of thin cylindrical shells. For the infinitely long cir-
cular cylinder (for which Don-eli's theory is not strictly valid), Donnell's
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theory predicts a critical pressure of F__ 3/[3_1 - v_ rn3]. The theoretical
r_sultShat is generally accepted for a long circular cyl/_der is Eh3/_(,! "
v z) r0°](provided the load remains directed perpendicular to the cylinder s
surface).
Several authors have noted that the critical pressure depends strongly upon
the post-buckling direction of the load (9, 10, 11). For em_mple, for a ring
subjected to a uniform pressure that remains directed toward the center of the
ring K = 4.5 , (9), and if the load remains constant in direction Kcr = 4
(ii). _C_e effects of ring thickness h and of Poisson's ratio upon _,igfOaruniformly loaded rings have been studied in (9), the general result
decrease in K_with an increase in h. The sway buckling of a semi-circu-
lar arch loaded'_y vertical point load P at the midsection of the arch has been
studied in (12), where the result Pc_ = 6.54 El / r n was obtained. The sway
buckling of a semi-circular arch lo_fded by vertical_inertia forces (or by dead
weight of the arch) has been discussed in (13), where it was shown that w =
2.68 EI/rn 3, where Wc_ = pa, p = mass density per unit length of arc antra
= vertical_acceleration _f the supports of the arch. The problem of stability
and large deflection of rings, including the effects of ring thickness and of
Poisson's ratio, subjected to nonuniform loads is relatively unexplored.
EQUILIBKIUM APPROACH TO q3-1E NONLINEAR THEORY OF SHELLS
The middle surface of any shell is defined by r-= _" (x,y), where _" is a
position vector and (x, y) are parameters called "surface coordinates."
Attention will here be restricted to orthogonal surface coordinates. Then,
since the derivative vectors T_ and T are tangent respectively to the x
and y coordinate lines, i' x • T. = O. _n this case, the distance ds between
neighboring points on the middle' surface S is given by
ds 2 = A 2 dx 2 + B2 dy 2 (I)
where A 2 =_' • T and B 2 = _ • _" . Accordingly, the unit tangent vectors
to the x and_ c_ordinate line_ are y _x(. A and IrJB, respectively. The
unit normal n to the middle surface S is accordifigly,
_x x Ty
^ (2)
n= AB
The coefficients of the second differential quadratic form of S are
If the coordinate lines on S are the lines of pr_incipal curvat%re, f = O, and
the principal curvatures of S are I/r I = e/A", i/r 2 = g/B". However, we
shall not make the restriction f = 0.
The tensions N x, N , the shears N , N , Q , Q , the bending
moments M v , M , an_the twisting mounts yx M_, MYv ", referred to an
element of the middle surface of the shell, are showr_r'withJdieir positive
senses in Fig. 5. The normals to the element dS of the middle surface
L
3
1
0
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generate a volume element of the shell. The external force on this element is
denoted by l_ dS = _ A B dx dy. This force ordinarily results from the weight
of the volume element and from loads applied to the external faces of the shell
The force _ dS is specified to act at a point in dS. Then there may be an
external couple _ dS thatacts on the volume element;,usually itresults from
tangential external distributed loads applied to the faces of the shell, the
components of the vectors P and L in the directions of the orthogonal vec-
tors _'x' _ ' _ are denoted by Px'Pv' Pz and L x, Ly. The vector
has no component in the direction _. "
The equilibrium equations for the quantities N,, N=, etc. may be derived
in an elementary manner by Gibbs' vector t_teory;"f_bey _vere derived more than
t_ent 7 years ago in tensor form by Synge and Chien. In the present notations,
their equilibrium equations are
AyN " Qx03N + -BxNy +ABPx =° (4)
•o My_ Mxy +(BMx)+_(A +Ay -B xMy ABLy=ABQx (7)
8 BMxy) +_ r (AMy)-Ay Mx+Bx, My.x -ABLx=ABQy (8)
e
Equations (7) and (8) may be used to eliminate Q_ and Q,, from Eq. (6);
thus, the moment equilibrium eqaation is obtalnetl. The s_ears Q_ and Qv
are usually discarded from F.qs. (4) and (5), since they are small _bmpared'
to N_, N,,, N,_,. Furthermore, the terms Q_ and Q,, that occur in Ecls.
(4) a_'d (5)_reprfl_ent only components of the tran'_sverse sl_ears tangent to sur-
face S which arise because the volume element is slightly tapered. For a
fiat plate, these terms drop from Eqs. (4) and (5) automatically, since then
e = f = g = 0. Also, the approximations N,._ = N_,_ and M = M are
nearly always legitimate; they are exacfly'l_e fSi' a fiat pl_e. _en the
approximation N.,_ = N,,y is used, Eq. (9) is disregarded.
The weight of _e m_rial often contributes to the tangential loads (Px' P_but frequently the effect of the weight on the stresses is negligible. Then,
no tangential distributed loads are applied to the exterior faces of the shell,
the terms (Px ' P_) are practically zero. In this case, if the terms Qx and
Qv are discarded_f'rom Eqs. (4) and (5), and if the approximation N_, = N,_-_
is'introduced, the general solution of Eqs. (4) and (5) may be expressed as _'"
follows in terms of a generalized Airy stress function H(x, y) for the case in
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which the Gaussian curvature K of surface S is constant (14):
N x = B "2 Hyy + A "2 B -1 Bx H x - B -3 By Hy+K H
(_o)
Ny = A'2 Hx x . A-3 Ax Hx + A-I B-2 Ay Hy + K H
Nxy = Ny x = -A'I B-I Hxy + A-2 B-I Ay H x + A'I B-2 Bx Hy
The case K = constant, to which Eq. (10) is restricted, includes fiat plates,
spheres, cylinders, and cones, as well as many less common surfaces. For
example, any surface that can be obtained by bending a thin flat piece of sheet
metal or a piece of a thin spherical shell without stretching it has constant K,
since the Gausstan curvature is a bending invariant. There are also surfaces
of constant negative Gaussian curvature, called pseudospheres. For fiat
plates, K ffi 0, and H is a generalized Airy stress function that is applicable
to any orthogonal coordinates in the middle plane of the plate.
The equilibrium equations naturally refer to the stressed state. Some-
times the deformation caused by stressing alters the geometry of the shell
appreciably. For example, a plate that is initially fiat becomes a curved
shell when it is loaded, and the curvature may have important effects on the
equilibrium conditions. Likewise, a shell that is inff.tally rotationally sym-
metric may lose its symmetry because of elastic or plastic deformations.
Accordingly, ff (e, f, g) are the components of the curvature t_nsor of the
undeformed reference surface S, some modifications of these coefficients
may be required to account for the effects of the deformation on the equili-
brium conditions. This is always true in problems of post-buckling behavior.
When the shell is deformed, the reference surface S passes into another
surface S*. The asterisk or star wiU be used generally to denote the s_es-
sed state. The displacement vector of S is denoted by _(x,y); that is, the
point _ on S* corresponding to point _" on S is I_ =7 +I_'. Evidently, H
the vector function _[(x, y) is known, the position vector _ is a known func-
tion of (x, y). Thus, the same coordinates (x,y) serve for surfaces S and
S*. The metric coefficients of S* are E*=I_ ._ , F* = _ ._ ,
G* = _ • __., The distance between two nei_rnbol_ng points o_ S* ]Is deter-
mined b_ (ds_Z= E* dx 2 + 2 F* dx dy+ G* dy 2. If surface S is bent without
straining, E* = AZ. F* = 0 , G* = Bz , since ds = ds*. If the strains of sur-
face S are small, as usually happens, ds is very nearly equal to ds*.
Consequently, even in the large-deflectlon theories of shells, changes of A
and B caused by straining of surface S need not be taken into account in the
equilibrium equations. Seemingly, fl_is approximation is not generaUy appre-
ciated, for some of the modern investigations of buckling of shells introduce
undue complications into the equilibrium equations as a consequence of incre-
mental changes in the metric coefficients due to straining. In particular, if
the coordinates (x, y) on S are orthogonal, as is here assumed they are
orthogonal on S* too, for the equation F = 0 signifies that F* is neatly
zero. Since the Gaussian curvature K and the Christoffel symbols 1_
are determined by the metric tensor alone, they may also be considered to be
unaHected by the deformation, insofar as the equilibrium are concerned. How-
ever, in nonlinear theories of shells, the quantities (e,f,g) must be replaced
by the corresponding quantities (e*, f* g*_ in F-4. (6). It is not important to
make this change in Eqs. (4) and (5), since the terms Qx and Qy are ordi-
narily dropped from these equations anyway.
The components of the displacement vector _ in the directions of the vec-
tors _" , • , _ are denoted by (u, v, wS, respectively. The effects of the
tangental dfsplacemenm (u,v5 on the changes of curvature are usually small.
Consequently, for computation of e* f*, g* the equation I_ ='_ + _[ is approx-
imated by R = T + _ w. The curvature tensor for S* is e* = _* "_xx ' f*
= _*" _xy ' g* = _t*. _yy . The foUowing notations are introduce&
K =e*-e , /( =g*-g , K =f*-f (11)
x y xy
It is a routine problem of differential geometry to derive/_ , K , /_ . The
results have been olXalned by Koiter, with (u, v) terms inclXded_15), xYDrop-
ping the (u, v) terms, we get
Ax +AAK f-T-w s- Wy+W , Ky-7 w wy+Wyy
___ Bx
--r-Wy+W y
(12)
These equations are merely first-degree approximations; nonlinear terms in
derivatives of w have been neglected. Also, a linear undifferentiated w-
term has been dropped. This term may be interpreted by considering the
case, w= constant. For example, if w is constant for a circular cylindrical
shell, there is a small change of curvature because the radius is changed.
However, since A, B have been retained instead of E* F*, G* itwould be
inconsistent to retain the undifferentiated w-term, since the effect of this
term is about the same as effects of changes of the metric tensor due to
straining of surface S.
Equations (11) and (125 determine the quantities (e* f*, g_) that are to be
introduced into Eq. (6) instead of (e, f, g5 when large deflections or buckling
problems are considered. To obtain this generalization, the term f must be
retained in Eq. (6), for, even though coordinates are chosen so that f = 0, f*
is not generally zero. In other words, in nonlinear theories, the lines of
principal curvature on S are altered significantly by the deformation. For
example, for a fiat plate referred to rectangular coordinates, A = B = 1 and
e = f = g = 0. Equations (Ii) and (12) give e*= w,,,, , f* = w, g*= w .
Introducing these quantities into Eq. (6) instead o1_e, f, g), "shpposing _ _ that
L =L =0, and eliminating Q_ and Q by means of Eqs. (7) and (8), we
o_ain _ well-known equation in_he theo_ of buckling of flat plates:
a2M
+ a-_y+_ w +_y_yy+2N_y_y+ P.--0
STRAINS OF A SURFACE
The strainsof surface S due to the displacement vector (u,v,w) have been
derived by Love and many others. Ifonly quadraticterms in wx , Wy are
retained,these equationsare
UX • W+ X = W
+x""_-+ -A--'z 2-"_A' '_y +r_'- +
(13)
u vx __ BxV 2fw wxw
The m_tric tensor o,f the deformed surface S is given by E A (I + 2c_),
G* = B (I + 2_, F = A B 7 . Sfgce, by differential geometry, the Gau_-
sian curvav.treY']_ * of sttrfa_ y S* can be expressed in terms of E* F*, G*
alone, the increment of K due to the deformation can accordingly be expres-
sed in terms of • x , Cy, 7xy. The result of this calculation is
__ 82 82c Bx _)_x A__.
A ex B
A B (K*-K)= -_ --_ -_ _ +-A-" "_J_+_ uy (14)
2 A B ex B A x 2 B 8
+ -
Bxx_AxBx A B )
+2(-A-.- ^--,2---)_x+2(-V---B--B-B.Y__y
_ . sxB-_)
Substituting Eq. (13) into Eq. (14), and simplifying the result with the Gauss
and Codazzi equatior#s, we obtain
BB e
AB(K*-K) =BK Xu+AKyv+2ABKMw+ +_:___x +2Ayf.Axg) w XA
I AAyg 2f + e
+A--_B( B +2_,-Be) wy+__-_W_y A---_w_
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I A x Bx A 2 B 2
-_ (-x- +-gY-+K A2 B)w_ X
2 A A x B 2 B (15)
+ _Wxy A-_x_ Wy_x_ A--_BWxy Bo Y
2
W W - WX_
+ xx A_r_
In the linear theory of shells, all nonlinear terms are dropped from Eq. (15).
The term M represents the mean curvature of S; i.e., 2M = I/r, + I/r_.
For brevity, Eqs. (14) and (15) are written as follows: A B CK*'- K) =_
L(e x, e v, Txy), AB(K*-K) =BK u+AK v+ _(w). These equationsyield - x y
L(e x, ey, 7xy)=BK xu+AK v+¢(w) (16)Y
If K is constant, u and v disappear from Eq. (16). Then Eq. (16) is a
compatibility equation for the strain components of surface S. If K is not
constant, u and v can not be eliminated without the use of differential
operators of order greater than 2. For example, if a flat plate is referred to
rectangular coordinates, A = B = I and e = f = g = K = M = 0. Then Eq. (16)
yields _ a__x a__{._
_ --_x_ -w_xy
This is an important equation m the large-deflection theory of plates.
Shell problems may be formulated in terms of the displacement components
(u, v, w) or in terms of the stress function and the normal displacement (H,w_
If (u, v, w) are regarded as the unknowns, only the equilibrium equations and
the boundary conditions are needed; there is no need to consider compatibility
equations. Certainly, this is the more general approach, since the stress
function H is limited to shells of constant Gaussian curvature, although a
generalization to cover all rotationally symmetric shells is possible (14).
Furthermore, the boundary conditions can always be formulated in terms of
(u, v, w), but they can not always be expressed in terms of stresses. The
compatibility equation represented by Eq. (16) is useful only for shells of con-
stant Gaussian curvature, since only then do the terms u and v drop out.
However, it is only for shells of constant Gaussian curvature that a compati-
biHty equation is needed, since the (u, v, w) formulation will be used for other
shells.
Equations (1) to (16) do not involve stress-strain relations and they remain
valid if shear deformation is significant. For a complete formulation of the
shell problem, we must express(N v, Ny, Nx_ _ in terms of (e , _. , 3_ )
and also (M , M , M_ in terms_)f _Y ,_. ,K__J Here, th'_ sirr_ples_t y
approximataXns teY adop_are exactly the _:am_'as _'flat-plate theory. Ques-
1 __ x B2_ w 2 + Bx
x -_( +-x- +K A y _ w w
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tions of nonlinear geometric relations do not enter here, since they arise only
in the st.rain-displacement relations _Eq. (13)_. It is a moot point whether
nonlinear terms in (u,v) should be retained in F_,q. (13). A rigorous analysis
of stress-strain relations and moment-curvature relations, with thermal
effects included, was developed on the basis of the Kirchhoff assumption by the
authors (_6). Some investigators have concluded, on the basis of order-of-
magnitude _nsiderations, that, when the Kirchhoff assumption is used, con-
sistency re_ -es that the strains be linearized in the normal coordinate z.
However, if ais argument is applied to beams, it signifies that the Winkler
theory of curved beams is no better than straight-beam theory. A striking
example of an error that can be incurred by linearization with respect to z
is provided by a curved cantilever beam of rectangular cross section with
depth h and width b (Fig. 6). The load P is applied at the centroid of the
end section. By Winkler's theory, the stress Cr0 at ordinate z is
P Pz(1 -sin0) 2a+h
a0 = _ + b(aC -h)(a+z)' C = log _ (a)
The net tensionand the bending moment are
h/2 h/2
F=b_ _8dz'-2 M=bf_h/2 zcedz (b)
SubstitutingEq. (a)intoEq. (b),we get F = P sinO, M = P a (1 - sin O ).
These relations agree with elemenUtry statics. Suppose now that z is
dropped from the denominator of Eq. (a), so that the equation is linearized
h/2
in z. Then, the net tension calculated by F = _ cr0 dA is F = P.
-h/2
This relation disagrees grossly with statics.
The sensitivityin this example comes from the factthatthe stress
aO has a large negative value on the inside of the beam, and a large positive
value on the outside. -Therefore, o"0 must be given quire accurately if
f_0edA is to be evaluated correctly. We may conclude that linearization ofstresses or strains with respect to z is usually admissible if the objec-
tive is to • ._Ia4-~
._.._._ cz_o_her_rpes of f_ilure of the material. However,
it is a questionable approximation if the stresses are to be integrated through
the thicknessfor the purpose of determining N_, My, etc.
Iflinearizationwith respect to z is ad_issl"ble,we obtainfrom (7),
when temperature terms and nonlinearterms in h are discarded,
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Nx _ E h ey) , Ny 1 - v"f ( Cy + v Ex) (17)1 -v ] (ex+V _ Eh
Nxy = Nyx = G h 7xy
where E is Young's modulus, v is Poisson's ratio, G is the shear modulus,
and h is the thickness of the shell. Naturally, these relations are restricted
to isotropic elastic shells. Also, if effects of u and v on the bending mo-
ments are neglected, we obtain
Mx=- + B_ +Wkl(k 1
+ w k2 (k2 -
E h 3
(18)
D(I-v) Kx.y
Mr/=Myx= AB , D- 12 (1 -v 2)
Here, k, and k 2 are the principal curvatures of the middle surface. The
quantitie_ K,, K,,, _,_ are defined by Eq. (12). Most writers have dropped
w from Eq.A(18): Ho,_ver, in some cases, this term has a significant effect
on computed buckling loads. For example, if a very long cylindrical shell of
radius a is subjected to uniform external pressure, the buckling pressure is
Pcr = 3 D/a]. This result is obtained if w is retained in Eq. (18), but we get
p =4D/a if w isdropped
C . . . • . .
r'Somespecialapphcations of the preceding equauons have been studied.
For example, if w is dropped from Eq. (18), Do-nell's equation for cylindri-
cal shellsis obtainedreadily. Also, the equationsof Reiss, Greenberg, and
Keller for snap-rltroughof a shallow sphericalcap are obtained immediately,
although ina differentform. For fiatplates, yon Karm&n's equations are
obtained. By further studies,the authors hope to get a better correlation
between the equilibrium approach and the energy approach to problems of
bucklin R and post-buckling.
13o
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THE EFFECT OF INITIAL I_k4/_ERFECTIONS ON THE
BUCKLING STRESS OF CYLINDRICAL SHELLS
By C. D. Babcock and E. E. Sechler
California Institute of Technology
SUM/_ARY
Techniques have been developed for making essentially
"perfect" thin cylindrical shells and for making shells with definite
types of initial deformations. The "perfect" shells give buckling
stresses much higher than have previously been obtained, initial
n-x
deformations of the form _R = a ° sin --_ have been tested and
ranges of positive a O were found in which there was no lowering of
the buckling stress. Negative values of a O caused a decrease in the
failure load. A theoretical solution which indicated the same trends
as were found experimentally has been carried out.
INTRODUC TION
Ever since the great disagreement between theory and exper-
iment on the buckling stress of axially compressed cylinders was
discovered efforts have been made to determine the cause of this
disagreement. One approach was to refine the theoretical analysis
to determine I) whether or not the lowest eigenvalue has been
established and Z) whether initial deformations might have an effect
on the buckling stress. These studies showed that, if the cylinder
was assumed perfect and, if end effects were neglected, the buckling
stress was given by _cr = Et/R_/3(I -},Z) which, for _ = 0.3
becomes • = 0. 605 Et/R. Secondly, the work of Donnell and
cr
others indicated that there was probably a considerable effect from
initial deformations. In these studies it was assumed that the initial
deformations had essentially the wave form of the post buckling mode
and no attempt was made to determine the effect of other types of
initial deformations.
The experimental investigations that were carried out were
never as good as the theoretical studies. The specimens contained
eccentricities and discontinuities from seams and other fabrication
techniques, had unknown internal stresses, and the testing methods
: Precedingpageblank
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in most cases were relatively crude. For example, the actual stress
distribution in the specimen was seldom measured during test. For
the above reasons it was felt desirable to carry out carefully con-
trolled tests on specimens whose imperfections were accurately
known and to correlate the data obtained with new theoretical studies.
The work was carried out under NASA research grant no. NsG-18-59.
a
o
D
E
F
K
L
Nx, Ny, Nxy
R
AR
t
w
x
Y
0"
cr
Subscripts:
xx, xy, 77
SYMBOLS
maximum amplitude of initial deformation, inches
plate stiffness = Et3/12(1 - 2) lb inch
Young's modulus, psi
stress function defined as
F = -N
xy xy
= Ny, F = NFxx Y7 x'
buckling stress coefficient in the equation
= KEt/R
cr
length of shell, inches
membrane forces, Ib/inch
shell radius, inches ""
radial value of initial deformation, inches
shell thickness, inches
radial displacement of shell, inches
axial distance along the she]/, inches
circumferential distance around shell, inches
Poissonls ratio
buckling stress of the shell, psi
denote BlSx 2, 8/%xy, 8/ay 2
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THE EXPERIMENTAL PROGRAM
The objectives of this program were:
1 ) to develop a method of making cylindrical shells
which were as nearly perfect as possible;
2) to establish testing techniques in which the stress
distribution was controllable and measurable;
3) to determine the axial buckling stress of these
nearly perfect shells
4) to add known imperfections to the shells and deter-
mine the effect of these imperfections on the
buckling stress; and
5) to attempt to isolate the most damaging forms of
initial deformations so they could be avoided in
manufacture whenever po s sible.
To date, items 1) through 3) have been completed and some
work has been carried out in 4).
The method of manufacturing of the cylindrical shells is not
new with GALCIT (see reference I) but a number of refinements were
required in order to obtain the uniformity and accuracy desired.
Basically it consisted of plating a copper shell on an accurately
machined wax mandrel and then melting the mandrel out of the shell.
For a shell 8 inches in diameter and I0 inches long, a steel cylinder
7 inches in diameter and 13 inches long was used as a core (this
provided a means of water cooling the wax to harden it). On this core
was cast a layer of wax consisting of a two to one mixture of refined
paraffin and Mobile Cerese Wax 2305. This was cooled, machined to
the proper shape, and sprayed with silver paint thinned with toluene.
The plating was done in a Cupric Fluoborate, Cu(BF4)z, bath with a
15 inch diameter copper anode which was bagged in fine mesh Dynel
fabric. During plating the mandrel was rotated and the bath was
given additional agitation by forcing air through it. Using voltages
less than 10 volts and current densities up to 55 amperes per square
foot, the plating time was approximately 20 minutes per 0. 001
inches of plate.
After plating, the ends of the cylinder were removed (some
thickness increase occurred just at the ends), the wax was carefully
melted out, and the residual wax and silver paint was removed with
benzene. The shell thickness used in this series of tests was
approximately 0. 0045 inches. The thickness variation in any shell
could be held to less than 3 per cent. In the radial direction, the
desired radius could be held to + t/2 or approximately + 0.00Z5
inches.
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The specimen was mounted (using Cerrobend) to a load
measuring ring instrumented with 24 strain gages which gave the
stress distribution in the shell. The assembly of specimen and
loading ring were then placed in a very stiff_ controlled displacement
testing machine in which the displacement was controlled by three
fine pitch screws (one turn of the screw gave 0. 025 inches displace-
ment). These could either be operated together or could be adjusted
individually to correct for nonuniformity in stress distribution, See
figure I.
Two types of axially symmetric initial deformations were
tested, a sine wave in which AR = a ° sin _x/L and a constant
curvature form given by AR = a O [2(2x/L) - (2x/L) 2] . Values of
ao/t ranging from -Z0 to +45 were tested.
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
Figure 2 shows the results of this first test series in which
_cr/_c| is plotted against ao/t. These are compared with the
Kanemitsu and Nojima value which for the L/R and the R/t
corresponding to these specimens gives K = 0. 17° The following
important features can be seen:
I° That with proper care in manufacturing and testingj
values of the buckling stresses can be obtained which
are much higher than those usually found.
Z. That, for the displacement forms tested, small depar-
tures from initial straightness lower the buckling stress
and that the effect for inward displacements is greater
than that for outward displacements.
3. That if the outward displacements are increased the
value of the buckling stress again rises until it reaches
essentially the same value as that for the initially
straight cylinder.
4. That the constant curvature and sine wave shapes give
essentially the same values of • for the larger values
of ao/t. cr
The drop in the value of _cr for 0_ ao/t • 10 and the return
to the "perfect" value for a /t > 20 cannot be explained at this time.
Although considerable effort°was made to keep the stress uniform
around the circumference of the cylinder_ variations of + I0 per
cent were common and this probably accounts for some _f the scatter
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in the experimental results. Since the classical theoretical solutions
have assumed edges which were free to expand radially and, since
the edges of the present cylinder were rigidly clamped, it may be
that the lowering of the value of _cr below the classical value may
be due in part to this fact.
THEORETICAL SOLUTION
The theoretical approach was as follows:
I) Determination of the stresses and deflections in
the shell that occur during the loading and before
buckling.
Z) Consideration of the stresses and deflections
occurring during buckling as small perturbations
about step i) and linearizing the resulting
equations.
3) Solving the eigenvalue problem obtained in Z) for
the minimum eigenvalue.
To simplify the problem, the shallow shell equations of
Marguerre (reference Z) were used. These give
Z
_4F = Et Wx7
-w w _-2w w -w w -w w ]
xx yy Oxy xy Oxx yy xx Oyy
(i)
D'_4w = Fyy(Wxx + Wox x) - ZFxy(Wxy + Woxy) + Fx.x(Wyy + Woyy)
(z)
where w is the initial deviation from the flat plate and F is the
o
stress function. For the circular cylindrical shell, w ° is given by
= (yZ . 72)/21%. Using this equation for w one arrives at the
w o o
set of equations originally derived by Donnell and used in his studies
of initial imperfections (reference 3). For the initial deformations
of the present tests the equation for w o becomes
lh0
Wo = _ (y2, ygo), a ° sin (3)
which when substituted into equations i and Z gives
[2 i ]
_4F _ Et Wxy - WxxW - ao(_)2 sin wxyy "L" wyy - _ Wxx (4)
D_w = Fyy(Wxx + ao(_)Zsin _) - ZFxyWxy + FxxWyy+ _ Fx x
(5)
Letting F* and w* be the solutions of the axially symmetric
problem and F and _ be the perturbation values occurring during
buckling, we have F = F* + F and w = w* + _. Substituting into
4 and 5 and LinearizinjL by neglecting higher order terms one obtains
a set of equations in F and _ which can be solved for the eigen-
values. The boundary conditions used were: I) The ends of the
shell are free to expand radially and, while so doing, they are
simply supported; 2) for the axially symmetric problem u* and
w* (deflection in axial and radial directions) must be independent of
y and v* (circum/erential displacement) must be zero: 3) Ax/al
motion of the ends of the shell (usually a periodic function in y) is
permitted.
Carrying out the remainder of the mathematics leads to the
dotted curve shown in figure Z showing that, for a > 0 no decrease
o
in buckling stress should occur and that for a ° < 0 an appreciable
drop in load carrying ability should be observed. Comparing this
with the experimental data we find that the trends are correct but
that the reduction in _cr for aog 0 is actually less than that
predicted theoretically. Also, it was found that the number of
circum/erential waves was higher than the theory predicts and, if
the experimental value for this wave number were to be used in the
theoretical solution the agreement was better.
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FUTURE PROGRAM
The continuation of this program calls for
I) An attempt to reduce the scatter in the experimen-
tal data by striving for a more uniform axial
stress distribution in the shell
Z) A detailed study of the e£fect of the clamped end
of the shell on the buckling stress - possibly trying
to make a shell with a negative Poisson displace-
ment so that it would be straight at the buckling
stress.
3) Extension of the experimental program to other
forms o£ initial deformation.
4) Consideration of other R./t ratios.
5) A more sophisticated theoretical treatment of the
problem.
I.
o
.
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Figure i.- Testing machine, specimen, and load ring.
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EFFECTSOF MODESOF INITIAL IMPERFECTIONS
0N THE STABILITY OF CYLINDRICAL
SHELLS UNDER AXIAL COMPRESSION
By L. H. N. Lee
University of Notre Dame
SUMNARY
The effects of definite and "indefinite" initial im-
perfections on the buckling and postbuckling behavior of an
axially compressed cylindrical shell are analyzed by a non-
linear theory. The definite initial imperfections consid-
ered do not contribute to the reduction of the peak buck-
ling load; while the "indefinite" imperfections, expressed
in terms of a single factor introduced by Donnell 1 , cause
a reduction in the buckling strength. The physical mean-
ing of the imperfection factor, however, needs further
clarification. Two theoretical buckling processes are
found to be possible. In the early stage of buckling, the
cylinder may deform with a comparatively large number of
waves of small amplitudes or the cylinder may deform with
a comparatively small number of waves of large amplitudes.
Further theoretical and experimental studies of the effects
of initial imperfections and the process of buckling are
suggested.
INTR ODUCTI ON
The problem of elastic buckling of axially compressed
cylindrical shells has not yet been completely solved in
spite of being the subject of intensive research in recent
years. To explain the fact that buckling loads obtained
by experiments are much IQwer than that predicted by the
classical linear theory _,j, Donnell (193_) introduced a
non-linear theory and the concept of initial imperfections.
The non-llnear theory was further developed by yon K_rm_n
and Tsien (1941)4. Their a_alysis, in turn, was.refined
by Leggett and Jones (1942)_, Michlelsen (1948) o, and
Kempner (1954) 7.
The non-linear theory does indicate a large drop of
resistance as soon as buckling takes place. This is con-
sistent w_th the observed phenomena. For a conceptually
perfect cylinder, however, the buckling load predicted by
the non-linear theory is still the same as that given by
the classical theory. By considering_the effects of in-
itial _mperfections, Donnell and Wan o were able to explain
in a reasonable way the discrepancies between experimental
and theoretical buckling loads. For the convenience of
analysis, Donnell assumes that the geometrical and material
i_perfections of a cylinder may be replaced by an equiv-
alent geometrical deviation. He assumes further that the
equivalent geometrical deviation is proportional to the
deformation of the cylinder and may be expressed by a
single imperfection factor indicating essentially its
magnitude. It is the purpose of this paper to evaluate
the implication of this assumption.
Timoshenko 9 has sho_n, by a linear theory, that the
initial curvature of an axially cow,pressed, elastic column
has substantial effects on the load-deflection relation-
ship but relatively little effect on the maximum load. The
initial shape of the column can be expressed by a series
of functions giving the normal buckling mode shapes of the
column. According to the linear theory, the term in the
series describing the principal buckling mode has the pre-
do_nant effect on the behavior of the column. In general,
an axially compressed column having arbitrary small initial
deviation most likely buckles in its principal mode. The
assumption made by Donnell and Wan is apparently in accord
with this fact. However, it has been shown AU that the
mode as well as the amplitude of the initial imperfections
of a geometrically or physically non-linear structure may
influence the buckling load and the corresponding mode of
buckling. Therefore w the effects of definite initial
imperfections as well as "indefinite" initial imperfections,
in terms of the imperfection factor introduced by Donnell,
on the buckling behavior of axially compressed cylinders
are analyzed in this paper.
The present analysis is based on the Love-Kirchoff
assumption for thin shells and the principle of stationary
potential energy for load-deformation relationships.
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ANALYSIS
L
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0
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Strain-Displacement Relationships
Consider an initially imperfect but nearly clrcular
cylindrical shell of mean radius r, length L , and
thickness t. Let the radial difference between the radial
distance of a point at the initial median surface and the
mean radius be denoted by wo. Let x_ s and z (positive
inward) be the axial, circumferential and radial coordinate,
respectively. The corresponding components of the dis-
placement of the point, denoted by u, v and w (positive
inward) respectively, are measured from the position atnthe
initial median surface. Based on Donnell's assumptions _,
it may be shown that the bending strains depend only on
the axial and circumferential curvature changes,
(aZw/ax_ and (_w/as =) , and the twist of the median
surface (_w/axas). Including the effects of the initial
radial deviations and the second order terms, the axial
and circumferential membrane strains, a and _ and
X S"
the membrane shear strain Vxs , are 11
au aw
_x _ + I aw = aWo= (_) + _.
av 1 fa w_= aw _oE
s = _'_+ 2 "_" + _'__"_
au av
Vxs = _" ÷ _'_
w (I)
r
aw aw aw _o aWo aw
+_+_a-_-+ ax as
The axial, circumferential and shear membrane stress,
ax, os and _xs' may now be expressed in terms of the
membrane strains, the modulus of elasticity E and the
Poisson's ratio v by the Hooke's law for the isotropic
material.
Equilibrium and Compatibility Equations
By omitting hlgher-order terms, it may be shown that
the membrane stresses satisfy the equilibrium equations
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aox a_xs
ax as
=0
ao s
_xs + -- = 0
ax as
(2)
Equations (2) are identically satisfied by the introduction
of the Airy stress function ¢(x,y) defined by the re-
lati ons
°x=_' °s = ' "_xs=" (3)
By Hooke's law, the membrane strains may be expressed as
c -v
-
Yxs =" 2(l+v) "_s
(4)
Elimination of axial and circumferential displacement com-
ponents between Eqs. (I) and combination of Eqs. (I) and
(4) yield the compatibility equation
Ft%=w _" a2w a=w I a=w
+ 2 a=w a=w° a=w a=w° a_Wo a=w I (5)
in which V" = ( , + 2 _ + )
The stress function and the membrane stresses may now be
determined by Eq. (5) if the initial imperfection and the
the radial displacement are obtained or assumed.
Initial Imperfections and Deformations
The initial geometrical imperfections or the defor-
mation of the cylinder can be completely described by an
infinite double Fourier series. The degree oC approxi-
mation which can be attained in the description largely
depends on the choice of a proper number of terms of the
series_ However, the mathematical difficulties of solving
the problem multiply rapidly with increasing number of
terms considered. To simplify the analysis, it is assumed
that the initial radial deviation may be described by
Y_X _S aO
W 0 = At COS _X COS _ + _" W
(6)
where A and a_ are the given or known dimensionless
amplitude parameters, Lx and L s are the given or known
half wave lengths in the axial and circumferential direc-
tions respectively. The first term at the right-hand side
of Eq. (6) describes a_definite shape. The second term,
introduced by Donnell _, is definite in amplitude but
indefinite in shape, because the radial displacement w
varies with the applied load. It may be interpreted that
the second term is used to replace all terms in the infin-
ite series which may have effects on the deformation. It
also implies that only one of these implicit terms in-
fluences the deformation at one time.
by
The deformation of the cylinder is assumed to be given
E _x_X _s_S 2rLx__
w= oos .,.cos .,-d
where a and b are arbitrary parameters, _x and _s
are the unknown half-wave lengths of the deformation waves
in the axial and circumferential directions, d is not
an independent parameter, d may be determined by the
condition that v is a periodic function of s. The
deformation funct_onby Eq. (7) _s essentially the one
adopted by Donnell o and Kempner _ except that a term of
2_s
cos _s is not included.
Stress Function
By introducing w_ from Eq. (6) and w from Eq. (7)
into Eq. (5), the stre_s function is found to be
aKC3 2_x aaE_" 2_s ÷
a(2abK_-l)P _cos _x cos _ 2aSbK_ P s ._-_os usCOS "_S
.+ QII cos
a (_ + _ono )x
|
+ Qsm cos - r
(_n-_ono)X (n-no)S
COS
r r
(n+no)t _s
cos - r _ (_+_o)2 "E
z (_n-_ono)X (n+no)S z (P_+_nno)x
+ Q cos
Q_s cos r cos r mx r
(n'n°) s_ _Q_ (2_-_°n°)x noS+ 8b cos-- cos -F-COS r r
+ Q4_ Cos -- r - cos
(8)
in which
K = i + 2ao = i + V h _o Ls
a _ ' _= _x ' _x
n = _r = _ _ = nZt 11 = n°st
no _ "--'-
_S P P r J 0 r
_A
i$9
P = _a , P --
_x 1 + _x 1 + 9_ u ' _ =
2 2
(_-%) (_-%)
0
:x (_._o) U+(l__) a ' Q =
- a= (_+_o)a+(l+_) =
(_+_o)a (_+_o)2
Q = ,Q =
z= (_._o) a+(l+_) u ux (_+_o) u+(i_._) a
Q = _s = _u
_ (2_ -_o )a+ _m ' Q,4 (2_ +_o )s+ _u
In Eq. (8)
sive stress.
is the applied average axial compres-
Potential Energy
The total potential energy of the system consists of
the potential energy of the applied load and the internal
strain energy in the cylinder. There are two parts in the
strain energy, the membrane strain energy Um and the
bending strain energy Ub. They can be expressed as
(9)
and i fo7ub = _ (v=w)=. 2(1-v) u-a-_s,f(a_w_=
(IO)
in which D = (1/12) Etm/(l-v=).
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From Eqs. (3), (4), (7), (8), (9) and (10), the total
internal strain energy, U i , is found to be
U i = (_EtSL/r) _aS(aK_ - 8b)S/128 + a,KST_,/128
m m 8
+ a'(2abg_-l) P /4 + a'b'KS_Z P
(Amamr_/6_) [Q m + Q m + Q s + Q 2÷
I_ I._ IIII x2 2X
+ 6_b"(Q " " ]+ Q ) + (ar/Et)s
_ 44
(n)
The potential energy of the axial load applied to the
ends of the cylinder, Ua, can be expressed as
ua = 2_rt a (_) dx (12)
The integral in Eq. (12) gives the total end shortening in
the axial direction. From the first of Eqs. (I) and the
first of Eq. (_), the integrand is found to be
au a s
= - v " (_) " (_'£) (ax) (13)
If ¢ is defined as the average unit end shortening in
the axial direction or the ratio of the total end shorten-
ing and the cylinder length, it is found that
(Er/t) = (ar/Et) + a=K_ " (1 + 8b_)/8 (1_4)
In carryin_ out the integral in Eq. (12), it is assumed
that 8x _Lx and that the initial and deformed axial
wave lengths are small compared to the entire length of
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the cylinder.
Determination of Parameters
The deflection parameters, expressed in terms of a,
b, _ and _, may be determined by the principle of
stationary potential energy. When the total potential
energy of the system, Ui + Ua, is made stationary for a
small variation of each of the four parameters, the follow-
ing four simultaneous algebraic equations are obtained:
(aK_ - 8b) Ea_(l+K) - 8b_+ a2K_8_*(l + K) + 32-
(2abK_ - l)_abD(1 + K)-IJ P 8 + 128 aSbS_SK
11
(I + K)P s + 2A8_o8 L_ 2 + Q m + Q 2 + Q 8 +
_l II 82 12 81
÷ Q44
- 16(ar/Et)D_2(l ÷ K)(l + 8b 8) = 0 (15)
b = aK_ 1/8) + _ ÷ 2amKS_m(p 8 + p 8)
÷ 2A_o8 (Q_s8 + Q**8) + 4_8_/3(i_v2)
- 4(ar/2t)
aSKS_ (i + _*) - 8abK + 6_abK(2abK_ - I)P 2
11
+ 128 aSbSK2D P 2 + 2A27]oa_ _Q +
•(_0 )
_1 [ 22
(16)
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B
+ )a÷_ _]/(_-_o-QjE_o(_-_o_÷_J/(_-_o)
+ Q ,,[_o(_+._o) - I + ._]/(_.+ _o)
Sl
- Q_.EP'o(_- "_o)- I - ._]/(_+ _o)
+ (128 A'b'11 o ._/_a) o(21.1.+ ._o ) + .(] Q
- 16 (or/Et) K_" (l + 8b') = 0 (17)
a-K2r_aH,:/32 + (2abKn- I)"P.:/H, m
+ 4a"b"K21) 's P 3./_.+ (A'I)o"/16)
(I- ._)[_o(_- "_'o)+ 1 - ._]Q_._I(_- _o)_
+(_+-_)[I+"_-_o(_-"_o_]Q_:I(_+_o)°
+(_-->F__--_-_o(_+"_o)]_,:I(_+ o)°}
+ (4"_Amb'IQo'/_) " _o (2_ " "_O Q._
+ [-( + _o(2_ + -',I_o)] Q __
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- (or/st)K (I + 8b )/2 = 0 (18)
L
3
1
0
9
In the variational procedure, it is considered that a =
constant, the case of dead-weight loading. The deflection
parameters for a given load may now be determined by
solving Eqs. (15) to (18) simultaneously. The following
procedure of obtaining numerical solutions is considered.
Eq. (16) is first used to eliminate b from the other
three equations. The values of the parameters, A, ao, _o
and _o defining the initial imperfections are preassigned.
For assumed values of a, _, and _, a value of a may
be computed from each of the three equations. The correct
set of a, _, and _ yields the same a value from each
of the three equations. For a fixed value of a, a pair
of _ and _ may be found by systematic coarse scanning
such that the three corresponding values of _ are
reasonably close to each other. Then by keeping one of
the two parameters constant and adding a small increment
to the other one, the effects of the increment on the
a -values are determined. Knowing these effects, a new
pair of _ and _ may be extrapolated. This process
may be repeated until a pair of _ and _ values are
found such that the three a -values agree with each other
to within a desired accuracy.
For a fixed value of a, there may be more than one
set of _., _ and o values satisfying the three equa-
tions. Knowing a set of a, _, _ and a values, the
corresponding values of b and _ r/t) may be calculated
by Eqs. (16) and (l_). The entire procedure may be re-
peated for a suitable number of a-values. The computation
involved in this method of solution was programmed by the
Fortran language on an IBM 1620 digital computer.
NUMERICAL EESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
The numerical results of the solution of Eqs. (15) to
(18) for a number of cases are shown in Figs. I to 6 as
functions of the unit end shortening parameter (¢r/t).
For comparison, the (ar/Et) vs (¢r/t) relationship of a
perfect cylinder, Case I: A = 0, V = 0, is also shown
in Fig. 1. For this case, the minimum value of the applied
stress in the postbuckling region is a = 0.193 (Et/r) at
= 0.397 and (¢r/t) = 0.262. These results compare
favorably with the corresponding results of a = 0.195
(Et/r) at_ _ _ 0.20 by Leggett and Jones 5 and
Michielsen _. The minimum stress obtained by Kempner 7, by
using five oarameters in the variational procedure, is
0.182 (Et/r) at _ = 0.362. Fig. I shows the departure
of the results by the present analysis and that of
Michielsen in the region (¢r/t)>0.5. The difference is
due to the deformation functions employed in the two
analyses being slightly different. The results of the pre-
sent analysis in the region (¢r/t)>0.5 practically coin-
cide with that by Kempner{. The variations of the de-
flection parameters with unit shortening for this case are
shown in Fig. 2.
Fig. I also shows the (ar/Et) vs (¢r/t) curves of
three other cases having essentially definite initial im-
perfections. These curves deviate only slightly from that
of the perfect cylinder. It is also to be noted that the
values of the parameters defining the initial imperfections
are in the critical ranges of the deflection parameters
giving the shapes of the deformation waves of the perfect
cylinder. The maximum applied stress for Case II is
0.621 (Et/r). For cases III and IV it is 0.617 (Et/r).
These maximum stresses are slightly higher than the criti-
cal value of 0.605 (Et/r) for the perfect cylinder. It
indicates that definite initial imperfections, at least,
of the type considered do not cause lower buckling
stresses. However, the characteristics of the curves in
Fig. I indicate that the imperfect cylinders, when subject
to external disturbances, may become unstable at critical
stresses less than the maximum applied stresses and snap
through into other states of equilibrium which are connect-
ed with considerably smaller axial loads. But, it is to be
noted that the imperfect cylinders II, llI and IV are com-
paratively more stable than the perfect cylinder. The
curves indicate that a comparatively larger amount of ex-
ternal disturbance may be needed to cause the snapthrough
bucklings of the imperfect cylinders than that of the
perfect cylinder.
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Although the (or/_t) vs (¢r/t) curves of the imper-
fect and perfect cylinders appear to be similar, their
deflection parameters do not vary in a similar manner.
Fig. 3 shows the variations of the deflection parameters
with unit end shortening for Case II, which are similar
to that of Case I. However, t_he variations of the de-
flection parameter_with unit end shortening for Case IV_
shown in Fig. 4, (similar results for Case IIl) are quite
different from the other two cases. It indicates that the
initial imperfections may affect the buckling process of
a cylinder. It also indicates that the following two
buckling processes are possible. In the early stage of
buckling, a cylinder may deform with a comparatively small
number of waves of comparatively large amplitudes (Case II)
or a cylinder may deform with a comparatively large number
of waves of comparatively small amplitudes (Case IV).
Fig. 5 represents the influences of the imperfection
factor, V, (V = 2a o), on the behavior of an axially com-
pressed cylinder. The segment of Curve 1 in solid line
was obtained by the process previously described. The
minimum applied stress indicated by Curve I is 0.187
(Et/r) at _er/t) = 0.451 and _ = 0.349. In the region
of the dotted llne of Curve I, an exhaustive search did
not produce a set of parameters that satisfies the three
simultaneous equations. However, other sets of parameters
that yield points in the (or/Et) vs (er/t) plane above
Curve 1 were found. This difficulty may be due to the
insufficient number of terms included in the deflection
function.
Curve 2 in Fig. 5 was obtained by using the following
deflection function previously employed by Loo±L.
W = a't [sin ns _x 2_x ,]
sin _x + b' (cos _x - I) + d (19)
It may be shown that the total potential energy of a
cylinder having the initial imperfection given by Eq. (6)
and the deflection give n by Eq. (19) may still be expressed
by Eqs. (ll), (12), and (14) orovided that a is replaced
by a' and b is replaced By (-b') in these equations.
By using a numerical procedure identical to the previous
one, Curve 2 in Fig. 5 as well as the variations of the
parameters with unit end shortening shown in Fig. 6 were
obtaine_. For comparison, Fig. 5 also shows the results
by Loo±_ for cases of V = 0 and V = .2 . These results,
which compared reasonably well with that of the present
analysis, were obtained by assuming the constant values
of _ and _ given by the classical small deflection
theory. It Is to be noted that the values of a' in Fig.6
are much less than the values of a of the Cases I to IV.
It is also to be noted that the values of _ and _ in
Flg. 6 are close to the corresponding values predicted by
the small-deflectlon theory. The results also indicate
that the number of waves, given by _, decreases In the
later stage of the buckling proceps. This has also been
indicated by Von Karman and Tslen_.
CONCLUDING REMARKS
The foregoing analysis and numerical results indicate
that the theoretical axial buckling stresses of cylinders
having definite initial imperfections, at least of the
periodic type considered, are not necessarily lower than
that of a perfect cylinder. In other words, it is possible
that certain types of definite initial deviations may
increase the buckling resistance of a cylindrical shell.
The imperfection factor introduced by Donnell I leads to
lower theoretical buckling stresses. However, the physical
meaning of the factor needs further clarification.
The usage of the imperfection factor implies the
following assumption. The initial imperfections may be
described by an infinite double Fourier series having all
terms, each of which Is a function of the space coordinates
only, of equal amplitude; the terms interact wlth the
deflection function, a function of the space coordinates
and the applied load one at a time. However, the present
analysis indicates that all the terms may interact with
the deflection function. The interactions may not neces-
sarily reduce the theoretical buckling stress.
It has also been found that two theoretical buckling
processes are possible. In the early stage of buckling,
a cylinder may deform with a comparatively large number
of waves of comparatively small amplitudes or it may deform
with a comparatively small number of waves of comparatively
large amplitudes.
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It is obvious that further research on the effects of
initial imperfections and the process of buckling is need-
ed. The theoretical analysis may be improved by consider-
ing (a) higher order terms in the strain-displacement re-
lationships and the equilibrium equations, and (b) more
accurate descriptions of the initial imperfections and the
deflection. From the present analysis, it appears that
aperiodic as well as periodic functions should be used to
describe the initial imperfections and the deflection.
A great deal of mathematical difficulty is expected
in any theoretical refinement. They may be alleviated,
however, if the theoretical development is guided by
refined experiments. Most of the experimental results
available in the literature are usually presented in terms
of only the critical buckling load and the final mode of
buckling. New experimental results on the complete devel-
opment of the buckling stress pattern, prebuckling and
postbuckling, may provide a physical basis for a better
theoretical insight into this difficult problem.
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A REPORT ON THREE SERIES OF E_ERIMENTS AND
THE DESCR_ION OF A SIMPLIFIED MODEL OF THE THIN
WALL CYLINDER AND CONE BUCKIJ_NG MECHANISM
By Octavlo G. S. Ricardo
Instituto Tecnologico de Aeronautica, Brasil
SU_4ARY
Three series of experiments were performed to investigate the
nature of the buckling phenomenon. They were: a) influence of an
increasing dimple on the buckling load of a cylinder; b) investigation
of the strain distribution on one cylinder, after one or more waves were
imposed on it; c) measurements of lateral deflections at buckling. The
results of such experiments give some support to the idea of a buckling
model, which can be of eventual interest to the thin wall cylinder and
cone buckling problem, where a non-llnear system (the buckled band) is
considered in series with a linear system (the unbuckled portion of the
cylinder, plus the testing-machine).
INTRODUCTION
The classical literature that deals with the mechanism of buckling
of thin wall cylinders presents, in the post-buckling region, a non-
linear relation between axial load and axial deflection, in such a way
that large lateral deflections of the cylinder wall correspond to a
large decrease of the load with which the cylinder reacts to an increasing
imposed shortening. (Buckling is considered here in its engineering
sense, i.e., collapse). These lateral deflections increase from zero to
large finite values following a continuous curve, corresponding to
(unstable or stable) equilibrium conditions. Therefore, this curve always
starts at the classical value K _ 0.6.
These infinitesimal lateral deflections are always associated with
membrane and bending stresses.
However, it is possible to imagine that the axial shortening imposed
on the cylinder could be absorbed by its walls taking an almost develop-
able polyhedral configuration (developable, except at its vertices), in
which the membrane strain energy could be relatively small in compari-
son to the bending energy stored at the diamond borders. In this way
"I
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the total strain energy (and the load) could possibly be smaller, and
the resulting load vs. strain curve would become independent of the
classical buckling load at K _ 0.6. Buckling would be, in this way, a
discontinuous process, with the cylinder Jumping from a first mode
(simple compression) of absorbing the axial shortening, to a second mode
(a polyhedral buckled band, plus an unbuckled region of the cylinder).
Thus, this second mode could be entirely independent of the first one.
In order to investigate this possibility, the experiments decribed
below were performed, and some support to this approach was obtained.
A very much sin_lified model of the cylinder and cone buckling phenome-
non was studied, yielding simple and interesting results, which may
eventually be useful. This model enables one to explain the buckling
problem without the necessity of supposing a Jump over the "energy hump".
SYMBO_
A
d
E
H
J
K
k
n
no
P
Q
R
t
U
8
£
cR
semi-vertex angle of the cone
distance between recording points
Young's modulus
height of the cylinder
see figure 6
coefficient for the collapse of a cylinder
number of sides of the basic polygon of the buckled
cross-section
value of n that minimizes the bending energy
axial force on the cylinder
lateral force acting on the cylinder wall
radius
wall thickness
strain-energy
axial shortening of the cylinder or cone
ratio of the shortening to the height of the cylinder
ratio of the shortening to the average radius of the buckled
band (cone case)
lateral deflection of the cylinder wall
A
16_
compressive stress
Subs cript s:
b for bend/ng
c for simple compression
for linear system (unbuckled portion of the cylinder,
the testing-machine)
plus
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
Influence of a small increasin_ dimple on the collapse load of
cTlinders.- A constant lateral force Q was imposed on the wall of mylar
cylinders, and the lateral deflections _ at the loading point were
measured when the axial load P on the cylinder increased. The collapse
load was also measured. In this way, fig. i was obtained. It can be
seen that dimples of depth to about one wall thickness do not affect the
collapse load. Larger dimples cause one-wave initial buckling, which
brings the collapse load to a lower level, where it remains practically
unaffected by further very large imposed lateral deflections. When two
or three initial waves appeared, they gave similar results. Cross-plots
of these P,Q,q graphs were also obtained, and they show the distinct
regions of one, twoj and three initial waves, and collapse.
These graphs seem to show very strongly that for R/t _ 300: col-
lapse has a discontinuous nature. Also it appears that if an initial
local imperfection is to affect collapse, the width of the initial
imperfection has to be larger than a critical value.
Similar experiments were performed at various points around the
cylinder, and they called attention to the influence of a non-uniform
compression stress distribution on the one-wave initial buckling.
Strain measurements.- A mylar cylinder with t = O.010 in.,
R/t = 250, and H - 12 in. was loaded with ~70% of the collapse load.
Twenty-four half-diamond waves were imposed simultaneously on one section,
simulating a buckled band (i. e. i two dodecsgons, out of phase). Properly
placed strain-gages picked up the induced longitudinal and transverse,
direct and bending strains. Because the strain-gage length and stiffness
made it impossible to measure the crests of the bending-strain curves at
the diamond borders, only qualitative conclusions were possible. How-
ever, it can be said that close to the polyhedral band, the bending
energy is much larger than the change that occurs in the compression
energy, when the waves are imposed on the wall.
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When only one wave was imposed, and in spite of the experimental
difficulty mentioned above, the bending energy was ~10 times the change
of the compression energy, in a region close to the wave; and they were
about equal at a section 4 in. aw_y fr_z the center of the wave.
It was also clear that most of _his bending energy had to be provided
by the elasticity of the loading device.
Recordin_ of the lateral deflections at collapse.- The aim of these
experiments was to try to record the cylinder wall movements at collapse,
and to interpret them from the point of view of the continuity of the
buckling process. In particular it was desired to detect a_ evidence
of the existence during the "Jump" of the unstable equilibrium stage,
which corresponds to Tsien's '_p" problem. Eight mylar cylinders were
studied, with R = 2.2 to 4.8 in., t = 0.007 ~ 0.010 in., H = 4.3 in.
Their ends were embedded in "cerrolow" metal. Ten small eye-pins were
cemented to the wall, at the same height, and each one connected to a
special wire potentiometer. The signals were recorded by a ten-channel
recording oscillograph. Obviously, this arrang_nent _rovided an appre-
ciable lateral support to the wall (the friction was _Sgr for each chan-
nel). Therefore, the height of the cylinder had to be kept small, and
the load had to be applied a little off the center, in order that the
buckled band would occur at the studied section.
About 50 recordings were performed, with very consistent results.
Fig. 2 shows the recording paper of Exp. no. 190, with R - 4.75",
t = 0.007", d = 1.18". No initial waves were present, and the buckling
occurred simultaneously along the studied section. It can also be seen
from fig. 2 that 0.01 sec. after collapse, the cross-section was already
a 10- or ll-sided polygon, and its shape change_ to an 8- or 10-sided
polygon after further shortening was imposed on the cylinder (the testing-
machine was not i_nediately stopped). No evidence was found of an inter-
mediate polygon between the circle and the ]_l-sided one.
Fig. 3 shows the recordimg peter of Exp. no. 152, with R - 4.75",
t = 0.010", d - 1.18". Initial waves can be seen at channels 2, 4, 5,
6, but apparently they had not much influence on the mode of collapse.
It is interesting to note that all these channels reversed their senses
at collapse. This is a strong indication that the mode of deflection
at collapse is independent of initial small irregularities.
Fig. 3 also shows the cross-sections drawn according to the
observed final configuration of the cylinder. The studied section stayed
at half-height of the buckled band, showing a polygon with twice the num-
ber of sides of the basic one.
The results of the other experiments generally confirmed these
conclusions.
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A SIMPLIFIED MODEL FOR TEE BUCKI/NG MECHANISM
Bendln_ energy of the buckled band.- Following the lines presented
above, the bemdimg energy of the buckled band, corresponding to large
lateral deflections, can be easily estimated if simplifying assumptions
are made.
The simplest mode of buckling, which can be observed experimentally
if a "stiff" machine is used, is obtained if the buckled portion of the
cyli_ier or cone is considered to be a band of 2 n triangles (fig.4).
These triangles are half-diamonds, but the other halves are not con-
sidered, because they involve only relatively large radii of curvature.
The bending energy is assumed to be stored at the borders of such tri-
angles, and at the vertices, where the radii are small and assumed con-
staut. Two non-dimensional parameters have to be empirically estimated,
and they are N and 7 as shown in fig. _. The angles are estimated
from the geometry.
The bending energy is minimized for n.
cylinders with k - 4, one obtains,
Then, for a family of
Ub - _.8_3El/3 (i)
b
=3  2/3Pb "7"3T (2)
For simple compression:
U c = k_Ro_E¢c2 (3)
Pc = _ERot% (_)
Two modes of absorbln_ axial shortenln_s.- The axial shortening
imposed on the cylinder can be absorbed: a) by simple compression or
b) by two systems in series: a non-linear system consisting of the
buckled band, and a linear system consisting of the unbuckled portion of
the cylinder (or cone), plus the testing-machine. The mechanism of the
collapse would be, for this simplified model, the mechanism of "Jumping"
from the first to the second mode of absorbing the axial shortening.
The second mode is controlled by the equilibrium or minimum energy
condition (after collapse):
Pc = _ (_)
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This condition allows a graphical solution for (U c + Ub) after
collapse, and the "Jump" can occur when the (U c + Ub) curve crosses the
U c curve for the first mode alone.
/
Fig. 9 shows two solutions for the same cylinder. In a rigid-
machine K _ 0._. In a "soft" machine (assumed in rhis example 20 times
more flexible than the cylinder alone, as in the case where a dynamom-
eter is inserted) K _ 0.ii.
The sere process can be applied to cones, using the equations shown
in fig. 4. A graph was made for the "soft" machine case, with results
of the same order of magnitude as in ref. i. The results of ref. 2 are
about twice as large as the estimated ones. However, their trends coin-
cide for A and Rm/t, while the graph over-emphasizes the influence of
R2/R I. (Note that the experiments of ref. 2 apparently were not performed
with a "soft" loadi_g device).
For the internal pressure case, the same reasoning was applied, with
waves disposed along one helix around the cylinder. The mean parameter
was found to be E , and the results were of the same order of magni-
tude as the experimental ones, for small values of p, while the assump-
tion of a developable surface remains acceptable. Tn this sense, the
role of high internal pressures would be only indirect, _hanging the wave
pattern from the almost-developable "dlmaonds" involving change of volume
to the undevelopable sin_soidal surface, involving no change of volume,
with large membrane strains. K increases accordingly, until attaining
the limit, that is the classical value K = 0.6.
A possible collapse mechanism.- The m1,_._ strain energy theorem
requires that if a cylinder and a shortening are given, there is only
one possible value no for the number of sides of the basic polygon.
no decreases as the shortening increases. A graph can be made, relating
the energy levels before and after collapse, the lateral wall deflections
(bounded interna_,_ Jl and externa_ _ de), and no (fig. 6).
The graph is self-explanatory, showing the regions where the second mode
is impossible, possible but requiring external energy _-C(Uc + Ub) > Uc ),
In terms of the "energy hump" idea, the cylinder would pass through
an unstable equilibrium stage before reaching the stable stage. This
unstable stage correspond_ to a basic polygon with a larger number of
sides (nu) than the stable one (ns). But, when changing from _u to ns,
some points have necessarily to reverse their sense of motion, while
others, which stayed motionless during the first stage, have to move now.
It is more likely that these points, which start at or cross the J = 0
line during the second stage, do so without regard to the first stage.
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Therefore, the strips or regions corresponding to these points would
buckle directly into the stable lower energy level configuration, dragging
the adjacent regions or strips directly to the ns polygon. The process
is possible, because the total amount of energy is available. In this
vayj the waves would initiate at certain points, and propagate laterally
until completing the buckled band around the cylinder. But the inter-
mediate steps (the growing waves) would only be dynamically possible.
The process would be intrinsically discontinuous, as far as equilibrium
positions are concerned. The waves would grow towards a well defined
size and shape.
This explanation agrees with the experimental results mentioned
before, where no evidence of intermediate polygons was found.
SUGGESTIONS FOR FUTURE RESEARCH
At the ITA Structures Laboratory, two series of experiments are
being prepared: a) an investigation on the influence of the cylinder
height and of the testing-re&chine stiffness on the collapse load; b) a
correlation between lateral deflection, cylinder load and vertical
displacement.
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SOME RESULTS ON BUCKLING AND POSTBUCKLING
OF CYLINDRICAL SI_LS
By Joseph Kempner
Polytechnic Znstitute of Brooklyn
L
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0
9 In this sunenary paper, the effects of initial deformations on the
buckling and postbucklin 8 characteristics of circular cylindrical
shells under hydrostatic pressure is determined in an approximate man-
ner. The influence of initial axisymmetric deformations is stressed.
Also, the classical buckling of an axially compressed, noncircular
(oval) cylindrical shell is studied. The results show that the major-
minor axis ratio of the cross section has a marked effect on the
critical load, and that use of the maxl-nnn radius of curvature in the
formula for the classical buckling stress of a circular cylindrical
shell leads to rood results for moderate eccentricities.
INTRODUCTION
In view of the success of large-deflection theory in revealing
equilibrium states of deformation at loads considerably less than
the classical buckling load for axially compressed circular cylinders,
a large-deflection analysis of cylinders under external hydrostatic
pressure was initiated in the belief that similar results would be
obtained in this case. Such results would help to explain the dis-
crepanc 7 between theory and experiment which appeared to exist for
relatively short cylinders (ref. 1).
Hence, the postbuckling behavior of initially perfect circular
cylinders under external hydrostatic pressure was investigated in a
manner analogous to that applied in previous studies of axially com-
pressed cylinders; i.e., with the aid of the Rayleigh-Ritz procedure
(ref. 2). The results of this approximate analysis indicated that
stable postbuckling equilibrium states exist for pressures greater
tha_ as well as less than the critical pressure determined from clas-
sical (small-deflection) theory. Postbuckllng pressures less than the
critical pressure were found to exist only within a finite range of
a parameter indicative of shell geometry. This range is approximately
that found in reference 1 to be one in which considerable discrepancy
between experiment and theory was exhibited. However, the calculated
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minimum value of the postbuckling load was found to be only 37. less
than the corresponding classical yon Mises buckling load, while ex-
perimental collapse pressures are as little as 60/. of this load. These
results suggested that the analysis of reference 2 should be extended
to include the effects of axisymmetric and asy-,netric initial radial
deformations on the large-deflectlon characteristics of circular
cylindrical shells under external hydrostatic pressure. Initial work
on this probl_n was presented in reference 3. The first part of the
present summary paper describes this and subsequent work on the prob-
l_n, with particular emphasis being placed upon the effects of initial
axlsymmetrlc deformations on the buckling and postbuckling charac-
teristics. For all outward initial axisy_netric deformations and for
large inward initial axisymmetric deformations, the buckling load was
found to be greater than the yon Mises buckling load and less than or
equal to the axisy-,netric small-deflectlon buckling load. For smaller
inward initial deformation amplitudes of the order of the shell thick-
hess, the buckling load was found to be of the order of 90_ of the yon
Mises load.
Xn the second part of the present summary a brief description of
an investigation of the classical buckling of noncircular (oval) cylin-
drical shells under axial compression is presented. In particular, the
effect of varying the eccentricity of the oval cross section of cylin-
ders having different ratios of the mean radius to thickness is stud-
ied. The results show that within the framework of classical theory the
use of the maximum radius of curvature in the formula for the classical
buckling stress of a circular cylindrical shell yields good results for
moderate eccentricities, particularly for very thin shells.
LARGE DEFLECTIONS OF H_DROSTATICALLY LOADED
INITIALLY XMPERFECT CIRCULAR CYLINDERS
Analysis
The basic relations (i. e., strain-dlsplacement relations, stress-
strain laws, energy expressions) applied to the study of initially im-
perfect circular cylindrical shells under external hydrostatic pres-
sure are the same as those discussed in references 4 and 5. The
assumed deflected shape is prescribed in the simplified form found to
be adequate for initially perfect shells in reference 2, i.e., it con-
sists of the sum of an asymmetric term corresponding to small-deflectlon
theory, of a purely axisy_metric term, and of a term independent of
the shell coordinates. Thus, the inward radial displacement w (due
to loads) is expressed in the form
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+ 6 (1)
in which t and L, respectively, are the wall thickness and length of
the cylinder, x is the axial and y the circumferential coordinate of
a point on the median surface with origin at the midpoint of a genera-
tor, and 9, _, and 6 are undetermined deflection parameters. The
quantity Ac is the half-wave length of circumferential buckles obtained
from the limiting case of vanlshingly small asymmetric wave amplitudes,
and can be determined from the results of small-deflection theory
(see refs. I and 2). Justification for fixing the value of k c (and,
hence, the number of circumferential waves) in t_his manner was given
in reference 2.
The edge conditions implied by equation (I) are that the axial
moment resultant vanishes and that the deflection equals the uniform
radial displacement t6 at x - ±_/2). This displacement component is
included in equation (1) to account for the uniform radial contraction
prior to buckling assumed in classical solutions (ref. I).
It is further assumed that the cylinder has an initial radial
deformation w of the form
o
%/t I L%- cos ] cos (2)
in which _o and 90 are independent constants.
Equations (1) and (2), together with an approximate expression for
the stress function which satisfies the nonlinear compatibility equa-
tion, are employed in the determination of the total potential energy
of the hydrostatically loaded shell (ref. 3). Minimization of the total
potential with respect to the three deflection parameters leads to a
set of three nonlinear algebraic equations which are used to determine
the nonlinear load-deflection characteristics of a given family of
cylinders for prescribed values of the amplitudes of the initial defor-
mation components. These equations simplify considerably when only
They
axisymmetric initial deformations are present, i.e., when _o = 0.
can then be expressed as
_fl(_,9,9o,p,B) - 0
9 " f2(_,_o,P,B)
- f3(_,%p,B)
(3)
(4)
(5)
in which the functions fl' f2' f3 are in general nonlinearly dependent
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upon _, _, _o' as well as on the hydrostatic pressure p and the cylinder
parameter B. The latter quantit 7 is defined by the relation B -
(_/48)(Rt/L2)2/(1-v2), where R is the cylinder radius and v is Pois-
sonts ratio.
Equation (3) shows that either the asy_netric deflection m=plitude
is identically zero or fl " 0. Consideration of the first of these
possible solutlons together with equation (4) leads to a relation for
_which corresponds to the axisy_netric small-deflectlon solution
w- w*, where (_o " O)
_t_/t " q_o[kp/(kpc.l-kp) ] [cos (r_x/L)-(2/.)] + _ (6)
in which the load parameter k - =20_3/_2)(p/E) (Z is Young's modulus),
P
and kpc.1- 211-(8/_2)_B] is the critical-load parameter corresponding
to axisy_netric small-deflection buckling (_ = 0, _ # 0, 5 # 0 in
eq. (I), and _o = _o = 0 in eq. (2)). The uniform radial displacement
of the prebuckled state when _o (and _o) - 0 is given by the relation
2  l/Z
- ,p[,- ),j •
The second solution of equation (3), i.e., fl " 0, together with
equation (4), represent two simultaneous nonlinear algebraic equations
for the determination of the finite asymmetric and axisy_netric deflec-
tion amplitudes _ and _. Elimination of _ between these equations
yields a relation which is of third degree in both _2 and kp; elimina-
tion of _ yields a relation which is of third degree in _ and linear
ink .
P
Results and Discussion
Studies of the two solutions described above show that during the
early stages of loading of a given cylinder with prescribed initial
axisy_netric deformation the load-deflection characteristics are those
predicted-bylrmaii-def/ection theory (eq. (6)). However_ at a later
stage a bifurcation point exists s after which both the axisyw_etric
small-deflection solution and the large-deflection solution (the
latter exhibiting both axisymmetric and asymmetric components) repre-
sent posslble equilibrium states. The load corresponding to the bl-
furcetion point can be interpreted as a buckling load consistent with
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flnite-deformatlon theory. Its value depends upon the stresses in and
the deformations of the cylinder, which in turn depend upon the ampli-
tude of axlsymmetric initial deformations.
Upon examination of the solutions, a cubic equation for the buck-
llng loads (the bifurcation points) as a function of the initial defor-
mation smplltude _o and cylinder geometry parameter B can be readily
determined (ref. 3). For the technically interesting range of cylinder
geometry in which the yon Mises (asymmetric) buckling load is less
than the axisy_netrlc small-deflectlon buckling load, the cubic equation
has either three real roots, or one real root and a pair of complex
conjugate roots. In the former case t_ of the roots lle below and the
other root lles above the small-deflectlon axlsymmetrlc buckling load.
Such results are shown in figure l, for which the load parameter kp has
been evaluated at the bifurcation points and designated as k . It
Pc.o
may be seen Chat for an initially perfect cylinder (_o " (Wo/t)x=0 " 0)
the cubic equation for the buckllng-load parameter k yields a double
PC.O
root whose value is equal to k and a single root corresponding to
Pc.1
the yon Mises buckling load (designated as k in fig. 1).
Pc
Stability analyses based upon the second variation of the total
potential show that only fihe lowest root in the region of three real
roots, and no root in the remaining regions, correspond to stable bran-
ches of the large-deflectlon solution. Furthermore, it is found that
the lowest root can take on values not only significantly less than those
corresponding to the axisy_netric small-deflection buckling load but
also to values less than the yon Mises load for small inward initial
deformations. For large inward initial deformations and for all out-
ward initial deformations, the buckling load is found to be greater
than the yon Mises load and less than or equal to the small-deflectlon
< kpc.o < kpc.l ). The manneraxisy_ffi-etric buckling load (i.e., kpc _
in which k varies with _o and B is shown in figure 2, in which the
Pc.o
extremities of the region in which k takes on three real roots are
PC.O
indicated. For inward initial deformation _nplltudes limited to the
order of the shell thickness, the lowest buckling load varies between
90_ and 100_ of the von Mises load.
The postbuckllng characteristics are determined from solutions to
equations (3) Co (5) for _ not identically zero. Corresponding results
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are indicated in figure 3, where the t_o hyperbolic branches associated
with the axisy_netric small-deflection solution (see eq. (6)) and the
three branches of the large-deflection solution are plotted for one
value of B and several values of _o" Only the lower _p < kpc.1) of
the t_o branches of the small-deflection solution and the lowest of
the three branches of the large-deflection solution include stable and,
hence, physically admissible solutions. The ocher branches have been
included in order to display the nature of the co_lete solution of
equations (3) to (5), and to indicate the role played by the roots k
PC.O"
The larEs-deflection branch of the solution that emanates from the
lowest of the three real bifurcation points for given values of B and
_o iS of two types. Tn one of these, the load first decreases in an
unstable manner with increasing deflection, reaches a minimum value, and
thereafter exhibits a stable increase; in the other, the load monotonic-
ally increases in a stable fashion. The lowest curves corresponding to
_o = -0.05 and _o = 0.2, respectively, (see figure 3) are examples of
the t_o forms of load-deflectlon curves. Thus, while both types of
Ioad-deflectlon relations afford the posaibillt_ of a snap-through form
of buckling at pressures in the regime bounded by the buckling load
k and by the axisymmetric small-deflection buckling load k , the
Pc.o Pc.I
former type also presents the possibility of snap-throu_ buckllng in
the additional region bounded by the minimum poatbuckling load and k
PC.O"
Reference 3 and the results of additional calculations which will appear
in an enlarged report based on reference 3 indicate that with inward
initial deformations of the order of the wall thickness of the cylinder
the lowest value of the minimum postbuckllns load is of the order of 907.
of the yon Mises buckling load for the range of B values considered in
figure 2. When minimum postbuckllng loads less than the yon Mises load
exist, they correspond to loads only slightly less than the related
buckling loads k This occurs for small positive values of _o' i.e.,
PC.O"
when the cylinder is initially slightly spool shaped. When _o < 0 (i.e.,
when the shell is barrel shaped) and when _o is considerably greater
than (_o) m (see fig. 2), values of k can be found which consider-
PC.O
ably exceed the classical yon Mises buckling load (see, for example,
ref. 3 and fig. 2). However, in such cases the mininnm value of the
posCbuckling load is significantly less than the buckling load k
PC.O
and, hence, the possibilit 7 of a snap-through form of buckling places
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strong restrictions on the use of k for purposes of design.
Pc.o
For values of _o exterior to the region bounded by (_o)i and (_o)r
in figure 2 physically admissible bifurcation points do not exist. How-
ever, stable postbuckling load-deflection curves can be found for these
regions. Such curves were discussed in reference 3 and will be dis-
cussed in the subsequent report mentioned previously.
Current studies include the application of equations (I) and (2)
modified by the addition of axisymmetric terms proportional to
cos (3Trx/L); see '_arge Deflection Buckling of Initially Deformed Cir-
cular Cylindrical Shells Under Hydrostatic Pressure" by A. Misovec,
Thesis for B.S. (Aerospace Engineering), Polytechnic Institute of
Brooklyn, June 1962. Such terms are required for accurate calculations
of axisymmetric small-deflection buckling loads when B is very small,
e.g., for long cylinders, (see ref. 2). Corresponding values of k
Pc.o
are now determined from solutions of a fifth degree polynomial. Results
to date indicate that, when a cos(3wx/L)-term is included only in
equation (1), the loop curves in figure 2 are replaced by curves having
tw_ connected loops (figure-elght like) the lower of which yields values
of k in good agreement with the physically admissible values dis-
Pc.o
cussed previously.
When the initial deformations consist either of an asymmetric
component or of a combination of asymmetric and axisymmetric compon-
ents (see eq.(2)), the load-deflection curves differ from those des-
cribed in the foregoing (see ref. 3). Two sets of such curves are
displayed in figures 4 and 5 where they are compared with the results
of small-deflectlon theory° The curves corresponding to _o s 0 are
taken from figure 3.
The ioad-deflectlon curves in figures 4 and 5 are seen to be
analogous to those obtained from the large-deflection theory of rec-
tangular plates. _n view of this, no clear cut buckling criterion can
be applied. Rather, a lower limit on the collapse load can be pre-
scribed, for example, in terms of the yon Mises yield criterion.
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BUCKLING OF AN AXIALLY COHPRESSED
NDNCIRCIrLAR CYLINDRICAL SHELL
Analysis
The basic relations used in the buckling analysis of an axially
compressed, nonclrcular (oval) cylindrical shell are equivalent in
accuracy to those of Donnell. Im the present work the median curve of
the doubly sy_netrlc cross section of the cylinder is defined in terms
of its curvature i/r which is expressed as a function of the running
perlmetrlcal length s in the following form:
i/r-(lifo)If+qcosC4 .ILo)] (7)
where q and r are constants, the former being a measure of the eccen-
tricity of th_ oval and obeying the inequality lq[ _ i, and the latter
representing the radius of a circle whose circumference L ° - 2Trr° is
equal to that of the oval. Equation (7) represents a simplified ver-
sion of a relation used by Marguerre in reference 6. The limitation
on the eccentricity parJ,-eter q is imposed in order to restrict the
curvature to positive values. The corresponding major-minor axis
ratio b/a (see fig. 6) therefore varies between i and 2.06.
The analysis is performed in a manner similar to that described
earller in this paper. However, the assumed deflection function is
taken in the form (see 'buckling of an Axially Compressed Nonclrcular
Cylindrical Shell" by J. Kempner and Y.-N. Chen, PI3AL Rep. in pre-
paration)
e_
w/r - cos (TIX/A) _ A cos (ns/r o) (8)
o rim0 n
in which A is a constant, and A represents the half-wave length of
n
buckles in the axial (x) direction. The origin of the coordinate s is
the same as that implied by equation (7), i.e., either at an end of
the semi-major axis (when q > 0) or at an end of the seml-mlnor axis
(when q < 0).
Equation (8) represents a solution to the problem of a long cyl-
inder, i.e._ one for which edEe effects are negligible. This expres-
sion for w and an expression for the stress function which satisfies
the linear compatibility equation are used to calculate the total
potential energy of the axially co_pressed cylinder. Since small-
deflection bucklln E loads are sought, only quadratic terms are re-
tained.
3A
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Minimization of the total potential with respect to A n leads to an
infinite set of simultaneous homogeneous linear algebraic equations for
each value of A. This set is separable into two sets corresponding to
n being either odd or even. The eigenvalues of this system correspond
to possible buckling loads. Practical calculations are performed with
truncated sets of equations containing successively larger numbers of
terms until the lowest elgenvalue is determined with sufficient accur-
acy for a selected value of _. This procedure is repeated for different
selections of _ until the minimum applied stress corresponding to
buckling is computed with satisfactory accuracy.
Results and Discussion
Some of the results of the analysis are indicated in figure 6 in
which _ and u ° respectively, represent the applied uniform axially
cr cr'
compressive buckling s_ress of the oval cylinder and of a circular
cylinder having the seme wall thickness t and circmnferential length L .
The parameter K which enters the calculations is defined as K = o
--L12(l-_2)j 1/2 (ro/t). The. results show that for a given value of this
parameter the buckling stress decreases rapidly with increasing eccen-
tricity of the cross section. The oval cylinder can be significantly
weaker than a circular cylinder having the same wall thickness and
circumferential length. In fact the dashed line in figure 6 is ob-
[3(I-_2)_ I/2rained by letting _cr - O*cr, where O_crrmax/Et - T 0.6
end from equation 7, rma x " ro/(l - |q| ). Thus, substituting the
expression for the maximum radius of curvature into the well-known
relation for the classical buckling stress of a circular cylinder
ylelds a simple expression for a lower bound on the buckling stress of
the nonclrcular cylinder (see fig. 6). The corresponding relation
O_cr/U_r - i - lq| is also determined from the analysis in the limit
when K - _.
Determination of the elgenvectors corresponding to the buckling
stresses in figure 6 reveals that the distortion of the cylinder is
localized about the ends of the minor axis, i.e., in the neighborhood
of r . A typical buckled shape is indicated in the sketch in
max
figure 6. For a given value of lql the deformation becomes more
localized as K increases.
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FUTURE RESEARCH
In the problem of the buckling of a hydrostatically loaded circu-
lar cylinder undergoing large deformations the need exists for the
introduction of assnmed deflected shapes more extensive than those con-
sidered herein. Such work should include the consideration of boundary
conditions likely to be met in practice, e.g., edge supports provided
by elastic frames. In addition, the problem of the initially imperfect
axially compressed circular cylinder should be ex_Bined in the light of
the present analysis. It is anticipated that if such calculations
were performed_ buckling loads corresponding to bifurcation points on
the prebuckled axially sy_netric load-deflection curves would be re-
vealed.
With regard to noncircular cylindrical shells, efforts should be
directed towards the attainment of as complete an understanding of their
behavior as now exists for circular cylinders. The use of different
functional representations of the cross section should be examined.
Stress and buckling analyses and experiments should be performed for
classical load and boundary conditions. Some such work is currently
being performed at the Polytechnic, including the problem of the post-
buckling behavior of axially compressed oval cylinders. Such work
should serve to indicate the usefulness of results such as those presented
in figure 6.
CONCLUDING
A brief sin-mary of work performed on the problem of the large
deflections of initially imperfect circular cylindrical shells under
hydrostatic pressure as well as on the problem of the small-deflection
buckling of a noncircular (oval) cylindrlcal shell under axial compres-
sion has been presented. The results of the first problem indicate
that initial deformations have a significant effect on the buckling
and postbuckling characteristics of hydrostatically loaded cylinders.
The results of the second problem show that the buckling stress of an
oval cylinder depends strongly on the amount of eccentricity of the
cross section, and that a reasonable estimate of this stress can be
obtained by the use of the formula for the buckling stress of an
axially compressed circular cylinder having a radius equal to the
maximum radius of curvature of the oval.
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BUCKLING OF INITIALLY IMPERFECT AXIALLY
COMPRESSED CYLINDRICAL SHELLS
By S. Y. Lu and William A. Nash
University of Florida
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SUMMARY
The effects of imperfections on the buckling strength
of pressurized cylinders under axial compression are studied.
The imperfection factor is considered in the finite-deflec-
tion compatibility equation, as well as in the equilibrium
equation. A new relation to express the imperfection as
an explicit exponential function of pressure and radius-
thickness ratio is proposed. A method for finding the
exponential function is described, and the solution for the
critical stress is found in a fairly simple form. The re-
lation of decrease of stability with respect to magnitude
of imperfections is found.
INTRODUCTION
The elastic postbuckling behavior of initially perfect
cylindrical shells subject to internal pressure together
with axial compression or bending has been discussed in
references i, 2, 3, and 4. It was observed that the avail-
able test results (refs. 2, 3, and 4) were lower than the
critical stress found by the analysis in reference i. On
the other hand, the ratio of the increment of critical
stress, due to the internal pressure, to the critical stress
in an unpressurized cylinder, found in the analysis in ref-
erence i, was fairly close to the test data in references
2, 3, and 4. This indicates that practically no shell can
be considered perfect and that the sc]ution to the "perfect"
shell can only serve as an upper bound. Therefore, an in-
vestigation of the effect of imperfections is necessary.
The influence of initial imperfections was first studied
by Donnell in 1934 (ref. 5). The solution for cylindrical
shells under axial compression was later carried out by
Donnell and Wan (ref. 6). For shells under external pressure,
the effects of imperfections and finite deflections were
studied by Nash (ref. 7), while the case of fixed edges was
discussed by Donnell in 1958 (ref. 8).
SYMBOLS
C
D
E
F
R
m, n
P
t
w
w i
x, s
P
index in the exponential function defined in
equation ii
flexural rigidity, D = Et3/ 12(1 - v 2)
Young's modulus
Airy stress function
radius of middle surface of shell
number of waves in axial and circumferential
directions, respectively
internal pressure
wall thickness of shell
total normal deflection
initial deflection
co-ordinates of point in middle surface of shell
wi/w, imperfection ratio
R/m2t
b3/ta
z_
n2/m 2
imperfection coefficient defined in equation 24
Poisson's ratio, v = 0.3
9
@
0
CZ
stress parameter defined in equation 18
axial stress
superscript indicating perfect shell
subscript indicating critical condition
BASIC EOUATIONS
Let w equal the total radial deflection_ w i, the
initial imperfection in the radial direction; and F,
the Airy stress function. The straln-displacement rela-
tions are:
,_v _w aw a_ __.___Lw.
ax _5 _x _xs cP_ Ox
(l)
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The strain-stress relations in the x-s plane are:
i ./_zF
l/c?2F aZF_
xs E _x_5
> (2)
The compatibility equation derived from equation 2 is:
(3)
After equation 1 is substituted in equation 3, the
finite-deflection compatibility equation has the following
form:
_ azw
ax z (gs a £axa=I
aX a C_5 a 7_ (_Xa j (4)
The equilibrium equation in the radial direction is:
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¢
(5)
When w i is a known function, the solution may be
found by solving for w and F in equations 4 and 5
simultaneously. However, w i is, in general, unknown.
For simplicity, w is assumed to be proportional to w i
as in references 5 through 8, that is,
wi/w = _ = imperfection ratio (6)
where P÷, is independent of x and s. The expression
for P will be discussed in the next section. The criti-
cal stress to be _ound is then a function of
With the relation from equation 6, the compatibility
and equilibrium equations are expressed, respectively, as:
and
a"55 P
(8)
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DEFLECTION FUNCTION w AND IMPERFECTION RATIO P
In the present study, the deflection function for a
cylindrical shell under internal pressure and axial compres-
sion is assumed to be:
(9)
The parameter b I is not independent but is used to satisfy
the condition of periodicity of circumferential displacement.
be:
The Airy stress function, accordingly, is assumed to
F= - cr 5z
R R
(i0)
Before the solution is discussed, the expression for
the imperfection ratio, r , should be studied. Evidence
from previous tests (refs. 2, 3, and 4) reveals that imper-
fections have the greatest effect on shells having the
largest ratio of R/t. The simplest way to express this
relation is to assume that r increases linearly with R/t
and then to determine the proportionality constant by means
of available test data. However, this method may fit only
a certain range of values of R/t. The limiting physical
conditions require that: (I) P = 0 when R/t = 0, and
(2) P = 1 only when R/t -- - . A relation to ex-
press P as a function of both R/t and the internal
pressure p is now proposed, such that:
193
) (11)
r = 1 - exp(-C _
The index C in the above equation is always positive and
is assumed to be a. function of internal pressure only. The
method for determining C will be discussed later.
SOLUTIONS
The Galerkin method was employed to solve equations 7
and 8 when the assumed forms of F and w in equations
I0 and 9, respectively, were used. The coefficients of
the stress function F are found first as follows:
> (12)
where
a
n
_a
(13)
cx - R (14)
,,m zL-
(15)
From the integration of equation 8 and the relation
in equation 12, the following two equations are established
after simplification:
and
(17)
In the above equations, _ is a dimensionless stress para-
meter and
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Equations 16 and 17 can be rewritten as:
In the above equations, the following notations are used:
i _/x _
A_ - _(1- '_5
-- (I,,_)'
A4. 16(_*r)_"
A,; (I * rX1 +_')
TO eliminate b2/t
found that:
_= _*r)_
÷/d) z
fB_=-__(i._)_+
from equations 16a and 17a it has been
(19)
(20)
z_
where
A_= _!L
(21a)
Cz: (A_rBz-AJB6-A'_B#)- 7T -_A_Bs*'A_
(21b)
When _ is assumed to be a continuous function of a ,
the minimization of 9 with respect to a leads_
Thus, from equation 20,
(22)
and we have
(23)
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The notation 9 = represents the value of _ that
has been minimized with respect to a . It is to be noted
that (l_v 2) is the classical value from the small-
defl_=tl-Off-_o_£ion for perfect shells. However, the ex-
pressions C 1 and C 2 are dependent on P and, therefore,
are different from those used for the case of the perfect
shell, which can be considered as a limiting case by taking
P = 0 in the present solution. The solution reduces to
the small-deflection solution by letting b 3 or
approach zero and letting C 1 = C 2 = 1 for either perfect
or imperfect shells.
The next step is to find the minimum of _ versus
n when _ and P are given. This minimized value is
denoted as _=,_ , which is, therefore, a function of
and P . The superscript o is hereafter used to indi-
cate the parameters of perfect shells, for which P = 0
identically. The magnitudes of _o versus _ were
found in reference i.
Let us introduce the notation
-/". q oc,,7 (24)
The ratio 7 is here called an "imperfection coefficient."
The variation of Y with P for different values of
is shown in figure I. Note that curve IV ( _ = 1.5) is
for unpressurized shells, while curve I ( _ = 0) is for
shells subject to rather high pressures, for example,
pR2/Et 2 _ i. Let us rewrite equation 18 as
R 2 (25)
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At the critical condition,
o R r - Et (25a)
The notation _ cr represents the value of
the magnitude of a is minimum.
at which
The problem, now, is to determine the index C in
equation ii. Since C is assumed to change only with p,
it can, of course, be found by a series of tests on shells
of the same R/t under different pressures. However, C
is essentially an experimental constant, and the simple
approach discussed in the next paragraph will reduce the
necessary number of tests to one.
Previous experiences (refs. 1 and 2) indicate that
decreases with increasing p. When pR2/Et 2 increases to
approximately unity, or even greater, _cr approaches zero.
It is also physically true that P becomes smaller at
greater values of p. The exact relations among these
variables are, of course, unknown. In figure 1 it can be
seen that 7 is a decreasing function of F but an in-
creasing function of _ . Therefore, the change of pres-
sure should not significantly change the magnitude of 7
due to the somewhat counter effect of P and _ . At the
time C is determined, 7 is here assumed to be independ-
ent of p. Hence, from equation 25, it can be assumed
that at certain values of R/t:
In the above equation, 7 is taken as an average value of
7 for all pressures. Equation 26 is used only for the
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purpose of estimating C. When pR2/Et 2 varies, the ratio
_an is not expected to be much different from 7 • Testsbe made at any one value of pressure to find a . The
Go is the corresponding critical stress in the perfect
shell under the same pressure and can be found in reference
i. Then _ ( = mQ--U ) is determined.
After _ is chosen, the relation between F and
is found from figure I. With the value of R/t known in
equation ii, C can be found in terms of r and, hence, in
terms of _ . Also, _ can be found in terms of pR2/Et 2
from equation 25a. The index C is thus determined as a
function of p.
NUMERICAL EVALUATION
For the purpose of illustrating the method of finding
the index C, assume _ = 0.6 at R/t = 1,500. From
figure i, the change of _ with _ can be found, and,
f_om equation ii, C can be determined in terms of P
For the perfect shell, the relation between th_e_ and
has been found previously. From equation 25a _ cr
at which the shell buckles can be evaluated at various
values of p. Some of the numerical relations are listed
in the following table.
' _cr 1.5 1.0 0.5 --0
0.43 0.565 0.49 0.4
C x 103 0.662 0.555 0.448 0.34
_o 0.161 0.183 0 29 0.605
_,_
Et 2
0 0.06 0.19 >--i.0
From the above table, C versus p is plotted in figure 2.
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ON THE POSTBUCKLING BEHAVIOR OF THIN CYLINDRICAL SHELLS
By W.F. Thielemann
Deutsche Forschungsanstalt fttr Luft- und Raumfahrt e.V. (DFL)
Braunschweig (Germany)
SUMMARY
Results of tests on postbuckling equilibrium positions of
isotropio thin-walled circular cylindrical shells under axial
compression, external pressure and combined loading are reported
and compared with available theoretical results.
INTRODUCTION
Since, in 1941, yon KArmA. and Tsien in their basic work on
the postbuckling behavior of axially compressed thin-walled
circular cylinders [11 gave an explanation for the discrepancy
between experimental collapse loads and the buckling loads pre-
dicted by classical small-deflection theory, many investigators
improved the results of yon KArmA- and Tsien and extended the
methods used by these authors to other loading cases (references
see [2]).
The non-linear problem of the postbuckling behavior of thin
shells can be represented by two partial differential equations[2_
Their approximate solution by energy methods generally involves
a large amount of numerical work. Therefore, in most of the
investigations known the approximations to the "exact" solution
are not yet fully satisfying.
The degree of approximation of the theoretical results should
be measured by tests on cylindrical shells made in the postbuckl-
ing region. Unfortunately, tests in this region are difficult to
perform since the large deflections of the walls of the shells
may result in plastic deformations, the effect of which is general-
ly not included in the theoretical investigations on the post-
buckling behavior. However, cylinders made of Mylar, which have
been used by several experimenters in the recent time, show elastic
properties even at large deflections of the walls, so that by using
this material a possibility is given to investigate experimentally
the postbuckling behavior of thin shells, and to compare the test
results with the known results of theoretical investigations on
this problem.
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In the following, some results of experimental investigations
on the postbuckling behavior of thin isotropic cylindrical shells
under axial compression, external pressure, and combinations of
these loadings, made at the DFL at Braunsohweig (Germany) will be
reported and the agreement with available theoretical results
will be discussed.
REMARKS ON THE THEORY OF POSTBUCKLING BEHAVIOR
In the investigations known on the postbuckling behavior of
thin-walled shells, in most oases, the Ritz energy method has -
been used. In this method, the total potential energy of the
system will be varied with respect to the free amplitudes of a
trigonometric series approximating the buckling pattern of the
shell.
At axisymmetrically loaded circular cylinders buckling
patterns with periodic buckles (number of buckles n ) in the
circumferential direction can be observed in tests, whereas in
longitudinal direction no periodicity of the buckles occurs
(fig. 1). These buckling patterns may be generally described by
the series z
_. _s.,,_toss T . (1)
fj(x) can be expanded to the Fourier series
cx)- Z aV cos i T + b(i s,n i (2)
z'O )
1 is the length of the cylinder.where
In spite of the fact that in tests on axially compressed
cylinders local buckles are observed (see fig. la), which should
be described by (1), in the work of yon KArmAn and Tsien and in
the later works on this problem it was assumed that the buckles
are periodically distributed over the entire length of the cylinder.
The influence of the length of the cylinder and the boundary con-
ditions on the buckling pattern was neglected. In this case, the
buckling pattern can be described in the simplified form:
., --_ Y aq cos i cos (i+j) even , (3)
where 1x is the half-wave length of a buckle in axial direction.
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Von KgunntLn and Tsien, in their investigation on the axially
compressed cylinder [12, approximated the buckling pattern using
three terms out of the series (3), and varied the potential energy
with respect to the anplitudes of these terms. They kept the
number n of the buckles in circumferential direction constant
and also fixed the half-wave length 1x of the buckles. For con-
stant values of the ratio _ = ly/1 x (17 = _r/n, half-wave length
of buckles in ciro_erential dtrection_, the states of equlibrium
of the buckled shell were represented in a series of load-short-
ening curves with integral numbers n as parameter. For small
values of _ , states of equilibriu_ of the buckled shell connected
with axial tensile forces were found, a result which was regarded
to be unlikely. In the later investigations [3], [4_, the potent-
ial energy of the system was not only varied with respect to the
amplitudes of the terms of the Fourier series but also with
respect to the wave lenghts i x and ly . This procedure resulted
in one single curve for the states of equilibrium in the post-
buckling region, all these states of equilibrium being connected
with compression forces.
Howeve_ the variation of the total potential energy with
respect to lv, i.e. to the number n of the buckles in circum-
ferential dir_ction, is not admissible since by applying the Ritz
method according to Lagrange's principle only such displacements
can be admitted which do not violate the condition of geometric
compatibility of the system. Zt is obvious that a continuous
v_riation of n would violate the condition of periodicity in
the circu_erential direction. Therefore, n should be kept con-
stant in the investigation of the postbuckling behavior of shells.
The variation of the total potential energy with respect to
the half-wave length 1x is only admissible, if the influence of
the length of the cylinder on the buckling pattern is neglected,
as assumed in the investigations mentioned above. For the de-
scription of actual buckling patterns of cylinders with finite
length the series (1) and (2) should be used rather than the
series (3). In this case the variation with respect to a half-
wave length in axial direction will become meaningless.
The proposed procedure which is based on a more rigorous
application of the principles of mechanics will result in a series
of load-deflection curves with integral values of n as para-
meters. Consequently, at given values of load or derogation
several equilibrium positions may exist with different numbers n
of buckles in the circumferential direction, which is in agreement
with the behavior of cylinders observed in tests (see fig. 2, 3
and 4).
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These equilibrium positions are, of course, connected with
different values of potential energy. The cylinder not necessarily
adopts the equilibrium position with the lowest level of potential
energy in the postbuckling region. The transition, at a given load
or deformation, from a stable equilibrium position of higher energy
level to another stable finitely adjacent equilibrium position with
lower energy level generally requires the surmounting of an
"energy hump", i.e. the input of additional external energy of
finite magnitude into the system. At certain critical values of
given load or deformation the _ransition from a position of higher
energy level to another one with lower energy level occurs with-
out input of additional external energy: the equilibrium at these
critical values becomes indifferent. These critical loads shall be
called "secondary buckling loads".
Unfortunately little can be said about the stability of the
states of equilibrium by the results of the Ritz method. The
theoretical determination of the secondary buckling loads involves
more difficulties than the determination of the classical primary
buckling load, since, in the latter case, a pure membrane state
of stress is assumed in the prebuckling region, whereas in the
former case the stability of a complicated combined membrane and
bending state of stress has to be investigated.
CYLINDERS UNDER AXIAL COMPRESSION
Tests in the Postbuckling Region
The tests were made on circular cylinders manufactured of
Mylar. Dimensions of the specimen: length 1 = 400 mm, radius
r = 200 mm, and wall thickness t = 0,254 mm . Young's moculus
of Mylar is approximately E = 500 kp/m_2 and Poisson's ratio
v = 0,3 . The modulus of elasticity of each specimen has beeh
measured. The edges of the cylinders were clamped by plastic
cement to end plates. The cylinders were tested in a rigid test
equipment allowxng a control of the shortening. The loans and the
deformations of the specimen in axial direction were measured and
registered by an x-y-plotter. The loading of the specimen was
performed continuously.
Fig. 2 shows the load-shortening curves of the cylinder in
the postbuckling region obtained in the test. At the critical
_alue of shortening of the specimen, according to an axial stress
s n Zratio of _ /_cl 0,63 ( _cl Et/r Y3(I -w _, the initial form
of the cylinder-becomes unstable, and the cylinder Jumps into a
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new stable equilibrium position, which is connected with a local
buckling pattern of two staggered rows of buckles (n = 14) near
the middle region of the cylinder (see fig. Is).
With increasing shortening the equilibrium of the buckled
cylinder also becomes unstable at a critical load, which has been
called secondary buckling load in the preceding section. The
specimen Jumps into a new similar buckling pattern the number of
buckles of which is reduced by one (n = 13). This process will be
repeated with increasing shortening of the specimen. By loading
and unloading the specimen a series of curves representing stable
equilibrium positions in the postbuckling region can be obtained.
It can be seen from fig. 2, that indeed several stable equlibrium
positions exist for the same value of shortening of the specimen.
The fact that the transition from one buckling pattern (n) to the
other (n - 1) i_ connected with a Jump indicates that the stable
equilibrium position (n) near the critical secondary buckling
load is connected with a higher energy level th_n the adjacent
equilibrium position (n - I),
A characteristic feature of the postbuckling behavior of
cylinders under axial compression is the low load carrying capac-
ity in the postbuckling region which is in the order of 10 - 25
per cent of the classical buckling load. No considerable increase
of the axial load can be obtained with increasing shortening due
to the low values of the secondary buckling loads.
Comparison with Theory
No theoretical results are known which could be directly
compared with the test results, since no attempt has been made
yet to describe the local buckling pattern (fig. la) by a Fourier
series in the form of (1) and to use integral numbers of n as
parameters in the investigation. But there are _esults from the
theoretical work of Kempner [4_ and of Almroth*). In both invest-
igations it was assumed that the buckles are distributed over the
entire length of the cylinder, and terms of Fourier series (3)
were used to describe the buckling pattern. The potential energy
was varied with respect to n , so that the postbuckling equilibr-
ium positions are represented by a single load-deflection curve.
Kempner used three terms of (3) with the amplitudes a2o . a11
and ao2 while Almroth took into consideration nine terms o_ (J)
with the amplitudes a2o , a _ a60 , a11 ,.a31 , a m,
a15 , a33 . The results of t_ a°2 'two inves_iga_ions are compared
*_ Private communication to the author of May 11, 1962
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with the test results in fig. 2 . It is interesting to note that
Almroth's more complete description of the buckling pattern
results in a considerable improvement of Kempner's solution. The
agreement of Almroth's solution with the test results is remark-
able with regard to the fact, that the buckling pattern used in
the theoretical investigation is considerably different from the
local buckling pattern observed in tests.
CYLINDERS UNDER EXTERNAL PRESSURE
Tests in the Postbuckling Region
Tests were performed on two Mylar cylinders. One specimen had
the same dimension as the specimen for axial loading, and the
second one had a length of 200 mm, while the other dimensions
remained unchanged. The edges of the cylinders were again clamped
by plastic cement to end plates. The external pressure produced
by decreasing the pressure in the cylinder was controlled. The
pressure and She axial shortening of the cylinder were registered
on an x-y-plotter.
Fig. 3 shows the stable equilibrium positions of the
cylinders in the postbuckling region. At critical values of extern-
al pressure the initial form of the cylinder becomes unstable. The
buckling pattern develops in a progressive fashion rather than
with a sudden appearance of the buckles around the entire cylinder.
But after a small increase of the external pressure the complete
buckling pattern can be observed (ncr- 10 and ncr = 14, resp.)
(see fig. Ic). This postbuckling configuration of the cylinder
shows a remarkable degree of stability under increasing external
pressure loading. Contrary to the case of axial loading no second-
ary buckling pressure could be observed. To avoid a final un-
controlled collaps of the specimen the increase of the loading
was stopped at values of about 150 per cent of the critical value
of external pressure. However, by applying additional local
external loads to the surface of the cylinder transition to an
adjacent buckling pattern with a number of buckles n - I can be
achieved at loads below the secondary buckling pressure.
This process can be repeated, and a series of curves represent-
ing stable equilibrium positions in the postbuckling region for
different values of n can be registered by loading and unloading
the cylinder. It can again be noticed from fig. 3 that for a given
external pressure several stable equilibrium positions of the
cylinder exist in the postbuckling region related to different
values of n .
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During unloading the cylinder in a buckling configuration
n _ n , at a critical value of external pressure, the cylinder
c
Jumps Tack into a buckling configuration with the number of
buckles n + I . Equilibrium positions with number of buckles n
below this critical value of external pressure are unstable. By
further decrease of the loading this process will be repeated,
until the cylinder Jumps into its initial unbuckled configuration.
(Since during the snap-through process the pressure in the cylinder
cannot be kept constant, the curves representing the jumps, are
not horizontal straight lines as it should be expected for jumps
at controlled external pressure.)
The test results indicate that due to the very high degree
of stability of the buckling configuration, only the buckling
pattern n = nc_ can be expected to be observed in tests after
buckling. Transxtions to other configurations (n _ ncr) require
a considerable increase of the external pressure loading beyond
the critical pressure. This behavior is in contrast to the behavior
of axially compressed cylinders. Since in the latter case the
stability of the postbuckling configurations is lost at values far
below the critical buckling load the cylinder may jump into buckl-
ing patterns with different numbers of n , depending on the stiff-
ness of the test equipment.
Comparison with Theory
Direct comparison of the test results with results of theore-
tical investigations of the postbuckling behavior of cylinders
under external pressure is difficult, since available results
either do not take into account the actual boundary conditions
of the test cylinders (clamped edges) or do not use a sufficient
number_f terms of a Fourier-series to describe the buckling
pattern in a satisfying manner.
The influence of the boundary conditions on the buckling
load and the postbuckling behavior of a cylinder under external
pressure is considerably stronger than in the case of axial com-
pression. In the latter case for cylinders with ratios 1/r _ 1,5
the influence of length and boundary conditions on the buckling
load can be neglected [51, while in the former case the classical
buckling load found for cylinders with simply supported edges
(v. Mises' theory) will be increased for cylinders with clamped
edges by a factor of approximately 1.3 . This factor is not well
established, since for clamped edges only approximate solutions [_
for the buckling load of the cylinder are known, the accuracy of
the results depending on the degree of approximation of the buckl-
ing pattern by _he Fourier series.
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Under the assumption that the theoretical critical pressure
Pcr of cylinders with clamped edges is 1. 3 of the classical
v. Mises buckling pressure for hinged edges the actual buckling
pressures of the two test cylinders were 70 % and 92 % of the
theoretical buckling load Pcr"
The buckling pattern in the postbuckling region of the
cylinder with clamped edges can be described by the equations (1)
and (2), which for hinged edges will be simplifies to
- - _ ny (4)w-Zt._ j.oZ Q_ sin _ cos j"7-; i odd ,
the origin of the coordinate-system being on the one edge of the
cylinder.
Fig. 4 shows theoretical load deformation curves of simply
supported cylinders under external pressure. For different length
parameters R-_Z/'_these curves nave been calculated at the
DFL using the _itz method. Four terms with the amplitudes alo ,
a11 , a_o and a_l out of the series (4) have been used to de-
scribe %he buckling pattern approximately. A similar investigation
has been performed by Kempner _7_, who introduced two terms with
the amplitudes alo and all in his calculations. He restricted
his investigation to a single load-deformation curve of the
equilibrium states related to the buckling pattern with the
number of buckles n - ncl , where ncl as the number of buckles
received from linear buckling theory.
The theoretical load-deflection curves of fig. 4 show the
same principal trend as the experimental curves of fig. 3. For
cylinders with higher values of _ the approximate theoretical
investigation indicates equilibrium positions related to negative
values of external pressure (internal pressure). This result of
the theory is not confirmed by the tests. The reason for this un-
satisfactory theoretical result is without doubt - beside the
assumption of hinged edges - the incomplete description of the
buckling pattern by only four terms of the series (4), which,
apparently, is not snfficient for long cylinders and large values
of deformation. Under these conditions the buckling pattern of
fig. Ic will be changed to a pattern, showing some kind of cor-
rugation with approximately constant amplitude of the buckles in
axial direction on a considerable part of the cylinder length.
The transition from the corrugated form to the circular form at
the ends of the cylinder is limi_d to a relatively narrow edge
region (see fig. Id). This buckling pattern, of course, cannot
be described by the four terms used in the theoretical investigat-
ion with satisfying accuracy.
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However, the buckling patterns with n <ncr are of more
academic interest, as, due to the high degree of stability of the
buckling pattern n - ncr , only this pattern will be observed in
tests without input of additional external ener_.
In fig. 4 the minimum loads in the postbuckling region for
the buckling pattern n = ncr are given as function of the length
parameter A . This value can be approximately regarded as a lower
limit for the actual buckling load of the cylinder. Due to initial
imperfections the actual buckling load may vary between the
theoretical buckling load Per and the minimum load in the post-
buckling region Pmin "
In fig. 4 theoretical results for Pmin/Pcr for cylinders
with hinged edges from the investigations of Kem_ner and the DFL
are compared with results obtained in tests for cylinders with
clamped edges. Donnell [6] investigated theoretically the post-
buckling behavior of circular cylinders under external pressure
with clamped edges, using a two-terms expression for the buckling
pattern, but did not succeed in finding a minimum load in the
postbuckling region.
CYLINDER UNDER COMBINED LOADING
Experimental curves of postbuckling states of equilibrium for
different numbers of buckles n are given for a cylinder tested
under combined axial compression and external pressure as a further
example for the postbuckling behavior of isotropic cylinders. The
external pressure P/Pcr = 0.7 has been kept constant during the
test while the shortening of the cylinder has been varied. As in
the cases of pure axial loading and pure external pressure load-
ing, it can be seen from fig. 5 that the postbuckling behavior
of the cylinder is represented by a series of load-deflection
curves rather than by a single curve. Fig. Ib shows the buckling
pattern of this loading case.
Again the transition from one buckling pattern to the adjac-
ent one occurs at secondary buckling loads. No theoretical invest-
igation of the combined loading case is known, the results of
which could be compared with the test results.
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CONCLUSIONS
The test results discussed in this report indicate that
cylindrical shells under axisymmetrical loading show in the post-
buckling region for given values of end shortening or loading
several stable equilibrium positions related to different integral
circumferential wave numbers n . With increasing shortening or
loading the equilibrium positions may become unstable and transit-
ion to an adjacent stable equilibrium position may occur. In theor-
etical investigations on the postbuckling behavior the variation
of the potential energy with respect to n is not in agreement
with a rigorous application of the principles of mechanics, and
should be abandoned, as the results of such theoretical investigat-
ions may deviate considerably from the actual postbuckling behavior
of the shell.
The theoretical determination of the secondary buckling loads
involves more difficulties than the determination of the classical
primary buckling load. For external pressure loading, such a theor-
etical investigation on secondary buckling loads has approximately
been performed by Ivanov [8].
The results of the available theoretical investigations of
the postbuckling behavior of shells under axisymmetric loading
are not yet satisfactory. For axially loaded cylinders remarkable
progress has been made by Alntroth. In a future extension of the
investigations equation (1) should be used for the description of
the local buckling pattern of fig. la , taking into account the
boundax'y conditions and the length of the cylinder.
For cylinders under external pressure loading the investigat-
ion on the postbuckling behavior of the, practically, important
case of clamped edges should be extended to more complete descript-
ions of the buckling pattern by equation (1), in order to get
better agreement of experimental and test results. Even the
primary theoretical buckling load of cylinders with clamped edges
should be better determined.
The experimental investigation of the DFL on the postbuckling
behavior of isotropic circular cylindrical shells under axisymmet-
rical loading will be continued.
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(a) Axial compression. (b) Combined axial compression and
external pressure.
(c) External pressure.
n =ncr - i0.
(d) External pressure, n = 9.
Figure I.- Buckling patterns of axisymmetrically loaded cylinders.
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THE EFFECT ON THE BUCKLING OF PERFECT CYLINDERS
OF PREHUCKLING _EFOHMATIONS AND STRESSES
INDUCED BY EDGE SIIPPORT
By Manuel Stein
NASA Langley Research Center
Large deflection theory is used to compute buckling loads of
simply supported initially perfect cylinders under axial compression,
external hydrostatic pressure, and combinations of axial compression
and internal or external pressure. Important results are obtained by
taking into account prebuckllng deformations and stresses induced by
edge support. For example, the presence of these deformations and
stresses can decrease the axial-compression buckling load of an
unpressurized perfect cylinder by 50 percent or more.
INTRODUCTION
Classical theory and experiment are in good agreement for buckling
of circular cylindrical shells under uniform external lateral pressure.
(See ref. I.) For external hydrostatic pressure there is similar agree-
ment between experiment and theory except for the lower range of curva-
ture parameter (I_/rt (lO0). For axial compression, however, severe
disagreement exists; experiments have shown that the actual buckling
stress is from 15 to 50 percent of that predicted by classical theory.
(See ref. 2. ) The disagreement found in hydrostatic pressure tests at
low values of the curvature parameter is probably also due to the in-
ability of classical theory to account for axial compression. (See
ref. 1. )
Convincing arguments have been made that the occurrence of lower-
than-expected buckling stresses for axial compression is due in pa_ to
initial imperfections. For example, the results of large deflection
analysis (see ref. 3) have indicated that small initial imperfections
can lead to large reductions in the buckling load. However, another
potential reason for this disagreement of classical theory and experi-
ment has, until recently, been unexplored. This potential reason for
the disagreement is the inconsistent assumption of classical theory
with regard to prebuckling and buckllng-edge conditions. It is assumed
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that the prebuckling deflection and stress components are either con-
stant or zero and imply that the edges of the shell are free until
buckling occurs; however, during the buckli_ _rocess the edges are
assumed to be radially restrained (simply supported or clamped).
The effect of one deviation from the classical-ed@e conditions has
already been investi_ted (see refs. 4 and 5) for buckling in axial com-
pression by use of linear equations. The edges of the shell were allowed
to remain free during the buckling process. The resulting buckling load
was less than half the classical load; the result demonstrates effectively
the importance of the edge ccmditions. In practice, however, the occur-
rence of free edges is rare; the edges of the shell are usually attached
to a _ or pressed against the platens of a testing machine. Thus, it
seems more realistic to take a consistent but opposite approach_ wherein
from the inception of loading through buckling the edges of the cylinder
are radially restrained. Moreover, it is apparent that such restraint
must lead to nonuniform prebuckling deflections and stresses throughout
the cylinder, the importance of which should be determined. This
approach to cylinder buckling analysis has been adopted in the present
investigation.
A cylinder without initial imperfections is considered, and large
deflection theory is used to determine the deformations and stresses
prior to buckling and to determine the buckling equation. Results are
obtained for buckling of simply supported cylinders under axial compres-
sion, external hydrostatic pressure_ and combinations of axial compres-
sion and internal or external pressure.
S_OLS
n
P
r
t
U_VjV
x,y
D
E
number of waves in circumferential direction
pressure
radius of cylinder
thickness of cylinder wall
displacements in the x-_ y-, and radial directions,
respectively
axial and circumferential directions
plate stiffness, Et3/_?.(1 - _2)
Young' s modulus for material
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L
M
P
U,V,W
Z
UA,WA
Nx,Ny,Nx7
CxsGy,Zxy
lemgth of cylinder
number of stations in half length
applied axial midplaue compressive force per unit length
functions of x which appear in the buckling displacements
uB, vB, and WB, respectively
L2
Polsson's ratio for m_terial
prebuckling displacements (functions of x)
buckling displacements (functions of x and y)
midplane forces per unit length
z_Ldp_e strains
= +2 +
When the subscripts x and y follow a co_m_, they indicate
partial differentiation of the principal symbol with respect to x
sad y.
ANALYSIS
In the large-deflection Donnell theory, the basic differential
equations of equilibrium of a cylinder:
l
Nx,x + Nxy,y = 0 I
Ny,y + Nxy,x = 0
r - ,xx NyW,yy + =
(l)
22O
together with Hooke's law:
_- Et Vex)
-"7( y÷l
Et
_xy _ 2(1 + _)Txy
and the nonlinear strain-deformation relations:
(2)
ex + 21-W x2= U x
W
ay =V,y+_+lWy2
7xy = u y + v x + W,xW y
(3)
provide a complete set of 9 equations in the 9 unknown forces, strains,
and deformations which, together with boundary conditions, specify the
problem.
It is to be expected that prebuckling deformations are axisymmetrlc;
that is, they are functions of x only and may be obtained directly from
equations (I) to (3) and boundary conditions which include zero radial
displacement at the edges from the onset of loading. A solution to the
axisymmetric problem w_s first obtained in reference 6 and is reported
in reference 7.
Let the solution to the prebuckllng axisymmetric problem Just
described be identified as UA, wA (and vA = 0). To the prebuckling
deformations are added infinitesimal nonaxisymmetric changes UB, VB,
and wB that occur at buckling:
u = UA(X ) + UB(X,y )
v = vB(x,y)
w =wA(x) + wB(x,y)
(4)
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The displacements UB, VB, and wB also satisfy simple support
boundary conditions consistent with the axisy_netric solution. The fol-
lowing buckling equations may now be obtained by substituting equa-
tions (4) into equations (i) to (3) and then neglecting nonlinear sub-
script B deformations (and subtracting out identities relating sub-
script A deformations):
UBjxx
(_)
where
NxB =---_[uB'xl
B,y
NYB i-_
+WA,xWB,x +_(VB,y +_--_-B)]
+ WBr + _ (u_,x + WA,xWB,x)]
The physical conditions of continuity around the cylinder are
satisfied if
uB - u(_)sin
vB = V(x) cos "_X
r
vB - w(x)slnn-z
r
(6)
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where n, the number of waves around the cylinder, is an integer. Equa-
tions (_) may now be converted to ordinary differential equations
relating U, Vs W, and the eigenvalues. Of course, the subscript A
displacements introduce variable coefficients, and these equations are
difficult to solve. Instead of solving the ordinary differential equa-
tions directly, equivalent numerical expressions for U, V, and W
at M stations in a half length (W as an even function of x being
assumed) were developed by using the energy method and solved for the
necessary eigenvalue.
LIMITATIONS OF THE CAICUIATIONS
In order to obtain accurate results, M was arbitrarily taken large
enough so that there were at least five stations for each prebuckling
(inward or outw_l) wrinkle. For Z > 1,000, this criterion led to equa-
tions involving determinants that were too large for econ_nical al_li-
cation of the com_uting machine used. Hence, calculations have been
limited to Z _ 1,000.
The proper value of n is the integral value which yields the
lowest buckling load with the physical restriction that n cannot be
less than 2 (since n = i is simple translation and n = 0 is an axl-
symmetric form). Little accuracy is lost, however_ if n is considered
to be continuously variable for n > 2. It was found that n = 2 gave
the condition for instability for almost every case except for the range
of higher external pressures. The differential equations of equilibrium
(eqs. (1)) are accurate for the n - 2 case only if there are present
at least three wrinkles in every part of a length equal to the radius so
that the deformations are extensional. (See ref. 8.) For this reason
small values of the curvature parsmeter (Z < _0) could not be treated
for axial compression and for combinations of axial compression and
internal pressure.
RESULTS
In figures i and 2 interaction curves are presented for a low value
(_0) and a high value (_O0), respectively, of the curvature parameter Z.
Each point on the curve presents a combination of axial compression add
lateral pressure that causes buckling. Where the curves depend on r/t
they correspond to n - 2; at the higher external pressures, the results
were given by n > 2 with n assumed continuously variable. At the
end points to the left the curves give the buckling pressures for cyl-
inders under external lateral pressure alone. The hydrostatic pressure
for buckling is given by the point on the curve marked by a cross. When
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the pressure is zero, note that the axial buckling stress is 50 percent
or less of the classical value. With internal pressure present, the
axial stress required for buckling increases until it approaches the
classical value. Stress coefficients for external hydrostatic pressure
alone and axial compression alone are presented in figures 3 and 4,
respectively, for a vide range of curvature parameter Z (within the
limitations specified in the previous section).
DISCUSSION
Experimental results are available in reference 9 for cylinders
with combinations of internal pressure and axial compression and with
curvature parameters about equal to those presented in figures i and 2.
The experimentally obtained buckling stress coefficients are plotted
along with the theoretical curves in figures I and 2. A comparison of
the results shows that, although the experimental cylinders were ring
supported and the theory was for simply supported cylinders, there is
math better quantitative agreement of experiment with present theory
than with classical theory. The evident disagreement in the shapes of
the theoretical and experimental interaction curves has not been explained.
In figure 3 results of the present investigation for external hydro-
static pressure are plotted against the curvature parameter Z together
with the corresponding classical curve and with experiment. Comparison
of the theoretical results shows that prebuckling stresses and deforma-
tions serve to stiffen the cylinder by about 25 percent for higher values
of Z. In the range of lower Z this stiffening effect disappears and
prebuckllng stresses and deformations serve to weaken the cylinder to
about 80 percent of the classical value. Thus, whereas the classical
theory agrees with experiment in the range of higher values of Z and
disagrees for lower values of Z, the present results follow the trend
of experiment and yield buckling pressures roughly 25 percent high in
both regions.
For axial compression of unpressurized cylinders the present results
are _re than 50 percent below the classical values. (See fig. 4.)
Thus, the axial buckling load is sensitive to the prebuckling deformations
and stresses resulting from restraint of the edges. The value of the
buckling load from the present theory is dependent on radius-thickness
ratio whereas in the classical theory it is not. The dependence on
radius-thickness ratio occurs because the critical wave form is determined
to have two waves in the circumferential direction. It can be seen from
figure 4 that the empirical curves of reference 2 - and therefore experi-
mental results - are also dependent on radius-thickness ratio, and that
agreement between theory and experiment is much better with present theory
than with classical theory especially for low radius-thickness ratios.
2_
Neither the results of the present theory nor the results of clas-
sical theory for buckling in axial compression indicate that the buckle
wave form is of the diamond pattern as indicated by buckled experimental
cylinders. The results of present theory which specify two waves in the
circumferential direction at buckling deviate even further from the exper-
imental buckled wave form thau the results of classical theory. However,
previous work has shown (see ref. I0) that the equilibrium configuration
which is the mode at buckling need not be stable under usual conditions
of loading. If the buckling mode is not stable, it might not necessarily
resemble the final shape of a buckled experimental cylinder.
CONCLUDZNG REMARKB
The present paper has focused attention on a serious shortcoming
of classical buckling theory. To avoid complicated prebucklin6 deforma-
tions and stresses, the classical approach is to relax completely the
supports in the prebuckling range and thus assume that the prebuckling
stresses are zero or constant and the prebuckling deformations are zero,
constant, or linear. Prebuckling deformations and stresses due to edge
support have been ignored even in studies of effects of initial imper-
fections. Yet, in every practical cylindrical shell structure, some
measure of radial support is present from the beginning of loading so
that, prior to buckling, COml_Xicated axisy_ric defors_ations and
stresses are present to modlfy the load-shortenlng behavior of the cyl-
inder and to influence its buckling load. This influence is especially
notable for cylinders in axial compression and for short cylinders under
external hydrostatic pressure, where it accounts for a large part of the
disagreement between classical theory and experiment.
Further work needed in this field includes studies of cylinders
with clamped edges and flexible rings at the edges. In order to study
the behavior of longer cylinders (cylinders of larger Z) in axial com-
pression, it would also be desirable to analyze the seml-infinite cyl-
inder. Further, in future cylinder studies, it would be useful to
extend this work by using a more exact theory that is valid for buckling
into two circumferential waves for less than three wrinkles in the axial
direction. It is also clear that the adoption of the present approach -
seeking an infinitesimal nonaxis_tric change at buckling from a sym-
metric preb_-_1_ng s*_ _hich satisfies the boundary conditions - would
probably clarify greatly the problem of buckling of a spherical cap under
external pressure.
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THE M_BRANE APPROACH TO BENDING INSTABILITY OF
PRESSURIZED CYLINDRICAL SHELLS
By Harvey G. McComb3 Jr., George W. Zender,
and Martin M. Mikulas, Jr.
NASA Langley Research Center
SU_WARY
Recent theoretical and experimental research is briefly described
to trace the development of deformation and the occurrence of collapse in
pressurized circular cylindrical membranes under applied moment loading°
The collapse of pure membrane cylinders is then compared with instability
of pressurized cylindrical shells. This approach leads to a better under-
standing of the behavior of pressurized cylinders under bending loads.
The results suggest possibilities for further research utilizing the
membrane approach.
INTRODUCTION
The fuel and oxidizer tanks of large launch vehicles are often
highly pressurized circular cylindrical shells and, during the launch
phase of flight, may be subjected to large bending moments from aero-
dynamic and inertia loads. The strength of pressurized cylinders in
bending is thus an important consideration in launch vehicle design, and
considerable work has been done on this problem from the usual standpoint
of buckling of shells with finite wall bending stiffness. (See, for
example, refs. l, 2, and 3.) In the present paper, it is shown that the
study of pure membrane cylinders having no wall bending stiffness but
maintaining their shape only by virtue of internal pressure leads to an
explanation of pressurized cylinder behavior. With wall bending stiff-
ness accounted for in an approximate way, a simple formula for the
strength of pressurized cylinders in bending is obtained.
SYMBOLS
E
F
Young 's modulus
applied axial compressive load
2_
K curvature of axis of circular cylinder due to bending m_nent
M applied bending moment
P total axial force (due to internal pressure and externally
applied load)
internal pressure
press=re   ter, J (l - 23
E_t/
radius of circular cylinder
thickness of cylinder wall
Poisson 's ratio
Subscript :
c collapse
P
r
t
_TDZNG OF CYLINI_ICAL M_mRANES
Experiments on Membrane Cylinders
As one phase of a study of the behavior of membrane structures,
tests have been made at the NASA Langley Research Center on 6-inch diem-
eter cy:_Lnders m_le of _./_} _.1 _'11= _l_ I 6.10_) }" A _hoto_h Of one
such specimen is shown in figure i. This specimen is loaded by internal
pressure, bemd_mg, and axial tension. Note that wrinkles of very short
wavelength have appeared on the right side where compressive stress due
to bending momemt has canceled the tensile stress due to pressure and
axial load.
The behavior of these specimens in bendlng is illustrated in fig-
ure 2. In this figure the ordinate is the applied bending moment
divided by the moment required to reduce the stress to zero at one point
on the cross section. The abscissa is a dimensionless parameter repre-
senting the curvature of the axis of the cylinder. The circles and
squares are test points obtained on a specimen similar to that shown in
figure i.
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Theoretical Behavior
The solid-line curve in figure 2 is a result of the theory presented
in reference 4. This theory describes the behavior of membranes in a
partly wrinkled condition with the assumption that, when one of the prin-
cipal stresses in a membrane becomes zero, many small wrinkles will
occur in a direction normal to the direction of zero principal stress.
Correspondingly, the membrane is assumed to carry no stress whatsoever
normal to the wrinkles. According to reference 4, the theoretical
behavior of a membrane cylinder is as follows: For moments such that
2M < I, the cylinder bends like an elastic beam and the response is
Pr
linear (fig. 2). At 2M = i _vrlnk_ begins along one generator of
Pr
the cylinder and, as the moment is increased further, the extent of the
wrinkled region increases circumferentially. The moment-curvature curve
becomes nonlinear after wrinkling begins, and its slope (representing
the bending stiffness of the cylinder) decreases as m_nent increases.
0nly when the wrinkled region has progressed all the way around the
cylinder does the slope become zero so that instability (collapse) of
approached asymptotically. Notice that the theoretical collapse manent
of a membrane cylinder is precisely twice the initial wring moment.
Correlation of Tests and Theory
In the membrane-cyllnder theory presented in reference 4, moments
due to externally applied axial load are neglected. Thus, in order for
this theory to be compared with experiment, the test specimens had tQ be
shortened until such moments were negligible. The test points shown in
figure 2 (obtained from a specimen having a length-radlus ratio of about
unity) were found to be essentially independent of the proportions of
axial load contributed by internal pressure and by externally applied
load. Therefore, the previously mentioned requirement of negligible
moment due to axial load was satisfied. Nevertheless, the test points
in figure 2 are somewhat above the curve from reference 4 and show a
dependence on the magnitude of the total axial load.
Tn an attempt to account for the disparity between membrane theory
and the tests, a modification was made in the theory by assuming that
over the wrinkled portion of the cylAnder the skin could carry a small
uniform compressive stress normal to the wrinkles. When this compressive
stress was taken to be 0.6Et (the buckling stress for a highly pressur-
r
ized cylinder in axial compression) the dash-dot curves shown in figure 2
were obtained. These curves are seen to agree well with the test results.
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The need for the modified theory to predict these results for pressurized
r = 6,000 testifies to the importance in precol-Mylar cylinders with
lapse behavior of even very small wall bending stiffness in pressurized
cylinders.
If the modified theory is projected to collapse as in figure 2, it
predicts a collapse moment greater than the theoretical collapse moment
for a true membrane cylinder - specifically, the predicted moment is
twice the moment at which one point on the cylinder first reaches a com-
pressive stress of 0.6Et. This ideal condition is not reached in prac-
r
tice, however, and collapse actually occurs before the wrinkles can
envelop the whole circumference of the cylinder. For example, in the
Mylar test specimens of figure 2, collapse was observed at moments
slightly above the upper test points when the uniform pattern of small
wrinkles (fig. i) abruptly shifted to a few deep wrinkles concentrated
in one or two zones. (In some instances, these deep wrinkles assumed a
pattern resembling elongated diamond buckles.) It is of some interest,
then, to determine Just when bending collapse of practical pressurized
cylinders does occur in relation to the collapse moments predicted by
the unmodified and modified membrane theories. This comparison has been
made in reference _ and is reviewed briefly in the following section.
COI/APSE OF THIN-WALLED PRESSURIZED C_ IN BENDIR_
Presentation of Shell Data in Membrane Terms
Experimental data on instability of pressurized cylindrical shells
in bending are compared in figure 3 with the theoretical collapse moment
for pressurized cylindrical membranes. In this figure the ordinate is
the ratio of the shell collapse moment to the theoretical initial wrin-
kling moment of a cylindrical membrane and the abscissa is a dimension-
less pressure parameter which is proportional to the internal pressure
and the square of the shell radlus-thickness ratio.
The theoretical collapse moment for a cylindrical membrane (twice
the initial wrinkling moment) is shown as the horizontal dashed line in
figure 3. The solid-line curve shows the collapse moment according to
the modified membrane theory, in which, instead of zero stress, the cyl-
inder walls are assumed capable of carrying a uniform compressive stress
of 0.6Et normal to the wrinkles over the entire circumference. It is
r
expected that this curve would represent an upper limit for the collapse
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moment of cylindrical shells; its equation is simply
Mc = p_r311 + _I (i)
The test points represent failure of pressurized Mylar and
7075-T6 aluminum-alloy cylinders in bending 291 < _ < 1,333 obtained
by several investigators (refs. 1 and 2). These cylinders failed at
moments greater than the membrane collapse moment by virtue of the
bending stiffness of the cylinder walls; but their collapse moments lie
below the solid curve representing the limiting moment. 0m the average,
somewhat less than half of the difference between the limiting moment
and the membrane collapse moment is realized in the tests. In many cases
failure was accompanied by a change from wrinkles to diamond shape
buckles.
Contribution of the Membrane Approach
In the study of the bending of cylindrical membranes, a clear dis-
tinction is made between wrinkling and collapse (fig. 2). A membrane
cylinder can carry moments twice the wrinkling moment and does not lose
stiffness suddenly when first wrinkling occurs. Similarly, for a pres-
surized shell, the limiting moment (the solid-llne curve of fig. 3) is
twice the moment which initially induces a compressive stress of 0.6Et
r
in an extreme fiber. According to classical linear theory (refs. 6
and 7), buckling of practical pressurized cylinders in bending occurs
when a compressive stress only slightly higher then 0.6Et is reached
r
in an extreme fiber. It appears from figure 3, then, that for p*
greater than about 2, considerable moment-carrylng ability remains in a
shell beyond this classical buckling moment. Thus, the classical
buckling phenomenon is revealed as a comparatively mild local instability
analogous to initial wrinkling in a membrane cylinder, and the test
points of figure 3 apparently represent a second instability analogous
to membrane collapse. For p* less than about 2, these two instabilities
are not distinguishable. This distinctive behavior of cylindrical shells
in bending has also been pointed out in references 2 and 7.
An extremely complex analysis would be required for a detailed
description of the shell behavior subsequent to classical buckling. On
the other hand, a good lower boundary to the test data in figure 3 over
a wide range of p* is given by the simple empirical expression
which retains the form of the upper limit expression, equation (i).
(2)
FUTURE _CE
Additional research is needed to explore further the membrane
approach to the study of pressurized shell behavior. The test data
available at present are largely based on very small cylinders of foil-
like materials. Unfortunately, the data which are presented in figure 3
for cylinders of sheet gages are limited to very low values of the pres-
sure parameter p* (P* < 3). Test data are needed for shells made of
sheet gages at large values of the pressure parameter. Plasticity, a
consideration which has been ignored in this report, may play in Impor-
taut role in such an investigation.
The importance of the combined bending-axial-compression load con-
dition in launch vehicles suggests that pressurized cylinders under
these loads should also be investigated from the membrane point of view.
Theoretically, for short cylinders the extension of figure 3 to the case
of combined axial load F and bending moment M is simple; the only
requirement is that the quantity Mc be replaced by Mc + Fc r, where
Mc and Yc are the applied moment and axial compressive load which
Jointly cause collapse. However, for cylinders of practical length the
added moments due to the axial compression load may have to be taken
into account. In addition, test data are needed for the combined load
condition for both foil and sheet gages.
CONCLUDING Pd_4ARKS
Recent research results on bendiag of pressurized membrane cylinders,
when viewed together with experimental collapse data on pressurized thin-
walled cylindrical shells, have clarified the bending behavior and fail-
ure of such shells. Additional research would be beneficial in
exploiting the membrane approach to the study of the instability of
pressurized shells. Experimental data are needed on large pressurized
cylindrical shells of sheet gage at large values of the pressure param-
eter. Such tests should include combined axial and bending moment
loading as well as pure moment loading.
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Figure i.- Thin pressurized Mylar cylinder in com-
bined bending and tension.
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INSTABILITY ANALYSIS OF CYLINDRICAL SHELLS
UNDER HYDROSTATIC PRESSURE
By George Herrmann
Northwestern University
SU_4ARY
To determine the elastic buckling pressure of simply supported
cylindrical shells subjected to lateral and axial hydrostatic forces,
various versions of linear bending theories have been employed in the
past. For certain shell dimensions, however, the expressions co,nonly
used may yield substantially differing results. In what follows,
recent work on this problem by A. E. Armenakas and the writer is
briefly reviewed. This work consisted primarily in employing a general
bending theory of circular cylindrical shells under the influence of
initial stress, developed earlier by the seineauthors, to re-examine
the problem aentioned, and compare the results with those of previous
investigations. The outcome was the establishment of a simple but
accurate expression for the buckling pressure applicable to a wide
range of shell dimensions.
INTRODUCTION
In the past, various versions of linear bending theories have
been employed in establishing the buckling value of the external
pressure acting on circular cylindrical shells. One of the earliest
investigations by yon Hises (ref. I) resulted in a simple expression
for the critical uniform lateral pressure (no axial stress) that has
been utilized extensively. Timoshenko (ref. 2) indicated that this
formula is in close agreement with a more intricate formula obtained
by Fl_gge (ref. 3). Much later, yon Mises also considered the case of
a shell under all around pressure (axial stress equals one half of the
circumferential stress) and presented a formula for the critical
pressure (see ref. 2, page 498).
More recently, Batdorf (ref. 4) reinvestigated this problem and
using the Donnell equations (ref. 5) obtained the ste expression as
yon M_ses for the case of all around pressure, and a somewhat different
expression for the case of only lateral pressure. As is well known,
however, for shells whose dimensions conduce to buckling in modes with
P/ece-clngpa,eMa -.......17,
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a small n_ber of circt_ferential waves, the assumptions made in de-
riving the Donnell equations ere not valid end, concomitantly, for such
shells the Batdorf results ere inaccurate. Hushtari and Gali_v
(ref. 6) present an enalysis of the same problem also using the Donnell
equations and their results ere thus subject to the seine limitations.
Loo (ref. 7) attempted to use, in establishing the buckling pressure,
an extended Donnell equation which included the effect of transverse
sheer forces on the equilibrium in the circumferential direction.
Calculations based on this modification appear, for long shells, to be
in reasonable agreement with the results obtained by yon Mises.
Some of the aforementioned formulas have been referred to fre-
quently in the literature. For certain ranges of shell dimensions,
however, they yield suhstentially differing results. Tbns, it is
evident that a systematic re-R_4--tion of the buckling of circular
cylindrical shells under hydrostatic pressure was desirable. For this
purpose, the bending theory of cylindrical shells, under the influence
of a general state of initial stress, presented recently by Herrmenn
and Armenakas (re_. 8), was used to establish the value of the critical
pressure acting on a cylindrical shell. The results were compared with
those of previous investigations and a simplified but accurate ex-
pression for the buckling pressure, applicable to a wide range of shell
dimensions, was evolved, valid for simple supports. A detailed account
of this work, including considerations concerning the character of the
external pressure, is given in ref. 9.
L shell length
R shell radius
h shell thickness
E Yonng' s modulus
v Poisson' s ratio
D flexural stiffness,
12(1 - v2)
n
m
nlaber of circumferential waves (lobes)
numher of axial half-waves
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h
s thickness parameter,
length parameter, Ln
_R
L2 VII- v2
Z curvature par-meter, Rh
external pressure
N circ_eremtial shell stress
T axial shell stress
K buckling coefficient
Subscript:
cr critical
CYL_CAL SHELLS UNDER HYDROSTATIC PRESSURE
Exact Expression for Buckling Pressure
Hydrostatic pressure (as distinct, for example, from constant-
directional pressure) is defined as a pressure acting always perpen-
dicular to the area element and having during the process of deform-
ation a constant magnitude per unit actual area. It can act on the
lateral surface of the shell, inducing a stress N, or at the end of
the shell, inducing a stress T.
T_I
- _ corresponds to all around pressure,
T
- = 0 to lateral pressure only.
N
If the shell is assmued to be simply _upported, i. e. the circum-
ferential displacement, the radial displacement, the axial force and
the axial bending moment are all zero, then the following expression
for the critical hydrostatic pressure Pcr is obtained, on the basis of
the equations presented in ref. 8.
Pcr= K_
2_2
K= G
H
a = n4(_2 + .2)4 + _Z2n4=_ + _8(Z- _2)
Terns involving s result from taking into account the fact that the
pressure is not acting on the =iddle surface of the shell. The above
expression for Per is similer, but not identical to the one obtained
by Fl_gge (ref. 3). For thin shells this expression is u_=ecessarily
co=plicated and any be siwplified considerably.
Approximate expression for Buckling Pressure
It is well known that shells having a ==all cuaw_ture persaeter Z
buckle into a large n_ber of ci_ct_ferential waves, and therefore
n2 may be disregarded as compared to unity. The buckling coefficient
K ma_ them be simplified to, with m = I,
K (Z + B2)2= . + 12Z 2
ZN+ 132  '4(z + IB:')2('}* ls2)
= ½, this expression is identic=1 to that obtained by yon MisesFor
(ref. 2, p. 498) and Batdorf (ref. 4). For the range of shell dimen-
sions for which the above equation is not validp that is for shells
buckling into a mall nu=ber of circumferential waves n, _2 is large
as co=pared to unity. Therefore, the exact expression for K any be
si=pllfied by disregarding in it terms not included in the approximate
expression above, whose order of magnitude is I__ times that of terms
Te
retained, h following expression for the buckling coefficient is
then obtained, valid for a wide range of shell dimensions
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K=(1+82_ 2(n2-1) + nz2n 2
+ p2),,2 ,,4(1+ p2)2 + p2) (,,2_ 1)
T. order to evaluate this buckling coefficient for a ahell of
specified dimensions, it is necessary to establish first the buckling
mode (number of circumferential waves n) which yields the smallest
value of K for given_ , _ and Z. This can be done by repeated
calculations, or by using the chart given in re£. 9, which is an
extension of curves presented in ref. I0.
Concludin6 Remarks
An evaluation of earlier work is presented in ref. 9 and the
conclusion was reached that neither yon Mises' nor I_o's expressions
are based ca cozaistent, admissible shell theories, and that they
yield, for certain shell dimensions, incorrect results. Donnell-type
equations, such as used by Batdorf (ref. 4) cannot be expected to
yield good results for Ion6 shells.
Further, it is of' interest to point out that the new expression
for the bucMling pressure cannot be derived directly from a consistent
simplified shell theory. It appears that this expression can be oh-
only on the basis of the complete bending theory, followed by a
simplification of the expression for the buckling coefficient. In
future work it might be worthwhile to attempt construction6 a similar
expression for the buckling coefficient valid for more realistic
boundary conditions.
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INVESTIGATION OF YIELD COLLAPSE OF STIFFEI_D CIRCULAR
CYLINDRICAL SHELLS WITH A GIVEN OUT-OF-ROUNDNESS
By Robert C. DeHart, and
Nicholas L. Basdekas
Southwest Research Institute
San Antonio, Texas
SUM_Y
The effect of out-of-roundness on the yield collapse strength of
ring stiffened circular cylindrical shells under hydrostatic pressure
has been determined experimentally. On the basis of the experimental
data and theoretical stress distributions, empirical relations have
been developed which, in conjunction with the theoretically predictable
yield collapse strength of round ring-stiffened circular cylindrical
shells, permits the prediction of the yield collapse strength of shells
with out-of-roundne ss.
INTRODU CTION
Procedures for predicting the yield collapse strength of ring-
stiffened circular cylindrical shells composed of materials having a
non-linear stress-strain curve have been developed by the authors in
Reference Is
Out-of-roundness in the shell and stiffening rings may result from
manufacturing procedures, relief of residual stresses with time and
severe transient or static loading of stiffened shell structures. The
need to determine the yield collapse strength of ring-stiffened shells
having out-of-roundness and the absence of an available technique for
evaluating the strength of out-of-round stiffened shells lead to the
present investigation the results of which are presented herein.
Theoretical Treatment
A survey of existing theoretical treatments of out-of-round stiff-
ened circular cylindrical shells was made and excellent contricutions
were found in References 2 to 5 and particularly in Reference 6. Of
all those treatments none are strictly applicable to the case at hand.
2_
There are several theoretical complexities involved in the problem.
A stiffened shell with out-of-roundness under hydrostatic pressure under-
goes displacements which introduce nonuniform load distribution on the
stiffener. As a result of this, the direct stresses in the stiffener
are not constant,and the extent of this variation is not known. The
determJ_ation of bending stresses in the stiffener is a complex matter
because the moment and the effective stiffener change with e (see
Figure 1), shell dimensions and pressure level. The variation in load-
Ing and effective stiffener introduce large difficulties in the de_er-
sfl_ation of the stiffener's elastic stability. It is needless to say
that the difficulties are mnltiplied when non-llnear and/or elasto-
plastic strains exist in the stiffened shell.
Adopted Approach
In spite of all the above-mentioned complications, a meaningful
approximation of the strains in the stiffener can be obtained by a pro-
cedure based on the following reasoning. The presence of the stiffener
in a circ-lar cylindrical stiffened shell under pressure develops in the
shell disturbances which die out in a short distance from the stiffener.
This distance is a _Anction of the thickness of the shell and its radius.
T.he differential equation for axieymmetric deformations of circular
cylindrical shells, as given in Reference 7, is
vbere
a = Radius of Shell
(i)
h - Thickness of Shell
v - Poisson's Ratio
Using equation (I), the shear in a ring-stiffened shell is obtained and
the distance from the ring at which it reaches its first zero, for the
shell shown in Figure I, is shown in Figure 2. If the stiffened shell
is cut where the shear first becomes zero, then the ring and the shell,
as shown in Figure 3, _ act as a ring of T cross section, b s!n£
this simple approach, bending stresses hav_een computed by employing
the well known bending moment expression
w o
x - qr o i - (_q_.r) (2)
2#7
where
q = The loading on the T cross-section ring
ro = Radius of the ring
wo = F_ximam _at-of-rcundness
qcr = Buckling load of the T cross-section ring
To determine the direct stresses in the stiffener, the shear
forces existing at the stiffener-shell Junction for a perfectly round
stiffened cylindrical shell were obtained and applied to the stiffener.
The stiffener was considered to be a thick ring,and the Lame" solution
was used to compute the direct stresses in the ring.
Models Tested and Results Obtained
Model data are given in Table I. All models were _ade out of
7075-T6 aluminum alloy. A typical compression stress-strain curve is
shown in Figure 4. They were machined out of solid stock to a toler-
ance of ± 0.002 inch in the cos 20 out-of-round mode. Strains were
read, by means of SR-4 strain gages, at 8 " 0", 90", 180", and 270",
in the circumferential direction. Typical strain reading curves are
given in Figures _ and 6, and they are compared with the theoretically
predicted strains and those obtained from perfectly round stiffened shells c
In Table i the collapse pressures are given for the cut-of-round
models as well as the perfectly round ones for the sake of comparison
The ratio
q__ Collapse Pressure
_y " Yield strength of material used based on i-2_ offset
was used to denote the non-dimensional collapse pressure.
Discussion of Experimental Data and Their Utilization
From the typical strain records shown in Figures 5 and 6, it is
clear that the deviation of the ring strains is greater than the devia-
tion of the mid-bay strains in the case of out-of-round shells. Thus,
it is not surprising to find that the mode of failure was that of
stiffener collapse rather than that of free plastic flow at mid-bay
for which the perfectly round models were designed. The agreement of
experimental and theoretical strains in the stiffener and particularly
of the maxlmnm strain in it can he of use in determining the prosecute
which will collapse the stiffener.
2_
Thepresenceof the stiffener, in out-of-round stiffened shells
under pressure, results in shell displacements which are non-axisymmetric.
It appears that the non-axisymmetric displacements which propagate almost
without decay along the shell are directed such that the mid-bay out-of-
roundness is reduced and the spread in circumferential mid-bay strains
is narrowed.
When the collapse of out-of-round stiffened shells results from
failure of the stiffener in the elasto-plastic range, the maximum stress
produced in the stiffener is responsible for the creation and spread of
plasticity. The establishment of the extent of the plastic region
necessary to produce an elasto-plastic stability failure of the stiffener
is not easy. Using the experimental data and/or the theoretical predic-
tions which agree very well, the following scheme has been devised in
which the pressure producing maximum elastic strains in the stiffener
of perfectly round and out-of-round models can be manipulated to predict
the collapse strength of aluminum stiffened shells. If Pp is the
pressure producing a strain in the stiffener of a perfectly round,
efficiently designed stiffened shell equal to the proportional limit,
and Po is the pressure producing a maxi,_m strain in the stiffener of
an out-of-round stiffened shell equal to the proportional limit, then
it is apparent that the reduction in strength can be correlated with
the difference between these two pressures.
An examination of the experimental data disclosed that the reduc-
tion in strength can be approximated by the use of a reduction factor,
Rf. On this basis, the reduced strength for a given out-of-roundness
is given by:
where
1 [Pp - Po'
Rf = _ PP
For the out-of-round models tested, only Models i-O, 3-0, and
3-H-I-O collapsed, and experiment_l reduction factors are obtained.
Results based on the above procedure, using theoretical and experi-
mental pressure-maximum stiffener strains relations are given in
Table 2.
The empirical scheme proposed predicts ultimate strengths, which
for the shells tested, differ from the experimentally predicted strengths
by no more than 3 per cent.
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Figure 4.- Typical compression stress-strain curve of 7075-T6 aluminum
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THERMAL BUCKLING OF CYLINDERS
By Melvin S. Anderson
NASA Langley Research Center
SUMMARY
Several theoretical and experimental investigations on the buckling
of cylinders due to both axial and circumferential thermal stresses are
reviewed. Differences that exist among the various results are discussed
and areas of future work are indicated.
INTRODUCTION
In recent years numerous investigators have obtained theoretical
solutions to various problems on the buckling of cylinders due to ther-
ms& stress and in some cases have obtained the interaction of thermal
stresses with stresses due to externall_ applied loads. In the solu-
tion of these problems thermal stresses caused by arbitrary tempera-
ture distributions are generall_ represented by a Fourier series and
then a Fourier series solution of the buckling problem is obtained.
For a specific temperature distribution, the Fourier coefficients for
the thermal stress are evaluated and the buckling conditions are deter-
mined. It can be seen that any varying stress distribution problem
could be treated in the same manner; thus, the work that has been done
is not necessarily limited to thermal stress problems.
Two general cases have been considered in the literature. The
first case, which was investigated in references 1 to 3, is buckling
of a cyliader due to circumferential stresses that vary in the axial
direction. Circumferential thermal stresses are caused maim/_ by
restraint of thermal expansion in the vicinity of the cooler rings.
The interaction of circumferential thermal stress with uniform axial
compression is treated in reference 3. Buckling of a cylinder due to
axial stresses that vary in the circumferential direction was consid-
ered in references 4 and 5. Such a stress distribution results when
a cylinder is heated nonuaiforml_ around tae circumference. For com-
blmations of these cases, in which both circumferential and axial
stresses are varying, no theoretical solution is available, but cer-
tain conclusions based on the results of the separate analyses can be
inferred.
In the theory applied throughout references 1 to 5, either the
Donnell equation or the modified Donnell equation (see ref. 6) was used.
....... =
Prece nepage blank
Some of the more significant aspects of the various solutions are dis-
cussed in this paper.
SYMBOLS
E
L
r
t
AT
X
7
(I
_x
cTX,
Young' s modulus
cylinder length between rings
cylinder radius
cylinder wall thickness
maximum cylinder temperature
temperature difference between rings and skin
axial coordinate
coefficient of linear thermal expansion
ratio of axial stress to the classical cylinder buckling
a _3(I- g2)r
stress,
Et
Poisson' s ratio
axial stress
maximum bending stress
thermal stress in axial and circumferential directions,
positive in tension
r
temperature buckling coefficient, _ LkT
circumferential coOP_l_a_e
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BUCKLING OF CYLINDERS DUE TO CIRCUMFERENTIAL STRESSES
THAT VARY IN THE AXIAL DIRECTION
When a ring-stiffened cylinder is heated rapidly, cooler rings cause
circumferential thermal stresses which are a maximum in compression over
the rings and generally decay to zero away from the rings. The inter-
action of these thermal stresses with uniform axial compression to cause
buckling is shown in figure 1. It is assumed that the rings and skin
are both at constant temperatures, the difference in these temperatures
being AT which is plotted as the ordinate in the form of the temper-
ature buckling coefficient v. The abscissa 7 is the ratio of the
axial compressive stress to the classical buckling stress for a cylinder
under uniform compression.
The solid curve from reference 3 applies to a cylinder of many bays
with each bay simply supported. A similar problem was considered in
reference 1 for the case of heating alone, except that the cylinder was
considered to be one-bay long. The value of r from reference 1 indi-
cated by the circle symbol at 7 equal to zero is about _ times the
2
value obtained for a cylinder with many bays. This difference does not
at first appear reasonable since the equations used in references 1
and 3 lead to the same stability determinant. However, as shown in
figure 2 the thermal stress distribution is not the same for the two
problems. In figure 2 the theoretical circumferential thermal stress
is plotted in nondlmensional form against _. The stress distri-_y
bution for a cylinder of many bays is given by the solid curve while
the dashed curve applies to a one-bay simply supported cylinder. The
extent of the region of compressive stresses is greater for the cylinder
of many bays than for the one-bay cylinder. The reason for the differ-
ence between the two curves is that, in a cylinder of many bays, the
radial expansion of the cylinder wall is symmetric about a ring which
effectively clamps the ends of each bay as far as circumferential thermal
stress is concerned. For a given temperature, the average thermal stress
in a cylinder of many bays is over twice the average thermal stress for
a cylinder of one bay. If the results of references 1 and 3 are compared
on the basis of average stress at buckling, the cylinder of one bay is
found to have an average stress only 20 percent greater than a cylinder
of many bays, even though, as shown in figure l, the buckling tempera-
ture for a cylinder of one bay is over _ times that for a cylinder of
many bays. On the basis of this explanation, the result is reasonable
and is similar to that found for buckling of flat plates where the aver-
age stress at buckling increases somewhat as the stress is concentrated
more toward the edges.
The curves in figure i indicate that e significant portion of the
classical buckling stress can be applied without lowering the buckling
temperature. This behavior can be explained by examining again the
average circumferential stress in the cylinder. For a given tempera-
ture, it can be shown (see fig. 8 of ref. 3) that the addition of axial
compression reduces the average circumferential thermal stress. For a
simpl_ supported cylinder (solid curve in fig. l) the reduction in aver-
age thermal stress compensates for the destabilizing effect of the axial
compression and results in essentially no change of the buckling temper-
ature. For a clamped cylinder (long-dash--short-dash curve in fig. l),
this compensation is even greater so there is a net temperature increase
for buckling. At high values of W, the axial stress becomes the domi-
nant factor in buckling and the temperature rise at buckling qulck]_
drops to zero at W equal to O.95. This 5-percent reduction in
buckling stress from the classical value is caused by circumferential
stresses produced by the restraint of Poisson's expansion in the vicinity
of the rings.
An analysis of the buckling temperature of a clamped end cylinder
is also given in reference 2. The result of this analysis is indicated
by the square symbol in figure 1 and is seen to be e/_nost t-wlce the
value obtained in reference 3 (long-dash--short-dash curve at 7 equal
to zero). The stress distribution and the boundary conditions were the
same in the two references; however, the eighth-order Donnell equation
was used in reference 2 whereas the fourth-order modified Donnell equa-
tion was used in reference 3- A preliminary check of the results of
reference 2 indicates there may be sume numerical errors in the calcu-
lations; however, the correct numerical results obtained from the
Donnell equation would still be significantly higher than those obtained
in reference 3. Batdorf (ref. 6) indicated that the use of the Donnell
equation in combination with a Galerkin solution, as was done in refer-
ence 2, could lead to incorrect results for clamped cTlinders. The dis-
crepancy is possibly due to divergent series resulting from differen-
tiating the deflection function 8 times. Additional information on the
accuracy of the Donnell equation for clamped cylinders is obtained from
calculations made for a clamped cylinder loaded _o produce a uniform
circumferential stress, which is a limiting case of the more general
thermal stress problem. For this case the result obtained from the
Donnell equation is as much as 50 percent higher than either the result
obtained by Sturm (ref. 7) or the result obtained from the modified
Donnell equation. The reason for the differences between the two equa-
tions has not been completely explained, but it does al_Pear that the
Donnell equation gives incorrect results for clamped cylinders and that
the modified equation should be used.
It is well known that experimental buckling results are lower than
values calculated by using small-deflection theory for cylinders in axial
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c_npression. However, for circ_nferential compression, theoretical
results are in agreement with tests. Thus, one could expect good agree-
ment between theory and experiment at lower values of 7 where circum-
ferential compression is dominant but at higher values of 7 the theory
will be unconservative. The test points in figure 1 at 7 equal to
zero are for roan-temperature bending tests, reported in reference 8,
of 707_-T6 al=nin=n-alloy cylinders and indicate the magnitude of the
reduction in buckling stress fr_ the classical value for _ equal
to 300. In reference 3 it is proposed that 7 be reduced at any value
of v by the same percentage as the reduction at roan temperature.
This procedure results in the dashed curve in figure i. The two test
points for the heating tests are fr_n the results of reference 9 for
2024-T3 al_ninum-alloy cylinders loaded in pure bending and then heated.
Reasonable agreement is shown between the tests and the dashed curve.
N_3G_ING OF CYLINDERS _JE TO AXIAL STRESSES
THAT VARY IN THE CIR__TAAL DIRECTION
If a cylinder is heated such that the temperature varies around the
circ_laference, nonuniform axial thermal stresses will arise. The effect
of these thermal stresses on the loa_carrying ability of the cylinder
can be inferred from the analyses given in references 4 and 5. It was
shown in reference _ that, based on small deflection theory for pure
bending of a cylinder, the maximum compressive stress for practical
cylinder proportions is essentially the classical buckling stress for a
cylinder in uniform compression. For most cases of nonuniform heating,
the axial thermal stress distribution in a cylinder is similar to a
bending-moment stress distribution in the vicinity of maximum compressive
stress. Thus, the theoretical maximum axial compressive thermal stress
at buckling can also be taken as the classical buckling stress for uni-
form compression. An exception occurs if the region of compressive
stress is very small in the circumferential direction. For example, in
reference i0 a theoretical buckling stress slightly higher than the
classical value is indicated for a cylinder heated along a very narrow
longitudinal strip.
In reference 5, buckling of a cylinder under a varying axial stress
is also investigated. The stress distribution is represented by a
Fourier cosine series and the resulting stability determinant is eval-
uated with the aid of certain simplifying assumptions. It is shown that
the maximum stress for a bending distribution (cos _) or the distribu-
tion given by the next higher term (cos _) approaches the classical
value as the size of the determinant is increased. It is of interest to
note that with the use of the same simplifying assumptions the stability
26O
determinant for these two cases can be put in closed form, and the max-
imum stress at buckling can be shown to be precisely the classical buck-
ling stress for uniform compression when the size of the determinant
approaches infinity.
It has been mentioned previously that theoretical buckling stresses
for cylinders must be reduced to correspond to values observed in tests.
Thermal stress distributions are more likely to be similar to bending
stress distributions than uniform compression so that the experimental
results obtained in bending tests of cylinders should be a good estimate
of the maximmn thermal stress at cylinder buckling. Experimental buck-
ling stresses for uniform compression, which are slightly lower than
the results obtained in bending tests, would provide a conservative esti-
mate of the thermal buckling stress.
Even though the maximum stress at cylinder buckling has been speci-
fied, it is still somewhat of a problem to determine the temperature at
which this stress occurs. The usual elementary analysis of thermal
stress will not be sufficient in many cases as is illustrated in fig-
ure 3 where the longitudinal and circumferential variation of axial ther-
mal stress is shown for a typical heating condition. Figure 3 was
obtained from the results of reference ii where an analysis is given of
the axial thermal stress present in a cylinder with a nonuniform tem-
perature distribution. The dashed curves represent the elementary ther-
mal stress in each bay, and they differ considerably from either the
experimental points or the solid curves, which were calculated by the
theory of reference II. The thermal stresses shown in figure 3 were
the result of heating a cylinder on one side only over the central por-
tion of the cylinder. Strains were not measured in the areas directly
under the heating lamps but, in the other regions of the cylinder,
stresses determined frcm measured strains agree reasonably well with
theoretical values.
As previously mentioned, the results of references 4 and 5 indicate
that, if the classical buckling stress for uniform compression is acting
over only a portion of the circtm_ference of a cylinder, buckling still
occurs. Hence, it is reasonable to assume that the interaction curve
obtained in reference _ for uniform heating and uniform compression would
also apply to stresses acting over a portion of the cylinder circumfer-
ence. Using this assumption and the results of the various buckling
analyses that have been previously discussed, the experimental results
of reference ii can be correlated with theory as shown in figure 4. In
figure 4, the maximum cylinder bending stress Ox is plotted against
maximum cylinder temperature Tmax. The upper curve is the result that
would be obtained if there were no thermal stress and the bending
strength was reduced in proportion to the reduction of Young's modulus
with temperature. The middle curve was calculated from reference 3 for
;A
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a cylinder that is uniformly heated. The curve represents the inter-
action of a uniform compressive stress with the circtunferential thermal
stresses present due to the cooler rings. The cylinders represented by
the test points on figure 4 were not heated uniformly but were heated
as indicated in figure 3; this heating caused axial ,_hermal stresses in
addition to the load-induced stress. The maximtun compressive bending
stress was at the bottom of the cylinders which was also the point of
maximum heating and high compressive thermal stresses; therefore, this
region was critical for buckling. The load-carrying ability of the
cylinder is indicated by the lower curve which represents the allowable
load-induced stress and was obtained by subtracting the calculated axial
thermal stress at the bottom of the cylinder from the value given by the
middle curve. The data exhibit scatter which is about the same as
observed in the results of room-temperature tests and is in reasonable
agreement with predicted values.
AREAS OF FUTURE RESEARCH
For the problem of buckling due to circumferential thermal stress,
experimental results have been obtained for the case in which significant
amounts of axial cumpression have also been present. Further research
is needed in this area to determine experimental buckling results for
cylinders that buckle due to temperature alone. In addition the load-
carrying ability of the temperature-buckled cylinder would be of interest°
Axial thermal stresses could be a significant factor in buckling of
longitudinally stiffened cylinders which might be used as an interstage
structure of launch vehicles. Therefore, it would appear that extension
of the method of reference ll for calculating thermal stresses to include
stiffened cylinders with the possibility of local buckling between stiff-
eners should be an area for future research. Also the effect of a varying
axial stress on the buckling behavior of a longitudinally stiffened cylin-
der should be investigated in order to determine whether there is any
significant difference from the case of uniform compression.
CONCLUDING R_WARKS
The work of several investigators on the buckling of cylinders under
varying axial and circumferential thermal stresses has been reviewed. It
has been shown that the severity of the circumferential thermal stress is
strongly dependent on the boundary conditions. The interaction of cir-
cumferential thermal stresses with axial compression is also discussed.
A method of incorporating these results with the observed reduction in
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axial buckling stress from the theoretical value is indicated and is
shown to agree with experimental results.
For cylinders that are heated nonuniformly, the axial thermal stress
cannot in general be predicted by elementary theory. A method is avail-
able to predict these stresses which can be added to the load-induced
stresses to obtain the c_plete axial stress distribution. Buckling
can then be determined by assuming that the maximum axial stress is equal
to the buckling stress that would be obtained in a cylinder heated uni-
formly and loaded by bending or compression.
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LOCAL CIRC__ BUCKLING OF THIN CIRCULAR
CYI/NDRICAL SHELLS
By David J. Johns
College of Aerc_autlcs, Cranfield, U.K.
SUMMARY
The problem of circumferential buckling of a thin circular cylin-
drical shell due to compressive hoop stresses which vary in the axial
direction is examined. For extremely localised compressive hoop stress
dlstributic_s resulting fron thermal discontinuity effects, or from a
uniform, radial line loading, the buckle pattern should also be
localised. Simplified analyses into these two types of problem are
co_sidered which show that only a limited number of buckle deflection
modes needs to be assumed.
INTRGDUCTI ON
The compressive hoop stresses set up near the Junction of a
cylindrical shell heated axisymmetrically, a_ a cooler, stiffening
ring or bulkhead, may be high enough to cause buckling of the shell.
Similar stress distributions are caused by an axisymmetric radial llne
loading in an unstiffened shell. For both types of problem the
localised nature of the high compressive hoop stresses suggests that
the buckling mode may also be local.
This paper reviews the problems and discusses some simplified
theoretical analyses which only consider the conditions in the shell
close to the region in which the compressive hoop stresses are acting.
No attempt is made, as in other published solutions, to represent the
oonditions over the entire length of the shell. By this means it is
hoped to show that a realistic solution is obtained when using only a
limited number of modes for the buckle deflection pattern.
SYMBOLS
radius of shell
deflection coefficients in radial displacement functions
Preced/ngpageblank
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C
D
E
h
L
L_
P
R
T
w
X
Y
G
P
A
a _r
flex=ral rigidity
Young' s modulus
shell thickness
shell length
"compressed" length of shell
radial line load
therml buckl_ factor _ T)o
uniform shell tes_erature rise
shell radial displaoement
axial shell oo-o_-dinate measured 1"1-_a position of re.T4....
hoop stress
olrcmunferentlal shell co-ordinate
ooeffloient of th_l e_
shen __ Li(i_v2_,h,3
half _ve length _f buckling in olrcumferential dlreotlon
ay cix_arentlal ms_ stress
Subscript:
o _ritical
CIRCUE_n_TL_L THERMAL BUCKLIN_
Review
Hoff (ref.l) first investigated the stability of a silly supported
cylindrical shell subjected to a uniform temperature rise. Infinite
trigonometric series are used to represent the radial deformation of
the shell and the axial stress distribution, and Donnell's sis_lified
sm_ll deflection theory (ref.2) is used to obtain a solution in the
form of an infinite determinant which can be truncated to give a
solution to any desired degree of accuracy.
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F_ clamped edged shells such a direot analysis is not possible
and a solution of Dc_nell's eq_tion requires the application of
C_lerkin's method (refa.3 and _). In a more recen% paper by Anderson
(ref.5) a similar approach is made, for both clamped and simply
supported edges, using the modified equation of equilibrium proposed
byeate_ (re_.6).
The result is shown in both references 1 and 5 that for long shells
terms are required in the radial deformation function to describe
the buckle pattern accurately when it is expressed in the form
p=l
far clamped edges, or,
p=l
for simply supported edges.
(I)
(2)
Far • uniformly heated shell attached to a rigid, non-expan_ing
ring or bulkhead, the exact hoop stress distributions are shown in
figure 1 and may be written as
_/z_ = _ = e'PX(cosp:+ s£npx) ())
for clamped edgem, an_
°y/z=T = e = e"_cospx (_)
far s_ly supparted edges.
Xt is evident that these stresses decrease rapidly away from the
shell-bulked joint and, if the hoap stress distribution is represented
by
- s,,oo , (5)
m--O
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many terms Sm would be required for adequate representation of ay over
the entire length of the shell. Because of this it _s suggested by the
author (ref.7) that a more important parameter in this problem than the
shell length wn___d be that length of the shell near to each Joint for
which the hoop stresses are oce_ressive (see figure I), i.e. L should
be replaced by L_ where for clamped edges
(6)
and for simPlY suppcrted edges,
L_ = _/_.
(73
This conoept was used in reference _ where both the assumed buckle
pattern and the hoop stress distribution _re only represented over a
region close to the shell-bulkhead Joint. The small number of terms
required to get converEe_e of the solution and the agreement which _as
obtained with an experimental investigation sugEested that the line of
approach was indeed valid.
Hemp (ref.8) has also reoent_7 oonsidered this thermal buckling
problem and the energy method of solutio_ he presents requires only a
consideration of the buckle deformatlor_ close to the shell bulkhead
joint. In the method of reference 8 allowanoe is made for the presence
of initial longitu_llnal curvature in the shell in the region of maximum
compressive hoop stress. Preliminary calculations by the present author
have shown that the effect of the initial curvature is stabilising. A
more detailed investigation into this aspect is now in progress.
Analysis
Donnell's simplified equation (ref.2) may be written as
a'_x '/ _ = o (8)
dw = : -2The cla_=e_ d edged boundary conditions w = _ 0 at x = 0 and x
are satisfied if we assume an expression far w of the form
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p=l
In this expression the parameter N defines the buckle pattern length in
terms of the parameter, L_. In equation (5) L is replaced by L_ and in
a given problem the coefficients Sm characterising the particular stress
distribution are inserted. The substitution of the modified equation
(5) and equation (9) into equation (8) yields an equation which is not
satisfied identically by any choice of the coefficients a . Recourse
is therefore had to C,alerkin's method of solution. The rPesultant
stability determinant containing terms in R and A is then analysed to
find the value of A which makes R a minimum. Various approximations
are made by truncating the determinant and increasingly more terms are
retained until convergence on the minimum value of R is found.
In reference @ it was assumed that N = 2 and equation (5) could be
replaced by
(lo)
Adequate convergence was obtained from only a 3 x 3 determinant the
results of which are plotted in figure 2. The corresponding results
for a simply supported shell are also shown and it is seen to have a
critical buckling temperature 20% lowmr than for the clamped edged shell.
This relatively close agreement is not surprising because although in
the region of the shell-bulkhead joint clamping gives a more rigid
support to the shell, the compressive hoop stresses are larger and act
over a 50_ greater length of shell than for the simply-supported shell.
These two effects tend to cancel each other.
It is now thought that a more realistic approach would have been
to vary N in the range N • 1 and so determi_ Rmi n as a function of N.
However, a first order solution using the above method with N = p = I
produces the following simple result for clan_ed edges which is in
excellent agreement with figure 2, vlz
(a_)c = 6._ (ii)
_2
_be oc_respondlng coefficient from referenoe 5 for a long, clamped edged
shell is 3.6. However, for long shells the size of the determinant
needed in referenze 5 for oonvergenoe was greater than the computer
_'.o_a-,._ allowed (greater than 13 x 13). This f&ot oo_led with the
relative simplicity of the present method and the oorrelatlon obtained
with experiment leads the authar to _ that the l_ezem% al_roaoh is
probably acre valid.
For a non-uniform, axial shell temperature distribution and for a
flexible, expandA_ bulkhea_ the method above applies direotly provided
the shell stress distribution is oarreotly represented in the analysis.
This approach has been used in reference _ in oc_relatlng the theory
with the results of an experiaental investigation. The steel shell
oonoerned had a ra_tus-thAckness ratio of 25_O whioh for clamped edges
gives a theoretical uniform shell buckling tsn_erature of 230°C. For
the manured ten_erature distribution at buckling the theoretical
shell temperature was derived as 32_°C whereas the experimental
value was 300°0. This is considered to be fair agreement. A photograph
of the buckled pattern is shown in figure 3.
CIRCUMFERENTIAL BUCKLING DUE TO A RADIAL LINE LOADING
Analysis
For an axlsyn_etrlc, radial llne loading the oompreeslve hoop stress
distribution is similar to that in the thermal buckling problem of the
o_a edged shell (equation (3)) and my be approximated by
COL'_"-- _ •oy - ÷ (121
The buckle deflection _r_tiQn is assumed to be
where the seoo_1, term in _ is a oorreotion term.
The results obtained from the various analyses, using Donnell's
simplified equation as described earlier, can be expressed in the form
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and are summarised below.
= CEh(h) 3/2Pc
1 IYES YES
1 iNo
2 I Sl No
3 Iw-SI NO
I._.
0.80
1.11
2.19
Comparison of the twQ results for N = 1 suggests that the effect of the
correction term _ is small. Also it is seen that the minimum value of
C corresponds to a value of N = 2 when the buckle deflection pattern
extends over a length twice that for which the hoop stresses are
compressive. It should be pointed out that for N >1 no allowance was
made for the presence of the small tensile hoop stresses in the region
4_-_X < 4._7f and. there is some error in the assumed distribution for ay
in equation (12).
There are very few other analyses into this problem in the
literature but in reference 9 a solution is quoted for a long shell
a
having the value E = 100. The result quoted for Pc is
Pc = x I0"%h , (15)
whilst from this present paper a coefficient of 8 is found. For
_<I000 there is an approximate 2:1 relationship between equation100<
(1_) withe = 0.8 and the result of reference 9.
It is worth noting that the analysis in reference 9 attempted to
represent the conditions over the entire length of shell and required
four terms in the buckle deflection function and twelve terms to repre-
sent the stress distribution. Thus the point can again be made that for
local loading problems considerable simplification occurs and reasonable
accuracy is retained by only considering the local buckling problem.
C_CYAfSI ONS
Ana_es have been dAscussed which consAder the problem of circtmP
ferential buckling of thin cylindrical shells. It has been shown that
when the compressive hoop stresses are localised considerable simplicity
results by also assuming the buckling mode to be local. Reasonable
ocrrelation with an experimental result haa been obtained for a thermal
buckl_ problem.
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Figure 3.- Thermal buckles due to discontinuity stresses in a _hin
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ELASTICANDPLASTIC STABILITY OF ORTHOTROPIC CYLINDERS
By George Gerard
Allied Research Associates
SL_4ARY
By utilizing linear stability theory, solutions for elastic
buckling of short and moderate length orthotroplc cylinders under
axial compression are presented and correlated with experimental re-
sults on clrcumferentlally stiffened cylinders. The plastic buckling
of short and moderate length Isotroplc and orthotropic cylinders is
also investigated and the theoretical results correlated wlth avail-
able experimental data. A discussion of the effects of finite deflec-
tions and initial /_nperfections is presented in order to explain the
correlation obtained baleen the theory and the experimental data.
INTRODUCTION
It is the objective here to su_marize the significant results
obtained on an NASA sponsored investigation* into the general in-
stability characteristics of stiffened circular cylinders 1"4. One of
the major results of th/s program was the development of a linear
general stability theory for elastic and plastic buckling of ortho-
tropic cylindrical shells under axial compression, external pressure
and torsion over the complete length range and the correlation ob-
tained with experimental data.
Since linear theory was employed, it is particularly important
for shells to correlate the theory with experimental results. Con-
sequently, all available data on stiffened and unstiffened shells
were correlated with the theory on a unified basis. For the lateral
pressure caee, the experimental results were in good agremment with
the predictions of the linear theory 1. Under torsional loading, the
stiffened cylinder data exhibited somewhat more scatter but were in
reasonably good agreement with the linear theory to the same extent
*NASA Research Grant NSG-17-59 with New York University
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that the unsti££ened cy]£nder data correlated 1. Thus, it v_s con-
cluded that for lateral pressure end torsion, linear theory provides
a satisfactory approach.
For orthotropically stiffened cylinders under axial compression,
which is the area of greatest interest in launch and space vehicle
applications, there was almost a c_nplete lack of published test data.
As a consequence, an experimental progr_mwas conducted on machined
orthotroplc cylinders of 2014-T5 aluminum alloy under axial compression.
In all cases the stif£ening system consisted o£ circumferential rings.
4
The test data obtained in this program when compared to the pre-
dictions of the linear stability theory revealed a most slgni£icant
trend. Most o£ the test data fell vithin 90 to I00 percent of the
linear theory vhich is in remarkable contrast vith the corresponding
isotropic cylinder case vhere the test data generally fell at a small
fraction of the linear theory. Furthermore, the test data on the c£r-
cumferentially stiffened cylinders vhich vere obtained primarily on
8 in. disaster cylinders exhtbited relatively little scatter. Corres-
ponding tests on several larger diameter cylinders indicated no signi-
ficant scale effect.
The theoretical reasons advanced for the behavior of the circum-
ferentially stiffened cylinders are related to the fact that such
cylinders first buckle in the axisymnetric mode3. Since this mode is
stable in the post-buckling region, the deleterious effects of initial
£mper£ections are _Ln£aised and circumferentially stiffened shells
fail close to the predictions of linear theory.
SYMBOLS
A 1
Bi
§/s 3
Di
DIDl
E
plasticity coefficient, AI = (I/4)(I + 3 Et/E s)
extensional rigidity, Bi = Est£/(l - v2)
&(A 1 - v2)(B2/B 3) - v(B 1 + B2)/B 1
£1exural rigidity, Di = Esll/(l-v 2)
[v(D 1 ÷ D2) + D3]/D I
modulus of elasticity
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E
s
Et
I i
k
x
k
asy
k
axi
L
m
n
N
R
t i
U
w
x,y
Z
Z
o
Z*
secant modulus
tangent modulus
moment of inertia per unlt width
compressive buckling coefficient
buckling coefficient, asymmetric mode
buckling coefficient, axis_etrlc mode
length
number of longitudinal half wave lengths
number of circumferential wave lengths
loading per unit width
radius
extensional thickness
buckling coefficient ratio, U = kasy/kax i
radial displacement
coordinates
cylinder curvature parameter, Z2 = B2L/12R2DIA
lower llmle of shore cylinder reglon
upper limit of short cylinder region
= B1D2/B2D 1
wavelength parameter, _ = nL/m_R
see gq.(1)
wavelength parameter for moderate length region
Y Y = B3D/BD 1
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2,/sii25 5 = 4 AIB2B 3
plasticity reduction factor
see _.(9)
v Poisson's ratio
v elastic value of Poisson'8 ratio
e
a axial stress
ELASTIC STABILITY OF OEEBOTRDPZC CYLZNDERS
The basic soluclons for the compressive stebility of orchocro-
pic cylinders for the ax_Ls)Imetric and asy_etric modes, and the be-
havior of these solutions over the length ranges associated with flat
plates, short cyllnder8 and moderate length cylinders was presented
in Ref. 3. We shall be concerned here with a review of the essential
results.
Moderate Length RanKe
In the moderate length range, the wavelength parmaeters for the
asy_etrlc node m and _ can be treated as continuous variables. As a
consequence, the following result is obtained for the wavelength ratio,
B; B3 5/.1-a 1-a.2 4 - 1/2}
where: _ = B1D2/B2D 1
y = B3D/BD 1
2 2
5 = 4 AIBZB3/BIB
By use of Eq.(1), the following solutlon for as_etrlc buckllng
of moderate length orthocroplc cylinders can be obtained
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k x = 0.702(A 1 - v2) l/2 ZU (2)
2 + 't] 1/2 (3)where: U = [ 2 + I
Aside from the factor U, Eq.(2) is identical with that for the axl-
symmetric mode.
From the definitions of k and Z and the solutions for k given
by Eq.(2) the buckling load forXamoderate length cylinder is x
0.702, 2 (B201)1/2
Ncr = t"12) l/2 R (A I - v2) I/2 U (4)
It is apparent that in cases where U < 1 the asynnetrlc mode will
govern while for U > I the axls_etrlc mode will govern.
Since for the asya_etric mode U depends upon _ which, in turn,
depends upon the three orthotroplc parameters, a, _ and 5, it is of
interest to examine Eq.(1) in saae detail. It is /_medletely apparent
that real or i_aglnary values of _ can be obtained for various combi-
nations of a and y. In fact, the critical combinations are a = y end
¥ - I as illustrated in Fi 8. i.
Here, the shaded areas enclosed by the lines y = _ and y = £
represent the regions where _ is imaginary for asynmetrlc buckling.
Since the axls_,meCrlc mode is real in the entire domain, it is
reasonable to assume that buckling in the axlsymmetr£c mode is the
only one possible in the shaded regions.
A further study of Eqs.(1) and (3) for the regions where _ is
real reveals chat U< 1 for y< 1 and that U > 1 for y > 1. Conse-
quently, the asymmetric mode is theoretically possible in the region
y • I for a • y only. On the other hand, the axlsy_Inetrlc mode
governs in the remainder of thls domain by virtue of either U > i or
imaginary _ for the asymmetric mode.
Of further interest is the location of the solution for the Iso-
tropic cylinder which lles at the point l,l. In terms of _ this is
rather a confused region since theoretically -co < _ < oo. In fact,
direct solution of the lsotropic elastic cylinder case from the eighth-.
order Donnell equation results in an indeterminacy for 6. However, by
proceeding to the limit of the Isotropic cyllnder from the orthocroplc
cylinder solution, It is found chat for u - I, Eq.(1) reduces dlrec_ly
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to
= (AtBI/B2) t/4 (5)
Since Eq.(5) is valid along _ = 1 as shown in Fig. 1, and this in-
cludes the Isotroplc cylinder point, the Indetera_nacy in _ is removed.
In fact, for the isotroplc elastic cylinder, Eq.(5) reduces to _ = I.
A study of the orthotropic parameters indicates that longitudi-
nally stiffened moderate length cyllnders are defined by a < I. S/_t-
larly, clrcumferentlally stiffened cylinders are defined by _ > I.
Furthermore, for many practical types of stiffened construction, it
appears that y Is not greatly different from unity. Thus, it appears
that the region y, _ < I contains all practical longitudinally stiffened
cyllndere. The region _ > y > I appears to contain all practical clr-
¢umferentlally stiffened cylinders that buckle in the axls_etrlc mode.
For the former, both _ and y are important in determlnlng U and hence
the buckling load, whereas for the c£rcumferent£ally stiffened case
U = I theoretically for _, y > I.
Short Cylinder Range
Nov that the moderate length range has been considered in some
detail, we turn to the short cylinder range where the wavelength para-
meter n = 1, the lowest integer value. For the a_LsymNtric case, the
results shown in Fig. 2 for the _ = 0 case are obtained for all ortho-
tropic elastic cyllnders (A 1 = 1). A_
Z = _2/[12(1-v2)]1/2 (6)
the short cyllnder solution merges with the 45" dashed llne which re-
presents the moderate length solution given by £q.(2). llowever, to be
strictly correct, it is necessary to take into account the integer
values of m in this region. Consequently, the cusps shown for a = 2,
3, 4... are obtained.
For the as_etric case, _ Is constant in the moderate length
• r.m_e_nd--_-S_ven--by-Eq;(1). We nov denote tl_ts value of the wave-
length parameter by _*. Zt can be observed from Fig. 2 thee the
lowest value ofZ corresponding to this value of _* is denoted by Z*
which marks the upper linLtt of the short cylinder region for the
particular orthotroplc cylinder depicted.
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For the as_emetrlc mode, 0 < _ _ _* in the short cylinder range
and m = I. The lowest value of Z for the asy_ecric mode denoted by
Z is given by
o
,(a .%win
= .v2)]1/2 (7)z°
The corresponding value of kx for Z° is
k x = _(1 + y) ; for Z = Z° (8)
This value of k £s the lowest value at which the asyumetric mode can
occur. Thus, t_e short cylinder region for this mode is bounded by
Z < Z _ Z*.
o
In the short cylinder region of Fig. 2, the ax£syuneCr£cmode
$overu8 below Zo = 1.4 as obtained from Eq.(7) for y = I/4. In the
resion between Zo and Z* = 27.A, a numerical procedure given in RJf. 3
was used to obt_Ln the ar_etric curve shown In Fi$. 2. At Z*, the
short cylinder curve merges with Chedashed line representing the
moderate length solution given by Eq.(2) where _* = 1.074 in this case
and U = 0.659. As £n the axisymmeCric case, the cusps in the moderate
length region result _romusing the integer values m = 1, 2, 3... and
_* - 1.074.
PLASTIC STABILITY OF CYLINDERS
In the previous section the soluClon £or elastic bucklln 8 o£ a
smderate length £sotropic cylinder was obtained as the I/_Lting case
of an orChocropic cylinder. Because of the additional complexities
that ere introduced when plastic buckling is considered, it appears
desirable to treat the plastic stability of an isotropic cylinder in
some detail before cons£derin8 the orthotrop£c cylinder.
In _f. 2, explicit solutions for plastic buckling of an Isotro-
pic cylinder in the ax£sy_metric and as_ecrlc modes were obtained
for the flat plate and moderate length regions. It is the objective
here to present plastic buckling solutions for the short cylinder
region and also to define the ranges o£ validity o£ the two explicit
2_
solutions for the tsotropic cylinder.
For the moderate length region of the plastic isotrop_c cylinder
in terms of the parameters of Fig. I, a = I and ¥ = (2AI-I)'I. Thus,
the effect of plasticity is to move vertically upward ffon the Iso-
tropic elastic point (1,1) as shown in Fig. I as EL/E_ decreases. As
a consequence, the axlsymtrlc solution should al_ay| govern for
moderate length cylinders subject to plastic buckling.
Short Cylinder &enKe
By ut111zlng the procedures glven in Ref. 3, k -Z curves have
been computed for values of E_/E = 0.75, 0.50, 0.25Xand O. The data
for the axls_mmetrlc mode are'sh_m in Fig. 3. It can be observed
that the axlsymzetrlc plastic solutions closely resemble the elastic
case and that for the limiting case E/E = O, the solution is inde-
pendent of Z and corresponds to the f_atSplate solution.
It is convenient to separate out the plasticity effects through
the use of a plasticity reduction factor defined as
(l"v2)E (kx)plastic (9)
(kx)eLastlc
By use of the plasticity reduction factor, the elastic and plastic
buckling load can be Jointly vrltten as
s2_kx E I 1
= (I0)
Nx (l.v_)L2
Following Eq.(9), values of _ have been determined for the 8x/-
sy_etrtc and as_tricmodes. These data are presented In Fig. 4
and cover the Z-range from flat plates through the short cylinder
region into the moderate length region.
In the flat plate region _ corresponds to the explicit solution
- (1/4)(l + 3 EtlE s) (11)
Xn the moderate length region, the following explicit solutions of
Raf. 2 apply. For the axlsymetrlc case,
28_
= (EtlZo)II2 (12)
For the asy_metrlc case,
2 + (1+3 Et/Es) 1/2 I/2Zt 1/2
s 3(e-tie .) - I + (1 + 3 et/es) 1/_']
(13)
Orthotropic Cylinders
Although the asymmetric load may be lower than the axisymuetric
load for certain cases of eLastic buckling of orthotropic cylinders
as shown in Fig. 2, it is to be expected from the plastic £sotroptc
cylinder investigation that this situation will reverse itself as
E/E is reduced sufficiently. Since the esymutric buckling load as
v_llSas tb£s crossover poink are functions of the orthocroplc para-
meters as yell as E./E , It Is evident that lC is hardly feasible to
construct k- Z c_rt| covering a significant range of parameters.
X
The axisyNmetric solution is independent of the orthocrop£c
parmters and therefore the form of the pLastic buckling soluCioc
for orthotropic cylinders is identical with chat for isocroptc cylin-
ders as shown in aef. 2. As a consequence, the dace presented in
Pigs. 3 and 4 for the a_Lsy_sCric mode may be used directly for short
and moderate length orthocroplc cylinders.
For the asylmeCrlc plastlc case, the procedure used to construct
Fig. 2 for the elastic orthotropic cylinder may be used directly by
inserting the proper value of A1 in the pertinent equations. To
illustrate the Lnfluence of plasticity upon a moderate length ortho-
tropic cylinder, consider the point _ - 1/2, y = 1/4 vh£ch corresponds
to the orchotropic cylinder example used in Fig. 2. Although _ does
not depend upon A1, y does, and therefore as A1 decreases in the plas-
tic range, the e£_ect upon Fig. 1 £s to move vertically upward £rom
the point 1/2, 1/4. Beyond the 112, 112 point, £C is apparent that
the axisy_etric solution will govern.
CORRFAATION _'LTH EXP_T_.NTAL DATA
For moderate length cylinders under axial compression, it is of
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particular importance to correlate theoretical results with experimen-
tal data because of the well known discrepancy that ezlsts for isotro-
pic elastic cylinders. Consequently, the test data obtained £n Re£. 4
for elastic buckling of circmaferentLally stiffened orthotropic cylin-
ders are presented. In addition, available test data on Isotroplc plas-
tic cylinders are also presented in order to check another phase of the
general theory.
Orthotroplc Elastic Cylinders
In _tf. 4, experiments were conducted primarily on a series o£
8 in. diameter clrcum£erentially stiffened eLastic cylinders of
moderate length under axlal compressive loading. In term8 o£ the
parameters of Fig. 1, the range of stiffening parameters covered
3 < _ < 20 (closely spaced to widely spaced rings) and in all cases
¥ > 1. The cylinders were designed such that local instabllit7 did
not occur before failure In the general instability mode. Because o£
the fact that ¥ > I for all cylinders, theoretically they should 811
buckle £nltielly In the axls_etrlcmode.
The test data on the failing strength o_ each cylinder is shown
in Fig. 5 as competed to the results of the linear axisyunetric stabs-
tropic theory. It can be observed that excellent agreement exists in
remarkable coatrastwlth the results obtained for isotropic elastic
cylinders. The small experi:ental scatter evident in Fig. $ together
with the good correlation with linear theory are Important indications
of the potential reliability of tht8 type of construction.
Zso_ropic Plastic C_nd#rs
Available test data on the £ailure strength o£ moderate length
alumlnum alloy cylinders that buckled_pLastically have been assembled
in Fig. 6. The test data include ImrSp medlum6 and high7 strength
alumlnum alloys and thus cover a broad range of interest. The cylin-
ders that could be £dentif_Led as £atlin8 in the axtsymetric and
esyumetricmodea are so indicated in Fig. 6. ALas included for com-
parison 18 the axlsT_etric plasticity reduction factor for moderate
length c711nders as given by Zq.(12). Zn each case, the theo=etical
curves were computed by using the coupreestve stress strain data
associatedw£th the test specimens.
It can be observed _:oa Fig. 6, in distinct contrast with well
known results for the elastic case, that the axtsy_etric buckling
theory is in relatively good agreement with the test data for the
aluntmmalloy cylinders that £alled in the axtsyumetricmode. On the
other hand, the 7075-T6 cylinders that £aiLad in the asyumetric mode
in the region between the proportional limit and compressive y£eld
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strength exhibit the discrepancy wlth linear theory characteristic of
the elastic case.
POST-BUCKLING BEHAVIOR OF CYLINDERS
From the correlation between theory and test data obtained in
the previous section, It is apparent that the orthotropic and plastic
aspects of the problem can have a profound influence on the post-
buckling behavior. Consequently, we shall be concerned now wlCha
qualitative evaluation of thls region. Because of the obvious com-
plexities of the finite deflecClon, non-llnear features of thls region,
much of thls discussion Is somewhat conjectural. It is indeed for-
tunate, however, chat the non-llnear features of elastic orthocropic
cylinders have been investigated by Thielemann 8 and that Lee S has
similarly treated the plastic iso_roplc cylinder.
Elastic Cylinders
A schematic representation of the behavior of perfect, elastic,
moderate length cylinders is illustrated in FiE. 7 in terms of the
axisye_etric buckling parameters. It can be observed for the isotro-
pit cylinder chat the axisynnetric and asymmetric buckling loads are
equal and that the post-buckling behavior for the asyunecric mode is
unstable whereas that for the axis_ecric mode is stable.
For a typical longitudinally stiffened cylinder, the asymmetric
buckling load may be considerably below that of the axis3mnetric case.
The post-buckling behavior in this case appears to be similar to that
of the IsoCropic cyllnder7.
For m typical circumferenCielly stiffened cylinder, only the
axisy_etric load is possible since the asy_etric case generally
leads to imaginary values of _. Thus, as the end shorCenlng is in-
creased beyond buckling, it follows the stable, horizontal axisymmetric
path. However, ac some point in this finite deflection region it is
entirely possible chat the _ values associated with the asy_etric
mode may become real resulting in the second bifurcation shown in Fig. 7.
Beyond this point, the as_etric path may be unstable.
The preceding discussion considered perfect cylinders and it is
now Instructlve to consider the behavior of cylinders containing small
initial imperfections. A possible loading path for such cylinders is
shown by the dashed llne in Fig. 7. As the load is increased, the
2_
dashed llne intersects the unstable asy_etrlc post-buckllng curves
for the longltudlnally stiffened and isotroplc cylinders considerably
below the linear buckllnK load. It appears to be reasonable to assume
that after the intersection point the asym_trlc finite deflectlon
paths would be followed. Thus, failure can occur considerably below
the linear buckling load in the presence of small initial imperfections.
In the case of the circumferent£ally stiffened cylinder, the
small stable axlsymnetrlc post-buckllng re_ion plays a most essential
role in significantly reducing the deleterious effects of initial im-
perfections. As illustrated in F_ K. 7, the initial imperfection load
path intersects the asymmtric finite deflection path well beyond the
end shortening associated with buckling. Thus, failure occurs at a
load not significantly below the axtsymnetric buckling load depending
upon the extent of the stable ax_symmetric post-buckling region.
It is important to note that in all three cases failure generally
occurs at the intersection of the initial imperfection path with the
asymaetrlc finite deflections path. Thus, it is to be expected that
the well known dlamond buckle pattern should be observed at the con-
clusion of many cylinder experiments as shown in Fig. 8a. Under pro-
per conditions, however, it should be possible to observe the formation
of an axisy_etric buckle pattern for a c£rcumferentially stiffened
cylinder prior to failure in the di=_ondmode. In other cases such as
an orthotropic elastic cylinder circumferentially stiffened (high _),
the axisysmetric mode was actually observed & at the conclusion of the
test as shown in Fig. 8b.
Plastic Cylinders
A schematic representation, based in part on 14ees analysls 5'9
of the post-buckllng behavior of plastic Isotroplc moderate length
cylinders, 18 £11ustrated in Fig. 9 in terms of the axlsym_tric buck-
llng parameters. The t_o, cases shown are for the proportional liltt
region where the two buckling modes are slightly different and the
yield region where the two buckling modes are significantly different.
Conslderln8 the yield region first, it can be observed that the
stable ax_sym_trlc post-buckllng region is relatlvely large in extent
by virtue of the significant separation of the as_trlc and a_Lsym-
metric buckling loads. As a consequence, cylinders containing mll
initial imperfections and following the dashed line in Fig. 9b tend to
fail upon reaching the axisy_etrlc load. Here, failure occurs with-
out _ntersectlon of the initial imperfectlon and unstable post-buckllng
asynmetrlc paths.
Thus, it can be anticipated that the axisy_etric buckle mode
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should be observed at the conclusion of the test end that the failure
load should be in good agreement with the e_Lsymmetric buckling load.
This is indeed the case for the test data shown in Fig. 6. Initial 9
imperfections can be expected to play a negligible role in this case
The probable conditions in the proportional limit region are de-
picted in F£8. 9a. Here, the stable axis_nmetric post-buckling re8ion
is sharply reduced as compared to F£8. 9b by virtue of the small sepa-
ration of the two buckling loads. As a result, the initial Imper£ec-
tion load path can intersect the unstable asymmetric post-buckling
path and thus fail well below the axisymm_._etric and asymmetric buckling
loads. Such cylinders would fail in the diamond buckle pattern and
initial imperfections are significant here 9. It is believed that such
behavior is associated with the 7075-T6 test points in Fig. 6 that
exhibited asymmetric buckles ac failure.
CONCLUDZNG REMARKS
The axper/_mntal and theoretical results reported herein present
some very significant practical implications for the shell structures
of launch and space vehicles. Use of orthotropic circumferential
stiffening of shells through either ring stiffeners or possibly through
circumferenCially oriented filaments appears to be an attractive way
Co achieve an Important Lmprovemenc in structural rellabilicy over ChaC
associated with isotropic cylinders. Improved structural reliability
can be realized through the ability co predict the failing load with
far greater accuracy than for the isotropic case and through the sta-
tistical aspects associated rich the much smaller scatter of the cir-
cumferencially stiffened cylinder experiments.
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Figure 2.- Buckling coefficients for an elastic orthotropic cylinder.
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Figure 3.- Axisymmetric plastic buckling coefficientsfor
isotropic cylinders.
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Figure 7.- Post-buckllng behavior of moderate length, elastic, orthotropic
cylinders (schematic).
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Figure 8.- Circumferentlally stiffened buckle patterns at the conclusion
of the test.
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Figure 9.- Post-buckling behavior of moderate length, plastic, isotropic
cylinders (schematic).
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SUMMARY
Preliminary results from experimental investigations on the buckling
strength of ring-and-stringer stiffened aluminum cylinders and filament-
wound glass-epoxy cylinders are compared with instability calculations
based on small-deflection orthotropic cylinder theory. Correlation
between experiment and calculation was reasonably good for the glass-
epoxy cylinders; however, correlation for the ring-and-strlnger
stiffened cylinders can be achieved only when some of the basic wall
stiffnesses for stiffened cylinders with buckled skin can be better
defined. In particular, the wall shear stiffness and the wall bending
stiffness in the circumferential direction need better definition.
INTRODUCTION
The test results reported herein were obtained from two separate
test programs entailing instability failures of orthotropic cylinders
subjected to compressive stresses. In the first pi_gram, bending tests
were made on 77-inch-dlameter cylinders stiffened with Z-section
stringers and hat-section rings. The rings were purposely made small
to induce "general instability" failures involving collapse of a sec-
tion of wall large enough to include several stringers and one or more
rings. The width-thickness ratio of the skin between stringers was
large so that skin buckling occurred early in the tests. In the second
program, 19-inch-diameter filament-wound glass-epoxy cylinders were
tested in axial compression. Windings of the cylinders consisted of
alternate layers of circumferential windings and helical windings such
that or_hotropic properties were achieved with orthogonal planes of
elastic symmetry in the axial and circumferential directions.
Buckling data from these investigations are compared with insta-
bility calculations based on small-deflection orthotropic cylinder
theory. Wall stiffnesses are needed for the calculations and a con-
siderable portion of the presentation is allotted to the discussion
o_, and determination of_ wall stlffnesses.
Preced/ngpageb/ank
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SYMBOLS
k
M
R
t
E
£Cr
(_cr
g
X
Y
b distance between stringers in ring-and-stringer stiffened
cylinders
D wall bending or twisting stiffness as indicated by subscript
E Young's modulus or extensional stiffness of wall or basic wall
element as denoted by subscript; also used to denote equiva-
lent value for You_'s modulus of wall composite
G shear modulus or shear stiffness of wall or basic wall element
as indicated by subscript; also used to denote equivalent
value for shear modulus of wall composite
volumetric ratio of glass in cylir_ler
moment at buckling _ "_,
radius of cylinder
skin thickness of ring-and-stringer stiffened cylinders
helix angle measured from cylinder axis
edge strain or unit shortening
buckling strain
buckling stress
Poisson's ratio for material or that associated with bending
of orthotropic n_terial, used with subscript to denote
material or element and direction
Poisson's ratio associated with extensional strains, used with
subscript to denote element and direction
Sub script s:
e epoxy
glass
denotes axial direction of cylinder wall
denotes circumferential direction of cylinder wall
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xy denotes twisting or shear stiffness of cylinder wail with
respect to x- and y-directions
denotes with-grain direction of basic wall element
denote.__o_s_g_direction of basic wall element
denotes shear stiffness of basic wall element with respect to
w- and c-d/rections
RING-AND-STRINGER STIFFENED CYLINDERS
Discussion of Pertinent Wa// Stiffnesses
Values of some of the stiffnesses needed for the calculation of
instability loads for ring-and-stringer stiffened cylinders are known
with reasonable accuracy; others are known with very little accuracy.
The structural behavlor of lor_itudinally stiffened curved cylinders in
compression was investigated in reference 1. Good correlation was
achieved between calculation and experiment in predicting load-shortening
curves for these cylinders whlchhad a ramge of structural parameters
encompassing the range of the present tests. This result implies that
the extensional stiffness of the cyllnderwall in the longitudinal direc-
tion can be predicted with reasonable accuracy; it also implies that the
w_llbendlng stiffness Dx can be estimated with reasonable accuracy.
Reference 1 presents the necessary equations for evaluating Ex and Dx.
It can be shown from the study of reference 2 that Poisson's ratio
_ is small for sheet buckled in compression. Figure l, which was con-
strutted from numerical calculations made in reference 2, indicates
this effect. Although these calculations were made for flat plates, the
result is expected to have approximate application in the present tests
because the study of reference 1 indicates that certain curved-plate
results approach flat-plate results after skin buckling has been exceeded
somewhat. The result indicated in figure 1 implies that _x,' and hence
and _x and _y, can probably be taken equal to zero without intro-
ducing large errors into instability calculations.
Four stiffnesses, Ey, Dy, Dxy , and Gxy , remain about which little
is known. Some effects of variations of these stiffnesses on the calculated
buckling loads are discussed in subsequent sections.
3oo
Test S_ecimens and Test Procedure
The test specimens consisted of seven 77-inch-diameter cylinders
stiffened with extruded Z-section stringers on the outer surface and
with small, formed, hat-section rings on the inner surface. The stringers
were 0._ inch deep and the rings either 0._ inch or 0.30 inch deep. The
cylinders with 0._-inch rings had a stringer-spacing_skin-thickness
ratio b/t of 125, and those with 0.30-inch rings, "b/t = 200. Further
references to the cylinders will be made by specifying b/t of the cyl-
inder wall. The skin, stringer, and rings were made of 7075-T6 aluminum
alloy.
The cylinders were loaded in bending through a loading frame with the
use of a hydraulic testing zm_J_ine. The test setup was similar to that
described in reference 3 for bending tests on ring-stiffened cylinders.
Test l_esults and Discussion
Test results are given in figure 2 along with calculated results
made with the use of the stalrility equation of reference 4 and selected
stiffness values. The circular test points represent cylinders with
b/t = 12_ and the square test points represent cylinders with b/t = 200.
The calculation denoted by the solid curves was made with the use of the
values discussed earlier for Ex, Dx, and Poisson's ratios, and with the
use of rather arbitrary est4,,_tes of the stlffnesses Ey, Gxy , Dy, and
Dxy. For this case Gxy was taken as the value given in reference 5 for
flat plates, Ey was obtained by considering the effective width of
buckled skim to be equal in the longitudinal and circumferential direc-
tions, Dy was taken as the value computed for the ring and that portion
of skin equal to the width of the ring, and Dx7 was computed on the
assumption that local buckling of the skin could be neglected. This cal-
culation is about 8 percent conservative for cylinders with b/t = 12_
and about _ percent conservative for cylinders with b/t = 200. (See
fig.2.)
Additional calculations were made to determine the influence of
changes in some of the stiffnesses on calculated buckling load. In the
several calculations made, only one stiffness at a time was varied from
the set of stiffnesses used to construct figure 2. Results of the calcu-
lations are essentially as follows: (i) The calculated buckling moment
was decreased 5 to i0 percent from that shown when the stiffness Dxy
was taken to be zero. (2) The buckling moment was practically unchanged
for a calculation made with the stiffness Ey calculated on the assump-
tion that the buckled skin contributed nothing. (3) The buckling load
was increased 5 to i0 percent over that shown for a calculation made
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with Dy calculated on the assumption that the skin was i00 percent
effective in contributing toward the moment of inertia of ring and skin.
Use of this assumption should not suggest that the skin is very effective
insofar as it increases the stiffness Dy in this manner; rather the
calculation was made to determine the sensitiveness of buckling to changes
in Dy. The suggestion has been mszle (see ref. 6, p. 165) that the corru-
gation effect of buckles may increase the stiffness Dy. (4) An increase
of lO0 percent in the stiffness Gxy increased the buckling moment about
15 percent for the cylinders with b/t s 200; it increased the buckling
moment for the cylinders with b/t = 129 about 15 percent for cylinders
with large ring spacing and about 25 percent for cylinders with small ring
spacings. The 100-percent change in shear stiffness may seem to constitute
a rather large change; however, it is well within the limits of uncertainty
for the shear stiffness of buckled sheet.
From these calculations it can be concluded that the main source of
the discrepancy between calculation and experiment as indicated in figure 2
is probably not associated with the use of uncertain values for the stiff-
nesses Ey and Dxy; these stiffnesses were varied over their probable
range of uncertainty with little influence on the calculated buckling
moment. Hence, uncertainties in the values of Dy and GXy remain as a
probable cause of the discrepancy. If they are indeed the cause, the values
of these stiffnesses would have to be increased more for highly buckled
sheet than for moderately buckled sheet (corrugation effect) in order
to bring calculation and experiment into agreement; the cylinders with
b/t --125 experienced instability at ratios of edge strain to local
buckling strain of about half of those for the cylinders with b/t --200.
Corrugation effects such as these have been suggested in the literature.
(See_refs. 6 and 2.) Another cause for the discrepancy may be associated
with the use of a stability equation based on small-deflection buckling
theory. Theory is known to give erroneous results in the case of unstiff-
ened cylinders, for instance. In an attempt to compensate for discrepan-
cies from this source, a "correlation factor" was used in the calculations
made. The factor was taken from reference 7 and has had only limited sub-
stantiation. Its value was approximately 90 percent for the cylinders
with b/t = 200 and nearly lO0 percent for the cylinders with b/t --125-
The discrepancy probably is not associated with the use of incorrect
values of Ex and Dx because moment-shortening curves for the cylinders
as determined by calculation and test were in reasonably good agreement.
One further-calculation was made to determine the likelihood of some
of the cylinders having failed by buckling between rings (panel insta-
bility) instead of in a general instability mode. The cylinders most
susceptible to panel instability are those denoted by the square symbols
at large ring spacings. Hence the calculation was made for those cylin-
ders. It is indicated in figure 2 by the dashed curve and was made with
3O2
the use of reference i and a col_mn-fixity coefficient of 2.0. The use
of other values of the coefficient would sim!_ly move the curve to the
right or left. From this calculation it can be concluded that one of the
test cylinders (the last square test point in fig. 2) may have failed by
panel instability; the others probably did not. This result indicates
that even very small rings evidently provide considerable restraint to
the cylinder wall insofar as influence on the panel-instability mode of
failure is concerned; the column-fixity coefficient of 2.0 is a consider-
able increase over the value of unity usually assumed in calculations for
panel instability.
_-WODND GLASS-EPOXY CTLINE_
Discussion of Pertinent Wall Stiffnesses
In contrast to the previous example of rlng-and-strlnger stiffened
cylinders where some of the _ stiffnesses are known with reasonable
accuracy, none of the wall stiffnesses are known very accurately for
filament-wound cylinders. A basic element of the wall of glass-epoxy
cylinders is one of unidirectional fibers embedded in epoxy. If the
extensional stiffnesses of this orthotropic element were known, the
extensional and bending stiffnesses of the wall could be calculated with
the use of theory of elasticity. Two of the five elemental extensional
stiffnesses are rather insensitive to distribution of fibers and epoxy
and depend almost solely on the volumetric ratio of glass to glass plus
epoxy; hence, they are known with reasonable accuracy. These stiffnesses
are Ew (the extensional stiffness of the element in the direction of the
fibers) and % (Poisson's ratio associated with contraction normal to
the fibers caused by a load in the dlrection of the fibers). These stiff-
messes can be written with good approximation as
and
Ew =kEg + (i - k)E e
_'w= k_g + (l - k)pe
The remaining stiffnesses E c and Gwc depend heavily upon the
distribution of fibers and epoxy and were calculated with the use of a
mathematical model similar to the one employed in reference 8 for mono-
filament laminates. The distribution of fibers and epoxy was taken into
account in the calculations by a parameter which was chosen such that
certain calculated wall stiffnesses agreed with stiffnesses measured in
3o3
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the course of the cylinder tests. Poisson's ratio _c _as found from
the relationship E_' c = Ec_. Young's modulus and Poisson's ratio for
glass and epoxy were required for the calculations. The values for glass
were taken from the literature as Eg = 10,500 ksi and _g = 0.20. Those
for the epoxy were determined from compression tests on 1-1nch by 1-1nch
by 4-inch blocks of the epoxy.
With the stiffnesses of the basic wall element known, the stiffnesses
of helical and circumferential windings in any desired direction can be
obtained with the use of equations of elasticity for orthotropic materials
(see ref. 9), and then combined to give the extensional and bending stiff-
nesses of the cylinder walls. Typical calculated values of the extensional
stiffnesses of a cylinder wall are given in figure 3 for the case of an
equal number of helical and circumferential windings.
It is evident from figure 3 that the shear stiffness Gxy is rather
insensitive to helix angle; it is small relative to the extensional stiff-
nesses Ex and Ey when compared with similar relationships for metals.
Other observations that can be made are: (i) a large difference exists
between the stiffnesses Ex and Ey for all but very small helix angles
an_ (2) Poisson's ratios associated with extension of the cylinder wall
are somewhat smaller than those associated with metals.
Test Cylinders and Test Procedure
The test cylinders were 15 inches in diameter and 15 inches long.
The walls of the cylinders consisted of alternate layers of circumferen-
tial and helical windings. Each helical winding consisted of two half-
windings, one at +_ and the other at -m to the longitudinal center llne
of the cylinders. The walls of the cylinders were built up near each end
with additional circumferential windings to prevent end failures. The
radius-thickness ratio of the cylinders was about 145. Two epoxies were
used in construction of the cylinders, Shell Epon 828 with curing agent D
and Shell Epon 826 with curing agent CL. Young's modulus and Poisson's
ratio for the two epoxies were nearly equal. The block tests indicated
that they could be taken as Ee = 4_O ksi and _e = 0.40.
The cylinders were tested in axial ccmpression between the platens
of a hydraulic testing machine until buckling or failure occurred. Two
tests were made on nominally identical specimens to determine the con-
slstency of buckling loads. In some cases supplementary tests were con-
ducted to obtain the volumetric ratio of glass in the walls, and photo-
micrographs were made to obtain an idea of the uniformity of construction.
The volumetric ratio of glass appeared to be reasonably consistent from
sample to sample within a cylinder and from cylinder to cylinder; it was
taken as 0.65. The photomicrographs indicated some nonuniformlty in wall
construction although the overall thickness of the walls as determined by
micrometer measurements was =easonably uniform.
Test Results and Discussion
The test results are given in figure 4 along with the results of an
instability calculation made with the use of reference 4 and the calcu-
lated stiffnesses of figure 3. Because of the relatively low shear
strength of epoxies, an additional calculation which represents shear
failure of the cylinder wall from axial compressive stresses is shown.
The shear failure calculation was made with the use of results from a
compressive test on a 2.60-inch-diameter tube consisting of all circum-
ferential windings. The dashed curve indicates the stress at which tubes
that have an equal number of circumferential and helical windings are
expected to fail in shear from an applied compressive stress. Cylinders
which have an e_stic buckling load not much greater than this stress are
expected to fail at a somewhat lower stress because of the interaction
between the two failures. That is, as a cylinder is loaded to loads some-
what less than the shear-failure load, epoxy shear stresses become large
and the elx_ deforms plastically. This deformation causes a reduction in
wall stiffnesses which, in turn, lowers the buckling load. The test cyl-
inders with 45° and 671° helical windings showed evidence of this inter-
action at failure. Buckling was evident in that a buckle pattern covering
the complete circumference of the cylinders and about half of the length
of the cylinders was observed; and shear failure of the wall in the area
of buckling was also observed. The shear-failure evidence was lacking in
the tests on the cylinders with helical angles of 250; these cylinders
appeared undamaged when load was removed and the diamond-shape buckles,
which had appeared suddenly at maximum test load, had disappeared. The
appearance of the cylinders was somewhat deceptive, however, because the
cylinders took less load on reloading than on the first loading. The test
loads for these cylinders as well as those for other numinally identical
cylinders were nearly equal. (See fig. 4. )
The relatively good agreement between the failing load for the cyl-
inders having a helix angle of 25° with that computed on the basis of
small-deflection buckling theory is attributed to the small radius-
thickness ratio of the cylinders wh__was _t _Previous studies
on isotropic metal cylinders have indicated that good-quality cylinders
with radius-thickness ratios of this magnitude will experience little
deviation from theory, perhaps 15 percent (see, for instance, ref. 3) which
is _nmewhat more than that indicated for the test cylinders.
One further observation can be made concerning the magnitude of com-
pressive stress at failure of the tube with circumferential windings.
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The applied stress of 10.9 ksi corresponds to a shear stress in the epoxy
of about half that value or about 5.M5 ksi. Tensile tests made on epoxy
specimens by other investigators indicate that the epoxy has an ultimate
tensile strength of about 9.5 ksl and failure occurs after considerable
elongation (about 4 percent). The corresponding ultimate shear strength
of the epoxy is expected to be about 9.5 or about 9.5 ksi, which is very
close to the shear stress at failure of the tube in compression. Hence,
on the basis of this single test, it appears that a tensile test of an
epoxy specimen may be used to determine the compresslve-failure strength
of unidirectional glass-epoxy plates when loaded perpendicular to the
direction of the fibers.
CONCLUDING R_
Preliminary results from experimental investigations on the buckling
strength of rlng-and-stringer stiffened aluminum cylinders and filament- ',
woun_ glass-epoxy cylinders are presented and discussed. Attempts at pre-
dicting test results are also given. Correlation between calculation and
experiment for the glass-epoxy cylinders was reasonably good. However,
the scope of the test results is extremely limited and additional testing
is necessary to prove or disl_rove the theories set forth. Glass-epoxy
cylinders have considerably different wall properties than those associ-
ated with metals; as a result, new failure modes may be important. In
l_rticular, shear stresses induced by the compressive load on the cylinder
wall may cause wall failure. Additional testing is required to establish
modes of failure and to establish the stiffness properties of the glass-
epoxy walls.
The correlation obtaine_ between calculation and experiment for the
rlng-and-strlnger stiffened cylinders leaves considerable room for
improvement. Wall stiffnesses - especially shear and circumferential
bending - are known with insufficient accuracy, and "correlation factors"
which delineate the discrepancy between theory and experiment for buckling
of orthotropic cylinders are not adequately defined. Until these areas of
weakness are strengthened, correlation between calculation and experiment
cannot be adequately achieved. The tests indicate that even small rings
offer considerable restraint to the cylinder wall in the panel-instability
mode; but additional work is required to determine the quantitative effect
of ring proportions on cylinder strength.
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GENERAL INSTABILITY OF ORTHOGONALLY
STIFFENED CYLINDRICAL SHELLS
By Arie van der Neut
Technological University, Delft (Netherlands)
Aeronautical Department
SUMMARY
Earlier research at the National Aeronautics Research Institute
(N.L.R.), Amsterdam, which forms the basis of recent work is reviewed.
This early work refers to 2 schemes: the orthotropic shell and, in
view of buckling modes where the half wave length is of the order of
the ring distance, the shell with continuously distributed stringers
and discrete rings. Linear theory is considered to be adequate for
these structures, where the imperfections are small in comparison to
the height of the ring sections. Recent developments account for
pressure difference in addition to axial compression, for the correct
stiffness matrix of skin panels in the post-buckling stage and for
stringer bending due to hoop stresses in the skin, which are of
importance as has been shown by the investigation of the post-buckling
behaviour. Numerical data for the stiffness matrix of skin panels have
been established. Numerical evaluation of the stability equation has
not been performed as yet.
INTRODUCTION
The general instability of cylindrical shells received attention
in a former period in view of its importance for fuselages of large
diameter. The critical condition then originates from fuselage bending.
The complexity of the problem, caused by the large number of structural
parameters, was a good reason for avoiding the complexity of the non-
uniform load condition presented by bending. It might be expected that
the easier problem of axial compression would yield valuable information
for the actual fuselage problem in those cases where the circumferential
half wave length of the critical mode would be much smaller than the
radius of the cylinder. With certainty the critical bending stress would
be greater than the critical stress in axial compression.
The occurrence of similar structures in missiles has given new
impetus to the problem. Here again bending is the critical condition.
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However with pressurized fuel tanks the effect of the pressure
difference should not be disregarded.
In former calculations the way in which the lateral stiffness and
the shear rigidity of buckled skin panels was accounted for was mainly
a matter of guessing. The application to missile structures where thin
skins are used calls for alleviation of this lack of knowledge. On the
basis of earlier work by the N.L.R. on post-buckling behaviour the data
needed for stability research have been established.
Another shortcoming of the former work on general instability has
emerged recently from knowledge obtained on the tangential stiffness of
buckled panels. In contrast $o former opinions this stiffness proved to
be quite great. It follows then however that the effect of deflection
of the stringers caused by the hoop stresses of the skin should also be
accounted for.
The present report reviews the various facets of the problem.
SYMBOLS
a
lal
b
c
c
s
c
s
e
s
t
w
A
r
radius of the cylinder
stiffness matrix of the skin panel
ring pitch
_C +C
S r
distance of centroid of stringer to skin, positive for
inside stiffeners
distance of centroid of ring section to skin, positive for
rings inside
o/(E¢ u)
skin thickness
panel width
area of ring section, including effective skin width
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E
I
s
_o
Young's modulus of elastlclty
moment of inertia of stringer section, including effective
skin width
strain increment by bucklinE
-1
2 [3(1 - 2)] (t/w)2 critical longitudinal compressionE
Polsson_s ratio
average number of rings per half wave length
increment of average stress by buckllng
ADEQUACY OF LINEAR THEORY
The effect of imperfections with respect to the true cylindrical
shape causes large discrepancies between the actual critical load of
unstlffened cyllndrlcal shells and the critical load predicted from
linear theory. Finite deflections have to be considered and consequently
non-llnear equations are required to restore harmony between theory and
test. The essentlal reason for this behaviour of the cyllndrlcal shell
is the coexistence of a symmetric and several asymmetric buckling
modes. The actual buckling load is then hlghly sensitive to small
imperfections - expressed as the difference between the local radial
coordinate and the average radius - of the same order of magnitude as
a fraction of the wall thickness t, or better the radius of gyration
t/2_. Correspondingly, if a sufflciently high internal pressure is
applied - which restores the circular cross section and prevents
buckling modes with circumferential waves - the critical load as
predicted by linear theory proves to be correct.
In the case of the stiffened cylinder the necessity to account for
non-linearity would certainly exist likewise if the imperfections would
have the same order of magnitude as the radius of gyration of the ring
section. However, since the imperfections of ring geometry can be kept
small in comparison to the height of the ring section, it may be
conjectured that imperfections have no major effect upon the critical
load. Therefore it is considered that linear theory is adequate for the
investigation of general instability of stiffened shells.
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REVIEW OF EARLIER WORK
Structural Schemes
Applying linear theory the National Aeronautical Research Institute
(N.L.R.), Amsterdam has analyzed the general instability of stiffened
cylindrical shells under axial cgmpresston (tel.l). This Investigation
consisted of 2 phases. In the 1 phase the shell was assumed to be
orthotroplc, due to continuous distribution of the stlffnesses of the
stringers and of the rings. In the 2 nd phase the stringers were again
continuously distributed, but the rings were discrete at constant pitch.
The reason to investigate this second scheme was that the
longitudinal half wave length, as obtained from the orthotropic case,
might well be about equal to or a small multiple of the ring pitch. So
it seemed doubtful whether the orthotroplc scheme would yield reliable
results. No necessity existed to criticize the continuous distribution
of stringers since the circumferential half wave length comprises a
number of stringers.
The investigation took the following characteristics of the
structural elements Into account:
stringers and rings: longitudinal stiffness, bending stiffness In the
plane normal to the shell, torsional stiffness, ring pitch and the
excentricity of the center of gravity of the stiffenersections with
respect to the skin;
skin: shear rigidity and effective width, which was added to the
sections of stringers and rings.
In this way the buckling load parameter was a function of 7
structural parameters and 2 parameters for the buckling mode. The 7
structural parameters are characteristic for respectively shear
stiffness of the skin, bending stiffness of the 2 systems of stiffeners,
torsional stiffness of the 2 systems of stiffeners, ring pitch and
excentricity of the stiffeners, the latter of which proved to be a
combined parameter for the 2 systems of stiffeners. In the case of the
orthotropic shell the 2 torsional stiffnesses combine into 1 parameter
and since ring pitch has beenremoved 5 structural parameters remain.
Results for Orthotropic Shells
The formula for the buckling load parameter is rather involved
with its 5 + 2 parameters and minimization of this parameter with
respect to the 2 mode parameters, so as to establish the critical load,
is in general impossible.
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Simplified expressions could be obtained by considering 5 cl_sses
of buck!_ng modes, characterized by the various orders of magnitude of
the ratio between the longitudinal and the circumferential wave lengths.
Explicit formula for the critical load could be given for 4 of the 5
classes. Out of these 4 2 referred to short longitudinal wave length
and small numbers of circumferential waves and 2 referred to long
longitudinal waves and again small numbers of circumferential waves.
Between these 2 groups the class of short longitudinal and circum-
ferential wave lengths occurs. In this case, which usually is critical,
the number of structural parameters reduces to 4, but an explicit
formula f_r the critical load could not be given. However a rapidly
converging procedure for the numerical determination of the critical
load could be established.
An interesting result is that th_ effect of stiffener eccentricity
with respect to the skin is of major importance. Compared to the case
where the centroid of stiffeners falls in the plane of the skin outside
stiffening increases the buckling load and reversely inside stiffening
yields a reduction. In some cases the buckling load reduced to as low
as 1/3 of the value for the case without excentricity.
Results for Shells with Discrete Rings
The investigation of the structure with discrete rinks could
obviously be confined to those classes of modes in which the
longitudinal wave length Is short.
It should be remembered that the capacity of the skin to carry
hoop stresses has been expressed as an effective width working together
with the rings. Accounting for discrete rings the actual structure as
far as the rings are concerned is fully recognized. However the
behaviour of the skin is violated in that the distributed tangential
force of the skin is concentrated at the rings. A more sophisticated
scheme, where the concentrated effective skinwidth was replaced by an
"effective skin thickness", was attempted but was cancelled because
of the inherent analytical complexity.
For the infinitely long cylinder a formula could be obtained giving
the relation between the 6 structural parameters (i parameter vanished
due to the restriction to short waves), 2 mode parameters (governing
the displacements at the rings) and the buckling load parameter. A
semi-graphical procedure could be evolved for establishing the critical
load pertaining to a given set of structural parameters.
A result of major interest, is that the solution obtained from
orthotropic shell theory is surprisingly accurate. Figure 1 shows for
the case of axially symmetrical buckling the reduction of the buckling
load by the small average number _ of rings per half wave length. For
4)2 the error by assuming orthotropy is less than 1°/o. Therefore two
rings on the half-wave length is mechanically aequivalent to t'manytt
rings. Only ford(I,5 the critical load is affected more than 5°/o by
ring spacing. In the case of axially non-symmetrical buckling modes
the results are similar. The error by orthotropy depends now also on
the other structural parameters, but remains of the same order. A
numerical example yielded for _ffi 2 4°/o error and for v = 1,6 6°/o.
Another result is that by increasing the ring stiffness the
longitudinal half wave length decreases gradually until it reaches the
value _= 1. Then general instability has degenerated into column
l ailure of the stringers between the rings and the rings, though having
finite stiffness, are aequivalent to infinitely stiff rings. The ring
stiffness required for the exclusion of general instability can be
expressed by a slmple formula as far as axially symmetrical buckling
modes are concerned
Ar _ 4jc2(a/b) 2.(b/w) .(I/b 2) .
The prevention of general instability in axially non-symmetrlcal
buckling requires unpractically large ring bending stiffness. Therefore
in practice general instability is more critical than column failure
of the stringers.
RECENT WORK
Scope
Recent developments on the basis of ref. 1 are meant to include
load pressure difference, to improve the way in which the post-buckling
behaviour o£ the skin panels is accounted for and to account for
bonding of the stringers due to hoop stresses of the skin.
Post-buckling Panel Stiffness
In ref. 1 the post-buckling behaviour of the skin panels was
accounted for by introducing effective widths for longitudinal and
lateral stiffness and an effective shear rigidity. At the time when the
investigation was done - 1942 - data existed only on the effective
width in longitudinal compression; no data were available on effective
width under arbitrary two-axial compression nor on the effective shear
rigidity. These data have been established only recently and with the
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aim to be used for studying general instability (ref. 5).
The object is to know the stiffness matrix of skin panels in the
post-buckling state with regard to incremental de£ormation,
s
s 2
s 3
all
= a21
a31
a12 a13
a22 a23
a32 a33
II• e 2
e 3
where the indexes i, 2, 3 denote longitudinal direction, lateral
direction and shear respectively. In the subcritical state the matrix
is
la[= 1
i-2 O
In view of the limitation to general instability for load
conditions without panel shear in the prebuckling state,we confine
ourselves to panels where shear is absent in the initial state. Then
symmetry considerations yield immediately al3 = a23 = Oo Further from
Maxwell's principle aij= a_i. So 4 elements remain to be established:
all, a12, a22, a33"
This has been done on the basis of a theoretical investigation
by Koiter on the shear fleld of flat panels (ref.2).Kolter assumes
the deflection pattern, given in fig.2, where f, L, m and a are para-
meters depending on the magnitude of the 3 overall strain components.
The relations between the 4 parameters, the 3 overall strain components
and the 3 average stress components have been evaluated in ref.3.
When dealing with stability problems we need to know the stiffness
matrix valid for small strain increments, wlth respect to a given
initial state of strain. This matrix has been established recently. The
results obtained will be discussed briefly.
Fig.3 shows a33 as a function of the total strains el, e 2. The
value for the unbuckled state a33= [2(1 +--_i= 0,3846 is approached
when the lateral strain e 2 is a large positive number. When lateral
compression is added to longltudinal compression the shear rigidity
decreases more and more and can even become negative. Conditions where
e 2 is a large negative number will not occur in cylindrical shells.
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However when e 2 is around zero the shear rigidity can have been
reduced to 1/3 of the initial value, all cannot present surprising
results after what is known on the effective width, a._ is usuallysmall negative number in the order of -0,O5. As coul_Zbe expected he
lateral stiffness a22 increases with increasing positive lateral strain.
For e 2 in the order--of 5 a22 is in the order of 0,9, whereas a22 is
1,10 in the unbuckled state. It is remarkable that with small negative
e 2 in the order of -1 a22 does not drop below 0,5 and even more
surprisir_ is that a22 increases when the compression -e I increases under
consT_t negativee2. All this means that the lateral panel stiffness is
an important factor to be considered in general instability invest-
lgations.
The foregoing results apply to initially flat panels, whereas the
shell panels are shallow. Koiter (ref.4) established the relation
between compressive strain and load in the initial post-buckling stage
of curved panels. The parameter
@ = (2_)-I [12(1_ 2)] 1/4 w(at)I/2= 0,289 w/(at) I/2
proves to govern the initial stage of post-buckling behaviour. For
@ <0,64 the slope of the load-strain curve is positive. However for a
narrow panel like w/a = 1/15 (94 panels in the cylinder) and w/t =100
@ amounts already to 0,75, where the slope is distinctly negative. The
critical strain of the curved panel is however 1 + 04 t_mes the
critical strain of the flat panel of equal w/t and Koiter states: (see
also fig.4) ''it would appear to be not too bold a conjecture that the
behaviour of a narrow curved panel in the advanced postbucklin g stage
approaches the behaviour of a flat panel of equal width'*. This
conjecture finds support in the consideration, that the tendency to
keep the extensional strain energy down has the effect of making the
bulge towards the inside deeper than the bulge towards the outside. In
the limit the buckling pattern appoaches the symmetrical configuration
with respect to the chord plane. Then the incremental deformation
starts from an initial state not different from the initial state of
the flat panel. Consequently results obtained for flat panels may be
used for analysis of general instability.
In one respect allowance should be made for the initial curvature.
In determining the state of stress precedin_ general instability the
stress-strain relations should account for the amount of lateral strain
(£2)o = w2/(24a2), which stretches the curved panel and which is not
accompanied by membrane stresses.
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Bending of Stringers by Hoop Stresses of the Skin.
General instability creates incremental hoop stresses s 2,
proportlonal to the local deflectlon, which are not balanced 5y
pressure difference and which result in a radial load q of the stringer.
Therefore (when s2> O) the stringer deflects towards the inside, there-
by reducing e2 and consequently s2. This means that the flexlbillty of
the stringers reduces the effect of the large lateral stiffness of the
panel and that this flexibility has to be accounted for. A rigorous
analysis would require that the discrete ring scheme should be adopted.
Already, in the development of tel.l, the complexities encountered were
such that the lateral stiffness of the skin was added to the discrete
rings. Therefore at the present stage -where the addition of pressure
difference and the true stiffness matrix of the skin panels have
already increased the complexity of the equations- no attempt is being
made to account rigorously for stringer flexlbillty. The analysls has
been confined to the orthotropic shell, however with the introduction
of a correction for stringer bending by hoop stresses. The way in which
this correction has been introduced is as follows.
When bending by hoop stresses is neglected the radial displace-
ment of the stringer is (in the orthotropic scheme) in any point equa]
to the deflection of the ring. Allowance should however be made for a
difference in stringer and ring deflection due to stringer bending. This
difference is nil at the points where the actual rings and the stringer
lntersectl the difference is maximal somewhere midway between the rings.
Now this variable difference is replaced by its average value between
2 successive rings. This idea can be translated into a mechanical
system, where the stringers are connected to the rings by springs and
the stringers are assumed to be infinitely rigid with respect to q.
With this scheme there is still a linear variation of q from one ring
to the next one because of the change of ring and spring deflections
from one ring to the next one. This difference is being neglected so
that q is assumed to be constant throughout one bay. Before the average
deflection can be established one further assumption has to be made
with respect to the continuity of slope at the supports. When the half
wave length of the buckling mode is much greater than the ring distance,
the difference between the average q's of successive bays is small and
the stringer is at its support practically clamped. Then the aequivalent
spring stiffness is 720 (n-1)EI_/(nwb 4) per unit of area, where n/n-1
is the Vianello-correction accounting for combined bending and compress-
ion. The stiffness thus obtained is correct if the half wave length is
very large in comparison to the ring distance. However in the other
extreme case, where the half wave length is equal to the rib distance,
the coefficient 720 has to be replaced by 120; moreover the Vianello
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correction is greater. So the clamped end assumption may underestimate
the flexibility of the stringers quite considerably. This problem needs
further consideration and a method will have to be devised by which
instead of the coefficient 720 one is introduced which is a function of
the wave length to ring pitch ratio.
General Instability Equations.
The stability equations for the orthotropic scheme just discussed
contain 4 displacements functions, 2 for displacmnents in the plane of
the shell and 2 radial displacements of which one for the rings and one
for the stringers. There are 4 equations available: 3 in the usual way
from the equiltbriu_ of an element of the orthotropic shell and one for
the deflection of the spring between rings and stringers.
The solution of these equations for the infinitely long cylinder
yields the buckling load parameter as a function of 2 mode parameters
(for the 2 wave lengths) and 12 structural paraaeters:stiffness of the
ring to extension, bending stiffness of stringers and of rings,
torsional stiffness of stringers and of rings, excentricSty of stringers
and of rings, 'tspring'' stiffness and 4 elements of the stiffness
matrix of the skin panel. The complexity could be somewhat reduced by
negl_cting the torsional stiffnesses, which usually are not important,
and the small matrix element a. 2. Then still 9 structural parameters
remain. This means that there is no hope to find as a result of much
algebraic diligence an explicit formula for the critical load.
There is however no difficulty to compute the critical load for a given
set of numerical values of the structural parameters.
FUTURE RESEARCH
Work still to be done is:
1. To find a better expression for the deflection of the stringers
by hoop stresses, which takes into account the ratio between
wave length and ring pitch.
2. To carry out numerical calculations for axial load and various
pressure differences in order to study the effects of
pressurization, of post-buckling behaviour of the skin and of
stringer deflection by hoop stresses. Preferably these numerical
calculations should be applied to structures and load conditions
for which test results are available.
3. To investigate the possibility for analysis of the discrete ring
scheme.
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BUCKLING OF LAYERED ORTHOTROPIC AND SANDWICH
CYLINDRICAL SHELLS IN AXIALCOMPRESSION
By Edward W. Kuenzi
U.S. Forest Products Laboratory
SUMMARY
Results of modifications of large-deflection theory for Isotropic
materials to shells constructed of orthotropic layers and sandwich are
presented. Experimental evaluation of the buckling of a rather exten-
sive series of plywood cylinders and of a few curved panels of sandwich
construction shows reasonably good agreement with buckling predicted by
theory.
IRTRODUCTION
It has long been recognized that the buckling of long, thin-walled,
cylindrical shells of isotropic material under axial com_resslon is not
predictable by the classical small-deflection theory which assumes
buckling of the cylinder walls with a radial displacement of the form
(ref 1):
w = F sin n8 sin m_x
L
Buckling stresses about 40 percent of those given by the classical
theory were predicted by yon Karman and Tsien (ref. 2) who assumed
buckling in diamond-shaped waves with an inward deflection in the
interior of each diamond. Their analysis was based on large-deflectlon
theory and an emergy method.
In this paper, the results of applying the method of von_a-manand
Tslen to shells of layered orthotropic and sandwich construction are
compared with experimental evaluation of plywood cylinders and curved
panels of sandwich construction. The inward radial deflection of the
cylinder wall, w, was chosen to be of the dlamond-shaped form (ref. 3):
r " g + 8 co2   cos2( + --
a / \b
and appropriate modifications were included in the analyses to account
for orthotropic layers and for low shear modulus in the sandwich core.
Precedingpageblank
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lAYERED ORTHOTROPIC CYLINDERS
The analysis of plywood cylinders under axial compression by March
(ref. 3) was applied to layered orthotropic materials in _neral. From
this the buckling stress of such a cylinder under axial cce_ression is
given by the formula
Pcr "K_IRh-
where h is cylinder wall thickness, R is radius of neutral axis of
cylinder wall, and
K. _ (_4Q)_'12
2
Q'_3" 9_ I
(i)
(2)
(3)
Values of MI, M2, M 3, and M_ are dependent on the elastic properties of
the shell wall and the buckle aspect ratio (ratio of circumferential
dimension to axial dimension). It w_s found by computation that rela-
tire minimum values of K were very closely &pprcx.imated by assuming the
• .l/_
buckle _spect ratio to be (E2_I) . Xntroduction of this simpllflca-
tion and introduction of nondlmenslonal elastic parameters similar to
tho_ used by Thielemann (ref. _) results in
_2 a2 _2
M1 -i +A2 ÷ A2 +gAB + 81+ 81A2 + 9AB + 1 ÷ AH +AB + 1
z6Az } (g)
l_2 =i +A2 +AB + 1_ M3 -i +l_, M4 =6 + 2C
+:':X','.)":<'>
and
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_ba = _a Ex_yxdr (approx.), _21
-h/2
12 h/2
=_IS Ex_yxr2dr (approx.)
-h/2
where E is modulus of elasticity, G is modulus of rigidity associated
with shear distortion of the plane of the shell wall or layer, _ is
Poisson's ratio, x is axial direction of cylinder, and y is circumferen-
tial direction. Poisson's ratio, _yx, is defined as the ratio of con-
traction in the x direction to extension in the y direction associated
with tension in the y direction°
Computation of Q values for three B values and a range of values
in A produced the curves shown in figure l° The point for isotropic
cylinders is also shown on figure i and the buckling stress formula for
the isotropic cylinders reduces to
h
Pcr" 0.2_ m N (6)
Formula (1) was solved for previously reported experimental deter-
minatlon of the buckling stresses of plywood cylinders (ref. 5 ) of sev-
eral constructions of yellow birch and yellow-poplar veneers. The data
considered were limited to the linear elastic range by selecting only
the shells that buckled at stresses no greater than 90 percent of the
compressive proportional limit stress of the plywood. Measured elastic
properties were used to compute the stiffness parameters A, B, and C
and these values substituted into expressions (4) to obtain K values.
The computed stresses are compared with the experimental values in
figure 2. Although there is considerable scatter of individual points,
the agreement between experiment and theory can be regarded as reason-
ably close for the type of problem considered.
SANDWICH_ERS
The analysis for sandwich cylindrical shells in axial compression
was carried out by March and Kuenzl (ref. 6) by applying the analysis
for _lywood cylinders (ref. 3) and accounting for effects of shear
deformation in the core of a sandwich by an approximate "tilting"
method as used by Williams, Leggett, and Hopkins in their analysis of
flat sandwich panels (ref. 7). The analysis of reference 6 includes
sandwich wlth orthotropic facings and cores and presents buckling
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coefficients for sandwich with isotropic facings on certain orthotropic
cores. Buckling coefficients have also been determined for sandwich
with certain orthotropic facings (ref. 8).
The facing stress at axial buckling load of a sandwich cylinder of
thin isotropic facings of equal thickness on an isotropic core is given
by the formula
_ h
_cr "_ _ _ ("c)
where h is the sandwich thickness, R is the mean radius of the cylinder,
E is the modulus of elasticity of the facings and
5"IQI _ [l_n + M_v
2r-3(1- _2)71/2 1(1_ _,2
c_ c
I_l= .J
(8)
V I
ctE 2 h
,_-n _
1 2z2
_z " _---'g_,+ 3(z+,.2)2 _._ j,
3 i + 4(z+':z)2J
z_ z• 17z _
• @
z6(z2+9)2 z6(_z+z)z 6_(a.+zz)2
M2 = 3z2 +2 + z_2, M 3 =--_ (gz 4 + 70z2 + 9)(z _ + i)
1
._ 2-/(zz + l), _ -_ (9z4 + 7o_z + 9)
"8
where c is core thicEness, t is facing thicEness, _ is Poisson's ratio
of facings, Gc is modulus of rigidity of core, n is _umber of buckles in
a circumference, and z is buckle aspect ratio. Minimization °f f°rmula
(8) for N with respect to _ and z results in curves presented in figure
3. The value of N - i at V - O represents a cylinder wall with a "shear-
rigid" core that has no extensional stiffness and reduces to the buck-
ling stress of an isotropic shell with spaced facings. The curve for
c/h = i, extending from the short straight line toward the lower right,
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represents the shear instability of the sandwich wall and resultant
buckling load per unit circumference of hG c (approx.).
Theoretical values of N were camputed by formula (8) for previously
reported experimental determination of the buckling of sandwich curved
panels under axial campression (ref. 6). It was found by calculation
that the panels were larger than the size of one theoretical buckle and
therefore may represent the performance of a complete cylinder. The
sandwich was of aluminum facings on end-gra/n balsa wood cores and on
soft cork board cores. Core modulus of rigidity values ranged from
15,000 psi. to 320 psi. Facing stresses at buckling were well below
cumpressive proportional limit stresses. Experimental values of N were
computed by solving formula (7) equated to the experimental facing
stress at buckling. The experimental and theoretical values of N are
compared in figure 4. Although many of the points are on the lower por-
tion of the line, thus representing sandwich with "soft" cores, there is
reasonably close agreement between experimental and theoretical values
of N.
CONCLUDING REMARS_
Camparison of experimental and theoretical results indicates that
a large-deflection theory incorporating buckles of diamond-shape des-
cribee the behavior of long, thln-walled, cylindrical shells of layered
orthotropic and sandwich construction in axial compression.
Application of the theory for layered orthotropic shells to general
buckling of stiffened shells would be of interest. Further experimental
evaluation of cumplete sandwich cylindrical shells is necessary°
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ELASTIC STABILITY OF SIMPLY SUPPORTED CORRUGATED
CORE SANDWICH C_L_
By Leonard A. Harris and Edward H. Baker
North American Aviation, Inc.
Space and Information Systems Division
SUMMARY
Theoretical buckling coefficients are obtained for the general in-
stability of simply supported, corrugated core sandwich circular cylin-
ders under ccmbined loads with the core oriented parallel to the longi-
tudinal axis of the cylinder. Buckling curves are presented for axial
ccapression, external lateral pressure, torsion, and sane typical inter_
actions. The differential equations of equilibrium used to obtain the
buckling equations were derived fran the small deflection equations of
Stein and Mayer which include the effect of deformation due to trans-
verse shear. These equations are solved by C_Llerkin's equation. Re-
marks are made concerning the probable validity of the results of the
small deflection theory for sandwich shells.
INTRODUCTION
The solution for the general instability of corrugated core sand-
wich circular cylinders with the core oriented parallel to the axis of
the _ylinder is performed in a manner similar to the solution by Bat-
dorfA,z for the general instability of homogeneous isotropic thin walled
cylinders. In the solution presented in this report, and in Batdorf's
solution, a differentia_ equation obtained frmn small deflection theory
is solved by Qalerkin,s _ method. In the present report, the differential
equations which were solved by Galerkin' s method _wre obtained fran t_e
small deflection theory for curved sandwich plates by Stein _ Mayer _.
The elastic constants for corrugated core sandwich were derived from the
basic_corrugated sandwich geometry an_ material properties by Libove and
Hubka a. The previous Stein and Mayer v solution for the general in-
stability of corrugated core sandwich cylinders loaded under axial ccm-
pression was performed in a similar manner. This report takes into con-
sideration lateral internal and external pressure and torsion as well as
axial cmapression.
The basic element of the idealized corrugated core sandwich consists
of relatively thin isotropic facings which have negligible fle_nral
rigidities about their own centroidal axes and a highly orthotropic core
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for which shear distortions are assumed to be admissible only in the
plane perpendicular to the corrugation (circumferential). Furthermore,
the bending rigidity of the core is assumed to be negligible in the
transverse direction. Both the facings ar_ the core are assumed to be
elastic.
DERIVATION OF BUCKLING EQUATION
It was assumed that the shear stiffness in the plane parallel to
the corrugations (longitudinal) is infinite. The governing differential
equations are given by equations (8) and (14) of reference _. These
equations include the influence of the transverse shear, _. For simply
supported edges, the boundary conditions on w and _ are
u.--._ -0, "0" x-o,c
These conditions are satisfied by the assumed or_hogonal functions
and
2r / 2r$=I 5=I
where n is restricted to even positive integers equal to or greater than
and s is restricted to positive integers equal to or greater than i.
The solution to the governing equations are obtained by use of
Gelerkin's method as described in reference 3. The Galerkin equations
(3a)
q" "" v, r . o
535
V%_ " ,Zr L
The expression for Q1w is obtained by substituting each term of equations
I and 2 into equatio_ 8 of reference 6 and that for _w is obtained by
substituting each term of equations i and 2 into equation 14 of reference
6. After the proper substitution and integration has been performed on
equations (3a) and (3d), equation (3d) is solved for Cm, which is sub-
stituted into equation (3a). In a similar manner, after the proper sub-
stitution and integration has been performed on equations (3a) anA (3c),
equation (3c) is solved for dm which is substituted into equation (3b).
With extensive simplification these equations become
_S
A_.. + K_ _ Z _ ,,,:L---7"- o
(5)
, (-'+t_')Tz_'_:('-_g
.#.
4 Z_"7,,2
7r_O _&
K='_;I_D" /+.<<
wad /+-_r.ek.qc/ E A
D,, Et#'---_-_
J= _ #+ "-_"
wzD
Z - _'_ (I-._2) '_
_..._
E,4
Equations (A) and (5) can be solved explicity for Kc and Kp for each
valum of m and n. The minimum is determined by trial and error. In the
case of the buckling coefficient Kp, it can be shown that the minimum
3_
occurs when m is one. The buckling coefficients for external pressure
and for axial compression are shown in figures 2 and 3, respectively.
Figure _ shows the _teraction between axial ccapresslon and lateral
pressure for Z - i0_.
Solution for Ks; _ and Kc Known
Each of equations (_) may be expressed in the form
A_- ,_-'8_,s_ " 0
Each of equations (5) may be expressed in the form
A_÷_ _as, , 0
where n s are odd integers and
A is defined above
B n _1. Sa
(6)
(?)
In matrix form, these equations became
AI"I " [AJ"£8]I,,{-  11"1
where _ is a scaler, lal is a column matrix (the Fourier coefficients),
and [G] is a nons_etrical square matrix. The solution for A by matrix
iteration is c_licated by the fact that the cylinder will buckle at a
load level __Ich is independent of the direction of the applied shear.
Therefore, the buckling coefficients and corr_spor_ing elgenvalues occur
in pairs which are equal in magnitude but opposite in sign. When the
matrix[G] is formed, the upper right quadram_, [_] , and the lower left
quadrant, [_] , are non-zero matrices; whereas the other two quadrants
are mull matrices. The matrix[G] is also simplified by the fact that
[_] is_ to [-_] . _ useofthe_ relat_Ip.,
I. l. [-6,][o,,]i";! - [G,]i--,J (9)
The matrix [G_] can _£ormed from either of equations (6) or £7).
An 8 x 8 matrix wa_ formed and iterated to obtain the eigenvalue _. The
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iteration continued until the scaler A2, remained constant to six sig-
nificant figures. The buckling_coefficient K s is the square root
reciprocal of the elgenvalue A _.
For a given set of mmN_Acal values of the sandwich parameters,
buckling coefficients are obtained for single _es of n until the
=_.4_. value of the buckling coefficients Is found. Figure (5) is a
plot of Ks as is a plot of _ as a function o_ Kc for Z equa_ toe_ll_.to O. Figure _ function of Z for the special case of Kc and Ks
Figure 6 is a plot of _ as a function of Ks for Z equal to 1_.
CC_PARLSON WITH SOLUTION FOR HCL_GENEOUS ISOTROPIC THIN WALL SHELLS
The method of solution used for the corrugated sandwich cylinders
is the same as the method of solution used for homogeneous isotropic
cylinders in references (I) and (2). Therefore, if the parameters for a
samdwich which is the equivalent of haaogeneous sheet are substituted
into the sandwich cylinde_ stability equations, the resulting equations
should be the same as the equations presented in references (i) and (2).
A sandwich with Gcc-O0 and t-h is the equivalent of haaogeneous sheet.
For the case of t-h, the mmaent of inertia of the facing sheets abqut
their own centroid cannot be neglected so that I is equal to 2/3 t _,
With this correction, the equation becomes
where #o and Z_ refer go the thin sheet parameters. This equation is the
same as the equations -given in references (1) and (2) for cylinders of
h_geneons, isotropio thin sheet.
• kI_9I_ _ RZStrL_3
The results of this analysis agree with the special case of the
homogeneous isotroplc thin wall shell. The considerable discrepancy be-
tween test data and the linear small deflection theory for the particular
loading condition of axial compression has b_ reported frequently in
the literature. In this case, test data may be on the order of only 15%_
of that predicted by the small deflection theory. Analysis of test data"
indicates that the buckling coefficient is a function of r/t, _nereas
the small deflection theory does not indicate this dependence. The con-
sequence of this cceq_arison of data fr_n unstiffened shells m_st on the
surface lead to the conclusion that the small deflection theory does not
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accurately predict the behavior of sandwich shells for those cases in
which the core shear distortion has a negligible effect. There is, how-
ever, some argument that the disagree_ between theory and test should
not be so great as for thin I/1 shells. This argument is that the sand-
wich shell behavos as if it had a relatively low r/t. That is, the
effective thickness of the sandwich is rllatively large and it might be
supposed that the effects of initial _rfection are relativel_ _all
because of the rigidity of the wa_l. Although data are li_ted, th_
does not appear to be the awal ease. For example, March and Kue_i °,
in their report of a large deflection theor 7 for axial compression, show
sane test data. These data show relatively mall scatter and the data
fall within ± 30% of the _ deflection predicted buckling loads.
For the case in which shear distort_nn becomes prodominate, it is
likely that the _ deflection theory will provide good a_ with
test data. In this case, the mode of failure (called a cry) is one
which has a very short wave length.
The above stateme_s are relative to the specific case of axial ccm-
presslon. For the cases of external pressure and torsion, agreement be-
t_we_ linear theory and test data is closer. Investigaticns of the
interaction buckling @oeffieients fraa llnear theory for thin _ shells
indicates that the shape of the interaction agrees well with test data
provided the ncm-dluensic_al buckling ratios are used instead of the
buckling eoeffinisnts themselves.
The probable consequence of the comparisons with thin wall shell
behavior are that the linear theory used herein will provide satisfactory
solutions for a shell under torsion, will be reasonably accurate for
external pressure, and will provide the correct shapes for interaction
curves. In contrast, however, the theory will he inadequate for shells
under axial compression when the shear distortion effects are negligible.
This leads to a very real lack of data for sandwich shells under axial
compression loads and under bending. In order to effectively describe
the behavior of sandwich shells in axial compression, it will be neces-
sary to perform an extensive series of tests in a systematic fashion.
Very little of these data are avilable.
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DESIGN AND TESTING OF
HONEYCOMB SANDWICH CYLINDERS UNDER AXIAL COMPRESSION
By
John H. Cunnlngham
and
Marcus J. Jacobson
Douglas Aircraft Company, Inc., Missile Structural Systems Section,
Missile and Space Division, Santa Monlca, California
SUmmARY
Experimental results for 36" diameter honeycomb cylinders fabri-
cated with thin (O.010") aluminum faces and cores prove that it is
quite feasible to stabilize thin faces so they can he loaded beyond
the yield point. The effect of initial imperfections and the various
modes of failure are discussed.
INTROIXICTION
A recent series of tests by the Douglas Aircraft Company on 36"
diameter cylinders has established that with proper design and manu-
facturlmg techniques, it is possible to stabilize very thin (0.010")
metal skins so that they will carry compressive loads well into the
inelastic region. After a brief development period no trouble was
experienced at Joints, and failures occurred in the middle of the cylin-
ders. The failures occurred by wrinkling of the faces rather than by
general instability.
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amplitude of imperfection
diameter of a circle inscribed in a honeycomb cell
Young*s modulus of elasticity of face
tangent modulus of face
secant modulus of face
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Toun8 's modulus of elasticity of core
ultimate strength of core
shear modulns of core in a plane normal to the floes and parallel
to the load
moment of inertia
constant
spring constant
len¢th of colmm
axial compressive buckling load (#/in)
uean radius of c_nw_ture of cylinder
thickness of core
thickness of monocoque cyltDder
thickness of one face of mmdwich
strain
plutictty reduction factor (_ - 1 In elastic region)
radius of gyration
stress
stress from streH-strain diagram
face buckling stress
predicted failing stress with imperfection
face monoeell buckling stress
face wrinkling stress
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MODES OF FAILURE
Reviev of Theoretical Analyses
Zn the literature, several solutionm are presented for buckling of
_4_1_lch cylinders under axial compression (Ref. 1). Adequate analyses
exist for 11081; modes of failure including _mall and large deflection
theories with, and vithout lnAtial in_erfections.
Solutions to the governing partial differential equations are ob-
talned by seething a particular mode of failure and then solving for
the critical load corresponding to that particular mode of failure.
For 8andvlch cylinders, many modes of failure are possible, each cor-
responding to a certain critical load. The designer must proportion
the shell to obtain the minimum weight conetructlon for a given load
by choosing the proper combination of face thickness, core cell size,
depth, and shear rigidity for a given cylinder diameter and axial load.
The role of initial imperfections and their effects on the different
possible modes of failure must be understood. The initial imperfections
vhich occur during manufacturing, especially near end fittings and
openings, rill in moat practical applications limit the efficiency
attainable from sandvlch constructions.
GENERAL INSTABILITY
General instability corresponds to over-all bucklin_ of the shell.
For _Ach construction the effect of shearing rigidity of the core
may be extremely _portant. The small deflection theoretical buckling
load of a cylinder vith transverse shear deflections included (Ref. 2)
is compared to predicted lo_s obtained by neglecting shear effects in
Figure 1. The poetbuckllng load predicted by a large deflection theory
(Ref. 3) is also plotted (Figure 2). For low core 8he_r moduli,
initial buckling occurs bT the faces sliding with respect to each other
(crimping). As the core modulul is increased, buckling strength in-
crenses until the core Is 8ufflciently rigid to prevent the faces from
sliding and then the classlc over-all buckling occurs. The core rigid-
ity required to force bucMling in this "rigid core" region Is a function
of the Etf/R of the cylinder. MBny experlments have yielded unsatis-
factory information because the radium (R) and face thickness (if) have
been scaled dovn causing the cylinder to be in the soft core region
vhere onl_ a nmll fraction of the expected strength could be obtained.
Obvioully, for _axl_u_ strength, the cylinder _ be designed to be in
the rigid core region.
3_
The classic roll deflection critical buckling stress (Ref. 4) is,
Xtf
vhen Gc _> -_- ,
Nor . -_ [O'cr m 1.05 - 1.8 RG c
(i)
vlth
(2)
The plastictt7 reduction factor ;7 for cylinders under axial com-
preemion is obtained from Gerard (Ref. 5).
When the core shear modulus Is lov t i.e._ Gc < Et/R, failure
occurs by shear instability and the critical lo_ is
Ncr -, T Gc. (3)
ROLE OF IMPERFECTIORS IN g4ALL DEFLECTION THEORY
Assuming an imperfection consisting of sine waves around the cir-
cumference of a cylinder and considering Bll deflection theory, the
effect _of imperfections in monocoque cylinders is determined by a fac-
tor of the form
_/1 R Aol/
while for sandwich cylinders the equivalent expression is
_I R Aoii
It Is significant that for general tnstab£1tty_ the effect of initial
imperfections in sandwich construction is related to the total thicknesst
T. Sandwich thicknesses are much greater than monocoqne thicknesses ar_
3_5
the same magnitude of imperfection is much less serious in sandwich
constructlon.
LARGE DEFLECTION THEORY
Large deflection theories are more c_plete and predict not only
the initial buckling load (Figure 2, point A) but also the maximum post-
buckling load a cylinder can sustain (Figure 2, point B). The non-
linear behavior of monocoque cylinders has been extensively studied
(Ref. 6) and it is generally recognized that the mlnimim point B in
Figure 2 corresz':.:..;_ _-_ .--.,_',_IAi_iacemen_s of th.- cylinder _f -'.._rox_-
-,_tely five sheet thicknesses. If initial imperfections of this magnl-
tude exist, as they often do for loll gages_ failure will indeed occur
at these low loads. Donnell and Wan (Refo 7) have described the failure
mechanism as a function of the magnitude of the assumed initial imper-
fection and as expected higher loads are obtained for more nearly
perfect cylinders. Often designers choose the postbuckllng stress
(point B) rather than the initial buckling stress (point A). This may
be exceedingly conservative for monocoque cylinders of low R/t and for
sandwlch cylinders.
LOCAL BUCKLING
In attempting to stabilize a thin foll gage so that it will accept
loads stressing it up to the yield point, one must consider ways in
which the sheet may fall by local buckling.
MONOCELL BUCKLING
A form of local buckling is monocell buckling, namely, buckling of
individual cells within the honeycomb core. Norris and Komers (Ref. 8)
give the monocell buckling criterion
tf//2:.: = o.g n E T
In the inelastic range, the plasticity reduction factor for flat
plates (Ref. 9) is used, and is given by
3_
E
sec
The designer must choose a core cell size to prevent wonocell buckliz_.
This can be accomplished vithout difficulty by choosiDg from the vide
variety of commercially available cores.
With a cell size chosen to prevent monocell buckling,the faces
can be considered to be continuously supported by an elastic medium,
i.e., the core. Local failures of the faces can occur Independent of
the dimensions of the cylinder if the core does not have sufficient
ability to stabilize the faces. Since the failures rill be highly
localized, cm-wature effects can be neglected and analyses developed
for flat plates can be utilized.
Non-symmetric failure can occur if the core does not have sufficient
shear rigidity to force the t_ faces to act u an lnteEpral unit. The
analysis presented previously for general instability included failure
by shear Instabillty (crimping) _ut neglected the flexu_ resistance
of the individual faces about their own neutral axes. Hoff and Mmutner's
(Ref. 10) analysis for flat plates using energy techniques sho_ that
thin m_lch l_nels my buckle in the "skew-ripple" ttms_trlc _)de.
The critical load per inch for sanSwiches with thin cores is
Ncr = 2 t acr = 1.18 tf + .77_ TG c (6)
This should be compared to the expresslon obtaAned before for the "soft"
core region by neglectlng the resistance of the faces to flexure,
namly
" Wc " (7)
AS the core modulus approaches zero, the only load carrying capability
is obtained from the flexural resistance of the faces.
3_7
For some material properties and dimensions, sy_netrical _Tink_ling
may occur at lower loads. Depending on the assumptions made, one can
obtain a variety of expressions for critical loads. The simplest ap-
proach neglects the shear effects of the core and treats the faces as a
besm on an elastic foundation (Ref. ii). The spril_ constant is obtained
by considering the mldplane of the core as an axis of symmetry and then
trea_-the core _terial as an elastic spring. Upon substitution into
the expression for buckling of a beam on an els_tlc foundation,
Nor
one obtains
Ncr = 1.73_ E/-_c tf 312v T • (8)
This indicates that lower loads are obtained for thicker cores. As the
core thickness is increased, other factors must _ considered.
Upon examining Figure 3, one realizes that neighboring core strips
move different distances. Since the strips are physically attached,
shear stresses develop and cause the displacements to die off with in-
creasing core depth. Assuming that the displacements die off linearly
with depth, Hoff (Ref. 9) using energy techniques obtained
- (9)
In terms of Ncr , equation (9) becomes
_cr = 1.82 tf [E Ec Gc ] 1/3.
Willisms (Ref. 12) assume_ an exponential decay of displacements
and in Equation (9) obtained 0.85 instead of 0.91. Hoff's solution
(Ref. i0) by a theory of elasticity approach gave lower values which
were functions of the core depth to face thickness ratio. For thick
cores, the coefficient was (0.873)(0.91) = 0.794. Ms_y authors have
recommended using a coefficient of 0.50 as it gives reasonable agree-
ment with experimental data, but it should be realized that this implies
s_trical wrinkling.
The references mentioned provide criteria for determining whether
a given sandwich is "thick" or "thin," but the criteria have been left
out of this brief summary. To recapitulate, unsymmetrical "skew-ripple"
occurs for cores with low shear mo_uli, whereas symmetrical wrinkling
occurs for cores with high shear rigidity and/or thick cores.
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For inelastic wrinkling, a suitable plasticity reductlon formula is
applied. Since curvature effects are neglected, it is reasonable to use
the flat plate reduction factor,
Et= _-- • (lO)
For large plastic strains, the tangent modulus, Et, changes so rapidly
with increasing load that the same value of critical load is obtained
from Equation (9) independent of the coefficient assumed.
EFFECT OF INITIAL IMPERFECTIONS ON WRII_J_NG
The equations derived for buckling predict the critical load in
terms of the e!_stlc constants and provide no information on the strength
properties required. The required core compressive strength and the
adhesive strength depends on the initlal Imperfectlons formed during
manufacture or induced in service. Knowing the type and magnitude of
the imperfection, one ca_determlne the required strengths. However,
by assuming various imperfection values, one obtains a good appreciation
for _he serious effects produced by small imperfections. One also rea-
lizes the importance of using high strength cores and adhesives to
insure that the failures occur bybucklingbefore the local stresses
exceed the allowable values. Since imperfectlo-= are always present,
expeclally around Joints, openings, closing members, etc., It is impera-
tive to understand their significance and to minimize their importance
by usimg high strength adhesives and cores.
Yuseff's (Ref. Ii) analysis of wrinkling assumes imgerfections
having the same shape and wave length as the wrln_le pattern. The reduction
in strength due _o imperfections is easily visualized by comparing the
results to the theoretical wrinkling stress without imperfection.
Yuseff's equation 22 may be written
_f I
-- = (U)
Swr (Ec Gc)2 A0
i+ 1.39
E Fc tf
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Using the properties of the test cylinders Figure 4 shows the re-
duction in predicted failing stress as a function of the amplitude of
the initial imperfection for an elastic failure (_ = i).
The reduction in wrinkling strength due to the presence of an
initial imperfection can be minimized by using a sandwich core with
high compressive strength and a high strength adhesive.
COMPARISON BETWEEN TEST AND THEORY
Axial compression tests were run on eight 7075-T6 aluminum sandwich
cylinders with faces 0.010 inches thick (Ref. 13). The outside cylinder
diameters were 36 inches and the len6th of each was 30 inches. The
cores in each case were aluminum Hexcel AI 3/16-5052 .001 P oriented
with the ribbon direction parallel to the load. The core thicknesses
were 0.125 inches, 0.188 inches, and 0.400 inches. Table I and Figures
5 and 6 show test results.
The first three cylinders fabricated were unsatisfactory and failed
at low stress levels. This was due to poor detail design of the end
doublers and unbonded regions. The original doubler was not scalloped
and acted as a constraint preventing the cylinder from expanding later-
ally when loaded axially. This constraint caused local bending, intro-
duclng an initial imperfection, and caused wrinkling type failure at
low stress levels (_ 30,000 psi). Scalloping the doubler relieved the
problem by preventing highly localized bending. One can easily obtain
an appreciation of the problem by computing the free radial expansion
of the cylinder. The hoop strain is caused by l_isson's ratio
_h = P_L
and the radial displacement 8
8 : R Eh : R "_L "
At 62,0:)<_ psi the axial strain is 0.0068 in/in, and the radial
expansion is _.0_08 inches. If this expansion is prevented by a rigid
ring, premature failure occurs due to highly localized bending.
3_
In order to prevent localized bending, a 0.010 inch scalloped
doubler vas used in subsequent tests.
To visualize the comparison of the test results to the theoretical
buckling stresses predicted by various formosa, one can place the con-
cepts on an elementary level. Consider the buckling of a perfect pin-
ended column. The critical buckling stress is
°cr = L-_
P
= KE t
At a given tangent modulus (i.e., at a given strain in the column),
the col_ln can support a stress vithout a stability failure provided that
the stress is less than E Et. In Figure 7, o = K Et represents resis-
tance to buckl$.ng instability failure. Also plotted in Ylgure 7 is
vs. Et vhere ow and E t are obtained from a conventional stress-strsAn
diaKrs: of a untaxial tension specimen. The curve o_ vs. Et represents
the ability to carry load asstming no instabllit7 faille. As the
col _m is lo_ed, the strain in the tmbent column determines the tangent
_ulu8 and the stress. As loading increases frmn zero, the strsAn in-
creases, the stress increases, and the tangent modulus decreases. Even-
tually the stress reaches a level vhere an instability failure occurs,
namely, the intersection of the t_o curves. Hence, the intersection
represents the predicted buckling lo_.
The principal outlined above for obtainlng the critical stress of a
pin-ended column also applies for finding the critical stress of a
sandvlch cylinder for each of the various assumed modes of failure. Thus,
one can compute for each cylinder (assuming no imperfections) the pre-
dicted buckling stress according to the various theories. The results
are shorn In Figures 8, 9, and i0. The predicted buckling stresses and
the actual failing stresses are given in Table IS. The predicted buckling
stresses from small deflection theory and from vrinkling theory vere cal-
culated for Gc = 20,000 psi and Ge - 40,000 psi and shoved only a
very slight effect of a varlatlon of core shear modulus in the rigid
core region. A conventional stress-straln curve (Figure ii) vas obtained
from coupons cut from the sheets used to fabricate the cylinders.
The predicted buckling loads from the small deflection general in-
stability equation and th_ vrinkling equation (assuming no initial
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waviness of the faces) are in close agreement with each other. One can
not expect exact agreement with test values as some uncertainty is intro-
duced in the inelastic range. Also, the stress-strain curve used is for
tension rather than compression as it was not feasible to conduct com-
pression tests on the .OlO" thick coupons cut from the facing sheets.
Note that one of the compression failing stresses (78,800 psi) actuall_
exceeds the ultimate strength in tension (77,000).
Various wrinkling equations corresponding to symmetrical and un-
e_qletrlcal failure modes were examined. The equation for s_qmetrlcal
buckling predicted the minimum critical loads and was used for theoretical
predictions (Equation 9). The thin specimen actually failed by unsym-
metrical wrinkling, probably due to some sllght imperfection.
In summary, the thin 0.010" faces were stabilized well Into the
inelastic region and failures occurred at stresses mu_h higher thsJS
predicted by the large deflection theory.
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TABLE I
Speclmen
Number
1
2
3
4
5
Core
Thickness
Inches
o.125
O.188
0.188
0.400
0._00
Buckling
Load
Pounds
137,6oo
156,000
141,400
168,5OO
178,000
Face
Stress
Psi
61,000
69,000
62,500
74,000
78,800
Type of
Failure
Wrinkle About 6"
from End
Wrinkle At Center
of Cylinder
Wrinkle at Center
of Cylinder
Wrinkle at Center
of Cylinder
Wrinkle at Edge
of Doubler
TABLE II
Specimen
Number
1
2
3
5
Predicted Buckling Stresses (psi)
Wrinkling
74,800
74,8OO
74,8OO
74,800
7k,800
Monocell
70,000
70,000
70,000
70,000
70, 0OO
General Instability
Small
Deflection
57,000
6_,8OO
64,800
69,000
69,0OO
Large
Deflection
31,OOO
_5,4oo
_5,400
64,000
64,000
Actual
Failing
Stress
(psi)
61, OOO
69,oo0
62,500
74,000
78,800
3_
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FIGURE I. - EFFECT OF SHEAR RIGIDITY ON CRITICAL BUCKLING OF CYLINDER
END SHORTENING
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Figure 3.- Wrinkling of sandwlch construction.
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Figure 4.- Reduction of buckling strength due to imperfections.
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vTHE BUCKLING OF CIRCULAR CYLINDRICAL SHELLS
SUBJECT TO AXIAL IMPACT
By Anthony P. Coppa
Space Sciences Laboratory
Missile and Space Division
General Electric Company
SU_RY
Early experimental results on the buckling of circular cylindrical
shells subject to axial impact are described. A hypothesis for the
mechanism of buckling which was based on these experiments is described°
The results of further experiments which were designed to test pre-
dictions from the hypothesis and which appear to verify it in several
aspects are then described.
INTRODUCTION
The work which this paper describes was undertaken several years
ago in order to gain an understanding of the behavior of shell structures
subject to axial impact. The motivation for this effort was the need to
predict the forces which a shell structure, say of a missile or space
vehicle, experiences when it suffers a collision with the ground. In
many cases, payloads containing shock-sensitive components are mounted
in such structures and must function during and/or after impact. In
order to assure that the loading tolerances of these components are
not exceeded, it is necessary to know in some detail what force pulses
can be transmitted by the shell to these components throughout the
phases of initial loading, buckling, and collapse.
The results of some early experiments are first discussed and a
hypothesis for the mechanism of buckling due to axial impact presented.
Later experiments which were designed to test predictions resulting
from the hypothesis are then discussed and the results compared with
the anticipated magnitudes and trends.
Precedingpageblank
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LIST OF SYMBOLS
D
E
h
]_cr
M
m
n
r
T=2___ _
C
t
V, V o
a=___ m
M
8
speed of compression waves
mean diameter of cylindrical shell
Young's Modulus
shell thickne s s
aspect ratio of buckles
length of cylinder
axial and circumferential half wave lengths of buckles
critical length
collapse length
impacting rna s s
mass of cylindrical shell
number of circumferential buckles
mean radius of cylindrical shell
longitudinal period of compression wave
time
impact velocity
velocity of contraction of buckle during postbuckling
axial displacement of the cylinder end
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8 0, &i
cr
V
P
G
G cr
a=
maximum outer and inner lateral displacements of the
polTgon with respect to the initial circular cross section
strain, unit axial shortening
critical strain
initial strain
Poisson' s ratio
mass densit_r of shell material
stress
critical stress
initial stress
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EARLY RESULTS
Early experiments by the writer in which open ended thin cylindri-
cal and conical shells were impacted longitudinaly showed that buckles
of the familiar diamond form occur in an orderly fashion at the impacted
end. The characteristic of these buckles is that they allow an almost
total axial shortening of the shell surface with very little extensional
strain. The materials used included paper, brass, steel, aluminum
and the impact velocities ranged up to 35 ft/sec. In all cases, the
buckle patterns were of essentially similar form for similar large
ratios of the shell radius/thickness. Especially in the case of thin
paper shells, the buckle patterns were notably orderly. Examples
of such patterns obtained from experiments are shown in figure i.
The specimens, originally cylindrical shells of paper (r/h = 190,
fig. la) and g024 Aluminum alloy (r/h = IZ5, fig. Ib), are shown after
having been expanded axially and, by virtue of this, flattened circumfer-
entially. The axial and circumferential lengths are shown in the
vertical and horizontal directions respectively and the impacted edge
is at the top. The patterns consist of an array of folded triangular
planes which in the fully collapsed configuration of the cylinder lie in
the cross section plane. Two triangular planes which share a common
base in the circun_-ferential (horizontal) direction form the familiar
diamond pattern. In figure la, the diamond patterns by and large are
pointed at the four corners, at which adjacent patterns occur. The
circumferential or inner folds are situated along a straight line. The
diagonal or outer folds also lie along straight lines, these being inclined
to the axial direction by the angle whose tangent is K = _y/,0x,
the aspect ratio of the individual buckles. In the fully collapsed
form, that in which the shell is after the impact, the inner folds form
essentially a regular polygon of n sides whose perimeter is equal to
the initial circumference of the cylinder. In figure Ib the patterns are
quite similar except that the horizontal points of adjacent diamonds do
not touch precisely but rather, form the ends of short circumferential
line segments. This latter property is characteristic of metal shells
and becomes more pronounced for smaller r/h ratios. It is due prima-
rily to the flexural rigidity of the shell wall which prevents sharp fold-
ing in the region of corners.
From the early experiments it was clearly evident that buckling
occurs at the impacted end and progresses in discrete stages at the
velocity of the impacting head. During the entire process there is a
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region of collapsed material, folded in the manner described above,
adjacent to the impacting head and an undisturbed region of the shell
which extends from there to the other end. This observation was
based on the appearance of specimens after impact and substantiated
by high speed motion pictures. This phenomenon, that is, the
localization of the buckling and collapse, occurs even when the end
opposite the impacted end is merely placed on the base of the test
apparatus with no other attachment or support.
Buckling and collapse progresses in the manner described over
substantial percentages of the initial length, 90% not being uncommun
for thin shells. An example of the sharp separation between the col-
lapsed and undisturbed regions is given in figure 2 which shows a
cylinder of ZOZ4 Aluminum alloy before and after an impact at a
velocity of about Z1 ft/sec, having the following initial dimensions in
inches: i = ZY, D = 4.50, h = .004. The shell was dropped (together
with a weight attached at the upper end) with no guidance of any sort
against a fiat base. Impact occurred, therefore at the bottom end.
The manner of testing was to impact the free edge of the shell
vertically with a fiat surface, either by dropping the shell (with a
weight attached at the end opposite the impact) against a fiat base or
by dropping a flat plate on the edge of the stationary specimen. Initially
there was no pressure differential across the shell wall, but as the
shell collapsed, the pressure of the internal air increased, this being
limited by an air vent. The internal pressure was sufficient to main-
tain roundness in the portion of the shell beyond the buckled region
during the collapse process and hence contributed to the orderliness
of the buckle deformations, especially for shells having high r/h ratios.
Due to the fact that the collapse configuration of the shell is a
system of folded plane surfaces, it was asked whether this configuration
could be described essentially by an inextensional deformation process.
It was assumed therefore that the initial circumference of the cylinder
has the same length as the perimeter of the polygon formed by the inner
(horizontal) folds of the collapse pattern. The following procedure was
used: Consider a circular cylinder of diameter D. Cross-section A
which is initially circular becomes a regular polygon of n sides as it
moves axially from A to C. (fig. 3a) The perimeter of the polygon
equals the circumference. Now consider the circular cross-section
which was in the undeformed cylinder at B. It becomes a polygon of
n sides as it moves to C, this polygon being rotated about the c, li_13er
axis by the angle 0 with respect to the former polygon. In fig. 3b
the cross-section of the buckled cylinder at C is shown (for n = 5) in
which both polygons are shown in their true relative positions when
stations A and C are axially coincident. Cross-sections A and B
which in the undeformed cylinder were circular are given by the
polygons, AIAzA3A4A5A] and BIB2B3B4BsBI respectively. The
cross-section at C has deformed into a polyg6n CICzC3C4C5C I which
is coincident with AIA2A3A4A5A1. The originally cylindrical surface
between stations A and C is reduced to 4n triangular plane suriaces:
AIBIA 2, AzBzA 3, A3B3A 4, A4B4A 5, A5B5A I, BIAzB 2, BzA3B 3,
BsA4B 4, B4AsB 5, BsAIB l, BICzB 2, BzC3B3, B3C4B 4, B4C5B5 ,
BsCIBI, CIBICz, CzBzC 3, C3B5C 4, C4B4C 5, and C5B5C I.
The dimensions of these triangles can be calculated easily. In
figure 4 a plan view of a portion of the collaps_d configuration is shown
together with the arcs PQRST and QIRISITIu respectively of the
original cross sections A and B (see fig. 3a). In the collapsed con-
figuration the arc PORST becomes the straight line segments BIB Z
and BzB 3 while the arc GIRISITIu I becomes the segments AZA 3 and
A3A 4. The segments form the congruent triangles BIAzB Z, AzBzA 5,
BzA3B 3, and A3B3A 4 which, of course, lie in the cross section plane.
The altitude of these triangles is determined as follows:
_x = (r - i i) (1 - cos 0)
cos
From the assumption of inextensionality
8i = r( 1 - O cot0)
Hence _x = r _ tan z_ r
and since Y = r--_- , the aspect ratio, K =
pattern is:
K= 1
tan _n
(1)
, of the collapse
(z)
The quantities_ x and _y can be shown to be the axial and
circumferential half waves of the collapsed configuration. According
to eqn. (Z), as the number of circumferential waves in the collapse
pattern increases, the triangular planes become more slender in the
cir curr_fe rential direction.
The pattern shown in fig. la has an average of five circumfer-
ential waves over the surface. The aspect ratio of the buckles is 3.0.
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By comparison the aspect ratio derived from eqn. (Z) (for n = 5) is
3.08.
The above relations, therefore, follow directly from the assump-
tions that the initial circumferential length of the cylinder is equal to
the perimeter of the regular polygon of the collapsed configuration and
that the axial length of the collapsed region is zero. They apply
strictly to cylinders having zero wall thickness. Collapse patterns
were constructed according to equation (Z) and compared with patterns
obtained from experiments. One such comparison may be seen in
figure 5 which shows a partially expanded collapse pattern of seven
circumferential waves obtained from a Z0Z4 Aluminum cylinder of
.004 in. wall thickness and an initial diameter of 4.50 in. The
constructed pattern, also of n = 7 waves, agrees closely in overall
appearance.
The orderliness of the experimentally derived collapse patterns
stimulated the effort toward gaining an understanding of the process of
buckling due to impact. An hypothesis, developed in an attempt to
explain the mechanism of buckling, is given in reference 1. Because
of the lin_ited availability of this work, it is discussed in the following
sections.
MECHANISM OF BUCKLING
The problem considered was the response of a thin circular
cylindrical shell to an axially symmetric impact of a rigid mass
against one end (see fig. 6). At the other end, the cylinder is
suppurted longitudinally by a plane rigid surface. Both ends of the
shell are assumed to be unrestrained against lateral displacement.
Loading due to Impact
The axial loading introduced into an elastic cylindrical shell by
an axial impact prior to the initiation of instability may be taken, at
least to a first approximation, from the solution of the longitudinal
impact on an elastic bar. Donnell (Ref. Z) gives the solution for the
stresses produced when a rigid mass of finite magnitude Iv[ strikes
the end of an elastic bar which is supported rigidly at the other end.
The total compression stress, _n (t) , at the impacted end is given
by -_ _.
an (t) = an(t) +an_ I (t-T), nT<t<(n+ I) T (3)
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away and ,_- toward the impacted end. an(t)
m=n h=m
"$" ._eZm_ m'en(t) = e _ ;
where the arrows indicate the sense of the wave motion,
is given by
h
{z z m)
2{m-h)
m=o h=o
= cylinder mass
Impacting mass
-'_ being
(4)
On_ 1 (t-T) is obtained from O' n (t) by taking n-I and substituting
(t-T) for t. According to this solution, the initial stress a _ produced
at the instant of impact travels at the sonic velocity as the front of a
system of waves which increase in magnitude instantaneously by o *
at each reflection from the ends.
When the mass I_ is infinite ( _ = 0), its velocity is constant
throughout the impact. Hence, the stress distribution in the bar is
rectangular and its magnitude at any position (or time) is an integral
multiple of the initial stress a *. This behavior is illustrated in
Figure 7, which shows the variation of stress with time at each end
of the bar. At the struck end, the stress is always an odd multiple
of the initial stress: O' *, 3 @*, 5@ _, etc., and at the other end, an
even multiple: 0, Za_, 40*, etc. , each value remaining for a time
Zf .
c
Impact by an Infinite Mass (_= O)
- a) Initiation of Instability
At the instant of impact, a stress wave of n_a n_=_ude @_ -_E
•propagates from the impacted end at a velocity c =_E/p'. When the front
of the wave has moved a distance x - A cr from the impacted end,
instability will initiate during the first passage of the stress wave if
a* is sufficiently large (see Figure 8). Instability occurs over this
region because there is a geometrical configuration other than the
cylindrical one which accommodates the axial displacement 8= V
of the striking mass with a reduction in the axial strain. For -C- cr
regions of length X<_cr, the cylindrical form is stable because other
geometrical configurations which can contract by an amount 8
cannot be generated by the imposed axial stress. Once instability has
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started, the region x = _cr is not able to transmit the high level of
axial stress which caused instability and, hence, the stresses trans-
mitted to the remainder of the cylinder are insufficient to produce
instability over that region. As a result, further axial displacement
of the impacted end is accommodated-by--s_titeb__c_rnents of the
shell wall within the region x = _cr, whereas the cylinder beyond the
critical length remains relatively undisturbed.
In Figure 9, the variation of the total axial strain in the buckling
part as anticipated,, by this mechanism is indicated.,, For the time from
zero to t = _" .,-the strain remains at the value _ . Instability
occurring at t = _ is accompanied by a rapid reduction in the axial
strain in the unstable region. As the impacted end is continually dis-
placed, the strain decreases due to the formation of other geometrical
configurations in the buckling part, which have :ontinually decreasing
axial resistance. This is discussed under the section on post-buckling
behavior.
Consider now an impact at a velocity which produces a stress
wave of insufficient magnitude to cause instability in the first passage
of the wave fromx = 0 to _ . At x = _and thereafter at every re_ection
from the rigid boundaries at each end, the stress abruptly increases by
_& as was shown before in Figure 7.
In this manner, an initially low stress can increase to a value
sufficient to cause instability. Since the stress increases by _ at
each reflection, however, instability can occur at either end, depend-
in_ on where the additional increment _ due to reflection makes the
total stress sufficiently large to initiate instability over the region
_cr adjacent to the particular end. If an even number (N = 0, Z, 4, oo)
of reflections produces the critical stress act, instability must occur
at the impacted end whereas for the case of an odd number (N = l, 3, 5,. o)
of reflections, instability must initiate at the end opposite the impacte@
end (see Figure I0).
Thus, the critical stress and time are given by the following
relations:
V
act = (N + I)-_-E (5)
t = _N +_cr
cr _- c (6)
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Inextensional Buckling
A cylindrical shell subjected to axial loading buckles at a partic-
ular value of axial compression strain at which a geometrical configura-
tion other than cylindrical provides the same axial shortening but with
lower axial strain. Although such behavior can be called typical of all
structures under axial compression loading, the cylindrical shell is
singularly prominent in this respect. This is because its axial rigidity
in the initial state is largely a result of its cylindrical form. However,
even small lateral displacements from the cylindrical form cause large
reductions in axial resistance. Yoshimura (Ref. 3) has shown that a
cylindrical shell subjected to an end shortening can be developed into
a surface which accommodates the axial shortening or displacement
with a minimum of extensional strain. It is readily shown that if the
trigonometric terms for the inextensional cross sections are retained
instead of the approximations as used in reference 3, pp 6, 7, the unit
end shortening is given exactly by
,=I-_I-K 2 tan2_ (7)
Eqn. (7) applies only to a cylindrical membrane (h = 0 ), but is useful
for studying the buckling forms of actual shells having large r/h ratios.
According to eqn. (7), for a given value of _ , there exists an
infinitude of surfaces each defined by a particular combination of K
and n(Z, 3,4 .... ). Now suppose that a region of the shell a distance
x from the end has an elastic axial strain of magnitude C prior to
buckling. Then if the surface assumes any one of the surfaces
(defined by eqn. 7) corresponding to the given value of E, the same
amount of shortening will now be realized with no axial membrane
strain. These surfaces consist of a system of plane triangles, the
planes of which are inclined to the axis of the cylinder. The cross
section of the inextensional surface is a regular polygon of n sides.
It is to be noted that when E = I, which applies to total axial
shortening, eqn (7) reduces to eqn (Z) which was derived previously
for the collapse configuration.
Because the edges of the cylinder were assumed to be free to
move laterally, it was considered that the edge could suddenly change
from a circle to a regular polygon when buckling was initiated.
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Furthermore, construction of inextensional patterns showed that patterns
consisting of one row of axial half waves were sufficient to accomodate
any admissible value of ¢ and would have a lower density of fold line
per unit axial length of surface. The density of fold line was taken as
an indication of the bending strain energy that would be present in an
actual shell. It was assumed, therefore, that the initial buckle pattern
consists of a single row of axial half waves, that is, a single row of
triangular planes.
A plot of some of these configurations is given in Figure II,
which shows curves of constant circumferential wave number. The
unit axial shortening _ is plotted against the ratio _x/D of the axial
half-wave length to the cylinder diameter. For a given 4, the config-
urations have the property that the smaller the axial half-wave length,
the higher the number of circumferential waves. This property is
illustrated in Figure 1Z, which shows several configurations corres-
ponding to E = . 001 in/in.
The ratio ,_x/D may be considered to be the initial dimensionless
length of a region of the ¢x_linder adjacent to one of its ends. If a given
compressive strain, G = "-- (N + l) is imposed over the cylindrical
C
region of a particular dimensionless length, there is one inextensional
configuration which can provide an equal unit axial shortening with no
axial compression strain over a region of the same initial length. This
configuration is defined by a particular value of circumferential wave
number n (Z, 3, 4 .... ) and aspect ratio K.
Instability as defined herein is the change from the cylindrical
form to an i_cxtensiona/ form having a particular n and K which provide,
by inextensional deformation, the same unit axial shortening as the
axial compression strain which existed in the cylindrical form.
In order to define a criterion for instability, reference is made
to the previously stated relationship that for a given imposed unit
axial shortening g = V (N + 1), the shorter the axial wnve length, the
higher the number of circun_erential waves. This suggests that
cylindrical regions of small _x/D should require higher axial loading
to become unstable than regions of larger _x/D. A further assertion
is that the variation of axial resistance with _x/D should be increas-
ingly stronger as _x/D approaches zero since the rate of rise of n
and the fold-line density become increasingly greater as ,_x/D becomes
very small. If Ecr is the axial strain required to initiate instability,
V
then instability will occur when the actual strain _ (N + i) over a
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region of length _x equals or exceeds the critical strain corresponding
to that region. The criterion fcr instability is therefore
V_ (N+ I) >- _ cr (8)
c
This criterion is illustrated in Figure 13 in which the critical
strain is plotted against the ratio _x/D. Let a strain wave of
magnitude g proceed from the end of the cylinder designated by
j_x/D = 0. As the wave travels along the cylinder, there is, at any
instant, an inextensional cor_iguration corresponding to the imposed
value of i. Since the critical value of axial strain of these config-
urations varies inversely with their axial length, the cylinder remains
stable until the wave front has moved to the value of _4_x/D, at which
the first configuration whose critical strain is equal to or less than
the imposed strain exists. Then the cylindrical form becomes unstable
over this length _x/D. This new configuration is the critical config-
uration.
Postbuclding Behavior
The postbuckling range is defined as the interval of buckling
beginning with the critical configuration and ending with the collapse
configuration. The collapse configuration corresponds to a unit axial
shortening of unity and is defined by eqn. Z.
K = 1
tan _'_cr
An examination of the critical configuration shows that, at the
vertices, an infinite curvature in the circumferential direction exists
while all other locations along the cross section of the buckled surface
have zero curvature (see Figure 14). This applies to the idealized
inextensional surface in which the sides of the triangles are sharp
folds formed by the intersections of adjacent plane triangles. In an
actual cylinder, that is, one having a non-zero wall thickness, the
initially buckled surface (see Figure 14) consists of alternating
convex A and concave B surfaces (with respect to the initially
circular cross section). The concave and convex surfaces correspond
to the plane triangles of the ideal inextensional surface. The curvature
in the circumferential direction of the convex surfaces is greater than
that of the concave surface. Also, by considering the ideal inextensional
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form, it may be seen that the displacement 8 o of the vertex from the
initial cross section (outward in direction) is smaller than the displace-
ment 11i of the midpoint of the side of the polygon (inward). The
ratio 8i/ 8O of these displacements iS given by
_i _ sin Ir/n - Ir/n cos _'/n (9)
8O Ir/n - sin N'/n
and varies from a maximum value of 7.75 (n = Z) to a minimum value
of 1 (n --9, _ ). The generators of the cylinder, therefore, are more
bent in the vicinity of the plane surfaces corresponding to the concave
surfaces of the real shell than in the vicinity of the vertices. Because
of these properties, the axial rigidity varies around the cross section
of the critical surface in such a way that greater axial loading is
concentrated in the region of the convex surfaces than near the concaw:
surfaces. Thus, there is_a preference to maintain the circumferential
wave number of the critical configuration ncr, throughout the postbuck-
ling range.
The critical configuration must change in order to accommodate
the further motion of the impacting mass of velocity V. Assuming
that the shell maintains inextensional configurations having ncr
circumferential waves throughout the postbuckling range, it may be
observed from Equation 7 that it is necessary for the aspect ratio K
to increase continually since ncr is fixed and _ depends on the
displacement of the mass. The aspect ratio varies according to
_z_ _ _z_
K = (I0)
tan _
Since K =lY-- and _ = IrD
x 7 2-_-cr remain constant, _x' the axial
half-wave length of the buckling region, must decrease as E
increases. K can be related to the axial displacement of the mass by
K =
8 z
1 + ( -_f ) tan _Ecr
which is plotted in Figure 15. Referring to Figure 15,
(II)
K rises
rapidly and with decreasing rate as 8 increases. The initial rate
of increase of K is greater the higher the number of circumferential
waves in the critical configuration. The reduction of _x is
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produced by the axial displacement of the vertices of the inextensional
configuration (initially located at a distance _cr from the end at which
buckling takes place. ) This behavior is illustrated in Figure 15. The
configuration corresponding to _ = .001 in/in may be considered as
the critical configuration and those corresponding to _ = .01, . 1,
and 1 representing various stages of postbucklin_. These constructions
result from Equation 10. It is interesting to note how the boundary
between the bucklin_ region and the remainder of the cylinder, a
regular polygon of ncr sides, approaches the end as greateraxial
shortening is imposed on the buckling region. The velocity V r at
which this boundary approaches the particular boundary adjacent to
which buckling takes place is related to the impact velocity V by
the relation 1
Vr 1
v _ l ( )z 6cr _- =_l
- + , _- (lz)
This applies to buckling at either the _mpacted end, where the end of
the cylinder is displaced at velocity V, or at the opposite end which is
stationary. Equation 1Z is plotted in Figure 17. This relative approach
velocity, which is the velocity of axial contraction of the buckling sur-
6
face, is much greater than
8
equal to V when _ = 1.
_X
ratio vr_ is given by
V
V for small values of _ and becomes
In terms of the unit axial shortening, the
Vr 1 (11)
"V :-F
V (N + 1), the approach velocityand, specifically for _ = E cr =
is c
C
= (Iz)
cr
d) Secondary Buckling
When the axial displacement 8 of the striking mass is equal
to the collapse length _f where
= _r_.__D tan Sr
f Zncr Zn
the axial length of the buckled region is zero (see Figure 16, _ = 1).
v_l.e:: C_.e axial length equals the collapse length, the cylinder has
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shortened by an amount _f and the previously moving vertices of the
inex_ensional surface are coincident with the rigid boundary a_ijace,lt
to which the instability took place. The approach velocity V r at the
instant when 8 =_ is V. Thus, independent of the end at which the
buckling has taken place, a new impact of the longitudinally rigid
boundary at velocity V against the new end of the cylinder takes place.
This new end is, of course, a regular polygon having ncr sides. The
secondary impact, therefore, is against a cylinder whose impacted end
has the form of a regular polygon in contrast to the initial impact against
a circular end. The geometry of the surface adjacent to the end is the
same as that described under the previous section, that is, the surface
has varying axial rigidity around the cross section. Since the axial
rigidity is higher near the vertices of the polygon than elsewhere, the
major axial loading due to the new impact is introduced into the shell
at the vertices. This latter set of vertices is displaced circumferentially
from the corresponding vertices of the critical configuration by one-
half circumferential wave length. Thus, there is a strong tendency for
the same number of circumlerential waves, and hence the overall
geometry, as the previously developed buckled surface to form in all
subsequent stages of buckling. Each stage of buckling contributes
another row of triangular planes to the fully collapsed pattern formed
in the preceding stages. Due to the aforementioned circumferential
displacement of the vertices with each new stage of buckling, the over-
all collapse pattern has the appearance of regular parallelograms folded
along their major diagonal. These diagonals form the sides of the
regular polygon of the cross section plane. This is the familiar
"diamond" configuration common to the buckling of thin-cyiinder-like
shells under axial compression.
Since each stage of secondary buckling is initiated by the collision
of the impacting mass or the rigid base of the opposite end against the
end of the stable part of the cylinder, collapse progresses along the
cylinder at the velocity V.
Extensional Buckling
Buckling of the symmetrical or "rin_' type is another mode of
deformation other than axial strain which can accomodate the axial
d_splacement; Indeed, from the viewpoint of the axial symmetry of
geometry, loading, and constraint (since in actual practice, a truly
free edge cannot be realized), it is to be asked whether this
is not the mode of buckling which should occur initially over a wide
range of shell geometry and impact velocity. Even for the free edge
condition, which implies no friction present between the edge of the
shell and the impacting mass, there is an axially symmetric lateral
displacement of the shell wall of the amount //r V-_-- present at the
front of the compression wave. This :lisplac_ment can be a significant
fraction of the shell wall, and not only introduces bending of the wall
but also an axially symmetric circumferential compression strain in
the region of the wave front. Both these factors can induce buckling.
If lateral constraint of the sheU wall is present as well, another axially
bent and circumferentiaLly strained (compression) region exists in the
shell wall adjacent to the edge. The smaller the impact velocity, the
smaller are all these effects, so it is to be expected that the symmetrical
buckling mode is more likely (at least initially) for higher impact
velocities.
e) Effect of Internal Pressure
It has long been apparent that the random nature of the initial
imperfections of a cylindrical shell and the strong dependence of the
axial rigidity on the cylindrical form produce large scatter and poor
reproducibility in the experimental behavior of thin cylindrical shells
subject to axial compression. Since the buckling behavior described
herein is affected not only by the initial imperfections but also by their
subsequent variation and magnification throughout the postbuckling
range, a degree of disorder (although less than in static tests) is to
be expected in experimental behavior. This is especially true for
shells having large ratios of radius to thickness. In the experimentation,
therefore, it has been necessary to allow a certain amount of internal
pressure differential to be produced by the collapse of the internal
volume of the buckling cylinder in order to reduce the effect of these
random influences. This has been found to be of decreasing import-
ance for thicker shells (i. e., those having relatively lower ratios of
radius thicknes s).
EXPERIMENTAL TESTING
OF PREDICTIONS
Predictions from the Theory
Several predictions follow from the mechanism described above.
These are stated as follows:
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I. The initial axial strain due to the impact rapidly rises to a value
given by _= V.
c
Z. If the velocity is sufficiently high this strain, after being sustained
for a time, t < _/c, will rapidly decrease to a value which is small com-
pared to the initial value, thereby indicating buckling. This buckling will
occur at the impacted end.
3. If the velocity is smaller than the above value, but the momentum
of the impacting sufficient, then the strain will rise in jumps due to re-
flections from the boundaries to a magnitude given by
= --V(N + I)
c
until buckling, indicated by the first substantial reduction in strain, occurs°
t =--, for odd N andThe time between discrete jumps in strain will be
zlz c
t = -- for even N. where "_g and l_1 are the distances from the strain
c
measurement point to the impacted end and the opposite end respectively.
4. If the velocity is insufficient to cause buckling on the first pas-
sage of the compression wave, it is possible for buckling to occur at
the end opposite the impacted end.
5. The critical buckling pattern, if it is of the inextensional form
will be in the form of a row of triangular buckles whose aspect ratio is
given approximately by eqn. (i0}. This is provided that the edge at which
buckling occurs is free to move laterally.
6. During post buckling, the buckle size shortens axially from its
initial form until the aspect ratio is as given by eqn. (g). The rate of
shortening of the buckle pattern is initially much higher than the impact
velocity and rapidly decreases as the collapse configuration is attained.
Experiments were conducted to test the hypothesis according to
the above predictions.
Apparatus
The experimental apparatus used was the Precision Drop Tester,
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located at the General Electric Company Space Sciences Laboratory
(See Figure 18). This device consists of a hardened steel shaft 40 feet
in length which is attached under tension between two vertically aligned
points. A carriage situated concentrically with the shaft by means of two
two ball bushings rides along the shaft. The impact head, a hardened
and ground steel disc, 10 inches in diameter is mounted to the carriage.
The carriage assembly (drop head) is hoisted to the drop height by means
of an electric winch which is attached to the carriage by an electro-
magnet. A hardened and ground steel base, 8 inches thick and Z0 inches
in diameter is mounted at the bottom end of the shaft and situated con°
ce_trically with it. The base is mounted on three adjustable screws for the
the accurate positioning of the base in the horizontal plane. The carriage
can also be adjusted with respect to the shaft so that the final alignment
of the head with the impact end of the shell specimen can be accurately
accomplished.
The drop head assembly contains ports for venting the air rapidly
from the cylinder as it is collapsing. By means of this venting system,
the buildup of internal pressure is prevented. The vent area can be
decreased or completely closed according to specific requirements.
The specimen and its retainer are mounted on the base concentrically
with the shaft. In order to do this the shaft must be raised clear of the
base. This is accomplished by a manually operated winch.
Specimens
The specimens used in the experiments were cylindrical shells
having the following dimensions: 5.70 in. inner diameter, ZZ. 8 in.
length and wall thicknesses of . 004, . 008, . 016 and . 019 inches. These
correspond to a length to diameter ratio (_/D) of 4 and diameter to
thickness ratios of 14Z5, 71Z, 356 and 300. The rnaterials used were
the aluminum alloys ZOZ4 F, ZDZ4 T3, and 505Z H-38 and 301 1 H stain-
less steel. Z
The specimens were fabricated from flat sheet by simply rolling
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the sheet into a cylinder and making a longitudinal joint. Both rubber
based and epoxy adhesives were used as bonding agents for the joints
and both lap and double butt strap configurations were employed.
The specimens were simply cylindrical, containing no stiffeners.
In most cases, the shells were mounted on a rigid circular base. The
impacted end was initially free of support and was unconstrained from
radial displacement during the impact except by friction forces at the
impact interface.
Experimental Results
Initial Strain
Cylindrical shells of Z0Z4 H-19 Aluminum alloy (D = 5. 700 in.,
h = .008, 1 = 22.8 in.) were impacted at velocities ofll. 5, 25, and
46 ft/sec. Strain gages were mounted to the cylinders in a back-to
back manner (except where noted) at several circumferential locations
and two axial stations, one at an inch behind the impacted end and the
other at two inches from the opposite end. Tektronix oscilloscopes,
triggered simultaneously by a common source, were used with Poloroid
cameras to record the strain.
Typical strain records are reproduced in Figures 19, 20 and ZI.
These show the resultant compression strain near (one inch behind) the
impacted end. The impact velocities are 46, 11.5, and Z5 ft/sec, for
Figures 19, 20 and 21 respectively. Figure 19, the short time record,
has time and compression strain along the horizontal and positive verticle
axes respectively. The time scale is I0 microseconds per unit grid
spacing and the strain scale is .00196 in/in per unit spacing. A zero
strain base is established (at the extreme left) by triggering the trace
immediately prior to impact. It is seen that the strain rises within
i0 microseconds to a peak strain of .00214 in/in and is sustained there-
after at an average level of .00194 in/in for 40 microseconds after
initiation of the pulse (+85 /g sec. after impact) the strain has decreased
to zero. The time required for the initial elastic stress wave to return
to the forward gage position is 216 /_ sec. It is apparent from this that
buckling has been initiated during the first passage of the stress wave.
The axial compression strain produced by an impact at a velocity
of 11.5 ft/sec, is shown in fig. 20. The pertinent scales are 50 /J sec.
per grid spacing (horizontal axis) and .000783 in/in strain per unit
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spacing (vertical axis). As before, the trace begins at the extreme
left. The strain rises within 20 /4 seconds to a value of . 000802 in/in
and after remaining at an average level of about . 000622 in/in rises
to a peak strain of approximately twice the initial peak. Thereafter,
it decreases steadily and becomes equal to zero at 345 /4 sec. after
impact. It is interesting to note that the time at which the strain begins
to rise to attain twice the initial value is slightly greater than 200 IJ
sec. after initiation of the signal. According to the loading mechanism
in the theory a rapid rise in strain to t_,vice the initial value is expected
at 716 /4 sec. when the compression wave reflected forward from the
rear end arrives at the forward gage position.
The strain recorded for the test at a velocity of 25 ft/sec, shown
in fig. 21 initially rises rapidly to a value of . 00146 in/in. Thereafter
the strain fluctuates about a similar mean value and then drops off
rapidly. Only the initial portionof the trace, however, is offered as
evidence since the measurement is due to a single axial gage. Bending
strain components, therefore, may be present in the later portions of
the trace.
Table 1
Impact Velocity Measured Strain Predicted Strain Error
ft/sec, in/in in/in _e
46 .00214 .00274 -22%
25 .00146 .00149 -2_o
11. 5 .000802 .000684 +17_o
•000622* -9%
*Average Strain during first passage of compression wave.
After buckling has been initiated, as indicated by the first reduction
of axial strain, relatively small strains were measured during the entire
long time trace. This was expected as previously discussed. In addition
to the low total compression strain during this interval the measurements
showed a considerable amount of bending of the shell wall. This is
shown in Figures 22a and 22b which pertain to the test conducted at
ll. 5 ft/sec. These traces are from a pair of axial strain gages mounted
back-to-back and wired to read separately. The time scale (horizontal
axis) is 500 _/ sec. per grid spacing and the strain scales (vertical) are
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• 000785 in/in (Fig. 22a) and . 000783 in/in (Fig. 22b). After impact
begins (at the extreme left) both traces show the compression strain
pulse which is associated with the initiation of buckling. At about
400 p sec. the traces run opposite each other, one reading tension and
the other compression, thereby demonstrating axial bending of the wall.
The bending strains run off the scale but the magnitude appears to be
about . 002 in/in or Z. 5 times the maximum compression strain in the
initial pulse. A composite plot of Figures ZZa and 2Zb is shown in
Figure 23, which reveals that the total compression strain present
simultaneously with the bending strains is relatively low during the
entire time trace.
The results described above appear to be in substantial agree-
ment with predictions i, 2, and 3 stated previously•
Buckling away from Impacted End
Buckling was obtained near the end opposite the impacted end with
no buckling deformations present at the impacted end. This resulted
from an impact at a velocity of 1. 8 ft/sec, on a _ H 301 stainless steel
cylinder (D = Z. 50 in., h - . 010 in., _ : 10 in. ). This test was quali-
tative in nature and no measurements of strain were made. The buckle
pattern that was present in the speciment after the test was very well
formed and consisted of eight circumferential waves. The pattern went
around the entire circumference and exhibited three rows of triangular
buckles having an aspect ratio of about one. Other experiments of a
more quantitative natuxe must be conducted to study the response of
shells to impacts at such low velocity in more detail, but the test described
seem\s to bear out prediction no. 4 to some degree.
Initial Buckling Configuration
High speed motion pictures were examined to study the initial
buckling configuration. It was found that the initial deformation, which
occurred almost immediately after impact, was rather axially sym-
metric over a very small axial length. Examination of the shell (r/h : 356)
impacted at 46 ft/sec. (discussed previously) after the test showed that
about . 080 in. of the shell at the impacted end had bent through an angle
of 90 ° into the cross section plane. This was followed by buckling in the
triangular form. Another example in which the initial buckling mode was
symmetrical is given in the sequence of photographs in fig. 24. The
photographs show the behavior of a stainless steel cylinder (D = 5.70 in.,
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h = . 019 in., _ = ZZ. 8 in.) impacted at 23 ft/sec. The pictures begin
shortly after impact and show buckling initiating in the symmetrical
form (plate I). This buckle progresses through full collpase in one wave
length. As full collapse is almost complete, the circular cross section
at the rear end of the buckle changes into a polygon (plate Z). The probable
reason for this is that a state of circumferential compression exists at
the rear of the buckle due to radial inward displacement of the shell wall.
As the inward radial displacement increases and with it the magnitude
of circumferential compression, the circular section snaps into the shape
of a polygon; thereby generating deformations of the quasi-inextensional
form. Thereafter the triangular planes continue to rotate inward (plate
3) until they are almost in the cross section plane, at which time another
row of triangular buckles are formed (plates 4, 5). The process continues
as these latter buckles rotate into the cross section plane (plate 6).
It has been observed that formation of the initial symmetrical
buckling is more pronounced for high velocities and lower friction
coefficients at the impact interface.
Symmetrical deformation appears to be the initial form of re spouse
of a cylindrical shell to an axial impact, especially when the impacted
edge is held circular and the velocity is high. When the shell is sufficiently
thick, as, for example, fig. 24, the symmetrical buckling deformation
serves as a transition between the circular constraint and a quasi-
inextensional mode which dominates the further history of buckling and
collapse. If the shell is quite thick, symmetrical buckling is the dominating
mode for the entire history.
If the shell is thin, the symmetrical mode, although it is initiated
quickly gives way to a quasi-inextensional mode that serves as a transi-
tion to the other (but lower) quasi-inextensional mode. Once this latter
mode is produced, it dominates the further history of buckling and
collapse.
From experiments on thin shells (r/h = 356 - 718), it appears that
the observed patterns in this latter mode are similar to the initial patterns
anticipated by the theory described herein. The patterns have the very
low aspect ratios which the theory predicts for the given strain level and
the observed number of circurnferential waves. In addition these patterns
exhibit the large and initially rapid shortening effect predicted the theory.
This will be discussed later.
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Due to the presence of friction at the impact interface, the experi-
ments have imposed a constraint of possible lateral displacements of the shell
wall, even though the shell is initially unsupported. The theory on the
other hand considers an edge which is totally unrestrained in the lateral
direction. Due to this difference, comparison of initial patterns between
experiment and theory are not possible.
On the other hand, the fact that the patterns that dominate the longer
history of post buckling are similar to the prediction of the theory and
that these patterns occur when buckling has progressed sufficiently away
from the edge, suggests that these patterns may be those which would be
generated initially if the edge were unrestrained in the experiments.
Axial Shortening of Postbuckling Pattern
This phenomenon has been observed in high speed motion pictures.
An example of this is given in fig. Z5 which shows a cylindrical shell
(D - 4. 50 in., h = .004in.) after its bottom end has impacted on a flat
rigid surface at a velocity of about 18 ft/sec. The grid lines are one
inch apart. In plate A, the triangular buckle which is very elongated
in the axial direction is seen. In subsequent plates the buckle shortens
axially by virtue of the downward motion (toward the impacted end) of
the upper vertex. At the same time, the relatively small downward
motion of the cylinder against the impacted surface is evident. Considerabl_:
superior photographic results have been obtained from a recent experi-
ment with a thin conical shell having a semi-vertex angle of 5 °. These
photographs, which are presently not available in published form,
demonstrate clearly the shortening phenomenon. The initial rate of
shortening of the buckle pattern has been measured to be greater than
1000 ft/sec for an impact velocity of only Z5 ft/sec.
For thicker shells, like that shown in fig. Z4, the axial shortening
of triangular patterns is much less than that described above. This is
to be expected since the greater flexural rigidity interferes with the
formation of highly elongated buckles in axial direction. It also is
instrumental in maintaining substantial axial strength of the shell even
in the late stages of postbuckling. As a result the buckling and collapse
of thicker shells is accompanied by significant extensional strains.
3_
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(a) Paper (r/h = 190).
Figure i.- Collapse patterns in thin cylindrical shells.
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Figure 3.- Geometry of collapse - cross section.
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Figure 4.- Geometry of collapse - cross section.
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Figure 5.- Comparison of ideal inextensional and actual collapse
pattern8 (n - 7)-
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Figure 6.- Impact on a cylindrical shell.
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A SURVEY OF BUCKLING THEORY AND EXPERIMENT FOR
CIRCULAR CONICAL SHELLS OF CONSTANT THICKNESS
By Paul Selde
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SUMMARY
A survey of the state-of-the-art for the stability of thin-walled
conical shells is presented. Known theoretical results are summarized
and compared with experiment. The shortcomings of present knowledge
and recommended work for the future are discussed.
INTRODUCTION
four years ago, in 1958, the state of knowledge of the
elastic stability of conical shells was described (ref. 7) as being
"quite unsatisfactory at the present time". In the ensuing period,
however, a considerable amount of work has been done so that although
not all of the desired information is available, conical shells can be
designed somewhat more intelligently to withstand many of the loading
conditions of interest. _de purpose of the present paper is to review,
as concisely as possible, the available theoretical and experimental
knowledge, to indicate the gaps in the present state-of-the-art, and
to suggest additional problems that should be studied.
A reasonably complete bibliography of papers on the stability of
circular conical shells is included. The entries consist of those in
"Bibliography on Shells and Shell-Like Structures" and the 1954-56
Supplement (both by William A. Nash*), "Structural Mechanics in the
U.S.S.R., 1917-1957" (edited by I. M. Rabinovich +) and ref. 25, and of
other papers that have come to the author's attention.
* David W. Taylor Model Basin Report 863, Nov. 1954, and Dept. of Eng.
Mechanics University of Florida, Report for Office of Ordnance Re-
search (Contract DA-OI-OO9-ORD-_O_), respectively..
+ Translation published by Pergamon Press, 1960.
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SYMBOLS
Bending stiffness of cone wall t
)_s
Young's modulus of cone material
axial and slant length of cone, respectively
bending moment
applied and critical axial compressive forces, respec-
tively.
theoretical critical axial compressive force
72w
E (t cos_)_i
axial compressive collapse force
applied and critical external uniform hydrostatic pressure,
respectively; internal uniform hydrostatic pressure
theoretical critical external uniform hydrostatic pressure
theoretical critical external uniform hydrostatic pressure
for "equivalent" cylinder _
internal pressure parameter _ji2(l-v e ) _E_t _ "_'_cos _) -I_3
L.-
radius of small and large cone cross sections,
re spectively
critical torque
cone wall thickness
seml-vertex angle of cone
geometry l_arameter ) t cos
Poisson's ratio of cone material
oo÷ 
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PI' Pav
T
max
cone radius of curvature at small end and center of cone
generator, respectively
"\COS _ 2 COS _ /
ratio of net compressive stress due to bending and critical
axial compressive stress
E(t cos =)_ E _(t cos e,) "_- 1_' .
maximum critical torsional stress iTcr/(2w _t
SMALL DEFLECTION THEORY
The only load conditions for which theoretical small deflection
solutions are reasonably well established are some of those for which
the stress distribution prior to buckling is independent of position
around the circumference of the conical shell. The problem of the
buckling of conical shells under axial compression has been studied
in refs. 40 and 49. Both investigations are of the axisymmetric form
of buckling and indicate that the critical axial compression load for
a simply supported conical shell is given approximately by the simple
formula:
p 2- E (tcos (i)
cr J3(l_
a value which should be relatively good for cones with clamped edges
as well. Investigation of the axisy_netric state of buckling is ex-
tended to the combined case of axial compression and internal pressure
in ref. 45. The results are not given by any simple expression, but
can be represented by a series of curves for the variation of an axial
load parameter as a function of a pressure parameter for various values
of a geometry parameter for the small end of the cone. The results are
not very dependent on cone length, but do depend strongly on the bound-
ary conditions at the small end of the conical shell. Values for a
particular kind of simply supported edge and a particular kind of
clamped edge are shown in Fig. 1.
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For other types of loading, more general modes of deformation have
to be taken into account. Many sets of equations have been derived for
this task, with the rigorous theory of ref. 28 at one end of the spectrum
and the Donnell-type theory of refs. 23, 41 and 53 at the other. Success
in obtaining reasonably accurate, but simple, solutions appears to depend,
however, on the use of a high speed digital computer and a combination
of luck and educated guesswork to correlate the resulting mass of data
depending on at least three independent parameters. The correlation
process has been carried out for simply supported conical frustums under
external hydrostatic pressure in ref. 43 where the critical pressure is
shown to be given approximately by the expression
where _ is the critical pressure of the "equivalent" cylinder having a
length equal to the slant length of the cone, a radius equal to the
average radius of curvature of the cone, and the same thickness, and
f(1 - _/R_) is given by the solid curve of Fig. 2. The pressure p can
itself be _pproximated by
o.y2 • (3)
'> (-_L,t
_Pav /
The same problem has been studied in numerous other papers (refs. 3, 8,
9, ll, 14, 26, 27, 28, 30, 31, 32, 35, 38, 50, 55, 56 and 59)which give
similar results. Some results for external pressure which varies along
the generator but is uniform around the circumference are given in ref.
50 and for thermal buckling of conical shells under axisymmetric temper-
ature distributions in ref. 52.
Investigations have also been carried out for simply supported
cones under torsion (refs. 29 and _4) and combined external hydrostatic
pressure and axial load (refs. 26 and 46). For the latter loading
conditionsAthe interaction curves appear to be a function of the taper
ratio 1 - _I/R 2 and are shown in ref. 46 to lie between the limiting
curves shown in Fig. 3. For the former loading condition, an approxi-
mate expression for the critical torque is given in ref.. 44 by
_i _'I _ _'_½ _'I + "_RI I t _I
Tcr , 1 + - __/--..,' .," (4)
:, c-b + / co,o
_o_
It is obvious that much work remains to be done to complete small
deformation investigations of only the loading conditions which yield
axisy_m_tric stress distributions, let alone such asymmetric cases as
pure bending. In all of the investigations, membrane theory has been
used to define the stress state prior to buckling. For those cases in-
volving internal pressure, it would be desireable to know if consideration
of ber_ling effects changes the results to any great extent, since buck-
ling is confined to the immediate vicinity of the small end of the cone
where the pre-buckling stress distribution may differ considerably from
the membrane state. Large deformation investigations are known to be
necessary and have been attempted in refs. lO, 37, and 39. Present
knowledge of both small deflection results and test buckle patterns
indicate, however, that these analyses are probably quite inaccurate,
so that this area of stability theory remains to be explored.
COMPARISON OF THEORY AND E_PERIMENT
Axial Compression and Internal Pressure
As is usual for the stability of thin shells, experimental results
are in qualitative t but not quantitative, agreement with theoretical
results. In Fig. 4, the available experimental load coefficients (refs.
19 and 47) for conical shells in axial compression are shown as a
function of the small radius of curvature-thickness ratio, together with
a lower bound curve for cylinders. The agreement between theory and
experiment appears to be about the same as for cylinders, possibly a
little better. It would appear that the usual empirical cylinder
formulas, with the substitution of the small radius of curvature of the
cone for the cylinder radius, can be used to design conical shells under
axial compression. More test data is needed, however, to establish the
effect of cone length and to verify the conjecture that no other para-
meters are important.
When internal pressure is added to cones under axial compression,
the critical compressive loads tend to approach those predicted theor-
etically. The results of refs. 4, 20, and 47 for clamped cones (see
Figs. 5(a) to 5(e)) indicate, however, that discrepancies may exist
between theory and experiment at all pressure levels. For low values
of internal pressure these discrepancies are most likely due to the
decreasing effects of initial imperfections as for cylindrical shells
and parameters other than those shown should be investigated. For large
values of internal pressure, the discrepancy between theory and ex-
periment is suspected to be due to plastic yielding at the small clamped
edge which makes the results fall closer to those for cones with simply
supported edges. Thus, more test data is needed to establish design
_06
curves for cones of various materials as well as for those of various
geometries and end conditions.
External Pressure
Considerable test data is available in refs. 12, 13, 15, 16, 22,
34, _7, _8, 5_ and 57 for cones subjected to uniform external hydro-
static pressure. While it is almost gospel that theory and experiment
compare favorably for this loading condition, the comparison shown in
Fig. 6 indicates that such is actually not the case for either cylinders
or cones since the scatter is considerable, with experimental values
ranging from 60% to 140% of the values predicted for simply supported
ends. Some of the scatter is due to the fact that the end conditions
are not the same for all of the test specimens, a good many being
clamped rather than simply st_pported. Since it is known that clamping
theoretically increases the critical pressure of a cylinder by 40%, it
may be presumed that clamped cones will, on the average, have higher
critical pressures than simply supported cones. Initial imperfections
are very likely another cause of scatter since they undoubtedly differ
from specimen to specimen. Still another cause of scatter is the
difficulty of determining the so-called buckling load. Buckling under
external pressure is not a collapse phenomenon defined by a maximum
•load, as is the case for axial compression, but a phenomenon usually
defined by the visual p_rception of large skin deformations and as such,
depends on the variable Judgement of the observer. It is obvious,
therefore, that further investigation of the problem of buckling under
external pressure is required.
Axial Compression and External Pressure
For cones under combined external pressure and axial compression,
some data is available in ref. 47. If the results are plotted as ratios
of applied external pressure to critical external pressure and critical
axial compression to critical axial compression in the absence of
pressure, as in Fig. 7(a) and 7(b), the various interaction curves are
seen to closely agree with the theoretical curves. Such behavior in-
dicates that the ratio of experimental to theoretical critical compressive
lo_Is is relatively independent of pressure, a result which differs
from that obtained for cylinders under combined axial compression and
external pressure. Cones also exhibit an elastic phenomenon which
does not appear to be obtainable for cylinders, the non-coincidence of
axial buckling and collapse loads for external pressures near the
critical value. As indicated in Fig. 7, cones can withstand additional
axial load after buckles appear in the shell wall and continue to do
so at external pressures considerably larger than the critical value.
The behavior seems to depend on the seml-vertex angle of the cone.
Since the axial load carrying capacity of a buckled cone can be signi-
4O7
ficant, about 40% of the critical compressive load for a 60 ° cone buckled
at the critical external pressure, this aspect should be investigated
further.
Torsion
Experiments on conical shells in torsion are reported in refs. 21
and 47. While the cone of ref. 21 did not differ enough from a cylinder
to test the theory of ref. 4A, the results of ref. 47 (see Table i)
indicate that the agreement between theory and experiment for cones in
torsion is about as good as for cylinders in torsion. On the average
the l0 clamped shell specimens buckled at about 95% of the torque pre-
dicted by the theory for simply supported conical shells, with indivi-
dual specimens buckling at torques ranging from 68% to 122% of the
theoretical velues. Thus it would appear that eq. (4), multiplied by
the same reduction factor as for cylinders, may be used to determine
critical torques of cones with the same degree of confidence as for
cylinders.
ADDITIONAL _ RESULTS
Some additional load conditions, for which no theoretical results
are available, have been investigated experimentally in ref. 47. Al-
though the number of tests is small, enough is available to allow some
tentative conclusions to be drawn.
Pure Bending
The results for clamped conical shells in pure bending are ex-
pressed in terms of a moment coefficient M
rr_l (t cos _)'
and the ratio of the small radius of curvature to the wall thickness,
P
-_ The moment parameter is a constant times the ratio of the maximum
t "
membrane compressive stresses due to bending and to axial compression,
the reasoning being that a theoretical solution for the problem would very
likely yield the same result as for cylinders, that buckling occurs when
the maximum compressive stress due to bending is equal to the critical
axial compressive stress. When corresponding values of the parameters
are plotted (Fig. 8), the resulting chart is similar to that for cylindri-
cal shells in bending, for which a suggested lower bound curve is also
shown.
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Despite the success in correlating the data, it is entirely possible
that additional parameters, such as seml-vertex angle and length, may be
important. In addition, the effect of the type of edge restraint should
be significant. The data available is insufficient or lacking, however,
to permit any decision to be made concerning these questions.
Bending and Internal Pressure
The addition of internal pressure to conical shells causes the
bending moment carrying capacity to increase by a very significant a-
mount, as is the case for cylinders. The data is given in terms of a
net membrane compressive stress parameter a_a^ which is plotted in
Fig. 9 as a function of a pressure paramete_ p_. Elsewhere in the
present compilation + , collapse of pressurized cylindrical shells in bending
is explained in terms of collapse of cylindrical membranes and the test
results are shown to fall between the limits, expressed in the notation
of the present paper,
C
where the lower limit corresponds to the theoretical membrane collapse
load and the upper limit to a modified membrane collapse load. The
same upper and lower hound lines are plotted in Fig. 9 and are seen to
bound the data for cones as well. Thus, at high pressures the bending
collapse of conical shells can very likely also be explained in terms
of a membrane collapse theory.
For cylinders, a good lower bound to the available data is shown
in the cited paper to be given for the entire pressure range, by
C_b 1 _ p,+ (6)
C
This does not, however, appear to suffice for conical shells since re-
sults for some of the specimens lie below this bound, closer to the mem-
brane collapse moment. For pressurized cones in the intermediate range
of pressure values, therefore, additional testing is needed to establish
important parameters and values of collapse moments suitable for design
purposes.
McComb, Harvey, G., Jr, Zender, George W., and Mikulas, Martin M., Jr. :
The Membrane Approach to Bending Instability of Pressurized Cylindrical
Shells.
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Bending, Axial Compression, and Internal Pressure
The final set of data is for a single 30° conical shell subjected
to combined bending, axial compression, and internal pressure. The re-
sults, are shown in Fig. lO in the form of combined values of the moment
divided by the critical moment for no net axial force at the small end
and the net axial force at the small end divided by the critical net
axial force for no moment. The data for zero internal pressure and two
other values of pressure indicate that there is a single interaction
relation between three loads which is very similar in appearance to that
obtained theoretically for combined axial compression and uniform ex-
ternal hydrostatic pressure. When the net axial force is compressive,
this relation may be approximated by
M P-_P_
+ --1 (7)
M( p._p o) (P" "P
More data is needed, of course, to firmly establish this relationship
and to indicate other parameters that may be significant for other cone
geometries.
CONCLUDING P_t_RKS
Although a good deal of territory has been covered in trying to
establish design and analysis criteria for the buckling of conical shells,
the number of unanswered and bypassed questions is still considerable.
Mamy elastic small deflection problems remain to be investigated as well
as large deformation and plastic stability problems which appear to be
necessary for our understanding of the experimental results for several
loading conditions. The large number of parameters in all of the prob-
lems makes it necessary for theory and experiment to proceed together.
Thus far the theory has been necessary to provide correlation para-
meters for the experimental data. In many of the problems that should
be considered, however, the theoretician will need experimental data
to guide him in making his analyses.
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Table 1. Co_parison of Theory and Experiment for Steel Cylinders and
Cones in Torsion (Ref. 47).
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Figure i.- Theoretical variation of axial load parameter with internal
pressure parameter for conical shells with clamped or simply supported
edges (v = 0.3).
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ELASTIC INSTABILITY OF CONICAL SHELLS UNDER
COMBINED LOADING
by P. P. Radkowski
Avco Research and Advanced Development Division
SUMMARY
I. Criteria are presented for the elastic instability of thin single
and multilayer conical and cylindrical shells under combined axial
load and external pressure. These criteria,used in design analysis,
are based on theoretical results and the correlation of these results
with readily available experimental data.
Z. A summary is included of the studies at Avco R.A.D of shells
under static or dynamic loads.
INTRODUCTION
In designing vehicles for space and/or re-entry environments,
many interrelated parameters must be considered. Overall optimiza-
tion of a design can best be achieved by studies showing the tradeoff
between the various parameters which are chosen. One of the most
critical problems in achieving this optimization is to obtain more
reliable information on the instability o£ conical shells under combined
lateral pressure and axial loading.
The analytical results of reference 1 have been extended and cor-
related with readily available experimental data; a relatively simple
£ormula may now be used for an elastic instability analysis of conical
and cylindrical shells. This report shows that f_-,rther analysis is
required for correlation and interpretation of analytical and experi-
mental results for design purposes.
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SYMBOLS
B
D
E
K
= effective extensional modulus,
= effective bending modulus,
= Youngrs modulus,
.2_D(_ I-I)4 ,
L = total axial load (positive in compression),
M
P
2w2k D(k! - I) 2 sin2a
_2B k2Pct
f2D(k I - 1)
: largest base radius,
: thickness of shell,
f.(1 - _/2)
k -
_sln ct
k2
(_- (2/3)_)
2(! - _/2) 2
k!
wB
= slant length,
Pcr = critical lateral pressure,
4_
L
3
1
0
9
fl
P
V
= base angle
= (_a) _os,,,
a(1-/]/2)
sina
- average radius o£ curvature, and
= Poissonfs ratio.
DISC USSION
Theoretical Buckling Criteria
The equation, derived in reference 2,
is a relation approximating the theoretical buckling criteria for single
and mu/tilayer conics/and cylindrical sheUs subjected to axial load
and lateral pressure. This relation is a reasonable approximation to
the theoretical relation for I0 <_/E < i0, OOO. Here,
'[ ]IMin¢lT " 2V_" and IPia, lT ,,_- l÷(3K) 1/4 (z)
are the theoretical intercepts o£ the curve with the M and P axes
respectively. For design purposes, these intercept relations will be
replaced by relations based upon theoretical and experimental results.
Experimental results and correlation with theoretical results. -
The experimental results are divided into two categories, i.e., hydro-
static and lateral pressure, and axial load. The data is then correlated
with theoretical results for an interaction curve for combined loading.
Many test results exist for either axial load or hydrostatic loading of
cylinders, but only a limited number of test results exist for combined
loading.
Hydrostatic loading. - Figure I shows only a small portion of the
available experimental data and the scatter is considerable. Several
years ago a systematic evaluation of the available data was initiated.
Some of the conclusions are shown in figure 2; a more extensive set of
_30
results with the tabulation of readily available experimental data are
given in reference 5. Here, we consider the base angle a = 50 degrees
and plot Pcr 106/E versus _lafor various values of h/a. A plot of
Pcr /E versus a is given in figure 3 for a fixed value of h/a and _/a.
It is extremely difficult to evaluate all of the experimental results,
because some of the experimenters chose the buckling pressure when
the first buckle or lobe appeared, while others chose the pressure
when all the lobes appeared. The ideal case, as assumed, would be
when a_ lobes appeared simultaneously at one pressure. Some of the
tests observed and listed in reference 3 showed that when the first
lobe appeared, e.g., at pressure P1 the pressure dropped, and as the
pressure was increased again the remaining lobes appeared but at a
pressure less than PI" However, in other tests listed in reference 4
the reverse was the case, i.e., after the first lobe appeared the
pressure dropped, and as the pressure was increased again the re-
maiming lobes appeared but at a pressure greater than PI" Probably,
the appearance of the first lobe distorted the remaining structure so
as to render the resulting configuration weaker in one case and stronger
in the other. Except for reference 4, all of the data reported used the
pressure when the first lobe appeared as the critical pressure. The
experimental data reveals some scatter as expected. This scatter is
probably due to test techniques, physical properties of the material,
imperfection and variation in geometry, different edge restraints, and
possible nonuniform edge restraints.
To determine the data used in plotting the banks of curves, the
theoretical curves were used as a basis of study and then modified to
conform to the experimental results listed in reference 3. The modifi-
cations were accomplished in the horizontal portion of the typical curve
given in figure 2. In almost every case the horizontal portion remained
horizontal for h/a of the order of 10-3, and as h/a increased towards 10-2
the slope increased negatively. Where the curve is nearly horizontal the
theoretical and the limited experimental results agreed remarkably well.
However, in the region where the horizontal portion of the curve was modified
and h/a was of the order of 10- 2, the difference between the experiments and
the predicted theoretical values could be as high as a factor of two for a nontrun-
cated cone, e. g., when a = 70 degrees andh/a= 10.6 x 10 -3 . Although, in
general, relatively good correlation exists between the limited number
of experimental and theoretical results, the designer should use his
own discretion.
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In figure 3, Pcr, pressure versus a is plotted. A maximum appears
for a base aongle between 60 to 70 degrees. Only 18 experimental data
points for a less than 30 degrees and various _/a and h/a were available
at this time and the curve for this range might have to be modified.
To summarize the hydrostatic loading analysis, very little ex-
perimental data exists for (I) a<30 degrees, (2)_/a<I for a_ angles,
(3) h/a of the order 5 x 10 -3, and (4) multilayer cones. Interestingly,
the critical buckling pressure could vary by a factor of 2 or more for
a variation of a within 1O degrees.
Axial load. - The data for axial load, shown in figure 4, is some-
what scattered as it was for the lateral pressure case; this scattering
could be due to the factors similar to those for the hydrostatic case.
Data from reference 4 is somewhat higher than the other results shown
in figure 4,from references 5 and 6. Probablw this is due to the fact
that the load which gave the first buckle was considered the critical
load in most experiments, while reference 4 gives the load which gave
a_ the buckles as the critical load. From a design viewpoint the criti-
cal load which gives all of the buckles may be considered, i.e., where
the buckles do not affect the load carrying capacity o£ the structure.
However, in re-entry vehicles a single buckle, or lobe, may cause the
thermal protection system to fail and then the whole system fails.
Consequently, the curve beneath all of the experimental data would nor-
really be used for design studies of re-entry vehicles.
The experimental data for axial loading should be analyzed to de-
termine the effect of angle, length, thickness, radius, and materials
(among other factors) on the critical load applied to conical and cylindri-
cal shells. Studies of this type have been initiated and results should
be published as soon as they are available.
A criterion for combined loading. - In certain cases of designing
conical shells, equation I is not sufficient. In general, equation 1 is
an upper bound for the combined loading case; a lower bound should be
used. Several methods o£ determ_iug a lower bo_md suggest them-
selves. To determine a lower bound for Pine (lateral pressure only),
refer to figure I. Curve C is plotted through the two lowest experi-
mental curves, and for most purposes, is a reasonable value for the
lower bound. The equation for curve C can be written as,
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Consequently, the new Pint for equation I can be
Pint = 4V_" (4)
As an alternative, the resx_Its of reference 3 may be used, typified by
figure 2, for deter_g a more refined Pint"
For the lower bound of Mint (axial load only), one proceeds as in
determining pine, which is given in equation 4. Here,
p
I_incl -_ 'vr_", .-[-<_ 4_o ,
1 P< 600,I_._ I - _ V-_ 4_0 < _ _
P< 2OOOI_,.I = z 21_ , 9oo <__
-- 5 KI/3 2000 < p < 3000lug,. I " "_" -_"- (5)
The expressions in equation 5 are comparable to those of re£erence 6.
Figure 5 illustrates the use of equation 3. Experimental Avco RAD:_
combined loading data are plotted, and their relationship to the curve
of equation 1 is shown. The choice of Mint and Piac will depend upon
geometrical considerations (in this case, see equation 5 for Mira, and reference
3 for Pla_, It is apparent that further refinements are necessary for
Summary of studies on instability due to static loading. - The in-
stability of isotropic shells of revolution has been completed and will
be presented in a forflu:oming report, reference 7. This report gives
a simplified energy relation based on Donnell-tyl_e assumptions. A set
_,These experiments were conducted by R.H. Homewood and are as
yet unpublished
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of displacement functions are used which are slightly more general
than those used for noncylindrical shells. The instability of toroidal
shells subject to internal or external loading is Dresented as a rela-
tively simple formula; an energy solution for a truncated spherical
shell subject to compressive loading is also presented. Very
few experimental or analytical results are available for shells other
than the cone, cylinder and shallow sphere.
Very little experimental data appear to be available for any type
of multilayer shell of revolution subject to compressive loading.
Several experiments are being carried out at Avco R.AI) for a pres-
sure distribution varying linearly over the slant length of a conical shell.
Summary of studies on instability due to a pressure pulse. - For
several years studies have been made of the dynamic response of
she]/ structures and materials subjected to a pressure pulse. Th/s
problem could be characterized (I) by shell-flu/d interaction, such as
water entry of a shell-like structure, and (2) by applying a sheet ex-
plosive over a portion of a cylinder with results as i]/ustrated in
figures 6 and 7. This application of a sheet explosive over a portion
of a cylinder is characterized by very high pressures for very short
times, which presents a dynamic boundary condition not often treated
in recently published literature. The problem of the behavior of cy].indri-
ca/and spherical shells under such conditions have been approached
from two extremes; idea/ elastic buckling and ideal rigid-plastic col-
lapse (reference 8). The work on elastic buckling of cylinder and
sphere is for a pressure time history. The ana/ysis of a shallow sphere
is presented at th/s symposium by Professor B. Budiansky.
As in the case of buckling of shells under static loading, consid-
erably more analytical and experimental work is necessary for a truly
definitive understanding of the problem of dynamic response of shell-
like structures. Experimenta/ and ana/ytical investigations have been
undertaken at several universities and by private industry. These
efforts should help to provide the means of corroborating the present
theoretical understanding and the basis for additional analytical and
experimental work.
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Figure 1.- Critical pressure curves for thin single- and multi-layer
conical and cylindrical shells°
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Figure 5.- Combined loading design curve for thin single- and
multi-layer conical and cylindrical shells°
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BUCKLINGOFCONICALSHELLSUNDEREXTERNALPRESSURE
By P. P. BiJlaard
Cornell University and Bell AerosystemsCompany
_Y
It is shownthat the initial and the buckled shapesof a certain
elementof a conical shell can be considered as similar to those of
an element of a cylindrical shell of which the radius and length are
conservatively determined. It is concludedthat therefore the buck-
ling pressure of the conical shell is equal to that of the comparable
cylindrical shell. A simple methodfor finding the buckling pressure
if it varies along a generatrix is also given.
INTRODUCTION
Thebuckling pressure of simply supportedconical shells has been
the subject of several recent papers on theoretical as well as experi-
mental investigations. Several of these papers (refs. 1 through 6)
refer to an unpublished company report of 1953 (ref. 7) in which the
present author conservatively derived the buckling pressure of com-
plete or truncated conical shells under uniform or non-uniform exter-
nal pressure. The background of this derivation will be more elabor-
ately explained here.
BUCKLING UNDER UNIFORM EXTERNAL PRESSURE
For design purposes a reliable estimate of the buckling pressure
of simply supported conical shells was required. At that time (1952)
insufficient information was available. The problem had been dealt
with in references 8 and 9, both assuming uniform pressure and using
small deflection theory. However, also within the limitations of this
theory the results obtained in these references were open to question.
The differential equation derived in reference 8 could be solved only
by assuming radial deflection
w= C rm cosne (i)
and at the same time assuming the thickness t to be proportional to
the radii r of latitudinal cross sections (Figs. I and 2). The
angle e is measured in the circumferential direction. For a minimum
buckling load m has to be equal to 2. It is evident that at edges
where r differs from zero, w from equation (1) is not zero, so that it
does not satisfy the geometric boundary conditions of simple support.
From this relaxation of restraints, reference 8 will underestimate the
buckling stresses for simply supported shells.
In reference 9 an energy method w_s used, assigning radial dis-
placements
w = C sinkx cos ne (2)
where k = m/_, so that w is assumed to vary as a half sine wave in
the direction of a generatrix. Obviously, for a ccE_xlete conical
shell this is far from _eality, since for that case at the apex equa-
tion (i) satisfies the geometrical boundary condition w = 0 for a
simply supported edge, so that the deflection of a generatrix near the
apex actually approximates that of a clamped beam. Hence assumption
of a deflection as in equation (2), that differs substantially from
the real one, will lead to a too high buckling pressure. Apart from
that, several approximations were made in reference 9 of which the
effect was difficult to assess.
In order to find a more reliable solution it was reasoned as
follows: One can imagine that for a cylindrical shell, where for free
edges w is constant with varying axial coordinate x, the simply sup-
ported buckling mode, as given by equation (2), is obtained by multi-
plication of this constant deflection with sinkx. Hence, for a coni-
cal shell, of whlch for free edges the buckling mode is given by
equation (i), with m = 2, that for simply supported edges can be ap-
proximately obtained by multiplying w from equation (i) with slnkx,
whence
w-- C r2 sinkx cos n@. (3)
This deflection is shown by the solid curves in Figs. ib and 2b. It
m_y be pointed out that equation (1) and therefore equation (3) actu-
ally applies for a shell of which the wall thickness t is proportional
to r. Therefore, for uniform wall thickness, as considered here, the
deflection w for smaller r values will be relatively somewhat smaller
than would follow from equations (1) or (3). As explained later on,
this will make the results obtained by using equation (3) somewhat
conservative.
Using the energy method, equation (3) and accessory displacements
in the other two directions, could be expected to yield lower buckling
4_3
pressures than equation (2), since the former maybe expected to ap-
proximate the actual buckling modebetter. However,since equation (3)
could not be expected to be the real mode, it would overestimate the
real buckling pressure by an unknownamount,which wasundesirable.
Therefore, since no time wasavailable for other lengthy methods, a
simple reasoning wasused, which led moredirectly and muchquicker to
a result and also afforded an opportunity to remain sufficiently at
the safe side to account for the lowering of the buckling stress due
to snap-through, which wasestimated at not more than 25%(see ref.
lO). This methodwill nowbe described.
If an equivalent cylindrical shell can be found for which, at a
given point, the initial shapeand loading and also the deflection
function and its derivatives are the sameas those at a point of the
conical shell, it is evident that for elements at these corresponding
points the sameequilibrium equations apply. Therefore the critical
pressures for these corresponding elementsand hencefor the entire
shells will be equal.
FromFig. lb, an element near the lower edgeof the conical shell
will have the sameinitial shapeand loading as amelement of a cylin-
drical shell with equal thickness t and with radius 0 = r2/sin_- In-
deed, with the sameall sided pressure p, at the lower edgealso the
compressivemembranestresses _@and ax = _2 are equal. _he simply
supported length of the equivalent cylindrical shell, buckling in a
half sine wavealong a generatrix, canbe chosensuch that near the
lower edgethis half sine wavecoincides with the buckling deflection
of the conical shell. FromFig. ib, whererl/_ = O, this simply
supported length is
(_eq)rllr2 = 0 = (0.5 to 0.55)% (_)
Hence, for both shells the buckling pressure will be the same function
of the number of lobes. For a frustrum of a conical shell, where
/r2 = 0.5 (Fig. 2), the length of the equivalent cylinder is, from
g. 2b,
(_eq)rl/r 2 = 0.5 = (0.75 to 0.80)_ (5)
Conservatively, using the higher values in equations (4) and (5), this
leads to an equivalent cylindrical shell with length
rl+1.2r 2
_eq= _ _ (6)
and radius 0 = r2/sim_, with, of course, the same thickness t as the
conical shell. It shouldbe pointed out that by assumingthe radius
of the equivalent cylindrical shell as r2/sina again scmeconservatism
is introduced. AclnAally the point wherethe buckling modeswill coin-
cide will be abovethe lower edge, since equation (31 only satisfies
the geometric boundarycondition that w = 0 for x =_, but not the
natural one that the secondderivative with respect to x is zero, which
the half slne w_vedoes. Hencethe radius p of the equivalent cylinder
is actually smaller than r2/sima. Moreover, as stated in the foregoing,
the actual buckling deflection of the conical shell for smaller values
of x will be relatively somewhatsmaller as comparedwith that for
larger values of x. FromFigs. lb and 2b this would slightly decrease
_eq, so that also the assumedbuckling modetends to lead to conserva-
tive results if this methodis used, although it would be unconserva-
tive if using the energy method, since it need not be the real buckling
mode. In connection with all this built-in conservatism it was Judged
that the actual buckling pressure, if e_uated to that of a cylindrical
shell with length _q and radius 0 = r2/sina, could be considered to
include the influence of snap-through and thus would he reliable for
design purposes. Hence, using a formula given in reference Ii, the
buckling pressure is
0"_ZE(tlp)2 (7)
= (le  l( /tll/2_0.636
As derived in reference 12 the same formula applies for a clamped
cylindrical shell of length ._ and radium p, with _eq = (2/3)_.
BUCKLING _ NON-UNIFORM EXTERNAL PRESSURE
To find the effect of non-uniform external pressure, it is ob-
served that the curvature changes of the conical shell depend mainly
on the radial deflection w and can be expressed as
= (,,/r2) sin2 + 2 ;be2) and x= (8)
The radial deflecting forces dD acting upon an element r de dx exert
am amount of work upon a ring of the conical shell of length dx that
can be expressed as
dV = w dD = - _ t dx a_x)_rrde (9)
Neglecting the relatively small influence of ax_y, with uniform exter-
nal pressure p, where t_@ = pr/sina, using equatYons (3) and (8) in
(9) yields
2 Clr4sdV= _p?r(_n . sin_) C2r4sin2 k x dx = in2 X x dx (i0)
whereC_ is proportional to p and independent of x. Presenting this
graphically for ratios rl/r 2 of 0 and 0.5, it is observed that if p
varies linearly with x, _rcm Pl at the upper edge (r = rl) to P2 at
the lower edge (r = r2), where 2 > P2/PI > 0.5 as happened to be the
case, the deflection surfaces will not_iffer appreciably fr_n that of
equation (3)- For example, for a simply supported long plate, sub-
Jected to compressive stresses in its plane that vary from _l at one
edge to a_ = 2_1 at the other edge, from page 173 of reference 13 the
buckling _tress-coefficient k for _2 is 5._2, while, assuming the same
buckling mode as for constant compressive stress, one would find k =
for the average stress and hence, k = 5.33 for _, so practically no
difference. Hence, from equation (lO) , where _ is proportional to
p, the work done by the variable pressure p is found by multiplying
the ordinates of the curves presenting dV from equation (lO) by a con-
stant times p. From a simple calculation it followed that the result
can be approximated very well by ass_ning that the varying pressure is
equivalent to a consts_nt pressure Pea equal to the pressure p at the
center of the length _eq of the equ/_lent half sine wave, so t_t
= P2 + (Pl" P2) (11)
CONCLUDING REMARKS
When these results were reported in reference 7 no tests were
available to check them. In the meantime, however, several experimen-
tal results were published. These were compiled for complete conical
shells in reference 2, from which Fig. 3 has been copied. It shows
that the method of reference 7 as reviewed here leads indeed to a re-
liable design formula, since it forms the lower bound to the test
results. Fig. _ was copied frc_ Fig. ll of reference 4, adding the
curve according to reference 7 and the present note, and gives the
results for truncated shells, where PN is the buckling pressure from
reference 9. Figs. 3 and 4 also present several theoretical results.
For low taper ratios (nearly cylinders) where equation (7) was not
meant for, the conservatism in determining _o and p vanishes, so that
it is understandable that there in Fig. 4 s_ test results are below
the line according to reference 7. As stated in the foregolng,equation
(2), used in reference 9, could be expected to overestimate the buck-
llng pressure. Assuming that reference 2 gave the correct buckling
pressure from small deflection theory this is not revealed in Fig. 3.
ApparentLy the lower buckling stress found in reference 9 is due to
_6
additional approximations. Reference 6 also uses equation (2) and in-
deed gives higher values than reference 2. It is interestiD_ that, as
mentioned in reference 2, reference 14 later used the same mode, ac-
cording to equation (3), as reference 7. From Fig. 3 its results are
lower than those from reference 6, so that indeed equation (3) gives a
better approximation than equation (2). It also shows that the method
of reference 7 using the ssme equation (3), although very simple,
served better for attaining its aim, which was not a formal computation,
but a reliable design formula. Using the energy method would have led,
with much more effort, to the unconservative results of reference 14.
After reference 7 was distributed the author was informed about
an earlier paper that compares a conical shell to an equivalent cylin-
drical one (reference 15). From a partial translation only the case
of a comlxlete conical shell is considered there. Strips along a gen-
eratrix are considered as beams, clamped at the al_ex and simply sup-
portAed at the base, so that their maximum deflection occurs at about
0.6_ from the top. _nerefore the radius of the equivalent shell was
assumed as the radius of curvature of the conical shell at 0.61 from
the top, that is, im the present notation, equal to 0.6 r2/sima_with a
length equal to the total slant length _ of the cone. This leads to
mnaller buckling stresses than the present method and is not based on
the same principles.
It should be realized that for many problems, that require ex-
tremely elaborate computations for exact or even approximate solutions,
often good results can be obtained by a simple reasoning. In several
cases this will even yield exact solutions (see for example refs. 12,
16, 17, and 18).
The author wishes to thank Bell Aerosystems Company for permission
to publish these results and Messrs. Arthur Schnitt and R. E. Wong,
formerly with Bell Aircraft Corporation, for their helpful discussions.
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AXISYMMETRIC SNAP BUCKLING OF CONICAL SHELLS
By Malcolm Newman and Edward L. Reiss*
Republic Aviation Corporation and New York University
SUMMARY
The authors give a brief account of some of their recent analytical and
numerical studies of cone buckling, limiting the discussion to axisymmetric
deformations.
Pertinent numerical results for the relaxation buckling of full cones sub-
jected to uniform external pressure and Belleville springs deformed by axial
edge loads are presented. In addition, bifurcation buckling problems are dis-
cussed. For a specific case, the existence of Friedrichs' intermediate buckling
load, Pro, as applied to cones, is established. Upper and lower bounds for
its value are given.
INTRODUCTION
The buckling of conical shells is, in many cases, characterized by a
snapping phenomenon. Thus, at some critical load value, the shell suddenly
Jumps from a slightly deformed equilibrium state into a non-adjacent one with
relatively large deformations. If the cone is initially shallow it may buckle
axisymmetrically, as in spherical cap snapping. However, for slender cones
experimentally observed buckling modes are asymmetrical and appear to be
related to those of cylinder buckling.
The principal unresolved buckling problem for conical shells, as well as
for cylindrical and spherical shells, is to determine the mechanism which
"triggers" the sudden snapping and to estimate the load at which it occurs.
Some investigatorst have sought to determine this "critical" load by using
classical linearized buckling theory or variants thereof. However, to obtain a
deeper insight into the buckling phenomenon it is essential to employ a non-
linear theory.
In this paper we briefly describe some of our recent analytical and nu-
merical investigations of axisymmetric cone buckling. _ We first present the
*The work of the second author was supported by a grant from the U.S. Army
Research Office (Durham) to the Courant Institute of M_thematical Sciences,
New York University.
tsce the review articles of refs. 1-2 and ref. 3 for detailed accounts of pre-
vious work.
tThe authors are currently preparing a paper which describes this work in
greater detail.
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results of a numerical study pertaining to the buckling of simply supported full
cones subjected to uniform external pressure. We also indicate some numerical
results obta/ned for the buckling of shallow truncated cones, sometimes called
Bellevflle springs, deformed by axial edge loads. In both of these problems the
shell undergoes small deformations from its initial conical shape immediately
upon application of load. With increasing load, compressive membrane stresses
are developed which essentially reduce the "stiffness" of the shell. Thus the
shell "softens" with increasing load. After snapping, the membrane stresses
tend to become tensile thereby increasing the "stiffness." Hence a "hardening"
effect is observed yielding, at least for a limited range of parameters, defor-
mations which increase with load at a decreasing rate (see fig. 1). In analogy
to the discussion in reference 4 for spherical caps, we call the buckling phe-
nomenon associated with this behavior relaxation buckling.
/n Our final example, a full cone subjected to external pressure is again
considered. However, the pressure is no longer uniform. Instead, the pres-
sure and boundary conditions are prescribed such that a membrane state of
uniform compression is a solution (unbuckled) of the nonlinear problem. We
then conjecture that bifurcation buckling will occur by branching from the un-
buckled solution, yielding a load deflection characteristic similar to that shown
in figure 2. For this problem, analytical studies are facilitated by our precise
knowledge of the unbuckled solution. We are thus able to prove the existence of
Frtedrichs' intermediate buckling load, Pm (ref. 5), for which the potential
energies of the buckled and unbuckled states are equal; we also establish upper
and lower bounds on its value.
I. RELAXATION BUCKLING OF A COMPLETE CONE
Formulation of the Boundary Value Problem
We consider a complete conical shell of thickness t, base angle 0 and
slant length s 1 (fig. 3) subjected to a uniform external pressure p which is
counted positive when directed inward. Assuming that the shell deforms axi-
symmetrically, the non-vanishing middle surface displacements u and w
(see fig. 3) are functions of s only. Here s is the distance along a generator
of the conical middle surface measured from the apex. The base of the cone is
rigidly pinned, I.e., the meridional bending moment and horizontal displace-
ment vanish at s = s 1.
We assume that the shell is constructed of a homogeneous, isotropic,
elastic material for which Hooke's law is valid. Employing the usual assump-
tions of thin shell theory, we have derived the following nonlinear boundary
value problem which describes the small finite deformations of the cone:
Ly(x) - Kz(x) [y(x) + 1] = Px 2 (la)
Lz(x) =- K2 [ y2(x) + 2y(x)] (lb)
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y(0) = z(0) ffi o (2a)
-_ + py(1) ffi _ - vz(1) = 0. (2b)
The differential operator L in (I) is defined by
d 1 d
LEXdx xdx x
and the following dimensionless variables are employed:
x z s yix) z cote _s s
6(1-1;2)s13 _ s 1
P" t 3tane E_ , K" _12(1-V2)_ "_- tane.
Here E is Young*s modulus and v is Poisson's ratio which we henceforth take
as v = . 30. The stress function z(x) is defined in terms of the membrane (or
middle surface) stresses _(s) and a_(s) by the relations
112(1_p2)]
Et tan_ X '
[12(1__2)]
Sl ;Et tan _ cr is) =
Equations (1), in which we refer to K as the geometric parameter and P as
the loading parameter, can also be obtained by specializing the work of pre-
vious authors (references 6-8). In addition, a special case of equations (1)
has previously been given by Grigoliuk (reference 9) in connection wit_ his
work on shallow cones.
The conditions (2a) are obtained from the assumption of regularity at the
apex. However, in a sufficiently small neighborhood of the apex the shell is
not "thin" and hence equations (1) may be invalid in this neighborhood. To
circumvent this difficulty we define our boundary value problem for the com-
plete cone as the limit of a sequence of boundary value problems for truncated
cones (with the same values of K and P) as the slant length approaches that
of the complete cone.
PresentationandAnalysisof NumericalResults
We suppose that for a limited range of parameters the relation between P
and deflection is similar to that shown in figure 1. The indicated curve implies
that for P < PL and P > Puonly one equilibrium state Is possible. In the
former case the equilibrium state is represented by a point on the unbuckled
branch IOU, while in the latter case the equilibrium state corresponds to a
point on the buckled branch LN. For P in the range PL _" p " PU there
are three equilibrium states, represented by points on the unbuckled and buckled
branches and the unstable branch UL. Friedrichs' energy buckling criterion
(reference 5) as applied to cones implies the existence of an intermediate load
Pm in the range PT. < P < P " For P <Pm the potential energy of the
unbuckled state is _ss _n_ thatt_f the buckled state and conversely for P > P
m"
We have obtained, for a range of K and P, numerical solutions* of the
nonlinear boundary value problem defined by eqs. (1) and (2). The numerical
method employed consists in solving, by iteration, a finite difference approxi-
mation of the boundary value problem. Essentially, the technique is similar to
that previously employed in studies of the nonlinear bending and buckling of
circular plates (references 11 -13) and spherical caps (reference 10). Details
of the method and extensive results will appear in a subsequent paper.
In the present paper, we give some of the numerical results directly con-
cerned with the evaluation of Pu, P_, and P,. Figure 4 shows the variation
vs. load for several values of K. We noteof dimensionless base slope y(I) ,u ._
that for K = 2 and 3.5 the cones are nonbuckling since the base slopes are
single valued functions of load. Buckled branches are first discernible at K = 4.
Thus, the transition between nonbuckling and buckling cones occurs in the in-
terval 3.5 <K <4.
In figure 5, the variations of PU' Pm, and PL with K are shown. We
note that when K > 7.5, then PL < O. This indicates the existence of buckled
equilibrium states for P _ 0, i.i., for unpressurized or internally pressurized
cones. The numerical results, however, indicate that for these pressures the
buckled states possess greater potential energy than the unbuckled states. For
P ffi 0 this can be proven analytically. Thus, in this sense, the buckled solu-
tions for P _ 0 are unstable.
The dashed curve in figure 5 is obtained from a linearized approximation.
The "critical" load value, Pf=PO,orthe thus determined, gives an exceptionally
close approximation to Pm range of K considered.
*All computations were performed on the IBM 7090 computer at the Republic
Aviation Corporation. The authors are indebted to B. Sackaroff and M.
Gershinsky of the Applied Math. Section, Digital Computing Division for their
aid in programming and running the computer code.
2. THE BELLEVlLLE SPRING
Bellevtlle springs are shallow truncated conical shells for which
_ x _ 1, where x 0 is the dimensionless distance from the imagined apex
the plane of truncation.
We have applied our numerical procedure to a specific problem wherein
the edges axe subjected to compressive axisymmetric axial loads F. The
edges are free to rotate and move radially. The differential equations describ-
ing the axisymmetric deformations are the same as equations (1) if the right
side of equation (la) is replaced by R, where
[ 12(1-lj2)SllR ffi _Et3 sln2ej F.
The boundary conditions are
_(Xo) _.u ._
+ Xo Y(Xo) ffi + Uy(1) = O, (3a)
Z(Xo) = z(1) = - s__._._8 R. (3b)
In figures 6 and 7, some results of the numerical computations are given
for two buckling cone configurations. These are compared with the experimental
results of Almen and Laszlo (ref. 14). The graphs show fair agreement between
the calculated and measured axial shortening. However, Almen and Laszlo do
not give a description of their testing technique and boundary conditions.
Stresses and deflections for several other cone configurations have been
calculated. These have been compared with the results of approximate for-
mulas and computer calculations given by Wempner (refs. 15 - 16), and Schmidt
and Wempner (ref. 17). The agreement of results for the cases considered was
found to be good.
3. BIFURCATION BUCKLING
We now consider a full cone subjected to an external pressure distribution
which varieq inversely with x. The appropriate differential equations are the
same as equations (1) if px2 is replaced by Px in equation (la). The edge
x = I is assumed to be restrained against rotation but free to expend or con-
tract horizontally. R is then easy to show that
y(x) ffiO, z(x) = P
- _ x (4)
is a solution (unbuckled) of the nonlinear boundary value problem for all K and
P. We conjecture* that additional solutions (buckled) will appear by branching
from equation (4) at an infinite number of discrete values P = Pi, i = 1, 2, • • •.
The Pi are the eigenvalues of the linearized shell buckling theory obtained by
omitting nonlinear terms in the differential equations. The load deflection
curves are then similar to those shown in figure 2.
It is assumed that for each K and P the potential energy functional
possesses a minimum. We can then prove the existence of an intermediate
buckling load Pro" Furthermore, we have obtained upper and lower bounds for
Pm given by,
w 2 s Pm< _(K),
where w is the.firstzero of the Bessel function Jl(X) and _:_K)= g.l.b. Pi.
The quantity w z is also the dimensionless buckling load, HRZ/D of a radially
compressed clamped circular plate, where H, R, and D are the critical edge
thrust, plate radius and flexural rigidity, respectively. As in the case of
spherical caps (ref. 4) we refer to this as the "equivalent" fiat plate problem.
Upper bounds for Pm which are lower than P have also been obtained
by a minimization procedure.
CONCLUDING REMARKS
We are currently extending our numerical calculations for the relaxation
buckling problems discussed in Sections 1 and 2 to include a larger range of
parameter values. In addition, numerical solutions for other cone problems are
being considered. In particular, we plan to obtain accurate numerical approxi-
mations of Pm for the bifurcation problem discussed in the previous section.
It appears Hkely that some of the analysis briefly outlined in Section 3 can
be extended, with suitable modification, to unsymmetric bifurcation buckling of
cones.
There are, to the authors' knowledge, no experimental results available
for the problems and ranges of parameters considered in Sections 1 and 3.
Carefully performed experiments for these cases may give valuable insight into
the buckling mechanism.
*Similar conjectures have been proved for circular plates (ref. 18) and spherical
caps (ref. 4)
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BUCKLING OF 0RTHOTROPIC _ND STLVF_D CONIC?L SH_ILS*
By Josef Singer
Technion, Israel Institute of Technology.
St%_&_XY
Donnell type stability equations for thin circular orthotropic
conical shells are presented and solved for external pressure, axial
compression and combined loading. The solution is likewise applied
to stiffened conical shells. Correlation with equivalent cylindrical
shells yields a simple approximate stability analysis for orthotropic
or ring-stiffened conical shells under hydrostatic pressure. The
general instability of stiffened conical shells under hydrostatic
pressure is also analysed by a more accurate approach. Preliminary
experimental results for buckling of ring-stiffened conical shells
under hydrostatic pressure are presented and discussed.
INTRODUCTION
Most aerospace shell structures are orthotrcpic or stiffened shells.
The increasing use _ new constructional materials, such as reinforced
plastics, fiber reinfarced materials etc., which have orthctropic elastic
properties, has focussed attention on orthotropic shell theory and the
corresponding stability analysis. Buckling of orthotropic cylinders has
been subject to extensive investigations (See refs. I - @), and the
_eneral instability of stiffened cylindrical shells has likewise been
analysed by consideration of an equivalent orthotropic shell (refs.5 - 6),
as well as by other a_prosches (See, for example, ref. 7). In this
report, the investigations are extended to orthotropic and stiffened
conical shells.
The method developed in reference 8 for isotropic conical shells
is applied to the solution of Donnell type stability equations for
orthotropic conical shells, derived in reference 9, for external
pressure loading. The solution is then used to analyse the general
instability of ring-stiffened conical shells under external pressure
by consideration of an equivalent orthotropic shell. Typical cases of
orthotropic _ ring stiffened conical shells are computed and correlated
with equivalent cylindrical shells. The comparison brings out again the
t_er ratio as the most significant factor representin_ the conicity in
*This work was supported in part by the U.S. Air Force under Grant
No. AF-EOAR-62-61 and monitored by the European Office, Office of Aero-
space Research.
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the case of "buckling under uniform external _ressure, as shown for
isotropic shells by Seide (ref. 11) and reconfirmed by the author for
slightly different boundary conditions (r_f. 8). A relatively simple
approximate analysis for the buckling of any orthotropic or ring -
stiffened conical shell under uniform external pressure is obtained
from the correlation.
As for isotropic conical shells (ref. 12), tho same linear analysis
is extended to the case of axial compression and combined axi_ compression
and external or internal pressure. On the basis cf rcsults _r cylindrical
shells (ref. I), the linear orthotropic _heory may be expect0"d also to yield
fairly realistic buckling lo_ds for conical shells with closely spaced
stiffeners.
The more accurate m_thod cf separate "distributed stiffness" of
rings _ stringers is then employed to _how the effect of eccentricity
of stiffeners on the general instability of stiffened conical shells
under external pressure.
Preliminary experimental results for 3 mchined ring-stiffened
conical shells verify in general the theoretical analysis for buckling
under hydrostatic pressure.
The analysis referred to is _ritten in non-_imensional form, stud
the coordinates ar_ displacements are non-dimensionalized through
divisic_ by a, the distance along a gersrator of the top of a truncated
cone from the vertex. (See fig. 1 ).
SYMBOLS
D
Ex,%,E,E I E
,2
G
h
P
P
t
= [ 3/12(i- 2)],in.zb.
= mo_uli of elasticity of orthotropic shell, and of
stiffened shell and its stringers and rings
respectively, psi
= shear modulus, psi
= thickness of shell, in.
= 12 .(a/h)2
= hydrostatic pressure or critical hydrostatic pressure,
= critical hydrostatic pressure or equivalent
cylindrical shell, psi
= axial comprezsive load, lb.
= number of circumferential waves
psi
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L
3
1
0
9
v
W
X
x2
_3- Gh
Y
Wx_ , w x , i;
= -- --'tu'/a) = non-dimensional displacement of shell
middle surface along a generater
= (re/a) = non-dimensional circumferential displacement
of shell middle surface
= (we/a) = non-dimensional radial displacement of shell
middle surface
= (xe/a) = non-dimensior_l axial coordinate, along a
generator
= ratio of distance of the bottom of a truncated cone
from the vertex to that of the top.
= cone angle
, lb./In.
,lb./in.
,lb./in.
= (I- Vmx)/2 for orthotropic, or (I- v)/2 for isotropic
she ll_
= 1 - v p V?x
= Poisson's ratios for orthotropic and isotropic shells
= membrane stresses of prebuckling state, psi
= circumferential coordinate
Subscripts following a comma indicate differentiation.
0RTHOTROPIC THEORY
Buckling of Orthotropic Comical Shells
Under External Pressure
The stability equations for thin circular orthotropic conical shells
employed in the analysis are presented (in non-dimensional form) in
Append/x A. These equations _ derived in reference 9 and reduce to
Seide's equations (ref.10) for the case of isotropic shells or to
Bodner's equations for orthotropic cylindrical shells (ref.5) when the
cone angle approaches zero. The third equation, in the radial direction,
is however a Batdorf type modified equation, instead of the usu_! eighth
order equation, to faciliza_eits solution by the Gelerkin method. It
reduces therefore to the modified equation of reference 8 for the case of
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isotropic shells, instead of the corresponding eruction of reference 10.
The problem is solved for a core sunported in a manner apuroximating
convention_l simple supports. The cor_itions for the r_dial displacement
are therefore
and
w= 0 at x= I, x2
+ (vq_/x)W,x=_ffi0 at
(1)
The circumferential and axial displacements (along the generators) are
assumed to be resisted by elastic supports instead of the usual require-
ments that v. O and u is unrestrained. These elastic supports, how-
ever, approximate the usual conditions fairly closely as in the case of
isotropic shells (ref. 8).
Now, since an orthotropic shell may be expected to buckle in a mode
similar to _hat of an isotropic one, the same solution is a_sume_ for
the displacement functions
u =Im \ A x s sin t7
/ n
n=1
w
n=l
w = Im Cn xs sin t_
n=1
where C and t are real (t is the number of circumferential waves of the
bucl'_lin_ &eformations), s is the complex number
s = y. in
n is an integer and the symbol Im indicates the imagino_-y part of the
solution.
The detailed analysis is carried out in reference 13, and only the
salient features are given here. Substitution of the complex functions
of equations (3) into the first two stability equations (eqs. (AI) and
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(A2) of AwpendixA) yields A and B in terms of C and thence the
n n_
spring constants representing the elastic restraints. Since these
restraints arise from the non-compliance of the azsumed solutions _th
the u ar_ v boundary conditions, their effect may be expected to be of the
same order of magnitude for isotropic and orthotropic conical shells,
and this is confirmed by calculations for a typical shell (ref. 13).
Hence the effect of the elastic restraints is very small _nd may be
neglected (see refs. 1_ and 8). The boundary conditions on w, equations
(I) and (2), are enforced rigorously, and hence _ and y are determined as
and
= /r/Ige x2 (5)
y = (1- %.)/2 (6)
With the assumption that the membrane stresses represent the
prebuckling stress state satisfactorily, the third stability equation,
eq. (A3), is then solved by the Galerkin method, as in reference 8.
The critical pressure is obtained from the resulting set of linear
equations, which are for uniform hydrostatic pressure
>--_/CnI[(-1)m÷n X22y-2_ 1]G1(n,m) ÷ l_(aJ_1)cos2o:[(-1)m÷nx22Y-1]G2(n,m)
n=1
.+ 3 tan o
J
where the symbols G (n,m) denote values of the G functions (algebraic
expressions given in ref. 13) for the particular n and m .
The critical pressures, for the case of uniform hydrostatic pressure
loading, were computed for some typical orthotropic s_lls, _.nd com_.red
with those for similar isotropic shells (see table 1). The results
confirm Hess's conclusions (ref. 2), about the desirability of
(E /E ) < 1 and the general weight so_ving potential in the use of
or_ho_ropic material, also for conical shells.
The analysis can readily be applied to the case of external oressure
varying in the axial direction. Since the orthotropy does not affect the
Iced terms (the G_ terms of ecuations (7) are identical to those of ref.8),
one has only to rdplace them by the corresponding terms for axially varying
external pressure derived for isotropic shells (ref. 8) and proceed as
before.
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General Instability of Stiffened Conical
Shells Under External Pressure
The above analysis is now applied to the investigation of the
general instability of stiffened conical shells under external pressure
by consileration c£ an equivalent orthotropic shell. Though the ==thod
may be used for longitudinal stiffening (stringers) as well as for
circumferential stiffening (rings or _rames), the former is omitted on
account of the m_rked inferiority of stringers as stiffeners against
general instabili_ under external pressure, and since the orthotropic
approach would be limited only to stringers which increase in area, or
number, in accordance with the cone diameter.
The ring-stiffened conical shell is correlated to an equivalent
orthotropic one in the manner proposed by Bodner for cylindrical shells
(ref. 5). Essentially, the equivalent orthotropic shell is an isotropic
one with a larger effective thickness in the circumferential direction
to account for the contribution of the rings to the circumferential
extensional rigidity, _d having also a larger bending rigidity in the
circumferential direction due to the marked increase in the effective
moment of inertia of the ring and shell combination. The increase in
extensional rigidity is represented by the parameter
k = 1 .,.CA.Z/a° h) (8}
where A2 is the cross sectional area af the ring, and a
ar_ the increase in bending rigidity is represented by o
parameter
its spacing;
a second
(9)
where I_ is the effective moment of inertia on the ring and shell
combinati on,
7I,p=I22.½¢e:_ - _232. [,.°h3/12¢1_233. [aoh=2 ¢t-,, 3] (10)
where I.2 is the moment of inertia of the _ cross section about its
centroi_ and the other geometrical quantities are shown in fig. I.
Once the equivalent orthotropic shell has been defined, the orthotropic
theory can be applied (see ref. 13). It should be noted that Bodner's
approximation of unity for k (ref. 5) is verified, with an error of much
less than one percent, also by calculations for conical shells. In Table
I, the critical pressures for tsrpic_l ring-stiffened conical shells are
again compared with those for corresponding isotropic shells.
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Correlation with Equivalent Cylindrical Shells
For isotropic conical shells urger hydrostatic pressure, Seide
(ref. 11) showed that the critical pressures can be correl_ted to those
of ecuivalent cylindrical shells, bringing out the taper ratio,
= 1 - (R_), as the significant parameter of conicity. The ecuivalent
cylindrical shell is taken on the basis of Nior_son's results _ref. 15)
as one having a length ecu_l to the slant length of the cone, 1, a radius
equal to its average radius of curvature, Pav a_ the same thickness h,
where
l:a(_-l)
Pay= [a(1 • ==2)_ =/2] = (_1" _)/2 cos= (11)
q,= I - (1/==2). = 1 - (R1/_2)
The correlation yielded an approximate curve for the ratio of the
critical pressure of conical shells to that of their equivalent cylindrical
shells versus the taper ratio
(p/5) = g(_) (12)
(fig. 2 of ref. Ii). A very similar curve r;as obtained in reference 8
for conventional simple supports (which differ slightly from Seide's
bour_ary conditions) verifying tb_ significance of the taper ratio as the
main geometrical parameter of the conicity in the case of external pressure
loading.
It is therefore reasonable to expect that also for the case of
orthotropic and ring-stiffened conical shells under external pressure the
taper ratio will be the significant parameter of conicity. The orthotropy
and ring-stiffening will probably affect cylindrical and conical shells
in the same manner and hence the ratio of (p/_p) should be very nearly the
same as for isotropic shells.
In order to investigate this hypothesis, the critical pressures for
the equivalent cylindrical shells were computed by Bodner's method
(ref. 5) for all the typical conical shells given in Toble 1, which
include orthotropic shells of fiberglass reinforced epoxy and plywood,
and ring stiffened shells of steel. The ratios (p/_) are plotted in
fig. 2 and compared with the curve g(_) taken from reference 8, since
the present analysis is for the same simwle sunports ass_ned there.
The comparison in fig. 2 verifies the hypothesis and yields n very
convenient appro_te method far the determination of the czitic_-I
uniform external pressure of any orthotropic, or ring-stiffened, conical
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shell.
_e proced_e involves: (a) calculation of the dimensions of the
equivalent cylind__ical shell, using equations (11); (b) computation ofthe
critical pressure p for this equivalent shell by Bodner's method (ref. 5),
and (c) reading the correct_g from fig. 2. Finally Pcr for the conical
shell is obtained from p = p g.
Buckling Under Axial Compression and Under Combined
Axial Load and External or Internal Pressure
In reference 12, the solution of reference 8, is applied to a linear
analysis of the asymmetrical buckling of thin isotropic conical shells
under unifcrm axial compression, after the effect of axial constraint has
been shown to be small also for this type of loading (ref. 16). Calculations
for a typical isotropic conical shell yielded a slightly lower buckling
load than by the corresponding linear axisymmetrical analysis (ref. 17).
The analysis is now extended to orthotropic shells, and can then be applied
directly to stiffened shells by consideration of an equivalent orthotropic
shell.
The final set of linear • quations of the stability analysis eqs. (7)
have separate load terms _hich are not affected by the orthotropy and are
hence identical to those for isotropic shells. Provided the same form of
buckling displacement is po sible, only _his load term has to be cha_ged,
if instability under a different type c_ loading _ to be investigated.
For uniform axial compression the third term of equations (7) is therefore
replaced, as for isotropic conical shells, by
1_ (n,m) sin2a) (13)
where @_(n,m) is _n algebraic expression given in reference 12.
It should be noted that though the s-me form of deflection functions
is assuz_d as solutions in case of buckling under external pressure and
under uniform axial compression, the calculotlons differ slightly, since
the basic buckling mode has, instead of n = I, a number of axial waves of
the s_me order as t (see ref. 12).
As the analysis is linear, combinations of load terms may be added,
subject to _he above mentioned proviso of admissibility of displacement
functions. Hence for combined axial compression and external or internal
pressure the final simultaneous equations would be obtained directly by
adding expression (13) to equation (7), changing the sign of p in the case
of internal pressure or that of P in _he case of a tensile axial Iced.
Insofar as linear theory can represent actual bucF_ir_ shapss, it may
be expected from similar analyses for isotropic conical and cjlindrical
shells, that asy_netrical modes will predominate for combinations of
external pressure snd axial compression, or tensionp whereas in the
presence of interrAl pressure symmetrical modes will appear (ref. 18).
MORE ACCURATE ANalYSIS FOR STZFFEr_D
CONICAL S_LLS
Stress-Strain Relations
The instability of ring- ar stringer- stiffened conical shells may
be analysed more accurately by consiaeration of the separate distributed
stiffness of the rings and stringers. The circumferential or longitudinal
stiffeners are assumed each to be distributed evenly along one spacing
(one half spacing each side), the middle surface c_ _he shell being chosen
as reference line. This approach is valid f_ closely spaced stiffeners
which need not be necessarily evenly spaced and equal, and _ermits detection
of differences in the critical load caused by their eccentricity.
The theory sets out with the formul_tion of stress-strain relations
of the shell together with stiffeners. The stiffeners may have different
elastic properties, ani the strains are. assumed to be identical at the '.
contact surface of stiffeners az_ shell.
For the shell the stress e_ strain relations are
°'z(z) = [E/(1-w2)] [_'z ÷ we - (z/a)(K z + vK?) ] (1L,.)
%(z) = [E/(1-,2)] [_. _x- (--/a) (%+ ,,%) ]
while for the stiffeners they are
_(") = _'1[_= - (=/a) ,_=]
%(") = _2 I'_q,- (../a),,.p ]
Hence the forces and moments acting on _ element become
_= : Ira./(1 - _,2)] [_=(I + _,1) ÷ .,_- x1 ,,= ]
.q. = [m,./(1- _.2)] [%(1 . ,2) + ,,,-=- x2 % ]
and
=_= - (_/a) [%(_ . ,vo2) * _,,,=- C2 _p]
=_= (_/a) [(_) . '_t_ ]_'_
_==- (_/a) [(_-,,) . _t2 ]"_
('_5)
(_)
(17)
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where _I _ _2 axe the increases in effective cross sectional area of
the shell due to stringers _nd rings respectively, X 1 and X2 are the
changes in extensior_l stiffness caused by the eccentricities of
stringers ar_ rings, _ I' _-2' _+4, _+2 are the increases in bending
and twisting stiffness ° of _ the'dhelY due to stringers and rings, an_
_I and _2 are the changes in bending stiffness caused by the eccentricities
of strir_ers and rings.
With the aid of these relations the stability equations are obtained
in terms of displacements. These equations are similar to those for
isotropic shells, before uncoupllng, though more complicated.
_uckllng Under External Pressure
General instability under external pressure is ar_lysed with the
aid of the same solution employed fc_ isotropic and orthotropic conical
shells, equations (3). However, since the more accurate stiffened shell
equations are not amenable to the direct solution, coupled with the
Gelerkin method for the third equationp emoloyed for isotropic and
orthotropic shells, a modified solution using successive correction
factors and a variational approach, that is basically an extension of the
Galerkin method, has been applied by M. Baruch in his unpublished
doctoral dissertation under the guidance _ the author. Since the
successive correction factors converge rapidly, the method is not too
laborious. The extenled Galerkin approach also _ermits direct estimates
and correction of the error involved in the partial co,fiance only with
the boundary conditions for u and v. VS_en the stiffeners have no eccentricity,
or the eccentricity is neglected, the metho_ reduces to the orthotropic
analysis discussed above.
The Effect of Eccentricity of Stiffeners
_y an analysis similar to that outlined above, 3aruch and the author
investigated the effect c_ eccentricity of stiffeners on the general
instability of stiffened cylindrical shells under hydrostatic pressure.
For typical shells with _ngs on t he inside, the critical pressures were
found to be 11.5 percent to 13.5. percent above those obtained with the
identical rings on _e outside. For typic_.l conical shells similar
magnitudes are obtained. Far example, for two ring stiffened conical
shells of the follcwir_ properties
: = _' a = 57.59 in. (A2/a h ) = 0.I_710
v = 0.3 h = 0.I in [Z2_(aoh3/12)] = 0.7819
one obtains
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=2  aper  tio @av/h)
l,
1.5 0.333 t,.15
5,0 0,800 995
P/Pno eccentricity (Pinside rings _
_ o_e \Poutside rin_s/
1.021 0.963 1.061
1.058 O. 965 1,093
It may be concluded that from a buckling point of view the placing
of stiffening rin_s (or frames) on the inside of the shell is advantageous°
Further it should be noted that the effect of eccentricity of stiffening
rings is of sufficient magnitude to require care in the interpretation of
experimental results.
For stringers the effect of eccentricity is smaller and opposite:
outside stringers yield higher instability presstu-es than inside ones, as
has also been shown far cylindrical shells.
_._J_ INVSSTI C,_TION
The first phase of an experimental program on the instability of
orthotropic and stiffened conical shells initiated at the Tec_mion, is
concerned with the general instability of ring stiffened shells udder
hydrostatic pressure. The test rig (fig.3) is similar to that used in
previous investigations ce isotropic shells (ref. 19), except that it is
smaller and designed for higher pressures. The specimens (see fig._a)
are of mi_ steel, have rings on the outside, and are fabricated by
careful machining (a tolerance cf -+O.001 in. was obtained on thickness
of shell and rings). The specimens are clamped at the edges. As in
reference 20, strain gages are installed around the circumference and
opposite a stiffening ring near the estimated position of maximum buckling
defleetion. On the first test cane, an additional mw of strain gages was
installed opposite the centre of the bay between two stiffening rings, to
detect early panel instability. No panel instability appeared before
failure by general instabili_, and the fact thF.t the strain values of
the two rows did not differ appreciably during the whole t_st, seems to
justify the assumption c_ effectiveness of complete bay length, a ,
implied in the theoretical analyses, o
Three conical shells of similar geometry (RI= 1.77 in., R2= 5.67 in.,
a_1 = = 20° ) were tested. All failed by general instability. The strain
gage readings indicated clearly the embryonic lobe formation discussed in
references 19 and 20, and the cones buckled by a sudden formation of one
large general instability wave in place cf one of those embryonic lobes
(see fig._b). Since the buckling stress was not far from the yield stress
of the material, the elastic buckling transformed immediately into plastic
deformation. Attempts to raise the pressure again resulted in growth of
the wave (and appearance of une further vmve in two tests) with additional
small plastic panel buckles.
_heoretical buckling pressures which would appear for perfect cones
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were determined from strain gage readings of the 3 tests by the extension
of Southwell's method given in reference 21. The intercept and the slope
methods, suggested there, yielded nearly similar perfect cone buckling
pressures, which were about 8 percent higher than the observed ones,
as follo_s :
Specimen no. 1 2 3
Theoretical buckling pressure (psi) 106.1 96.2 95.8
Observed failing pressure (psi) 99.2 9&.O 8_.6
Perfect cone bucl_ing pressure (psi) 106 103 92
The ratios of observed failing pressure and perfect cone buckling
pressure to the equivalent cylinder buckling pressure (_) are also plotted
in figure 2. These preliminary results are in good agreement with _he
theory. It should be noted, however, that hbe test specimens were clamped
while the theory is for simple supports. However, the effect of clamped
edges should be rather small for ring stiffened shells due to their
relatively large circumferential stiffnecs (for cylindrical shells it is
usu_lly neglected - see ref. 20).
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FUTURE RESF_LRCH
Both the orthotropic theory end the more accurate theory for stiffened
shells should be extez_ed to torsion and combined loading and verified
experimentally. Further experimental investigation of the buckling under
external pressure of orthotropic _ ring-stiffene_ conical and cylindrical
shells is required. The tests should also aim at verifying the effect
of eccentricity of stiffeners postulated by the thcory. The effect of
clamped edges should also be further clarified. '_xtensive tests of
cylindrical and conical shells with closely spaced stiffeners under axial
compression are needed to confirm th_ rem_rk_ble agreement with linear
theory pointed out by Becker and Gerard (ref. I) in the case of a recent
test by _ugliese. Research along these lines is planned at the Technion.
APPENDIX A
ST:_BILITY EQUATIONS FOR 0RTHOTROPIC CONICAL SHELLS
For orthotropic conical shells the uncoupled Donnell type stability
equations of reference 9 can be written in non-dimensional form (for
zero surface forces) as
LIo(V) -- ('#'3 )cOt (-L8Kx "_xW, x-('_1)wl+(I/sin a)ILs+(_J'l)L61(w _)_(A2)
and
f
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k.
.2(_)[ C-,_/_ sin =) - C-/x 2 _ =) 1
+ Cl/_3)C=j=_)_ oot2 = _-1 [C1/_)C_ -,=) ,=j = o
where the operators. L. to L.^ are defined in reference 9
inverse operator L_ 1 1is defied by
T_ rT -1 C-_]= = C_)
=) + (1/_),,,
,ix
(A3)
or 13, and the
It should be noted _hat the r_d/al stability equ_.tion, eq. (A3),
is not the usual eighth order equPtion, which is a higher derivative of
the radial equilibrium equation, but a Batdorf type modified equation
which is more convenient for solution by the Galerkin method, since it
enst_es monotonic decrease cf the approximate buckling loads with increase
in number u_ terms of approximation.
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CRITICAL PRESSURES OF TYPICAL 0RTHOTROPIC f_D P_N_-STIFF_D
CONIC._L SHELLS
(a) Orthotropic Shells (Cone angle 30° )
Material Tap_r ,, _ E p (P/Ex)X 106
Ratio f_av_ x ?x
I-(I/h) Otto-  qui,alent
tropic Cylinder
Shell
Iso-
tropic
Shell
Plywood 0.333 /+1.5 20.0 0.022 0.0409 O.OA02
Fibreglass[0.333 _.15 2.59 0.090 0.20&I 0.2003
Reinforced J0.500 &99 0.386 0.23/+ 0.30/+8 0.28;+1
Epoxy(1/+3)lO.600 582 2.59 0.090 0.04.18 0.0373
_.800 995 0.386 0.23/+ 0.0307 0.02/+6
(b) Ring Stiffened Shells (Haterial: steel;
Cone augle: Nos. 6,7 -30 = No.8 -20 °)
o./+o5o
o._o5o
o.i538
o.53_o
o.o159
Taper
Ratio
1-(1/h)
0.333
0.800
0.678
-F/ o \_h-"_" _
o
t,i5 o.1/+71" o.7819 " 1.653
995 o. 1/+7t o. 7819 1.653
98./+ 0.152 0.590 1.325
Stiff-
ened
Shell
1.263
0.0557
3.5/+
Equiv- Iso-
alent tropic
Cylinder Shell
1.23_. 0./+050
O.OL,50 0.0_59
3.04 1.297
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Figure I.- Notation.
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Figure 2.- Ratios of the buckling pressure of orthotropic and ring stiffened
conical shells to that of equivalent cylindrical shells.
Figure 3.- Experimental set-up.
Figure _.- Test specimen: (a) prior to test, (b) after failure by general
instability.
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ASYMMETRIC BUCKUNG OF CLAMPED SHALLOW
SPHERICAL SHE LLS_
By Hubertus J. Weinitschke
Hughes Aircraft Company, Ground Systems Group
S UMMAR Y
The problem of buckling of clamped shallow spherical shells has
recently been considered in several theoretical investigations. Buck-
ling loads under uniform external pressure were obtained in these in-
vestigations which show a surprisingly good agreement with each other,
but show a marked disagreement with available experimental values.
In all previous studies it has been assumed that the shell deformations
are rotationally symmetric. In this paper, the buckling problem is re-
examined byintroducing asymmetric modes of deformation. The ap-
proach is to superimpose small asymmetric deflections on finite axisym-
metric deflections, and to show that the symmetric states of deforma-
tion are unstable over certain ranges of load and geometry parameter.
Numerical results are obtained by means of a digital computer and are
compared with previous theoretical and experimental results.
INTRODUC TION
Problems of elastic stability of thin shells that require a large
deflection analysis have been of considerable interest lately. In some
well-known examples, approximate theoretical results are in reason-
ably good agreement with available experimental information; but the
author does not know of a single problem that has yielded to a mathe-
rnaticall 7 satisfactory and accurate solution, which at the same time
is in _ood agreement with experiments. This unsatisfactory situation
holds true even for the problem of buckling under uniform pressure of
a shallow spherical shell, which is in a sense the simplest of shell
stability problems and which is the subject of this paper. A reason for
this situation may be found in the fact that the majority of theoretical
large deflection analyses of stability problems have been carried out
by means of Rayleigh-Ritz type approximations, whose accuracy is in
_This work was carried out at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology,
supported by the Office of Naval Research. The author is indebted to
Prof. E. Reissner whose help and encouragement was of great value to
him. The calculations were carried out at M. I. T. Computation Center.
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general difficult to assess in nonlinear problems. Frequently, shells
exhibit deflection patterns that are difficult to represent in terms of
sud_ approximations. (For instance, using a one- or two-term Ritz
approximate solution of the axisymmetric buckling of a spherical cap,
one finds increasingly incorrect buckling loads with increasing shell
heights. ) It seems that at the present state of knowledge, recourse to
numerical methods of well-defined accuracy should be considered as a
powerful (if temporary) alternate approach in theoretical studies of
shell instability. In view of the complexity of large deflection equa-
tions, such an approach may involve extensive calculations on a high
speed digital computer; howe_a_r, a more detailed understanding of the
buckling mechanism which one may gain from such calculations may
render this approach worth-while. The problem treated in the present
paper is believed to give some support to this point of view.
The buckling under uniform pressure of a shallow spherical shell,
clamped along its boundary, has generally been considered to be of the
snapping type. On the basis of a theory of finite axisymmetric deflec-
tions, one obtains a nonlinear load deflection curve which shows a local
maximum of the pressure, except for extremely shallow shells which
do not buckle. This mtximum pressure Pc determines the critical load
at which snapping occurs, provided that the classical buckling criterion
is assumed to be valid. W_nat is of particular interest is the stability
curve that shows how Pc varies with the shell geometry parameter _ de-
fined below. Several recent investigations have been concerned with
the calculation of this stability curve (refs. 1 to 4). The results of
these studies, which were obtained by entirely different techniques,
show good agreement with each other. They were all based on a sys-
tem of nonlinear differential equations for finite axisymmetric deforma-
tions. However, experimental results are generally in serious disa-
greement with the results of the axisymmetrical buckling theory. For
some time, it has been believed that these discrepancies might be due
to imperfections in geometrical shape. Recent results of Budiansky
(see ref. I) for certain types of imperfections of reasonable magnitudes
tend to discourage such speculations.
The present analysis is based on the assumption that asymme-
trical deflection modes are significant in the process of buckling. The
buckling of spherical caps appears then to be a bifurcation rather than
a snapping phenomenon: axisymmetric deformation takes place until a
critical _lue is reached, at which point, bifurcation of solutions of
the basic equations occurs. One branch of solutions corresponds to
axisymmetric states of equilibrium, other branches correspond to
asg_nmetric states, which in the vicinity of the bifurcation point differ
from the axisyrnrnel_ic states by infinitesimal amounts. The axisym-
metric states are therefore unstable forpressuresabove the critical
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value, hereafter referred to as the asymmetrical buckling load. The main re-
sult of this paper is a new stability curve, based on asymmetric deflections of
the form w = w(r)cos nO. Two different techniques are employed; one amounts
to calculation of the second variation of an appropriate potential energy func-
tional, the other reduces the stability problem to a nonlinear eigenvalue problem.
BASIC EOUATIONS
The basic equations for finite bending of shallow shells have been derived
by Marguerre (ref. 5) under the traditional assumptions of thin shell theory.
that is, neglection of transverse shear deformability and of tangential displace-
ment components u, v in the nonlinear terms. These equations, when written
in polar coordinates and specified to a spherical cap, can be put in the form
A'I_4F + +½K[w,wJ- 0
D V4w - 2H _2F - K[F, w] : pb 4 (1)
where b is the base radius of t_ shell, H is the shell " rise", p is the exter-
nal pressure, A and D are stretching and bending stiffness factors respectively
and _ is the Laplace operator in the polar coordinates r and 9. Sire ss resul-
tants and couples are related to the stress function F and the axial displacement
w by the formulas
._. N r = r=2KS_ + r=IF, r N 8 : F,rr Nr8 : r-2F,9 - r-IF,r9
Qr = "D(_2W)'r Q8 = -Dr" l(V2w), O
M r : -D(W, rr+yTw) M o = -D(Tw +UW, rr)
where Tw -. r'lw, + r'2w,0^, D : D(1 -y) and y is Poisson' s ratio. A comma
followed by subsctCipts indic_a_es _ifferentiation with respect to the subscripted
variable(s). The nonlinear terms in F._is. (I) are expressed in terms of the dif-
ferential operator K as follows
K[F,w] : _1 F,,p(w,p+ /lw,00)+w,??(F,?+ _IF, 00)+ 2_ -2"
[(i(F, ow,o+ F,ow, o)_ F, 0w, 0_ f2F,0w0]
where _) = rb =I
The bounda r7 conditions correspo n ding to a clamped edge are
u : v : w -- w, r : 0 at r = b(_= I). (3)
In order to express the first two conditions in terms of F
sider the stress-strain relations
1 2
AIF - N r-_,N 8 = A(U,r + rw'rR-I +_w'r )
and w, con-
I-i 2,
A2F -- N 0-uN r : Ar-l(u+v, o+_r wg)
A3F • 2(l+*,)Nrs= Air,r - r'l(v -u,0)+ R-Iw,8+ r-Iw,rW ,8]
Expressing Nr, NS, and Nr0 in terms of F as indicated by the differential
operators A 1 , A 2 , A 3 , it can be verified that conditions (3) are equivalent to
A2F : (rA2F), r -AIF- (A3F), 8 :w :w, r = 0 at r = b. (4)
The boundary value problem (1) and (4) constitutes the basis for the present
analysis.
A convenient dimensionless form of Eqs. (1) is obtained by introducing
the functions g( ?, e) :_D- F and h(o, O) - mt-lw, and the relevant geometry
an_i load parameters Uzffi 2mHt "1 and ¥ = pb4m(4Dt) "1 (t = shell thickness,
m 2 = 12(1 - _2)). With this, we have the following equations for g and h
2 4y (5)V4g + p 2 v2h+½K[h,h]" 0, 4h- U g-
For convenience of describing the buckling process, a dimensionless deformed
volume is introduced by V
-4
: ff h( 9' 8) _d _ dO, and a load parameter by P = yU
RESULTS OF PREVIOUS WORK
In all previous theoretical studies, the assumption was made that defor-
mations are romtionaUy symmetrical (except in r ef. 6). In that case, F_xts. (5)
can be simplified considerabJy. With p = g' (q), q = h' (9), where the primes
denote differentiation with respect to 9' it carl be shown that Eqs. (5) reduce to
the following ordinary differential equations:
(p, + -lp), : u2q_21 _-1q2 (q, +_-lq), ffi_t2p+ 2¥_+ _lpq. (6)
The corresponding boundary conditions are
p(0) : q(0)- 0, p(1) = q' (1)-wq(1)= 0. (7)
A great deal of effort has been devoted to solving Eqs. (6) and (7) and
calculating the resulting stability curve Pc(P). If the curve P • P(V) is plotted
for a fixed shell geometry, the variation of P with increasing V is roughly as
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follows: P increases until it reaches a local maximum Pc, then decreases to a
local minimum Pt (unstable states of equilibrium), and then increases again
(stable post-buckling states of equilibrium).
In some recent papers, buckling criteria have been discussed that are
.... ba " " uegli-r_ mechanism according to which the minimum
load P£ is to be considered as the actual collapse load of the shell. The short-
comings of these criteria, which have no logical basis, have been pointed out,
e.g., see the comprehensive review article on shell instability by Fung and
Sechler (ref. 7). It has further been shown (ref. 8) that for simply supported
spherical caps under uniform pressure, Pe is negative for certain shell geo-
mercies. Similar difficulties are encountered in the application of so-called
energy buckling criteria to the spherical cap problem (see ref. 7). In the fol-
lowing, the term " buckling load" is to be understood in the classical sense.
The results of the earlier studies of Eqs. (6) and (7) which were obtained
by Ritz-type approximations, perturbation techniques, and power series methods
are generally in disagreement with each other (see refs. 1 and 2 for a more com-
plete discussion and additional references). The power series approach proved
promising, however, convergence difficulties for larger values of la2 made it im-
possible to obtain solutions for values of y up to the critical load Yc = _t4Pc •
The results of the more recent investigations are based on iterative
numerical solution of the above differential equations. A number of entirely
different techniques have been used successfully to overcome the difficultiesin
the numerical solution, which are related to the increasing waviness of the nor-
mal deflection w with increasing shell parameter _2. A modified power series
approach, expanding the solutions of Eqs. (6) in both powers of _ and powers of
I - _ was employed by Weinitschke (ref. 2). In the work of Budiansky (ref. 1),
the problem was formulated in terms of two nonlinear integral equations which
were solved by means of matrix approximations. A different integral equation
formulation was employed by Thurston (ref. 3), and a finitedifference solution
of Eqs. (6) and (7) was given by Archer (ref. 4). The stability curves based on
the results of refs. 1 and 4 are in almost perfect agreement with each other (see
curve S in Figure 1). However, except for the range _ _ 5.5, the experimental
values shown in Figure 1 are in serious disagreement with the axisymmetric
buckling theory.
It is interesting to note that the range ta .< 5.5 corresponds to the sim-
ple deflection mode: w(q) has its maximum at the apex ( q = 0) and is monotoni-
cally decreasing towardsthe edge. For larger shell rtses, _ >.5.5, the shell
deforms according to axisymmetric theory into a deflection pattern of a higher
degree of waviness before it snaps through at large values of P. However, in
view of the results discussed below, the more wavy axisymmetric states become
unstable in the asymmetric buckling theory.
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THE BIFURCATION PROBLEM
The results discussed in the previous section lead to the conclusion that
the low experimental values of Pc cannot be explained on the basis of axisym-
metric deformations. The strong increase of the ratio INe/N - If or increasing
P and for p _5.5 observed in ref. 2 ind icates the possibihty _f wriakling in the
circumferential direction of the cap. Furthermore, there is strong experimen-
tal evidence (see ref. 1) for asymmetrical buckling. Recently, buckling loads
have been calculated by Gjelsvik and Bodner (ref. 6) using a Rayleigh-Ritz pro-
cedure, where w(r, e) is assumed to be nonsymmetrical involving one free para-
meter. The resulting numerical values of Pc are larger than the values of axi -
symmetric theory (curve S in Figure I); therefore, it is not evident from their
work whether asymmetric deflection theory is able to explain the low e xperimen-
tal values.
A new approach to the buckling problem will no w be outlined which cakes
into account asymmetrical deflection modes of the type W(r)cos nO. It is assumed
that axisymmetric deformation takes place until a critical value P* is reached at
which point bifurcation of solutions of the basic equations (6) occurs. The branch
of axisymmetric solutions becomes unstable for pressure parameters P _P*, and
the shell deforms in an unsymmetrical mode. In other words, the smallest load
for which bifurcation occurs is considered as the limit of stability, in accordance
with general principles of elastic stability theory. However, the possibility must
be admitted that the loss of stability represented by points of bifur cation on the
axisymmetric load deflection curve P • P(V) may be rather localized. Further
investigation of the branches of asymmetrical states of equilibrium is necessary
in order to determine the complete behavior.of the shell.
In order to obtain the stability carve ou the basis of this approach, small
asymmetrical deflections w(r, 9) must be superimposed on finite axisymmetrical
deflections. Since the latter are known, the equations for w(r, e) and for the
stresses are linear. Two ways of formulating the present approach analytically
are described below which are at the same time suitable for obtaining numeri-
cal results.
VARIATIONAL METHOD
The potential energy of a shallow shell subject to uniform pressure can
be written as follows
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where the quantities eig denote the midsurface strains of the shell. Eqs. (I)
and (4) are now equivalent to the variational problem: minimize Eewith respect
to all (smooth) functions u, v, w satisfying u = v - w = w' - 0 along the edge
r = b. The above integrals are to be taken over the projection of the shell mid-
surface on the x, y-plane. Using the stress strain relations as constraints, one
can transform this variational problem into an equivalent one where u and v
are eliminated. This leads to a new functional E 2 [w, F], where E2 is to be min-
imized with respect to all functions w satisfying w = w' : 0. Here the function
F is given in terms of w by the first of Eqs. (I) subject to the boundary condi-
tions (4).
The details of this transformation and of the subsequent solution of the
stability problem are toolengthy to be reproduced here and will be given in a fu-
ture paper. Briefly, the procedure is as follows. Let F o(r), Wo(r) refer to a
given axisymmetric solution and define 7, W by F = Fo + t, w : Wo + _. In order
to show that the solutions F o, Wo become unstable for values of the pressure ex-
ceeding a certain limit, one has to calculate the second variation _2E2['w, F] of
the functional E 2 and show that it can be made negative for suitably chosen func-
tions w(r, 0). The application of this method is thus reduced to numerical evalu-
ation of certain double integrals and to solving a linear biharmonic equation to
find the f" corresponding to a given _.
DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS METHOD
Assume the dimensionless stress g and displacement h in the form
g , go(_) + '¢gl(f, O)+ 0(¢2), h = ho(f) + chl(_,,O) + 0(¢ 2) (9)
where go ' ho denote the axisymmetric solution, ¢ is a small parameter and
0(4 2) stands for terms of order ¢2. Substituting (9) into (5), noting that go, ho
satisfy Eqs. (6), and collecting terms of order 4, one obtains the desired equa-
tions for small asymmetric deflections. These deflections, represented by gl'
h I are
4 p2V2"hl + K[ho, h 1] 0Vgl + =
(10)
V4hl - p2V2g 1 - K[go, hl]-KFho, gl] : 0
A similar process leads to appropriate boundary conditions for the functions gl'
h I. These conditions together with Eqs. (i0) constitute the basic 8th order ei-
genvalue problem to be solved. Although Eqs. (10) are linear in gl, hl, the
problem is nonlinear insofar as the eigenvalue y enters via the functions go, ho,
which depend on y through the nonlinear equations (6).
In view of the periodicity in O, we set gl : G(?)cosnO, h 1 - H((_)cosnO.
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This leads to the following equations for G and H
LLG + H2LH + M_h o,H]: 0
LLH - H2LG - M_go,H]- M[h o,G] : 0
where
L : (...)" + -1(...), - n2¢2(...)
fM[X, YJ- X'(Y' - n2_-iY) + X'Y"; X.X(f), Y-Y(_)
(11)
The boundary conditionsfor G, H can be written inthe form
H : H' : G" - _(G' -n2G) • 0
at _ = 1 (12)
G" + G" - (i + 2=2 +_n2)G ' ÷ (5 + M)n2G = 0
In addition,G, H, G', H' must be regular at _ = 0.
As meutloned above, the solutlonof the axisyrnmetric problem has been
obtained in ref. 2 interms of power series infand I - 9 ; therefore, itis in-
dicatedto calculatethe solutionsG, H also in thisform, thatis,
and similar expansions with respect to 1 - _ . Substitution of (13) into (11) leads
to the fourfll degree indlctal equation for the roots _, and to recurrence relations
for the coefficients Gk, Hk Lrom which four regular linear lndependem solutions
can be constructed. Satisfaction of the boundary conditions (12) by an appropri-
ate linear combination of these solutions leads to the condition of vanishing of a
certain determinant I(p, n;P), where P : ¥_-4, which determines a smallest ei-
genvalue P*(n) for each n. For a fixed parameter p, the asymmetric buckling
load parameter Pc is therefore determined by the smallest of the P*(n), that is,
Pc(F) : Mt_nP*(n).
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In the applicationof the procedure outlinedinthe preceding sectionitis
important toobtain sufflciendyaccurate solutionsof EClS.(ii)because of the
loss of some accuracy in the evaluationof the determinant l(p,n,P). The roots
of I =0 were found by plottingI versus P keeping H and n fixed. The use of a
digitalcomputer (IBM-7090) was essentialin calculatingI for sufficientlylarge
ranges of the three parameters p, n, and P.
The resultsof these calculationsare shown in Fig. I. The criticalloads
corresponding to a fixedcircumferentialwave number n are plottedversus p,
from which the scallopedasymmetric stabilitycurve Pc(F)(labeledA inFig. I)
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is obtained as the lower envelope. It is seen that axisymmetric snap-buckling
prevails only over the narrow range 3.4 -__ ._ 4. For _ >4, there is bifurcation-
buckling caused by asymmetric deflection modes showing an increasing number
of circumferential waves with increasing ,. Although no attempt has been made
to extend the stability curve beyond t_ -" 10, it is significant that the calculated
buckling loads are in reasonably good agreement with the observed data, thus
essentially closing the large gap between theory and experiment that has hither-
to existed.
In conclusion, it must be admitted that although a bifurcation phenomenon
seems to determine the onset of buckling, the process of buckling at large may
well appear as a snap-through phenomenon, that is, the asymmetric modes may
become unstable with increasing deformation so that the final (post-buckled)
state is again axi@mmetrical. A theoretical coriftrmation would involve finite
asymmetric post-buckling deflections and would be of great value for a more
detailed understanding of the buckling process.
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ON THE iNFLUENCE OF NON-SYMMETRICAL MODES ON THE
BUCKLiNG OF SHALLOW SPHERICAL SHELLS
UNDER UNIFORM PRESSURE
By R. R. Parmerter and Y. C. Fung
CALIFORNIA INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY
SUMAL%RY
In view of the wide discrepancy between theoretical and experi-
mental results that still exists, the problem of buckling of shallow
spherical shells under uniform external pressure is reexamined
with the introduction of non-symmetrical deflection modes. The
basic idea is that, for a symmetrical shell under gradually increas-
ing symmetrical loading, the deformation v_ll be symmetrical up
to and after buckling, but it is feasible that a non-symmetrical mode
participates in the snap-through process. Including this possibility
in the governing equations may lower the theoretical buckling load.
Some analytical results are presented and compared with experiment.
SYMBOLS
/1 ' b2
k 2 = 2(1-_ 2) _ = geometrical shell parameter
b = radius of sha/low spherical segment
a = radius of sphere
t = shell thickness
= Poissonts ratio
p = pressure
q - p{_)2 /3(1_. 2) = non-dimensional pressure
s = inplane radial displacement (symmetrical)
z = inplane radial displacement (non-symmetrical)
y = inplane tangential displacement
w(r, O) --u(r) + v(r) cos nO = assumed displacement perpendicular
to shell
_92
k 2
_(r) = (_)a u(r) = non-dimensional displacement
E = Young's Modulus
_TRODUCTION
The problem of oil-canning or snap-through buckling of shal-
low spherical shells is one of considerable practical and theoretical
interest. The initial investigation (Ref. 5) was undertaken to see if
the classical continuous deformation concept of buckling would work
if the non-linear, rather than linear equations were used, or
whether it is necessary to follow Tsien' s suggestion (Ref. Z) and
introduce an artificial 11energy criterion sl for jumping, or distin-
guish and evaluate the '1upper" and 1'lower" buckling loads as advo-
cated by Friedrichs (Ref. 3) with the concomitant necessity of
assessing any real shell buckling load to be somewhere in between.
Several theoretical investigations followed (Refs. 7-15), but the
theoretical program has not yet been satisfactorily completed. Con-
siderable differences between theoretical predictions and experi-
mental measurements (Refs. 4, 5, 16, 17) still exist and remain
unexplained.
Taking a cue from the similar, but much simpler, problem
of sha/low arches (Re/. 6), we propose to investigate the influence
of non-symmetrical modes and non-symmetrical initial imperfec-
tions on the snap-through buckling of shallow spherical shells. The
idea is that for a symmetrical shell under a symmetrical loading,
the deflection will be symmetrical before buckling, and symmetrical
a/ter buckling; but during the buckling process, or in initiating the
buckling process, a non-symmetrical mode may participate. In the
case of arches, the participation of non-symmetrical modes lowers
the critical buckling load considerably when the arch-rise parameter
k is sufficiently large. We would like to see if the same is true for
spherical shells. Furthermore, in arches, any small initial imper-
fection of the non-symmetrical type has large effect toward lowering
the critical buckling load; the same might be true for spherical
shells.
Grigolyuk (Re/. 18) has presented some formulas for the non-
symmetrical deformation of spherical shells, but no results with
respect to buckling were given. Recently, Gjelsvik and Bodner
(Ref. 19) investigated the same problem by a single term approxima-
tion. A/though interesting features are demonstrated, the solutions
are numerically unreliable. The work to be presented herein was
initiated in 1960, and is not yet completely finished. However, in
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demonstrating (see Fig. 1) that for relatively small values of k good
agreement is obtained with Weinitschke and Budiansky's theoretical
results (Ref. 13) and with the experimental deformation pattern of
Kaplan and Fung (Ref. 5), some confidence is gained as to the cor-
rectness of the approach: for this reason it is thought worthwhile
to present this progress report. Only initially perfect spherical
shells will be discussed herein.
THE MATHEMATICAL PROBLEM
We consider a shallow portion of a spherical shell, clamped
along a circular boundary, (Fig. 2), and subjected to uniform
pressure on its top. We assume that the shell is so shallow that
yon K_rm_n' s large deflection equations for slightly curved plates
are applicable. These equations are given in Refo 18 for cylindri-
cal coordinates° We assume that the shell is initially a perfect
spherical cap, and that the deflection is symmetrical except during
buckling. In other words, as the symmetrical load deflection path
is traced, we look for bifurcation points involving non-symmetrical
states. If such a point can be found, it represents a possible way
of initiating a non-symmetrical transition mode which can carry
the shell into the buckled state. The existence of these points can
be discovered by considering small non-symmetrical disturbances
abo_t the symmetrical, large deflection solution. In other words,
the equations can be linearized with respect to the non-symmetrical
terms.
We assume that the deflection can be represented by a function
of the form
w(r, e) = u(r) + v(r) cos ne (1)
where v(r) << u(r). When this assumption is inserted into yon K_r-
m_n' s equations we find that the stress function F(r, O) should be
represented in the form
F(r,e) = G(r) + H(r) cosn6 (z)
Neglecting second order terms in v(rJ and H(r), von K_rm_m's equa-
tions reduce to:
1 1 1 (3a)D_74u = p+ _(GrrUr+ GrUrr)+ _ (Grr+ _-G r)
_r4G 1 (UrU + 1 1 (3b)Et - r rr _ Ur) - _ Urr
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pV4(vcosne) I + v G + 1
cos nO = _" (UrHrr + Vr Grr + Hr Urr rr r _ Hr)
n 2
. _(Grr v+ HUrr+ IH)+ IHa a rr
r
V41H cos nO) _ I + u v + I
Etcos nO r" (Ur Vrr rr r _ Vr)
_ (UrrV v) vI !+ +_ "a rr
r
B4 2 a 3 B2 B2
8r r 8r r r
(3c)
(3d)
2 a 3 2 B4 1 8 4
araO +7
and u, G, H, v are functions of r only.
Equations 3a, 3b are the usual non-linear symmetric equations,
while 3c, 3d are the equations of a linearized non-symmetrical per-
turbation on the symmetrical solution. If the boundary conditions
are symmetrical, equations 3c, 3d have the solution v = H = 0, i.e.,
the solution is symmetrical. However, for certain values of the
load intensity q, with its corresponding functions u(r), G(r), Eqs.
3c, 3d may admit non-trivial solutions. We seek the condition on
u(r), G(r) for eigensolutions to exist. The non-symmetrical buck-
ling pressure p can then be determined from eq. 3a.
By treating the problem in this manner we have uncoupled the
symmetrical equations from the non-symmetrical terms. Thus the
symmetrical problem can be solved independently. We begin by
solving 3a and 3b. The existing satisfactory solutions to these
equations are all numerical, and have been used only to predict
the buckling pressure. For our purpose we need expressions for
u(r) and G(r) which can be used in the solution of 3c and 3d. We
use Galer_n_s method to obtain these functions.
Previous attempts to solve 3a, b by Galerkinl s method have
not proven too successful. We have attempted to pick a two term
expression for u(r) which is capable of reproducing the experimental
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mode shapes reported by Kaplan and Fung.
satisfactory representation can be given by
u = u 1 (1 + cos _r)+ u 2 (1 - cos _r)
For values of k < 8 a
(4)
The assumed form of u satisfies the clamped boundary conditions
%u %u
_-= u = 0 at r = b, and the symmetry condition-b_ = 0 at r = 0.
Using Eq. 4 we can solve Eq. 5b for G. Three constants of
integration arise which are determined by the conditions of finite
stress at r = 0 and zero radial displacement in the plane of the edge
of the cap, at r = b. We now substitute G and u into Eq. 3a, which
will not in general be exactly satisfied, but can be satisfied approx-
imately in the Galerkin sense. This leads to two algebraic equations
which determine u 1 and u Z as a function of q. The resultant equations
are
.... 2 uz3_7. Iii u13+ 8.191 u12_2 + 35.79 u I u 2 + 10.47
-7. 217 A2 Ul u2 4.659 _2 Ul 2 . 9. 349 A2 u22
+ (.6984 _4+ 36.38) _I + (1.005 k4 + 32.40) _2
(5a)
- 1.189 A4q = 0
2 m m m
5.488E I - 13.09_ I u2+ 17. Ii u 1 u22 - 50.63_23
_ _ u22+ 3°903 k2 UlU 2 - 2.513 k 2_12+ 5. 006 >2--
+ (.I010 _.4+ 17.11)_1 . (.03610 k4 +235.87) _2 = 0
(5b)
for F = 1/3.
Beginning at _1 = _2 = 0, equation 5b defines a continuous
sequence of pairs Ul_ u 2 which describe a series of neighboring
equilibrium positions for the shell, which begins at the unloaded
state. Equation 5a is used to calculate the value of q corresponding
to agiven pair. Tracing the u l,u 2 curve from u 1 = u 2 = q = 0 we
find q increases, reaches a maximum, and then decreases. This
maximum value of q obviously defines the symmetrical buckling
pressure, as there is no neighboring equilibrium position corres-
ponding to q = qmax + dq. Following the shell beyond qrnax we
find a minimum value of q and then the pressure again increases.
This is the post buckling regime. The ul,uz, q curves for k = 5.5
and k = 6 are shown in Figs. 3 and 4. The k = 5.5 curve is typical
of the curves for k -.<5.5, while the k = 6 curve is typical of the
curves for k _6. The rapid transition between k = 5.5 and k = 6
is very striking, and in agreement with the sudden change of mode
shape observed by Kaplan and Fung in this region.
The Ul,U 2 curves can be used in conjunction with Eq. 4 to
plot the mode shapes as a function of q. This has been done for
k = 5.5 in Figure 5. The curves are in good agreement with the
experimental measurements of Kaplan and Fung. The symmetrical
buckling pressures (Fig. I) agree very well with Budiansky for
k _5.5, but diverge from his values for X >_6. This is probably due
to the increased importance of the third mode, (I + cos _-_r), for
larger k.
NON-SYMMETRICAL SOLUTION
The solution of the non-symmetrical equations is carried out
in a similar manner. The function v(r) is assumed in the form
v(r) = vlr (r-b) 2 (6)
This function satisfies the clamped condition dr/dr = v = 0 at r = b.
Substituting this along with u(r) and G(r) from the symmetrical solu-
tion, in the right hand side of (Ri) we can solve for H(r). The four
constants of integration in H(r) are evaluated from the conditions of
finite stress at r = 0 and zero inplane displacement, z = y = 0, at
r = b. H(r), G(r), u(r), v(r) are now substituted into Eq. 3c and the
equation is satisfied in the mean according to Galerkin' s method.
Since the equations are homogeneous, v I is a factor in every term
of the resultant equation, so we obtain an equation of the form
v1[f(u1,u z)]-o (7)
where f(Ul,UZ) is a quadratic in Ul,U 2, whose coefficients depend on
n. The desired condition for the existence of eigensolutions is the
vanishing of the bracket.
The coefficients of f(ul;u z) have been found for n = I, and the
resultant solution curve plotted in the u l,u 2 plane for various k.
Intersections of this curve with the Ul,U Z curve defined by the sym-
metrical solution represent bifurcation points in the symmetrical
solution involving a branch with a non-symmetrical component ap-
proximated by v(r) cos0. We find that no intersections occur between
q = 0 and the symmetrical buckling pressure for k _< 5.5 (Fig. 3).
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However, intersections do occur for 6 _ k _ 8 (Fig. 4) at a pressure
of about 90_0 of our symmetrica/ buckling pressure. No conclusions
can be drawn for k > 8 because of limitations on the validity of the
solutions for large k.
Buckling pressure vs. k according to our equations, and ac-
cording to Budiansky, are shown in Fig. 1. A/though our non-
symmetrical, n = 1, buckling pressures fall below our symmetrical
pressures, they are somewhat above the symmetrical buckling
pressures of Budiansky. Improvements in both our non-symmetri-
ca/ and symmetrical solutions will be required before any positive
statements about the magnitude of the non-symmetrical buckling
pressure can be made. However, the argument that non-symmetri-
cal modes may participate in buckling at higher values of k has been
considerably strengthened by this work.
Our present efforts to improve our solutions are concentrated
in three areas: a) Finding f(ul,u 2) for n > 1, b) finding non-sym-
metrical solutions for improved functions v(r), c) extending the
validity of our symmetrical solution to larger value s of k.
CONCLUSIONS
A two term Galerkin solution to the symmetrical, non-linear
shallow spherical shell equations has been found which compares
very well with experimental load deflection results and the buckling
loads of Budiansky, for small values of k. The results break down
for larger k because of the increased importance of higher modes
in the deflection pattern. The effect on the buckling load of a/lowing
non-symmetrical deflections has been investigated and found to be
important at values of k > 5.5. Work along these lines is being
continued, with more positive results expected in the near future.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The curve of pressure versus deformation for a spherical
cap subjected to external pressure is frequently assumed to
be similar to that of Fig. 1. Here P is a loading parameter
and D(P) is a measure of the deformation (e.g. maximum dis-
placement). This curve implies that for P > PU and for
P _ PL there is only one equilibrium state. For each P in
PL • P • PU there are three equilibrium states and the cap
must buckle at some P in this interval. We call PL and PU'
respectively, the upper and lower buckling loads. Points on
the branch 0U correspond to unbuckled equilibrium states,
those on the branch LN to buckled states and those on UL to
unstable states.
The buckled and unbuckled equilibrium states are not
"adjacent". Therefore when buckling occurs at some value
of P the shell snaps from an unbuckled state to a buckled
one. Of course, the buckling process is dynamic and a com-
plete understanding of it requires a corresponding analysis.
However, we believe that a static analysis can yield a
description of the mechanism which initiates or "triggers"
the dynamic process and can also yield the theoretical value,
say P = PA' at which this occurs.
Several ways of defining PA are based on the curve of
t
Figure i. First yon Karman and Tsien Cll, who proposed this
figure, assumed that PL should be the buckling load. Later
Kaplan and Fung C21 applied the classical buckling criterion
The research presented in this paper was supported by a
grant from the U.S. Army Research Office (Durham) to the
Courant Institute of Mathematical Sciences.
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to conclude that PU might be the appropriate value. All
attempted calculations of PU and PL do not in general show
agreement with the experimentally determined buckling loads,
PE"
Two other proposals for defining PA introduce additional
considerations. One assumes that "initial imperfections" are
always present in the shell specimen and that they serve to
change the corresponding value of PU' say to PU" Then
applying the classical criterion to such a shell yields
different values for PA" However, some rough calculations
[3,4] with special forms of initial imperfection in the unde-
formed shape do not account for the discrepancy between PU
and PE" Of course imperfection theory requires a more com-
plete investigation.
The second proposal [5S assumes the existence of an
intermediate loa@, PM' in the interval PL • PM • PU such that
for all P in PL _ P • PM the unbuckled states have less
potential energy than the corresponding buckled states and
conversely for P in PM • P _ PU" It is further assumed that
a shell will not snap to a state of higher energy and thus
PM is a lower bound on PA" However, this theory does not at
present define a precise value for PA" Calculations for
clamped caps K6S show that PE is close to PM for a specific
range of caps and then they deviate sharply.
Recent analytical and theoretical results of the authors
indicate that the curve of Figure 1 is usually not correct
for clamped and other spherical shells. In fact a much more
complicated behavior is found, allowing more than three
equilibrium states for various loads. Consequently the
previously described buckling criteria cannot be valid in
general. In the reminder of this paper we shall present
modifications of these criteria and some of our results which
suggest them.
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2. BUCKLING MECHANISMS
In analogy with the usual precise mathematical defini-
tion of stability we may say that an equilibrium state of a
shell is stable at a given load if it depends continuously
on the load. Thus if D(P) Is an appropriate measure of the
deformation at load P then no buckling is possible if D(P)
is a continuous function of P. We therefore define
"stabillty-loss" pressures as those values of P at which D(P)
becomes discontinuous.
In all buckling problems known to us the discontinuities
occur by virtue of D(P) becoming multivalued. Thus the
stability-loss pressures are those values of P at which the
equilibrium problem loses uniqueness. In analogy with our
previous discussion we define PL' the lower buckling load,
as the least such pressure (i.e. there are unique solutions
for all P _ PL but nonunique ones for P = PL ). Similarly PU
is defined as the greatest stability-loss pressure (i.e.
unique solutions exist for all P • PU but not for P = PU ).
Both PL and PU need not exist in all problems (in fact we
know of no case in which both have been proven to exist).
The sense of the inequalities is arbitrary in the above
definitions. We could let Q = -P in the formulation and then
QU = -PL and QL = -Pu" Indeed this should be the case -- for
if the load on an elastically buckled shell is relaxed it
will eventually unbuckle. We do not distinguish this un-
buckling phenomenon from what is usually called buckling.
In fact we shall later propose some experiments, based on
this observation, to measure various critical pressures.
(Such unbuckling experiments may eliminate some of the
effects of initial imperfections.)
In addition to PU and PL we define as critical pressures
all values of P at which the multiplicity of solutions of the
equilibrium problem changes. The critical pressures thus
defined need not include the load PA" That is, the appearance
of several equilibrium states at a given P does not insure
that the shell will snap from one such state to another.
However by extending Frledrichs' idea [5] we may define an
order or preference of the equilibrium states for a fixed P
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as follows. Let SI(P),S2(P),...,Sn(P) denote the equilibrium
states (note that n depends upon P) and let El(P) denote the
potential energy of the state SI(P). Then we order these
states according to the magnitude of E. Thus Si(P) is "pre-
ferred" to Sk(P) or has lower order if El(P) _ Ek(P). We now
define the "intermediate" critical pressures as those P for
which El(P) = Ek(P) for some i # k., The load (or loads) PA
may be "close" to one of the intermediate critical pressures.
We assume that it is always possible for a shell to snap
from any state to a preferred state. If the shell is in Sk(P)
and Jumps to Si(P) which is preferred, we must still invoke
some mechanism to initiate the Jump. "Small" disturbances
which are always present could trigger the snapping provided
that Sk(P) and Si(P) are reasonably close states, say nearly
similar deformations, stresses, etc. However, if there is
some intermediate state Sj(P) preferred to Sk(P) (i.e.
E i _ Ej * E k) and sufficiently close to Sk(P) then a small
disturbance would enable the shell to Jump or rather start to
Jump from Sk(P) to Sj(P). Once this snapping is initiated
the problem becomes dynamic and it is possible to end in the
non-neighboring lower state Si(P). Thus, roughly speaking,
we may say that the intermediate states such as Sj(P) furnish
some internal degrees of freedom to enable small disturbances
to initiate a large snap through. Of course this mechanism
allows asymmetric equilibrium states to play a role even
though the buckling may be between symmetric states. Thus if
these intermediate states actually exist the cap has
essentially a "built-in" triggering mechanism.
The load at which buckling occurs in the above theory
depends upon the "initial" state Sk(P) and the "final" state
Si(P). Thus if SI and Sk are "close" no intermediate state
may be required. However, if these states are no longer close
then snap through becomes more difficult. Furthermore with
changing geometric parameter intermediate states may appear
or disappear between Si and Sk either enhancing or retarding
the ability to buckle.
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To apply the above considerations we must investigate
the existence of non-unlque equilibrium states and the
energies of these states. We will indicate below several
results which have been obtained for a variety of spherical
cap problems. 0nly axisymmetric deformations are considered
in these studies. .....
3. BIFURCATIONBUCKLING
The radially symmetric equilibrium equations for a
shallow spherical cap have been formulated in terms of u(x),
a slope of the deformed midsurface, and 7(x), a stress
function [6]. These equations are
(i) Lc = p(a7 + Px 2) , L7 = p(x 2 - u 2) ,
where P is the dimensionless loading parameter, p is a
dgeometric parameter and L. = x_3 [ (_ x-). Assuming
regularity and symmetry at the center of the cap, x = 0,
implies the boundary conditions:
(2) a(o) = o , = o .
At the edge of the cap, x = i, we now consider two types of
boundary conditions which are such that the uniformly com-
pressed spherical cap (i.e. u(x) = x, 7(x) = -Px) is a
solution of the equilibrium problem:
A) m(1) = 1 , 7(1) = -P ;
(3)
B) a(1) = 1 , 7'(i)- vT(1) = -(l-v)P .
These edge conditions are physically reasonable, the first
in each case implying no rotation and the second implying no
transverse shear force and that the meridlonal membrane
stress in case A or the meridlonal displacement in case B is
proportional to the external pressure.
The precise knowledge of the unbuckled state permits us,
in these cases, to rigorously establish certain properties of
the non-unique solutions. (The mathematical proofs and a
detailed discussion of these results will be presented else-
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where.) We prove, using the bifurcation theory of Polncare,[?] that for each p and all P in a sufficiently small
neighborhood of each eigenvalue of an appropriate linearlzed
problem there exists a solution of the full nonlinear problem.
Furthermore the curve of D(P) versus P for each p can be
shown to have the form of the solid portion of the curve in
Figure 2. Some of the dotted portions of this figure are
determined by numerical calculations. Assuming the potential
energy expression to have a minlmumwe can establish the
existence of an intermediate buckling load PM (see Fig. 2)
at which the unbuckled and "first" buckled states have equal
energy. Upper and lower bounds on PM have been determined
as:
_ PM _ P(P) "
Here _(p) is the lowest of the eigenvalues Pk =-_ + _2_ °f
the llnearized problem and mk is the k-th zero of the Bessel
function Jl(X). By using a minimization procedure rigorous
upper bounds have been obtained which are considerably lower
than P and which for a limited range of p, serve to closely
bracket PM" In addition we have extended our previously
employed finite difference method K6S to the bifurcation
problems and have determined accurate numerical approxima-
tions of PM and PL" These numerical results will be reported
in detail elsewhere. We have, as yet, been unsuccessful in
establishing the existence of any intermediate buckling loads
at which the potential energies of two buckled solutions are
equal. It seems likely that some of the bifurcation analysis
can be extended with suitable modification to the unsymmetric
bifurcation buckling of spherical caps.
4. RELAXATION BUCKLING
Shallow spherical shells clamped and fixed along the
edge have been studied in a number of recent papers. The
nonlinear boundary value problem is the same as in case B of
the previous section if we set P = 0 in the y boundary
condition (3B).
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We have extended the previous finite difference calcula-
tions [61 to obtain results for larger values of p. The new-
results obtained in this way agree in many respects with
those of [3,8,9]. However they cover a larger range and we
do not interpret them in the same manner.
Another set of calculations based on initial value
problems, which are the most extensive yet known to us, clari-
fies many of the previous results. This method has also been
used by Murray and Wright [10] in more limited calculations.
Although these two calculations were initiated independently
we have benefited from private communications with Murray
and Wright before embarking on extensive numerical work.
The details of the techniques employed will be published
elsewhere and we shall summarize here only some preliminary
results relating to multiplicity of solutions and energy
loads.
In Figure 3 we show curves, in the P-/_ plane, which
separate regions of different numbers of solutions. For
example consider the llne p = Pl" As P increases along this
llne it represents a particular cla_ped cap subjected to
increaslnE uniform external load. From P = 0 to A1 there we
find a unique, "unbuckled", solution. At the load corre-
spondlng to point AI more equilibrium states are possible,
hence PAl is apparently the lower buckling load. Between A 1
and B l only three equilibrium states were found and only one
was found above B 1 (up to pressures of 3.6). If there are
only unique solutions above B 1 then PB1 is an upper buckling
load and the cap must snap between PAl and PB1. Two of the
solutions in this interval were found to have equal energy
at point a1. These solutions correspond to the unbuckled
solution and what we term the "buckled" solution. The
deformation of the bu:kled state is similar in shape to that
of the unbuckled state but has a considerably larger ampli-
tude. The third solution found here always has more energy
than the buckled and unbuckled solutions (we call it an
"unstable" state). Thus only one intermediate critical
pressure can be defined for this value of p. This entire
situation was observed in the approximate interval 2.8 -/_ 5.
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It was also observed that in this interval the experimentally
determined buckling loads were quite close to the equal
energy load. All of these results have also been obtained
previously, by the finite difference calculations [6].
The situation changes at about p = 25. Consider the cap
P = P2 _ 25 of Figure 3. Again we find a lower buckling load
at PA2, three solutions above and an intermediate_ critical
pressure at Pa2. However the "buckled" and "unbuckled" states
are much less similar than they were previously. Furthermore
as P increases above PB2 a new pair of solutions is found, _
for a total of five equilibrium states. One of these new
solutions has energy between the "buckled" and "unbuckled"
states at load Pb2 and a deformation closer to the unbuckled
state. This state could function as the "trigger state"
discussed in section 2. However the loads at which these
solutions have been found are considerably above rE" [Our
calculations can only indicate existence and hence, of
course, do not preclude the existence of other equilibrium
states at lower pressures. In fact asymmetric states have
not been included in our study but even other syTmetrlc
states could be present. See also the remarks in the next
section.]
Having found the above solutions a closer study of the
results of finite difference calculations revealed that they
had actually "Jumped" to one of the intermediate solutions
at some P _ PB2. For still higher pressures around PC2 the
solution Jumped to the final buckled state.
The calculations are being continued and as many as
nine non-unique solutions have recently been determined.
5. CONCLUDING REMARKS
To facilitate a comparison between theoretically and
experimentally determined buckling loads extensive numerical
results are required for a variety of other boundary condi-
tions. The experiments of Kaplan and Fung and others were
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conducted for nominally clamped edges. However this condition
cannot be precisely realized in practice. The crucial depend-
ence of the solutions on the boundary conditions is illustra-
ted by the bifurcation buckling problem discussed in section 3.
The results described in the preceding sections indicate
the need for a series of carefully controlled experiments on
accurately fabricated specimens subject to a variety of
boundary conditions. If it is feasible, an experimental
study of bifurcation buckling would be of great interest.
It is particularly important to design experiments which will
explore the mechanisms of buckling. For example, many of the
effects of initial imperfections in the specimen could be
eliminated by conducting an unbuckling test. In such a test
the specimen is allowed to buckle elastically and the pressure
is increased slightly above the buckling load. Then the
pressure is lowered until the shell snaps back to an un-
buckled equilibrium position. A comparison of the experi-
mentally determined snap-- back load with the appropriate
critical pressures may give an indication of the buckling
mechanism.
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COMPARISON OF EXPERIMENTAL AND
THEORETICAL BUCKLING PRESSURES FOR
SPHERICAL CAPS
By Gaylen A. Thurston
General Electric Company
SUMMARY
Theoretical buckling pressures for shallow spherical caps are
compared with results of various experimental investigations. Classical
theory for shells with an initial imperfection gives good agreement
with experimental pressures. The results cast serious doubt on the
validity of the equal potential energy buckling criterion for "dead-
weight" loading.
INTRODUCTION
The problem of the buckling of a clamped shallow spherical cap
subject to external pressure shows a large discrepancy between the
pressures predicted by finlte-deflection theory (refs. 1-4) and
experimental results (refs. _-8). Among other theoretical approaches
to this problem are applying the energy criterion of buckling
(refs. 8 and 9), computing the effect of initial axisymmetric
imperfections in the shell shape, and extending the analysis to
include non-axisymmetrlc imperfections and buckling modes. The first
two alternatives are considered here.
The numerical results were obtained from a digital computer
program* which solves Reissner's finite-deflection equations
(ref. lO, Eqs. I and IT) for any shell of revolution with continuous
second derivatives of the parametric equations of the shell middle
surface. The nonlinear ordinary differential equations of the
flnlte-deflection theory are solved by an extension of Newton's
method for calculating roots of algebraic equations. Bellman,
Juncosa, and Kalaba (ref. ll) credit the method to Chaplygin
(ref. ]2) and give an extensive bibliography.
*Mr. H. Rowan programmed the numerical solution.
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The strain energy in the shell and the potential energy of the
shell and load system at each equilibrium state are computed by numerical
integration over the shell surface using the stress resultants and
deflections from the solution of the finite-deflection equations.
SYMBOLS
radius of curvature of spherical cap
E Young 's Modulus
h shell thickness
L
P
P, Pv,P, Pi,P
rise of shell center above plane through the edge
buckling pressure parameter, q/qcr
values of P from classical theory for a perfect
shell, energy criterion for "constant-
volume" buckling, equal potential energy
criterion, classical theory for an imperfect
shell and the lower buckling pressure
from classical theory, respectively
q external pressure
qcr
rO, Z0
_0
classical buckling pressure of camplete spherical shell,
2_ma/a" (B(l-_'))_/2
radial and axial coordinates of point on shell mid-surface
geometrical parameter, 2(3(i__m ))_/4 (L/h)_/m
Poisson's ratio ,
angle from shell centerline to normal of the undeflected
shell
_o value of _o at shell edge
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NUMERICAL RESULTS
The numerical results are summarized by the stability curves
shown in Figs. 1 and 2. These curves show how the buckling pressures
from the different theories vary with the geometrical shell parameter
k • The computations were based on the spherical cap with nominal
dimensions of Specimen No. i0 of Kaplan and Fung (ref. 5), and
was varied by changing the thickness h while holding the rest of the
dimensions constant.
Fig. i shows the experimental buckling pressures for air pressure
loading and oil loading reported by Kaplan and Fung. The post-buckled
pressures for oil-loa_ing are also shown. According to the energy
criterion as defined by Tsien (ref. 8), there is a large difference
between "constant-volume" buckling (approximated experimentally by
the oil loading) and "dead-welght" loading (approximated by the air
pressure loading.
In order to compute the buckling loads for the energy theory,
it is necessary to solve the finite-deflection equations for the three
separate equilibrium states which can exist at each pressure above
the lower buckling pressure. There is the pre-buckled equilibri,Am
state, the post-buckled equilibrium state where the shell is nearly
inverted from its original shape except near the clamped edges, and
there is an intermediate unstable equilibrium position°
Results from Energy Theory
The "constant-volume" buckling pressure is defined as the pressure
at which the strain energy of the pre-buckled shell becnmes as large
as the strain energy of the unstable state at the same volume displaced
by the pressure. It is assumed that the volume does not change during
the Jump between the two equilibrium states. On the other hand,
the assumption of"dead-weight" loading is that the pressure is held
constant during buckling. The buckling pressure is the pressure
at which the potential energy of the shell and load system for the pre-
buckled state is equal to the potential energy of the post-buckled
state.
It can be seen from Fig. i that the "dead-welght" buckling curve
Pm falls considerably below the experimental data for air pressure
loading. Also, the experimental buckling pressures show no marked
difference between the two types of loading. Although it must be
admitted that it is impossible to duplicate the two idealized loading
conditions experimentally, it also seems clear that the results of
Kaplan and Fung contradict those of the energy criterion for "dead-weight"
loading.
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The buckling curve Pv for "constant-volume" buckling is un-
conservative for most of the experimental results in Figs. i and 2.
However, this criterion cannot be excluded because of the possibility
that unsyunetrical equilibrium states exist with lower levels of strain
energy than those computed for the axisymmetric case.
Results for an Imperfect Shell
The stability curve Pi from the classical theory for an imperfect
shell shape is in relatively good agreement with the experimental
buckling pressures. In this case, the pressure vs. volume curve
from the solution of the flnite-deflection equations has a horizontal
tangent at the buckling pressure. The computer solution solves the
nonlinear finite-deflection equations as a sequence of nonhomogeneous
linear "variational" equations (see ref. 3). The numerical solution
transforms these into a sequence of linear algebraic equations.
At the buckling pressure, the determinant of these algebraic equations
vanishes. In practice, this buckling pressure must be determined
by extrapolating the curve of the determinant vs. pressure to zero,
since the numerical solution fails to converge at this point.
The parametric equations for the middle surface of the imperfect
shell were taken as
ro = a sin _o
zo -a(l-cos o)+
L = a (l-co, o)
with dimensions
a = 19.7 in., L = .41 in., a sin _o = 4.0 in., and h = 6.5639L/A2
This choice of shell shape puts an inward dimple at the apex of
the shell. The amplitude of the imperfection of .0458L is in the
range of values measured on their specimens by l_plan and Fung.
The maximum derivative of the imperfection with respect to arc
length is roughly .012 which is also in the measured range.
Budiansky (ref. i) used a smoother imperfection shape with a
smaller derivative and found a much smaller effect on the calculated
buckling pressures.
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The good correlation between the stability curve Pi for the
imperfect shell and the experimental buckling pressures of Kaplan and
Fung is encouraging in vlew of the fact that the imperfect shape is
consistent with the measured imperfections. The numerical calculations
also agree with the pressure-deflection curves of ref. 5 much better
for the imperfect shell than for the perfect one.
For higher values of _, the apparent correlation In Figs. I and 2
between the stability curves for the imperfect shell and the experimental
data is somewhat misleading for two reasons. First, the imperfection
amplitude becomes on the order of magnitude of the shell thickness for
> lO and there Is no assurance that the experimental specimens
have such large imperfections. Second, many of these shells buckled
In asymmetric mode shapes contrary to the assumption used in the
computations reported here.
Homewood, Brine, and Johnson (ref. 6) report buckling modes with
an asymmetric dimple near the clamped edge. A check of their measured
stresses before buckling for Specimen No. 9 reveals compressive
circumferential stresses near the edge which are much higher than the
calculatecl stresses for a perfect cap. This indicates that any
analysis for asymmetric buckling modes should also include the effect
of initial imperfections.
CONCLUDING REMARKS
Considering the effect of initial axisymmetric imperfections
has done much to explain the discrepancy between theory and experiment
for the buckling pressures for shallow spherical caps. Whether
extending the analysis to allow asymmetric buckling modes and/or
asymmetric imperfections will further clarify this problem remains
to be seen.
The results from the energy criterion of buckling do not appear
to agree with experiment. More experiments would be desirable to
test the assumption of this theory that there is a difference in
the buckling load depending on whether the load or the deflections
are held constant during the buckling process.
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LOWERBOUNDSFORTHEBUCKLING PRESSURE
OF SPHERICAL SHELLS*
By Nicholas J. Hoff and Tsai-Chen Soong
Stanford University
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SUMMARY
An approximate large-deflection theory is developed for the calcula-
tion of the hydrostatic pressure under which a thin-walled spherical
shell buckles. The theory is based on the assumptions that the buckle
has the shape of a spherical cap and that a yield hinge develops along
the circumference of the cap. The effect of the test arrangement on the
buckling pressure is taken into account. In spite of the rough approxi-
mate nature of the analysis reasonable numerical values are obtained for
the buckling pressure.
INTRODUCTION
In a review of the state of knowledge regarding the buckling of
v+ athin elastic shells, Fung and Sechler I ** noted that complete
spherical shell buckles in the form of a small inward dimple of small
solid angle at some point on the surface of the shell; a fact entirely
at variance with the linear theory of buckling". The non-linear theories
developed to explain the discrepancies have all dealt with shallow
spherical caps rather than with complete spheres and almost all the ex-
perimental effort related to spherical shells was made with spherical
caps supported along their edge. The only known test with a complete
spherical shell was carried out by Sechler and Bollay and was reported
by Tsien. 2 In this test a brass shell buckled under approximately one-
quarter the critical value of the external pressure of the linear theory.
More recently, Thompson 3 published the results of two experiments carried
out wlth polyvinyl chloride shells of a radius to thickness ratio of
approximately 20. Buckling occurred after about three-quarters of the
classical value of the buckling pressure was reached. The paper also
contains a large-deflection strain energy analysis which yielded satis-
factory agreement with the results of the experiments.
,
The work here described was carried out under NASA Grant NsG-95-60.
Superscript numbers indicate entries under References at the end of
the paper.
Prece pa eng g blank ,,
+
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In a recent paper 4 the senior author developed a rough approximate
theory of the buckling of axially compressed thin-walled circular cylin-
drical shells on the basis of the assumption that plastic hinges form
along the ridges when the shell snaps into the large-deflected shape.
Since reasonable agreement was found between available experimental data
and the results of the approximate theory, it appears worth while to
apply the same method of analysis to the spherical shell. _he absence
of noticeable permanent deformations after the pressure is released does
not prove that yielding had not taken place in the material. If a suf-
ficient amount of elastic energy is stored in the buckled shell, the
shell can snap back into a shape that appears to be the same as the
initial one. Nevertheless some damage is always done because the buck.
ling experiment cannot be repeated many times with the same specimen.
Since the details of the loading machine were found to influence
significantly the buckling load in the case of the cylindrical shell,
the loading apparatus to be used with the spherical shells is carefully
defined in the present paper. _he numerical values obtained for a
special case and plotted in two figures appear to be reasonable. Never-
theless no claim is made for the accuracy of the theory because it is
based on rather far-fetched assumptions. It obviously cannot yield more
than approximate lower bounds on the buckling pressure because it con-
sists of equating energy quantities before and after buckling. _he
relative success of the present approach may, however, indicate that the
yield stress is one of the physical factors to be taken into account in
more rigorous analyses of the large-deflectlon buckling p_ocess. It
was included in the empirical formula proposed by Donnell / twenty-eight
years ago.
SYMBOLS
C
d
h
H
E
k
K
correction factor for influence coefficient (see Eq. 25)
radial components of displacement
wall thickness of specimen
wall thickness of container
Young' s modulus
influence coefficient (see Eqs. 21 and 22)
Baker-Cline multiplier (see Eq. 25)
_25
M
N
P
P
q
r
R
V
V
W
X
7
&
v
G
X
a
ad
c
cc
moment resultant
edge moment resultant
pressure
radial component of force resultant
non-dimenslonal quantity defined in Eq. 25
radius of specimen
radius of container
volume inside specimen
volume between spheres
work
non-dlmenslonal quantity defined in Eq. 24
seml-vertex angle of bulge
_AltIplier defined in Eq. 62
ratio of specific heats of air (= 1.4)
lack of fit defined in Eq. 20
curvature
Poisson' s ratio
stress
rotation
In addition, the following subscripts are used:
atmospheric
adiabatic
inside specimen after loading; also refers to cap
inside specimen after buckling
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cr
edge
el.b
f
i
O
out
pl
r
Y
critical (refers to classical theory)
refers to edge of buckle
elastic bending
final
initial after loading (before buckling)
initial before loading
refers to work done by outside atmosphere
plastic
remainder
yield
_JCKLING ANALYSIS
Assumptions Regarding the Buckling Process
It is assumed that the thin-walled spherical test specimen is en-
closed in a larger spherical container as shown in Fig. i. The space
between the two spheres is filled with water and at the beginning of
the test the air outside the container, the water between the spheres
and the air inside the test specimen are at the same atmospheric pres-
sure Pa • In the first phase of the test the pressure of the water is
increased to Pa + Pi through the use of a pump provided with a no-
return valve. The increase in the pressure expands the large sphere
and compresses the small sphere; the effective pressure on the test
specimen is therefore Pi - Pc if the notation of Fig. 2 is employed.
As the pressure in the water should be increased very slowly, it can
be assumed that the compression inside the test specimen takes place
isothermally. Thus the pressure inside the specimen before and after
the compression is related to the volume inside the specimen before
and after the compression through the equation
PaVo _ (Pa + Pc)Vi (i)
if the notation of Fig. 2b is used.
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Under the conditions Just described, the specimenis assumedto be
in a neutral equilibrium. It suddenly Jumpsover into a buckled shape
characterized by a dimple of a semivertex angle a (see Fig. 1). The
dimple is again spherical and It has the sameradius as the original
spherical specimenwould have if it were subjected to the prevailing
pressure difference. Thedeformations during the buckling process con-
sist therefore of a uniform expansion corresponding to the changein the
pressure difference and an inextensional reversal of the curvature of
the buckled portion of the mediansurface of the spherical specimen.
After buckling the water pressure is Pa + pf (see Fig. 2c), the
pressure inside the specimenIs Pa + Pcc , and the effective pressure
on the spherical specimenis Pf - Pcc " The volumebetweenthe two
spheres does not changeduring buckling as the water Is incompressible.
The changein the pressure inside the specimenIs governedby the
adiabatic law
Pa + Pc (2)
where for air the value of 7 is
= 1.4 (2a)
Strain Energy in Unbuckled State
If the letters R and r denote the median surface radii of the
outer and inner shells, and the letters H and h the uniform wall
thicknesses of the outer and inner shells, the uniform normal stresses
in the shell walls are
= PlR/_
a = (Pl " Pc )rl_
in the outer shell
in the inner shell (3)
The elastic strain energy stored in the outer shell is
u = (21_)_ _ (_m_iE)_i_2_ _ = (_12)p_41_
The total energy stored initially in the two shells is therefore
p2 R4 4(pi- pc)2 r (_)
UI=2E H +2 E h
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Elastic Membrane Strain Energy after Buckling
After buckling the final pressure Pa + Pf prevails between the
two shells. Even though part of the inner shell is now concave, the
absolute magnitude of the membrane stress is the same throughout the
inner shell as the magnitude of the curvature is the same everywhere.
The total membrane strain energy stored in the system is
2 - Pcc)2 4Pf R4 _ r
Elastic Energy of Bending of Cap
After buckling the portion of the shell, called the cap, that Jump-
ed over into a position of opposite curvature , is under the action of
bending moments. The magnitude of the elastic strain energy stored
because of bending can he evaluated approximately if the energy necessary
to bend a flat circular plate of a radius r sin a into a spherical cap
of radius r is calculated and multiplied by 4 • The curvature
caused by uniform bending moment resultants N distributed along the
entire circular edge of the plate and acting perpendicularly to the edge
is
- [12(1 - v)/_S]N (6)
Since the curvature sought is i/r , Eq. 6 can be solved for N and
K = i/r can be substituted in the result obtained:
EhS/r (7)
= 12(i - v)
Since the edge of the plate must rotate through the angle _ , and
since the work done by the edge moment resultant 2N is (_2)2N2a per
unit length of the circumference, the total work W done is
W =2_12(I - V)] "I (EhS/r)a 2_ r sin
As the work done is equal to the energy stored, the following expression
is obtained for the-ener_-_ivb---of-eYastic- -bending :
L
3
1
0
WE h 3 a sin a (8)
Uel'b = 5(1 - v)
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Plastic Work Performed
In agreement with the assumptions the edge of the buckled cap de-
forms as a yield hinge. When a yield hinge forms in a ideally rigid-
plastic material, half the thickness of the sheet is subjected to the
tensile yield stress, and the other half to the compressive yield stress
as indicated in Fig. 5. If the two yield stresses are equal numerically_
the bending moment per unit length is
: % (h/2)2 (9)
This moment is constant during the deformations because no plastic de-
formations can take place in a rigid-plastic solid until the bending
moment reaches the value given in Eq. 7- Hence the total plastic work
done amounts to
_p_ = Mpl _% _r r sin a
where 2(% is the total angle of rotation and 2_rr sin a is the length
of the yield hinge. Substitution yields
W = _ u h2r a sin _ (i0)
P_ Y
Changes in Volume of the Two Shells
The volume between the two shells in their natural state is
vo = - rs) (n)
After the water Between the two shells is brought to the pressure
Pa + Pi , the outer shell expands and the inner shell is compressed
with the result that the volume increases. Since the strains in the
outer and inner shells are
g = (i - v)(q/E) _ [(1 - v)/2_(PiR/_) in the outer shell
g = -(1 - v)(a/E) = -[(1 - v)/2](p i - pc)(r/F_) in the inner shell (12)
the Volume of air Just before buckling is
55O
- - _ (IS)
_he volmae Vf after buckling can be calculated in a similar manner
but in addition the volume of the buckle itself _Ast also be taken into
account.
_he volume of the cap is
vc = (1/s)_5(cos3 _ - 3 cos a + 2) (l_)
Hence the volume Vf after buckling is
vf_-- -
+ (_/3)r3(cos3a - _ cos_ +'2)
_e volume of the test sphere i_nediately before buckling is
(15)
_ r3 I1 l_v (p" ]vl =3- _ _ l___c)r S
and after buckling
(_)
_Vr3[ !2v(P ]vf -- 3- 1 - f_cc)r s
- (_/5)r 3 (cos 3 a - 5 cos a + 2) (_7)
Work Done by the Air
The air outside the container remains at the atmospheric pressure
during the buckling process. Hence the work done by the outside air is
5 5
-- Pa + - - _ (18)
The work necesse__y to courpress adiabatically the air inside the test
specimen is
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Wad I(,.= T-Y l+ Pa +pc/ 7 (19)
Elastic Strain Energy in Edge Zone
It is easy to see that the deformations of the cap and the remain-
der in the state of membrane stress existing after the buckle was formed
are not compatible. The remainder is in compression and the cap is in
tension. The relative displacement & between cap and remainder can be
easily calculated with the aid of Figs. 1 and 2:
A = (1 - v)(r21h) sin _[(pf - pcn)/E] (20)
In order to reestablish continuity, edge forces P (perpendicular to
the axis of the cap) and edge moments M must develop. These can be
calculated with the aid of formulas derived in Reference 6. The dis-
placement d perpendicular to the axis of the cap and the rotation X
of the end tangent are given by
d=k_M+k_
× : ÷ (21)
with the sign convention shown in Fig° 2. For the cap, the influence
coefficients can be given as
kdM= -_p = 213(1-V2)] ½ (1/E)(r/h 2) sin a C12
kdp = .213(1_V2)] 1/_ (1/E)(r/h) 3/2 sln 2 _ Cll
k_M= 415(1-V2)] $/4 (1/E)(rl/2/hS/2)C22 (22)
where the factors C are defined as
5_
Cn = (%_i_r2)(i÷ R*)I/2
i+ aR*
c22= (K2_,4_)(I+ _.)i12.
1*_
1
Cl2= _2 i + _* (23)
The coeficients K were derived by Baker and Cline7; they are tabulated
in the reference quoted. 6 It is of interest to note that they vary
little with a but change more rapidly with the quantity
where
As the ratio
approach the values
x=q_
q = J'2 [S(l - v2)]114 (alb)I12
h/a alm_roaches zero, the values of KII ,
42 , _2 , and 1 , respectively.
R* = a/aCt
(2_)
(25)
K22 , and KI2
Moreover
(_)
with the classical critical stress
Ocr = [3(1 - v2)]"l/2 E(h/a) (zT)
The influence coefficients for the remainder are given by the same
expressions except for the sign: In the expression for kdp the right-
hand member is positive and in the expression for kv, the right-hand
member is negative. Equations 25 remain unchanged bu_" the values of the
Baker-Cline coefficients must be taken from the table established for the
remainder, and not for the cap. The value of R* also changes sign; it
is positive for the cap where the stress is tensile and negative for the
remainder where the stress is compressive.
With the sign convention used
Pc = Pr = P Mc = -Mr = -M ( 28 )
One condition of compatible deformations is that the lack of fit
must be equal in magnitude to the difference in the radial edge dis-
placement d of the remainder and the cap:
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A=d -d
r c
(29)
Finally, the sign convention for the rotation of the edge tangent is such
that X + X = 0 (30)
c r
Solution of these equations yields
C12 c + C12 r
M - -(i/2)[S(I-V 2) ]'l/_(h2/r)cosec a 2(C22c+C2_:)(Cllc+Cllr)_(Cl2c+Cl2r)_
p = [3(1.V2)]-1/4E(h/r)S/2cosec2_ C22c+ C22r _
2(C22c+C22r)(Cllc+Cllr)-(C12c+C12r)
(31)
Since the work done by the edge moment resultants is zero as the
relative rotation between the edges of cap and remainder is zero, work
is done only by the edge force resultants P o This work is
_l = (112)_ sin a P a
This _k is equal to the elastic energy stored in the edge zone. Sub-
stitutions yield
(l-v)2 (Pf'Pcc)2r712 C_c + C2_:
%dge -- [3(1.vallll__. hl_ sina 2(C22c+C2_)(_+%U)4%_÷5_f
(32)
It is of interest to note that the value of the last fraction approaches
1/2 as the final pressure Pf " Pcc (and thus R* ) decreases and as
the ratio h/r decreases and approaches zero.
Buckling Condition
01rriously buckling cannot occur unless the energy stored in the
system before buckling plus the potential of the external loads is at
least as large as the energy stored in the system after buckling plus
the work done in an irreversible manner and transformed into heat. Hence
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a lower limit on the buckling Im_ssurePl canbe obtained by solving the
energy equation
Ui + Wout* Uf + Uel"b + Uedge+ Wpl + Wad (53)
In addition the geometric constraint
vf : v±
must be satisfied and the conditions conuecting the changes in volume of
the air contained in the test specimen wlth the changes in pressure
(Eqs. 1 and 2) must be observed. The equations contain the nine un-
knowns Pi , Pf ' PC ' PCC ' Vi , Vf , vi _ vf and _ • For their
solution there are available four equations of geometry (Eqs. 13, 15, 16,
and 17), two equations of change of state of the air (Eqs. i and 2), one
equation of incompressibility of the water (Eq. 54) and one energy equa-
tion (Eq. 33). If a value of s is arbitrarily selected, the eight
equations suffice to determine all the remaining unknowns. One can plot
then Pi as a function of _ and consider the minimal value of Pi as
the lower bound on the buckling pressure.
L
3
i
0
9
Numerical Values
The calculations outlined in the preceding sections were progrs_ed
for the Burroughs 220 digital computer in order to obtain some numerical
results. For prescribed values of _ , the semivertex angle of the
buckle, the gauge pressure Pi in the container was calculated and
plotted. Figure 5 contains six such curves corresponding to different
ratios of the radius R of the container to the radius r of the
specimen. The six values are 1.1 , 1.2 , 1.5 ,. 1.6 , 2.0 , and
2.2 . The other parameters of the problem are fixed in the following
_nner :
E = 15 x lO6 psi s = 50,000 psi
Y
hA = 0.i r/h = 500 V = 0.3
It is to be expected that buckling will occur at the minimal value
of the gauge pressure. Hence the test arrangement corresponding to
R/r = 1.2 yields a buckling pressure Pi which is about 26.Spercent
of the classical value. This is in good agreement with the test results
obtained by Sechler and Bollaywith the brass shell mentioned in the
Introduction. The semivertex angle is about ll degrees according to
Fig. 5.
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As the volume enclosed between test specimen and container is in-
creased, the semivertex angle increases slowly and the pressure ratio
decreases slowly. For R/r = 2.2 the values obtained are a = 15 degrees
and Pi/Pcr --0.18.
The effect of a change in the material of the specimen (and of the
container) is illustrated in Fig. 6. When R/r = 1.2 , the minimal
values of the gauge pressure at buckling amount to approximately 25, 26
and 41Percent of the classical values of the critical pressure for
carbon steel, brass and an aluminum alloy, respectively. The correspond-
ing semivertex angles are about ll, ll, and 12.5 degrees.
To illustrate details of the buckling process, the following data
are given:
Characteristics of brass test specimen and container:
R/r_ 1.2 h/H = O.1 r/_= 5OO
E = 15 x 106 psi a = 30,000 psi
Y
Semivertex angle of buckle
Gauge pressure before buckling
Gauge pressure after buckling
Gauge pressure inside specimen
after buckling
= ii degrees
Pi = 19.30 psi
pf = 7°39 psi
Pcc = 0.012 psi
The relative importance of the various energy quantities can be
seen from the following data:
(1/_3)(ui - uf)_ 6.392x lO"3 in.ibperi=.
3
(i/Irr3)Uel.b = 2.170 x 10-3 in. ib per in.
(1/_r3)Uedge = 2.361 x 10-6 in. ib per in. 3
(i/_r3)Wout = 1.694 x lO"3 in. ibper in. 3
(1/_3)wpl= 4._2o_ io-3 in.lb;_rin.3
(i/wr3)Wad = 1.676 x lO"3 in. ib per in. 3
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Simplified Solution
If use is made of the observation that the changes in volume caused
by the elastic strains are small compared to the initial volumes, and
that the semivertex angle _ of the bulge is likely to be small, and
if in addition the container is assumed to be rigid
the expressions presented simplify considerably. Y_uparticular
cos3 = - 3 cos= + 2 = (3/_) (_)
and the volumes of interest become
41r 3El 3(i- V) (Pi_ Pc)r_vi = _ r - 2 - (sT)
41rr3_i 3(i- V)(Pf_ Pcc)r_ lrr30_ (38)v_ -_- " 2 " "_
r _
vi =_-_(_3- r3)+ _(1 - v)(pi - Pc)_ • (39)
4_ 4 _ r3 a_ (4o3v_ - _ (_3. r3) + _I - v)(pz- Pcc)_ +
From Eq. I
Pa 4_ 3
r (_i)
vi = Pa + Pc 3
Equation 2 can be re-written as
Pa + Pcc \ vi/ (22)
and the incompressibility condition becomes
E h _ (43)
Pi " Pc = Pf " Pcc + 4(1 - V) _-
These equations suffice to express all the quantities of interest in
terms of the geometric and physical constants of the problem and of the
initial pressure Pi and the angle _ • Consideration of the energy
equation yields then Pi as a function of a .
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_e energy terms become:
(Pl " Z_c)2 r4
Ui-- _-- _ E h (44)
)2 4(Pf " Pcc r
uf. _ E _ (45)
UeZ'b = _(l - v_
(_)
Wout = o (49)
Moreover, in a first approximation, Uedg e can be disregarded. Two
i_iate consequences of the incompressibility condition and Eqo 42 are
vi = vf Pc _ Pcc (50)
and it follows from Eq. 48 that
Wad* o (Sz)
From Eqs. 44 and 45 it follows that
ul - ur = (_/2)(r;/m)(Pl- Pf)(_i+ Pf - _:) (52)
But the condition
Vi = Vf
implies
21r(r4/_)(l - v)(pi - pf) = (_r/2)r3cz_ (53)
while the first of Eqs. 50 leads to the same requirement. Hence, Eq. 33
becomes simply
5_
or
u± - uf = uei.b + _i (5_)
4
r WE hSa2 h2r_2
_E (Pl " Pf)(Pl + Pf " ePc) = 3(1 - v) + Way (55)
Eq. 55 together with Eq. 53, can be solved for (Pl - Pc ):
a2 _(i- v) + _ *8(i- V) r (%)
From Eqs. 41 and 37 one obtains
Pa 3 (Pi " Pc)r
that is
i 3(i.v) (_i'_)r
i+ (i_c/; a)-- i-_ i
or approximately,
(57)
Pc 3 (Pi " Pc )r
p-_=_ (i- v) m
that is
IDc --
(3/2)(1- V)(r/_)
(ili_a) + (31a)(i- V)(rl_b)_i (58)
Substitution in Eq. 56 yields
Pi [i -
(3/2)(_-_)(r/_l7
(i/paJ+(3/2)(i-vj(rl_) J = _2 3(iz- v) tT_ ytTj j
E h a_.
+ 8(i - v)
or
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E h 54
÷ _i_7 T
(59)
This can also be written as
,oXh),
where B is the expression in brackets multiplying Pi in Eq. 59; its
value is almost exactly equal to unity. To obtain Plain set dPi/d_
equal to zero and solve for s :
F 16(i _ V)2h [ S E h + _Yl (61)
Substitution in Eq. 60 yields
3 m, a_ (ll_) (62)
Pimln =_ (1 - V)r rain
A numerical example will show the accuracy of the approximate formula.
If a brass sphere is characterized by the values
h/r = llSOo
V=0.3
0.189 = i0° _5'
E = 15 x lO6
Sy = 30,000
one obtains from Eq. 61
a6 = _6.2xzo _ a=
and from Eq. 62
Pi = 20.2 psi Pi/Pcr = (20.2 /72.3) i00 = 27.9%
SIMPLE _JCKLING FORMJLAS
If the assumptions of the last section are maintained, namely that
the container is perfectly rigid, and in addition v is taken as 0.5, the
results of the analysis can be presented in the following simple formulas:
_min = 1.47( Er + 1.27 (63)
=_= - 1.2_ ÷ 2.1#) (64)
(._)213 (_r ° ) 213= -- + 1.27 _ (65)Pimi n _. 16 °cr
Pi:_n= 1.26 E ÷ 2.1_ (66)
"i_ " o.63oE ÷ 2.1#) (67)
where °cr is the critical stress defined in Eq. 27.
The last equation shows that for comparatively thick shells with a
low value of the yield stress the buckling stress decreases more rapidly
with decreasing h/r ratio than is predicted by the classical small-
deflection formula, while for comparatively thin shells with a high
value of the yield stress the opposite is true.
(l)
(2)
(s)
(_)
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FIG. I. BUCKLED SPHERICAL TEST SPECIMEN
IN SPHERICAL CONTAINER.
FIG. 2. THREE PHASES OF BUCKLING
TEST.
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FIG. 4. CONVENTION FOR EDGE DISPLACEMENTS
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INSTABILITY OF SPHERICAL SHELLS SUBJECTED TO EXTERNAL PRESSURE
l •
By Theodore yon Karman
AGARD
and Arnold D. Kerr
New York University
SUMMARY
The first part of the paper consists of a survey of
theoretical and experimental investigations of shallow,
non-shallow, and complete spherical elastic shells subjected
to external pressure.
In the second part a simple model is discussed which
contains the main features of a clamped shallow elastic cap
and which is amenable to a simple exact analysis. The sug-
gested model consists of a bent beam clamped at the supports
as shown in Fig. i. It is assumed that the beam can only
contract or extend except in the shaded areas at the inter-
sections, where it deforms only in bending. It is also as-
sumed that the straight parts of the beam cannot buckle in
the Euler sense.
From the equilibrium considerations on the deformed
system, assuming the validity of Hooke's law, the following
load displacement relation is obtained
. } V l'h'2arcos(1-h'6")
p - _ (I)
The research of the Junior author was supported by a
grant of the National Science Foundation.
For the complete paper the reader is referred to the
"Schwerin Memorial Volume" to be published in 1962.
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where
P EA
8_ * h
; 6* =_ ; h =y •
and
= # i + 6*2 - 2h'6"
The numerical evaluation of equ. (i) for _ = I0
and several values of h is shown in Fig. 2. It can be
* p*seen that for systems with very srrall h the -6* curve
is monotonically increasing and for systems with sufficient-
@
ly large h (h* > 0.075) the curves are nonmonotone, have
one maximum and one minimum, and look similar to the curves
obtained for clamped shallow caps. The corresponding ex-
pression for the total potential energy N was found to be
* W h* h* 6" )-p* 6"_ (2)= --EAt.- (I"_)2 + _ arcos2(l-
It
can be shown that conditlon_ = 0, which corresponds
to the principle of virtual displacements, yields equ. (1).
Expression (2) was numerically evaluated for h = 0.15
(i.e. t = 0.015_) for different values of the pressure p.
The resulting N - 6 graphs, in the fol3owing referrec to
as "energy curves," are shown in Fig. 3(_).
In order to clarify certain concepts related to the
snap-through instability of the system, it is helpful to
study the energy curves and the corresponding load-deflectlon
curve.
The principle of virtual displacement states that the
system is in a state of equilibrium when N is stationary.
This will correspond to points on the curves with a hori-
zontal tangent, i.e. points where the energy curves have
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a maximum, minimum or horizontal inflection point. The
minima on the curves represent configurations of stable
equilibrium, the maxima configurations of unstable equi-
librlum and the inflection points with horizontal tangent
represent configurations of neutral equilibrium. From the
energy curves the load-deflection graph p vs. 6* is con-
structed as shown in Fig. 3(b) which is identical with the
6*
@
p* - graph of Fig. 2 for h = 0.15.
From Fig. 3, it can be seen that for 0 < p* < PL
the system is stable. The energy has in this interval a
unique minimum for small or large displacements. In case
of the presence of disturbances, like vibrations of the
testing machine or some random impulses, after their re-
moval the system returns to its unique state of equilib-
rium.
For p = PL two states of equilibrium are possible:
the stable position with the deflection 6" = 0.023 and
the neutral with 6" = 0.215. For the system to go over
into the buckled neutral state, disturbances have to be
introduced to overcome the "energy barrier" Ano6 (For
PL ' ^ff6o = 0).
p_For PL < < Pu there are three states of equilib-
rium, two stable and one unstable. In this interval it
is also necessary for the system to overcome the energy
barrier in order to be able to jump from the unbuckled to
the buckled state.
Since PL < PM < Pu ' also for p = PM a disturbance
is needed to bring the system into the buckled position.
For PL < p < PM the situation is similar except that the
energy barrier is larger when proceeding in the direction
of increasing 6*'s and smaller when proceeding in the re-
verse direction. Hence, here there is no reason to con-
sider the "equal energy" concept as criterion for the
determination of the lower buckling load.
_8
With increasing p > PL the energy barrier 5no6 de-
creases and reaches the value zero at = Pu ' a load
that corresponds to a horizontal inflection point at
6 = 0.085. It can be seen from Fig. 3 that at the slight-
est dlsturbance the system will snap into a position of
minimum potential energy with 6_ = 0.278 .
ptFor > Pu there exists only one "buckled" stale oi
equilibrium.
In the shell problems the general nature of the energy
curves is similar to the ones obtained here. It can be
concluded, therefore, that also in shell theory there is
no Justification to consider the "equal energy" concept _s
criterion for the determination of the lower buckling load
since, as can be seen from Fig. 3(a) (e.g. for P*=0.00125),
the system can really Jump to a state with a higher energy
level and stay there.
undeformed
posit ion
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Fi@ure I. Su4_Eested model.
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A SURVEY OF 2ESEAR_ ON THE STABI!ITY 01='HYDROSTATICALLY-
LOA_D SHELL STRU_ C01_UCTED AT
_E naWID T_YLOR MODEL K&SI_
3y _.omas E. Rcyno!ds
Dnv!d Taylor Model 3asln
Experimental and theor_tLcal s_Aii_s have been =arrie_ out +_
investigate the stability of rlr_-stiffered cylinders and hezl_phec-
ical shells under hydrostatic pressure. _ne use of acc_Lra_ly
m_chined models _ been found extremely ,rai_abl_ Ln impro,rLn_ the
quality of e_erimental dzt_, thereby permLtting a ,_oz_ oar_fui
examination of theory. As a result, the effect_ of Imu.n-4a.-7
conditions and other factors usually _mas_d b_ the irIluence of
st_ictural imperfections h_e been cl-_rified.
So far these studies h_ve caused the investL_ators to re_.,.rl
clasmical small-deglection theory with incrcaminL_ confidence.
INTRODUCTION
As the major structural element in a submersible, _Le rL_-
stiffene_ cylinder has long Been of prime interest to the navaA
architect. It is likmly that full,re vehicles _tt_inlng greater
operational lepths ms&- -_.!soms/_- extensive _se of spheri._a/ shells
for the main pressure hull as well as for termLnatLn_ cle_u.-es.
Zals pa_er is concerned with recent s tudies of the bu 'ckling c_har-
a_teristics exhibited by these two shell types "_en subJcctel to
.h_static press-are.
RING-STIFFENED CYLINDERS
i_e basic buc/_/ing configuration to be considered is t_:e
antisymmmtric or lobar mode. It has been convenient to Lnvesti_?._
separately two distinct =Is_ses: g_ner-_.i inst-_ility, wiu_rcin both
rin_s and shell deflect rmliaily (flgtu_e I), and shell Insti_il!t_,
in ,Wnlch the rlm@_ So not deflect r_ii_lly and bucF_les aCpear bct_eer
_.._e=Cf_ _).
Generr_l Instability
Considerable _rk has been directed toward _n e_perimental
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ev_-Luation of Kendrick's small-deflectlon solution (reference I,
Second solution) for ".he elastic ir.stabi!ity of a c_'iLnder _¢ith
simplj-aupported ends. _%sts of a "rariety of small, e_ernally-
_tiffened cylinders machined from hlgh-strength ste_l tubing ._ve
revealed that bu _ckling pressures can be obt_'Lned with rc_r_ble
accuracy us_ Southwell's nondestructl_e technique _r,=ferences 2
and 3). It .has also been established that variations in end
restraint, even for cylinderu am l_ng as five dlmunters, can have
_?proc!able i_lluence or. _ac_:llng strength (reference 4).
As an example of the tnvest!_tions being conducted, a recent
stud_ by W.F. 31ummmberg is cited. The objective w_s to obtain
buc_!i_ pressures by Southwell's method P_ a function of cylinder
length with boundmr.; co_ditions held constant. _ae test _rr_r,.-e:w_t
is shown Ln fi_-ura 3. The length of the central test section was
varied by re_r_-_ging the pairs of movable discs whose rounde_ ed_s
_ere in contact with the inner wall of t_he _rli_ler. The outer discs
were malntal.ne_ at one frame space from the inner ones as -_ o_proomh
to leolatL_ tlm central section from vari_tions in conditions of
support resultin_ from chs._.ges in the lengths of the end sections.
The ._:.L.__m test pressure attained averaged about 98 per cent of the
South_il buaklln_ pressure. _he maximum measured stress -:ra_about
_8,000 ps_ compared _ith a value of 85,000 psi for the yield strer_th.
Since it w_ not expected that this az_angement _ould closely
a@pr_te the condit_on of sidle support, it was not surprising
that _ experimental pres_ttres _re somewh&t hi@her than those given
by Mendrick'_ _lutton. Ho_mver, a plot of the results is instructive.
In figure 4 the circles represent the experimental pressures and the
_oli_ carve _s Kendrick's solution for a nomin_l Young's modulus of
30._-I06psi. _he absciss- is _', the number of frame spaces separating
the inner dis_._. These res_alt- _Ngest the posolbili_/ that, so far
bucklL_¢, is concerned, a cyllnder of length L (N frame spaces)
whose ends are arbitrarily restrained behaves as if its length v_rc
Lef f (}Te_f frame spaces) and its ends silly-supported, wher_
L,,. - _z, (N,. = z:,v) (I)
k is a constant _-ose value depends on t_he de_ree of restraint -
bei_ less than uni_j where the restrslnt is more restrictive than
sizmle support and greater than unity where the opposite is true.
This would mean that for a given cTlinder any degree of restraint
cam be represented on a s_.-_le plot of buclcllng pressure versus Lef f
or _eff _nd that the transition from one circumferential mode to
_n:_th,r =ast occ_ar at the same pressure regardless of t2_ boundary
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conditions.
In ft6m_e _ the sli_ht difference bet_een the theoretical and
e_perimental pressures for the transition from 2 lobes to 3 coul,t
o--lly ror_It from a small disparity between the actual _nd a_sumed
values of Youn_,s _odulu_. If the correspondin_ transition values
for _ are substituted into equation (1) the resulting value for k is
0.725. Using this number the erperi-_ntsl points ",ere replotted _ith
Ne/f as the new shsc_ssa and with the appropriate sdjustment in
Young's modulus. _ese points are the tris_les tn figure 4.
_is a_proach has been used with data from a variety of tes_s
to obtain values of k ranging from 0.71 to 0.94, and correspondL_
pressure variations of as _ch as 65 per cent. _e results to date
have strer_thened the Investi_atorsl belief that Eendrickls solutinn
will &pive reliable predictions when ai_m_priate adjustments are _le
for the degree of restraint.
Shell Lustebility
To su_arize very briefly, small-deflection solutions for
elastic shell instability ha_e not been entirely satisfactory when
s_pliod to shells with closely-sps_ed stiffeners. Von Mises,
molution (reference 5), for example, does not 8ccount for the effect
of the stiffeners on bucklin_ strength, hence is not strictly
applicable. Von Sanden and _ (reference 6) considered the stiff-
eners as they affect the deflections prior to _-_'_ing, but neglected
their influence on the bucklir_ deformations. E_ertmental results
in _ cases h_e not been particularly illuminatln_. _ecmwe of
Inade_lu_te yield strengths and fshrication i_perfections, elastic
shell instability has seldom been observed with closely-space_
stiffeners. In cases _hers the Ton Mises pressure has not been
attatue_ Wsns_-throu_hm bucklin_ has sometimes been offered as the
explanation.
A small-deflection solution recently developed b_ the _thor
accounts for the influenc_ of the stiffeners on deformations occurL_
both before and du_in_ bu_IL-_ b_ expressln_ all deflections as
tri_onometric series. _he solution is obts.tned usin_ the Ritz
procedure and L_cludes the reststm_ce of the stLff_ners to deforma-
tions in and out of their planes. To evvl:_te this oolution data
are a_ailable from collapse tests of £ou_ _achined cylinders ,_ere
a_ain elastic bucklln_ was achieved through the use of hi_-stren_th
steel tubing. Two of these tests are zoported in reference 7. The
results are shown in table I. Tt _pears that the performances of
the c_linders are adequately explsine_ by the new small-deflection
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solution. _nis is supported by the fact that the _ackli_ strength
in one case was accuratel7 determined using 3outhwelll8 _thod., which
is onl,V successful where small-deflection theory s;_plies. It is
further indic&ted., by comparing the Ton Mises pressures vtth the
collapse pressu.ws, that the influence of the stiffeners csn be
a_preciable. It is onl_ partisll,_ accounted, for by the solution of
1'o,, Sanden and _o'lhe.
SP_RI CAL _I£S
In spite of a long history of investigation it sp._ears that the
buckling of spherical shells is not _t properl,7 _lerstood. 2he
elastic buckling pressure given b7 the classical 8_ll-deflect!on
ana_sis of Zoell7 (reference 8) i8 far in excels of anTthing that
.haa been observed, experi=ontall_, and. various _ttempts to explain
those vast d.iscreparcles on the basis of finite dsflection theory
have been less than sattsfactor_ (re_erence 9). Yur_rz_re, ==st
work h_s been d_voted, to the stud7 of shallow _pherical c_8 _hereas
the interest of the pressure vessel designer is in deep an_ complete
spherical shells.
F,renzks (reference lO) has recent],7 completed, tests of a series
of machined, hemiJpherical shells about ',.6 inches iu d.iameter _hich
were designed, to stud_ both elastic an_ inelastic buckling. One
group ot" shells was =achined. from 6061-% aZuainu= (yield. strength
of _3,000 psl), _not2_r from ?075-_ alu=Jmu= (80,000 psi). Zach
hemisphere vas terminated by a stiA_ened, c_ltnder uhtch, in aA1 _ut
three cases, was dest_ned, so that no bending stresses could, develop
in the hemt_here prior to buckling. _ three exceptions _re cases
in which the cylinders ha_ to be --de so=o_hat =ore rigi_l to provide
them with sutequ_te buck_tr_ strength. Accurat_ n_chinin_ _ss-_red
nearly 1)effect sphericity in all cases.
Yi_ -_e 5 shows a few of the observed, fa41ure8. _e thr_s shells
having the more zi_J£ boundaries I:nack.l.ed. veZ.1, within the elastic
r_. It a_ear_ that the b_..kJ.]._ strengths ot theso shells were
not s_ve_al,7 a_fected, by the boundary cond.itions since, in each case,
the portion t==ed.iate].7 aAJo_-';in_ the c_liuder was und.a_ed.. _heJ.r
_rack.ltng pressures are comparod, in table 2 with the theoretical val_w8
given by the small-deflection solution of Zoell,_=
_. - _ = i.eiE fo_ ,, - 0._, (2)
where E is Yo_m¢'8 mod._lus, _ is Polsson'8 ratio, h 18 the shell
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th_ss and R is the man r_liu=. _e ratios of e_per_ental
pressures to p_, alt_ugh le88 than one, are _ la_=_er than .have
been observed _or shells formed from flat plates, in_icatL,_ the
sensitivity of bucklir_ strength to L_perfectlons and residual
stresses. '_he tests also show that the-m_n4_== bu_kZi1_-_-ressures
defined by lar=_e-deflection theory can be _r_atly exceeded. From
the results of table 2 Erenzke ha= proposed an empir_cal bucklL_
fornnzla for the elastic ra_e:
- 0.84- E for v = 0.3, (.3)
wher_ the use of the outer radius, Ro, is dictated by simple load
equilibrium.
_e rest of the shells collapsed in _he yield region at pressures
ran_ing from 6 to 46 per cent of Pe" ¥or this range L_enzlm has
_8ted the followinc formula to represent Pc, the Luelastic collapse
pressure:
¥ E= ¥(;_v2)
3 s and _t are r_ secant and tangent moult whtch can be determined
from the stress-strain diagram for the material under uniaxial loa&ing.
qusmtity under the radical which multiplies pe I is a sin_lified
plasticity reduction factor based on theoretical studies by Bi_
and ger_ (references 11 an_ 12). In the elastic rm_e equation (4)
reduces to equation (3)- F_ure 6 sh_w_ how well this formula _ts
rJae experimental d_ta. _e absctssa _s the ratio of p to p , theC e .
elastic _,cklin_ pressure accoz_ing to equation (2), sz_d the or_-nate
£s the ratio of the ezperi=ental pressure, Pex_' to Pe"
Despite the consistency of these results it is not necessarily
conclusive that they represent the _axinum buchling strength attain-
_ble. Each of the shells had small deviations in thickness which
presumably ha_ some wes_mnln_ effects. Yuture studies will iuclude
tests of larger ma_hinea shells in which such deri_tions can be
further reduced. Other tests are presently underway with spun and
pressed helL, Spheres and with msch].ued spherical shells having central
_es &Te_ter than as well as less than 180 ° . The %enefits of
stlffening are also beL_ stu_isd.
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Table 1 - Reuults of El.--_-tlcS/_--_II3ucklinc S_dies
D._,18
.65o
:). 228
Ylexi5 illty
Parameter
V R2A 2 Lf
4.13
4.75
6.80
,Experimental
Bu_ckllng
Press_me, psi
803(1_)*
725(13)
633CLI)**
_oretical Buckling Prezsures,
psi
._Tew
Solution
811(//)
7_(13)
633(n)
yon So.nd_n
(_t". 6)
693(16)
665(1_)
599(_)
Yon Mises
(re_'.5)
665(15)
6,_(1A,)
6oo(1o)
*Number of cLrclu_erential lobes in parentheses
"'South_ell metho_ gave 637 psi
_T = cross-sectlonal a_ea of stiffener IT = stiffener spccinc
h = shell thickness R = m_an r_lius
All cylinders h_i external rector ztiffeners
'l_le 2 - COmparison of' COllapse Pressures frcm the
Claasical _heory with E._erimental Values
h
m
R
o.oo95
o.oo96
0.0120
Pres "_re_, psi
8OO
830
1230
1180
1210
1875
Pex_
0.68
0.69
0.66
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Figure I.- General instability type of collapse.
Figure 2.- Shell instability type of collapse.
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Figure 3.- General instability test arrangement.
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BUCKLINGOFA SPHEREOFEXYR_4ELYHIGH
RADIUS-THICKNESSRATIO
By Harvey G. McComb,Jr., and Wilbur B. Fichter
NASA Langley Research Center
SU_AHY
Some buckling experiments on a complete spherical shell having a
radius-thickness ratio of about 85,000 are discussed. Extremely small
pressure differentials and many relatively large local imperfections
were involved in these experiments. In spite of these drawbacks, the
results obtained are consistent and well defined. The test results
indicated that the local initial imperfections were not as significant
in their influence on the shell behavior as were such effects as over-
all nonumiformity of construction and loading.
INTRODUCTION
Proposed passive communications satellites are ultrathin-walled
spherical shells which may experience buckling from external pressure
due to solar radiation or atmospheric drsg. Large buckling deforma-
tions of such a satellite are undesirable because they seriously reduce
the satellite's performance as a reflector. At present, shell buckling
technology is lacking in several respects with regard to design of
spherical shells subjected to external pressure. Large discrepancies
exist between theoretical and experimental buckling pressure; therefore,
the designer must be guided primarily by experimental data. However,
very little experimental data on complete spheres are available; the
primary research effort has been concerned with shallow spherical caps.
All available experimental data are for radius-thlckness ratios several
orders of magnitude smaller than that for the proposed satellites. In
order to provide a basis for estimating the buckling strength of these
satellites, therefore, buckling experiments were conducted on a complete
spherical shell having a radius-thickness ratio of about 85,000. This
value is much higher than that of any spherical cap or complete sphere
used in previously reported experiments.
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SYMBOLS
D plate flexural stiffness of shell wall material,
51.2 X 10-5 ib-in, for test specimen
K extensional stiffness of a unit width beam of shell wall
material, 4,140 ib/in, for test specimen
N stress resultant, lb/In.
Ap differential pressure, pressure outside sphere minus pressure
inside, psi unless otherwise noted
r radius of spherical shell, in.
Subs cript s:
cl classical linear theory
o associated with initial inflation pressure
SPECIMEN
The specimen tested is illustrated in figure i. It was a spherical
shell 12.5 feet in diameter fabricated of material similar to that used
in the 135-foot-diameter Echo A-12 rigldized sphere. The material is
a three-layer laminate composed of Mylar sheet with an aluminum face
layer bonded on either side. The aluminum in the face layers is
99.8-percent pure and is designated as 1080 aluminum. The faces are
intended to provide flexural stiffness in the laminate; they also add
some strength.
The specimen was composed of 23 meridional gores bonded together
in butt, single-strap splices. The straps were 1-inch-wide strips
of the same three-layer laminate used in the gores and were bonded on
the outside of the specimen. A stem at one pole provided access to
the specimen for inflation and for control and measurement of internal
pressure. Thickness measurements made on the specimen indicated that
the thickness of the Mylar lamina was 0.0OO_9 inch and thickness of
each aluminum face was 0.00019 inch as shown in figure l(b).
The full-scale Echo A-12 sphere is folded for the launch phase
and deployed by inflation after being injected into orbit. Depending
on the magnitude of internal pressure used for deployment, the sphere
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may have various imperfections in shape after deployment. There may
be many small wrinkles caused by routine handling and distributed at
random all over the surface. In addition, there may be a regular pat-
tern of creases resulting from the folding. In order to simulate
imperfections due to folding of the Echo A-12 sphere, the specimen was
folded in a manner similar to that of the full-scale sphere. Finally,
there m_7 be some overall distortions due to inaccuracies in gore dimen-
sions or slight mismatching of the splices. All these imperfections
were present in the test specimen.
TEST PROCED_REANDEQUIPMENT
The procedure followed in the experiments was to inflate the speci-
men to a small value of internal pressure, release the internal pressure,
and then draw a slight vacuum in the specimen until buckling occurred.
This procedure was then repeated for progressively higher values of
initial internal pressure in order to shed some light on the possible
influence of initial inflation pressure on the buckling strength of the
_ere.
Testing such a flimsy specimen in a 1 g environment required con-
siderable care, In order to counteract the effect of gravity and min-
imize localized support loads on the specimen, it was inflated with a
mixture of air andhellum. The specimen was mounted on scales which
were counterweighted to balance the weight of the mounting fixture and
inlet tubes. Then, the proportion of air and helium was adjusted until
the weight of the specimen was balanced by the buoyancy of the inflating
gas. Photographs of the specimens made during two of the tests are
shown in figures 2 and 3. In each test, photographs were made at the
differential pressure associated with initial inflation pressure
(figs. 2(a) and 3(a)), at zero differential pressure (figs. 2(b) and
3(b)), and after buckling (figs. 2(c) and 3(c)). The series in fig-
ure 2 is for a test with a low initial inflation pressure, and the
series in figure 3 is for a high initial inflation pressure. Thus,
the pattern of imperfections due to folding is more pronounced in
figure 2 than in figure 3.
Differential pressure between the inside and outside of the sphere
was measured with two instruments - a micromanometer having a least
count of O.OO1 inch of water and a differential-pressure indicator
having a least count of O.O001 inch of water. The micromanometer was
used to measure the maximum inflation pressure, but the more sensitive
differential-pressure indicator was necessary to measure buckling
pressures.
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Results of this investigation are summarized in table i. The
column under the heading _Po gives the differential pressure to
which the specimen was initially inflated. The column under the
heading No gives the stress resultant in the wall developed by this
initial pressure. In the column headed "Folding imperfection depth"
are listed estimates, where practical, of the peak-to-valley distance
of the imperfections due to folding after the initial inflation pressure
was released. In the next column is listed the excess buoyant force
on the specimen which in all cases was less than 5 percent of the weight
of the specimen. The columns headed "Buckling" give the pressure dif-
ferential at buckling in inches of water, pounds per square inch, and
finally as a ratio of measured buckling pressure differential to a
theoretical buckling pressure differential calculated by classical
linear theory. The theoretical buckling pressure differential for the
laminated shell wall was taken as
where the calculated values of D and K are those for a smooth,
wrinkle-free wall.
Because of the difference in densities of the gas inside the
specimen mad of the surrounding atmosphere, the pressure differential
between the inside sad outside of the specimen varied with vertical
location. At buckling, the largest pressure differential was at the
bottom of the specimen. In addition, any excess buoyant force was
balamcedby a downward concentrated force at the stem. As a result of
these factors, buckles invariably appeared first in the lower hemisphere.
It was necessary to take into account the variation in differential
pressure in evaluating the data. The data reported represent the dif-
ferential pressure at approximately the height of the center of the
buckles which appeared. Also, small corrections have been made, where
significant, for the effects of differences in height of the stem and
the micromanometer. The data from the final column in table 1 are
plotted in figure 4 as a function of wall stress resultant due to
initial inflation pressure. These buckling pressures represented in
each case the maximum value of differential pressure on the specimen
which could be attained under essentially static loading.
The primary effect of increasing NO is to reduce the magnitude
of the initial imperfections due to random wrinkles and the regular
folding pattern. The results in figure 4 show that large reductions in
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these imperfections increase the buckling pressure significantly. The
two points at the highest values of No, howeverj show a decrease in
buc21ing pressure. A simple calculation indicated that at the values
of No associated with these points, the aluminum face layers had very
likely yielded significantly. Also, since at the splices the material
is heavier than in the gores, the specimen tended to stretch more in
the gores than at the splices. This permanent deformation in the gores
apparently induced premature buckling.
The results shown in figure 4 suggest that further increases in No
would not result in large increases in buckling pressure even if the
shell wall remained elastic. Thus, it would seem that effects other
than the random wrinkles and the folding pattern imperfections must
play a large role in causing buckling to occur below the classical value.
Possible other effects are overall distortions due to seam misallnement
and discrepancies in gore dimensions, nonuniform loading due to varia-
tion in differential pressure with height and due to any concentrated
force at the stem, and nonuniform properties of the shell wall material.
CONCLUDING R_ARKS
Buckling experiments on a complete spherical shell having a radius-
thickness ratio of about 85,000 are discussed. Results are given for
buckling under external pressure after the sphere was pressurized to
progressively higher values of initial internal pressure. Although the
specimen was very flimsy, it was fou_i that well_iefined and consistent
buckling loads could be obtained by inflating the sphere with the proper
mixture of air and helium to counteract the effects of the I g environ-
ment sad to minimize support loads. Local folding and handling imper-
fections influenced the buckling pressures but apparently could account
for only a small part of the deviation from classical theory.
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TABLE i.- _JCKLING DATA FOR 12.5-FOOT-DIAMETER SPHERICAL SHELL
FABRICATED OF THREE-LAYER _M_LAR-_ LAMINATE
Test
Folding
_Po' No, imperfection
in. H20 ib/in, depth3
in.
1 -o.o19 o.o26 1
2 -.o_9 .o66 1/2
3 -.o74 .1o z/4
4 -.lO .14 ---
5 -.20 .27 ---
6 -.30 .41 ---
7 -.4o ._ ---
8 -.5o .68 ---
9 -._ 1.o ---
i0 -i.0 1.4 ---
n -1.7 2.0 ---
12 -2.o 2.7 ---
Excess
buoyant
force,
ib
Buckling
Ap, Ap, psi
in. H20
0.i0
.09
.I0
.20
.i0
.15
.i0
•i0
.05
.i0
.i0
.i0
ii.26
1.26
I._
i._
1.47
1.79
1.63
1.63
1.81
1.88
1.66
1.70
o. oo37
.oo37
•OO37
•oo37
.0o_0
.0o_4
.o0_9
.0045
.0050
.0052
.oo_9
.oo47
x 10 -4
aPcz
0.122
.122
.129
.129
•140
•154
.197
.197
.173
.182
•177
.16_
SPHERICAL SHELL SPECIMEN
;PLICE
.._-AIR + HELIUM
150" STEM J
_,TO GAGES
TOP VIEW SIDE VIEW
(G) SPECIMEN
.00049" MYLAR_.o0019" ALUMINUM
(b) SECTION OF SPECIMEN WALL
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BUCKLING PRESSURES FOR 1?..5-FOOT-DIAMETER SPHERICAL SHELL
FABRICATED OF THREE-LAYER ALUMINUM'MYLAR-ALUMINUM LAMINATE
RADIUS -THICKNESS RATIO l_ 85,000
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DEFORMATIONS AND STABILITY OF SPHERICAL SHELLS SUBJECTED TO
THE ACTION OF ASYMMETRICAL LOADINGS - EXPERIMENTAL STUDY I
by R. M. Evan-Iwanowski 2
Syracuse University Research Institute
SUMMARY
This paper presents the results of an experimental investigation
of the deformations and stability of spherical shallow shells subject-
ed to asymmetrical loadings consisting of normal concentrated eccen-
tric loads; and of normal concentrated eccentric loads superimposed
upon uniform pressure in varying magnitude and order.
New phenomena are observed for simply supported and free edge
conditions under concentrated loading. There exist three ranges of
position of an eccentric load between the apex of a shell and its edge
along the meridlonal lines within which a distinct behavior of a shell
is manifested. The first limiting range is the apex itself, point D
o
in figure i. The resultant type of buckling has been discussed in
reference 3. Loading in the range DoD 1 results in a single mode buck-
ling. Loading in the range DID 2 results in two mode buckling; the
first mode is apparently related to the discontinuity of the radius of
curvature and the thickness at the boundary, and may be considered to
be "local buckling. _ Loading in the third range D2D 3 results again
in single mode buckling. When the concentrated loads are applied in
the range D3D 4 = D_e no buckling takes place. The lengths of the
ranges, or what is the same, the values of the eccentricities, e, de-
pend upon shell geometry and material constants. The end points of
two of these ranges, i.e. points D I and D2 are well defined and repro-
ducible. Point D3 is not as well defined. However, all three points
are clearly transitional points from one type of buckling to another.
IResearch Program sponsored by AROD (Durham)
2
Professor, Syracuse University, Mechanical Engineering Department
_The phenomenon of local buckling induced by a system of loadings
such as ring loads and two-point loads is being investigated by the
author. The results will be published elsewhere.
\
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It has been observed in references 3 and 5 that shells with
clamped edges subjected to concentrated loads do not buckle. When,
however, concentrated loads are superimposed on uniform pressure buck-
ling may occur depending on the amount of pressure and geometry of the
shell. The critical asymmetrical concentrated loads are higher than
the symmetrical loads for the same magnitudes of pressure. Moreover,
uniform critical pressures are higher when applied after asymmetrical
concentrated loads have been applied, than they are after symmetrical
concentrated loads. This circumstance is somewhat puzzling in view of
a common belief that asymmetrical buckling modes are responsible for
lower experimental buckling pressures when compared with theoretical
calculations for the symmetrical case. Perhaps, the relative positions
of imperfections and boundary discontinuities have to be _onsidered in
order to account for low experimental critical pressures.
Membrane and bending stresses are presented for one eccentricity.
INTRODUCTION
Previous theoretical and experimental investigations on deforma-
tions and stability of spherical shells were conducted exclusively for
loadings symmetrical about the apex, such as uniform pressure, normal
concentrated loads at the apex, and ring loads. A bibliography on
this subject may be found in reference 3.
Asymmetrical loadings are of considerable interest, however, for
several reasons. Firstly, such loads are most probable under actual
service conditions, and thus the obtained results may serve as a guide
to design criteria for such situations. Secondly, eccentric concen-
trated loads form "imperfections" for the superimposed uniform pres-
sure. This situation provides, to some degree, controlled imperfec-
tions and permits the assessment of their qualitative and quantitative
influence on the deformation and stability of shells. Thirdly, asym-
metrical loadings are necessarily connected with asymmetrical deforma-
tions. Thus, the effects of initial asymmetrical deformations must be
reflected in the history of deformations and in the critical values of
the loads when combined with the application of uniform pressure.
Since the edge support conditions for shallow spherical shells
play a considerable role in their stability, various boundary supports
have been used, such as clamped, simply supported, and free edge con-
ditions.
4This subject is discussed more fully in reference 6.
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Twotypes of concentrated loads were used: constant displacezenb
and constant load (deadweight).
EXPERIMENTALPROGRAM
An experimental programwascarried out on a series of plastic
and metallic shells. Metallic shells, supplied by the OakRidge Na-
tional Laboratory, were madeby the hydroformprocess. Plastic zhells
which could be fabricated in the laboratory were die-pressed.
The selected plastic was rigid vinyl polyethylene. This material
was found to have consistent Young's modulusin tension. In addition,
the moduli in tension andbending were found to be nearly equal.
Poisson's ratio also was found to have consistent values. As a result
of the high ratio of Yield stress to Young'smodulus, an extensive
range of elastic behavior in the pre- and post-buckling regimes could
be studied. Dueto the nature of the plastic, precautions were takel_
to correct the material constants to actual temperature recorded dur-
ing the tests.
In this phaseof the investigation uniform air pressure, 5 constant
displacement and constant load (or deadweight) type loadings were
used. Vertical deformations of shells aroundthe load point at various
stages of the loading were measuredby meansof a specially designed
fixture. For clampededgeconditions, contoured rigs were used. Care
was exercised to machinethe profiles of the clamping rigs so that they
would matchthe curvatures of the shells, and thus avoid any extraneous
bending at the boundary.
The following experimentswere conducted:
(a) simply supported shells subjected to eccentric constant dis-
placementloads;(b) free supported shells subjected to eccentric constant dis-
placementloads;(c) clampedshells subjected to uniform pressure and eccentric
constant displacement concentrated loads;(d) clampedshells subjected to uniform pressure and eccentric
deadweight concentrated loads;(e) clampedshells subjected to eccentric deadweight concen-
trated loads and uniform pressure.
5This is in effect a deadweight type of loading, as contrasted with
a constant displacement type of loading which would be afforded by
the use of an incompressible fluid.
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RESULTSANDDISCUSSION
Pertinent parametersused in the presentation of the experimental
results are: k4 = a_[12(l-ve)/(Rh) a], where a is the base radius, R
the radius and h the thickness of the shell; H/a, where H is the rise
of a shell; e = d/a, eccentricity of the load, where d is the distance
from the apex; _ the deflection of a shell at the load point (see also
figure i). The observed critical values are designated by an asterisk.
Other notations are standard. The deformation curves or the plots of
load parameter versus deformation parameter are noted (P,_).
Figure 2 indicates the influence of the eccentricity e, of the
constant displacement load on the behavior and critical loads for the
simply supported shell. The behavior of the shell indifferent ranges
is seen from this figure. It was observed in reference 3 that for the
loads at the apex, or for the loads slightly off the apex there is only
one mode of buckling. Point DI, figure I, or the point where the first
two-mode buckling occurs, corr@sponds to the eccentricity e = 0.192.
The values of the eccentricities e = 0.315 and e = .385 are the values
about the point D2, since for e = 0.315 two-mode buckling is still ob-
served, and for e = 0.385 only single-mode buckling takes place. The
eccentricity • = 0.402 corresponds to a point between the points D2
and D 3. The point D3 is somewhat difficult to establish exactly in
the elastic range. As to the critical loads two interesting observa-
tions are made. First, the critical loads corresponding to e = 0.192
and e = 0.402 are identical; moreover, both critical loads in two-mode
buckling (e = 0.192) are also identical. In other words, the same
critical loads can be obtained through different deformation paths.
Second, the lowest of all critical loads is the "local critical load"
corresponding to e = 0.315. In the "local buckling" for e = 0.192,
there is a substantial reduction of the load, characterized by a jump,
or escape deformation.
A very similar situation is observed for the shells with free
edge conditions, figure 3, except that the subsequent buckling loads
are higher than "local buckling loads."
Another interesting conclusion may be derived from figure 4, which
represents effects of thickness on the behavior of shallow spherical
shells. All geometry, material, and loading conditions were kept the
same, and only the thickness h was varied. It is seen, that a shell
with h = 0.015 has markedly different behavior from the other two
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shells. In general, the following effects can be attributed to the
variation in thickness.
Fromreference 3 it was found that the thinner the shell the smal-
ler was the radius of the symmetrical deformation. Fromfigures 2 and
3 it maybe seen that the thinner the shell the larger the range D2D3.
It must be emphasizedthat the limiting points of various ranges
(DiDj) are well defined (with someexception in the range D3D4)and
have goodconsistency and reproducibility. Theranges apparently con-
stitute a set of parameters, which is equivalent to the set of geomet-
rical and material parameters. To put it another way, given D.D. one
iJ
may infer the values of k, h, E or v of a given shell.
The history of the deformations at various stages of the loading
(or what is the same, for various 5), or so-called profile curves, are
shown in figures 5 and 6. The deformations were measured along the
meridional line passing through the apex and the load-point, and the
curve perpendicular to it. It seems that the effects on the deforma-
tion imposed by the localization of the loads is felt in the early
stages of the loading, but the effects of initial imperfections, if
any, are soon erased.
Another series of tests were conducted on clamped shells with asy-
mmetrical concentrated loads superimposed on uniform pressures. The
critical values of these asymmetrical dead-weight type concentrated
loads superimposed on uniform pressures are shown in figure 7. Corres-
ponding plots (not shown) were made for uniform pressures superimposed
on the concentrated loads. It was noted that critical combinations of
dead-weight and pressures were independent of the order in which these
loadings were applied. Also, the concentrated loads for any given
critical load combination represented in figure 7, increase with in-
creasing eccentricity for the same k. But, what is more interesting,
all of these values are considerably higher than the values obtained
for the symmetrical loadings, viz., for the concentrated loads at the
apex superimposed on uniform pressure, cf. reference 4. These results
seem to be surprising in one respect. The asymmetrically applied con-
centrated loads cause asymmetrical deformations, figures 5 and 6, and
yet the critical combinations of dead weight and uniform pressure are
higher than for the symmetrical case, viz., when concentrated load is
applied at the apex. This is somewhat disturbing in view of the com-
monly accepted notion that the asymmetrical deformations are responsi-
ble for the fact that the experimental critical pressures are lower
than predicted by theory, cf. reference 2 or 3.
The experimental observations made on clamped shells subjected to
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uniform pressure and then asymmetrical constant displacement concen-
trated loads are shown in figures 8-11, and the critical loads plot-
ted in figure 12.
It may be seen that the greater the eccentricity, e, the higher
are the critical concentrated loads for the same pressure, p, and the
geometry parameter k. The general shape of the deformation curves,
(P,8) remains, however, unchanged. As expected, the cut-off value of
k (i.e., the value above which no buckling occurs) depends upon the
magnitude of applied pressure.
Figure 12 gives critical combinations of uniform pressures and con-
stant displacement concentrated loads. Comparison with figure 7 shows
that here, as in the symmetrical case, reference 4, critical displace-
ment concentrated loads are higher than dead weight for the same values
of e, P and k.
Bending and membrane stresses measured by strain gages are given
in figures 13-16 for an a_uminum shell with an eccentric loading at
1
e _ m8"
CONCLUDING REMARKS
The material presented in this paper constitutes part of the data
obtained in the course of the current research program, and only a por-
tion of the complete spectrum of the problem of stability of spherical
shells under asymmetrical loading. Such areas as those pertaining to
deep shells, effects of the reversed application of uniform pressure
and constant displacement concentrated loads; and, certainly, analyti-
cal work are still open. A broad program to cover such areas has been
developed by the author and his associates, and work is currently pro-
ceeding.
The phenomenon of two-mode buckling, and associated with it "local
buckling _ may shed some light on the mechanism of buckling, but, per-
haps more directly may be utilized for programming and distribution of
reinforcing elements such as ribs and rings. For instance, figure 1
tells us that if a shell ms reinforced around the region corresponding
to e = 0.125, "local bucklln_ may be _vo_d_d_evanwhen a shell ms load-
ed in this region by normal concentrated loads.
The question of how or whether at all the phenomena observed for
the concentrated loads are related to other types of loading is also
unanswered. But, at least, we become aware of the very whimsical
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behavior of spherical shells when certain asymmetries are introduced,
and the problem must be treated with great care.
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Figure 2.- Load-deflectlon curves for simply supported spherical
shells under constant displacement concentrated loadings with
varying eccentricity.
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Figure 3.- Load-deflectlon curves for free edge spherical shells
under constant displacement concentrated loadlngs with varying
eccentricity.
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Figure 8.- Load deflection curves for clamped spherical shells with
varying geometry parameter under constant displacement concen-
trated loading superimposed on uniform pressure: p = 0.9843
h = 0.0252 and e = 1/4.
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Figure 9-- Load deflection curves for clamped spherical shells with
varying geometry parameter under constant displacement concen-
trated loading superimposed on uniform pressure: p = 1.968,
h = 0.03, and e = 1/4.
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Figure 10.- Load deflection curves for clamped spherical shells with
varying geometry parameter under constant displacement concen-
trated loading superimposed on uniform pressure: p = 0.984,
h = 0.025, and e = 1/2.
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EXPERIMENTAL OBSERVATIONS ON CREEP BUCKLING OF SPHERICAL SHELLS
by
K. N. Tong
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and
B. L. Greenstreet
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SUMMARY
Creep buckling experiments were performed on hemispherical shells
and spherical dishes of lead, copper, and aluminum to study the mechanism
of failure. The results indicate that for thin shells under moderately
high external pressure the failure mechanism is essentially that of
static instability of a configuration that is arrived at through creep.
INTRODUCTION
In certain designs of nuclear power reactors, thin hemispherical
shells are to be subjected to an external pressure at an elevated tem-
perature. Because of creep it is certain that the shell will collapse
after a certain period of time. It is not clear, however, what is the
nature of the instability mechanism itself. Consider for the moment a
hemisphere subjected to a uniform external pressure and supported at its
equator in some manner. The stress distribution in the shell is pre-
dominantly that of a uniform membrane compression except at regions near
the support and near some umavoidmble imperfections in the shell. There
the stress state deviates from being a uniform compression. This devi-
ation in stress state causes a progressive deviation of the shell geome-
try from being a hemisphere through creep. The question now is when or
how this procP.ss terminates into a failure.
The failure mechanisms usually associated with the creep buckling
of columns and of thin-walled tubes subjected to external pressure are
not applicable to shells of non-developable surfaces. With such shells
the formation of a few "plastic hinges" having infinite strain rate is
not by itself sufficient to cause collapse. Two possible mechanisms
suggest themselves in the case of creep buckling of spherical shells.
In the first mechanism it is conceived that, through creep, a small
dimple having a negative curvature is eventually formed and enlarged
with increasing rate. The kinematics of the phenomenon is similar to
the turning over of a spherical membrane inside out through a process
of continuous application. In the second, one visualizes that after
the shape of the shell has been sufficiently altered by creep there is
Precedingpageblank
a time when the configuration of the shell structure is no longer in a
state of stable equilibrium in relation to the applied load and the
process terminates abruptly by either elastic or plastic buckling.
The distirction between the two mechanisms described is, of course,
only conceptual in nature. Any collapsing process can take place only
in a finite amount of time. But, as a practical matter, a feasible
analysis of the phenomenon will require certain simplifications, and
the construction of an appropriate model demands a qualitative knowledge
of what happens in reality. A number of experiments were thus performed
to study the phenomenon of creep buckling of spherical shells. Although
certain quantitative data were taken, the interest at first was mostly
in the qualitative nature of the creep buckling process.
EXPE_
Test on Lead Shells
Because of the ease with which lead specimens can be formed and
made to creep at room temperatures, a series of experiments were first
performed using hemispheres and spherical dishes with nominal radius of
_.5 in. and nominal wall thickness of 0.500 in. The specimens were,
however, not very accurately made and they were very susceptible to
mishandling. Therefore no quantitative results will be given here and
the following observations are offered instead.
(i) The buckling of hemispheres initiated from a small region. A
dimple of about 2 in. diameter first appeared and was quickly followed
by collapsing of the shell. Measurements of radial displacement of the
shell surface in one experiment confirmed that the initiation of the
instability is localized.
(2) Not until very late in the process was the location of the
buckle predictable from a radial displacement survey which had a reso-
lution of O.OOl". Once the existence of a "flat spot" became discerni-
ble, a dimple formed shortly thereafter. In one experiment brittle
lacquer coating was used. When the creep of the specimen became suf-
ficlently fast, cracking of the coating began at a small a_nular region.
It took about a minute for the shell to dimple. Figure 1 depicts
roughly the rate of progress of the overall process.
(3) The buckled shapes of spherical dishes were always as3nmnet-
rical. The dimples in hemispherical shells were likely to be formed
anywhere.
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Test on CopperDishes
A numberof tests were performed on shallow copper spherical dishes
of different geometries. Figure 2 showsthe data from one of the test
series. Thespe_Im_na-u_e_in this series had the following geometry.
Radius of curvature 11.82 + 0.30 in.
Thickness 0.032 + 0.0005 in.
Base circle diameter 5._6 in.
Rise 0.38 in.
Half angle i_.6 °
The rim of the dish was soldered to a copper plate with a circular
recess which fits the base rim. A 95 - 5 tin-lead solder was used.
The data for 200°Fare perhaps not very significant. The delayed
buckling might be entirely due to the relaxation of the edge constraint
offered by the soldering. At 300@F, however, soldering will creep suf-
ficiently fast so that the edge condition was probably very close to
being simply supported.
The following observations maybe made of this test.
(i) There is a significant difference between the "instantaneous"
buckling load and the load causing buckling in a few hours.
(2) The shells failed by snap-through. The final buckling pro-
cess was not exactly axisymmetrioal.
Test on Copper Hemispherical Shells
Specimens and Test Procedure. - The specimens used in this series
of experiments were manufactured by "Hydroforming" from commercially
pure copper sheets. A steel sheet was used as an outer wrap in forming.
The finished shell consisted of a 12.625 in. diameter hemisphere with
a 1/2 in. cylindrical section attached to the equator. Material beyond
the cylindrical section was machined off from the shell as formed. Trial
tests using several arrangements of clamping along the equator invari-
ably resulted in a failure initiated at the clamping. Subsequently, the
following arrangement was used. A steel ring of 12.63" O. D. and 11.75"
I. D. was machined out of 3/8" plate. It also contained a saw cut of
about 1/16" width. This rlngwas then squeezed and inserted into the
cylindrical portion of the specimen. The shell thus stiffened, was
placed on a hardened steel plate and L_pped until _ metal-to-metal seal
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was formed between the rim of the shell and the plate. The assembled
test rig is shown in figure 3.
Spot check of the shells found that the variation in the wall thick-
ness was within O.OO1 in., the same variation in the starting sheet
stock. The radius was within 0.005 in.
After the specimen was placed in the rig it was heated in the rig
to &OO°F for about 2 hours. Subsequently, the temperature was adjusted
to the test temperature. By adjusting the currents in the different
heaters, the temperature variation in the specimen could be limited to
± l°F. The rig was then pressurized to the desired pressure. Time to
failure, which automatically shut down the rig, was recorded by an hour
meter.
Test Results. - The results of this test are given in figure h.
It is a log-log plot of pressure versus life. In spite of the scatter,
there appeared to be a consistent tendency for the curves to level off
at a certain pressure. The leveling off seems to be earlier with thicker
shells. Note that, because of the logarithm scale used, the shapes of
the curves would be the same if membrane stresses instead of pressures
were used for the ordinates.
Data on failures taking place withlna few hours after loading
were not included here. There was a considerable amount of scatter in
this group of data. Two reasons maybe offered for this scatter. The
buckling pressure of thin hemispheres was known to be extremely sensi-
tive to geometrical imperfections. Amy defect due to chance mishand-
ling in the entire process from making the shell to placing it in the
rig was likely to cause a significant though varied amount of loss in
life. In other words, by disregarding data from short time failures,
most of the defective specimens were removed from the population under
test. The second reason is that previous tests with spherical dishes
have indicated that the buckling failure at 300°Fwas quite sensitive to
loading rate. With the test setup used, this loading rate cannot be
easily controlled.
The buckled shells had varied shapes. Some were nearly axisymet-
rical as shown in figure 5a. Others were definitely not symmetrical as
those in figure 5b. The great majority of shells failed in a way simi-
lar to one of these shells. A few odd failures are shown in figure 5c.
No correlation was discernible between the mode of failure and the life.
Tests on Aluminum Shells
This series of tests have not yet been completed. As a comparison,
partial results are presented in figure 6. The tests were carried out
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in the same manner as those on copper shells.
CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSION
The e_xperiments performed showed that, within the ranges of
parameters used, the creep buckling of hemispherical shells is essen-
tially a process of creep followed by buckling. Furthermore, the buck-
llng process is initiated from a rather localized region provided that
the edge condition does not produce unduly high localized stresses.
The following remarks are offered in support of these contentions.
(i) The varied shapes of buckled shells showed that buckling
originates from some imperfections. A few tests were also made in which
an inner support was placed inside the hemispherical specimen so that
when it buckled only a small dimple could form without inducing a com-
plete collapse of the shell. The shell surface away from the dimple
showed no grossly measurable deviation from being spherical.
(2) The collapsing of the shell was usually very violent. It was
always accompanied by an audible bang and a quick release of pressure.
(3) A few shell specimens contained barely measurable flat spots
caused perhaps by mishandling. The buckling pressures of these shells
were found to be drastically lower. Similar flat spots could very well
be produced by creep defor_Btion.
(2) The data from spherical copper caps at 300°F shown in figure
2 fitted in well with those from copper hemispheres of nearly equal
wall-thickness-to-radius ratio. This indicates that the buckling of
hemispheres was a local phenomenon.
In view of the experimental evidence obtained, it is suggested
that an analytical treatment of the phenomenon may well utilize the
followinE simplified model. First, assume a complete spherical shell
with two identical axisymmetric flat spots located diametrically
opposite to each other. These flat spots consist of regions where the
curvature is only slightly different from the rest of the sphere. Using
membrane stress distribution and an appropriate creep law, one may
analyze the change in the geometry of the shell with time by a stelz_ise
integration procedure. To terminate the process, one must determine
when the current shape is no longer in stable equilibrium with the
applied load. This analysis will require the finding of buckling pres-
sure for a nearly spherical shell of arbitrary shape taking into ac-
count bending stress and perhaps finite deformation. Knowledge on this
problem is currently still lacking, but is being added daily by various
workers. The fact that, until buckling takes place, the shell is essen-
tially spherical allows the ignoring of bending stress in creep analysis
992
and thus simplifies the picture. The main difficulty now is the
solution of _!astic or plastic buckling problems.
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AXISYMMETRIC DYNAD_C BUCKLING OF CLAMPED SHALLOW
SPHERICAL SHELLS
By Bernard Budiansky and Robert S. Roth
Harvard University and AVCO Corporation
SUM_MaY
On the basis of non-llnear theory, the axisymmetric deformations
produced in a clamped shallow spherical shell by a transient pressure
loading are calculated. A criterion for dynamic buckling is suggested
and used to determine critical pressures as a function of duration of
loading. The results are limited to shell geometries for which axi-
symmetric_ rather than unsynxnetric_ deformations control the buckling
phenomenon.
INTRODUCTION
:
The response to a uniform transient pressure loading of a clamped,
shallowj spherical cap of constant thickness will be studied on the basis
of non-linear elastic shallow shell theory. Numerical results will be
used to obtain critical loads for "dynamic buckling" according to a
qualitatlve_ but fairly well defined, criterion.
PROBLEM STATEMENT AND METHOD OF SOLUTION
A meridlonal cross-section of the shell and the pertinent geometri-
cal dimensions are shown in figure I. Because of the shallowness
assumption 2 the initial spherical shape is defined adequately by the
parabolic relationship
Zo - H [I- (r/a) 2] (I)
and the shell radius R # the base radius a , and the central rise H
2
are related approximately by a = 2 RH. The problem under consider-
ation is to calculate the time variation of the axisymmetric downward
vertical displacement W (r, t) produced by a prescribed history of
uniform pressure on the convex surface.
The governing non-llnear differential equations_ taking into account
moderately large rotations as well as inertial loads, are presented in
the Appendix, together with a general procedure for their approximate
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solution. This solution, based on the Calerkin meehod_ requires the cal-
culation of the time variation of a finite number of coefficients a
in the expansion n
w (r, t) -_ a n (r) wn (r) (2)
wherein the functions W (r) are chosen proportional Co the natural
modes of axisy_etric n vibration of a circular clamped fla___t plate of
radius a.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Numerical results have been obtained for "rectangular" loadings
characterized by the sudden application of a pressure q at time t = 0
which is held constant for • time duration T and then suddenly removed.
The limitin 8 case of an impulsive loading for which _ i 0 but q_"
remains finite has also been considered.
The results may be displayed in terms of the following non-dimension-
al parameterm.
Pressure parameter: p - q (4)p
qo
2
where qo [3 (1-v 2) ]l/2 (5)
ct
Time parameter: " l _ I l
&
where c m _/_
Vp
, (6)
(7)
In obese deflnlcions E is Young's modulus_ v is Poisson's racloj and
p is the material densitT. The reference pressure qo is the classical,
small-deflection-theory, buckling pressure of a complete spherical shell.
The parameters t and p have been used previously in static analyses
(see I for example, ref. 1).
The overall downward deflection of the shell is conveniently
charecter_zed by the quantity
(ZO) eve (8)
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which is the ratio of the average downward deflection to the average
value of the initial shell height.
A "rectangular" history of p is illustrated in figure 2(a) for
the value _" - 5 of the non-dimenslonal load duration parameter;
figure 2(b) shows, for the case of the shell characterized by A = 5,
the corresponding early histories of A (T) calculated for various values
of p on the basis of five terms in the expansion (2). The most striking
feature of these results (which are typical of those obtained for other
values of _) is illustrated in figure 2(c) which shows the variation
with p of (A)max the largest positive value of d occurring during
the early history of che response. It is seen chat a very steep rise in
(_)max occurs for a very small change in p in the vicinity of p - .5.
Somewhat arbltrarily_ then• a value Pcr" .52 in the middle of this
region of rapid change is selected as the critical pressure/Dr "dynamic
buckling". It should be noted that the values of (_)max for p greater
than .55 are "large" I since d > I indicates that the deflected shell
has moved• on the average, belo_....._wthe plane of its boundary. On the other
hand, the values of (_)max for p less than .5 can be considered
moderate. Thus_ the critical pressure corresponds_ qualitatively, to a
transition from moderate to severe deformations.
Very similar results have been obtained for other values of
(ref. 2) and in each case there is little uncertainty in picking a crl-
tical value for p on the same basis. The results for Pcr versus _ •
still for k - 51 are shown by the solid curve in figure 3. As expected,
Pcr decreases as the duration of loading increases• but eventually, at
about _" - I0• Pcr becomes constant. This is so because for • < i0,
the peak deflections occur afte_.._rthe removal of loading• whereas for
> 10 the maximum deflections determining Pcr occur for 7 < T , and
so the continued applicatlon of pressure for 7 > _" becomes irrelevant°
The dotted horizontal llne shows the static buckling pressure para-
meter (P)statlc found in ref. 1 for A - 5. It is interesting to
note that whereas the dynamic (Pcr) exceeds (p) .... a_ for short
durations of loading (as it should), the limiting _for long duratlons
is somewhat less than (P)statlc" Presumably this is due to the sudden-
ness of the application of pressure in the present dynamic problem and
the consequent occurrence of a "dynamic overshoot" effect.
The dotted curve in figure 3 shows the variation of the impulse
parameter Ucr = (Pcr 7-_ with • _ faired into a point for _ = 0
found from a separate calculation for impulslve loading (ref. 31.
For very small durations of loading• it is evident that the impulse
rather than the pressure is the important loading parameter.
Calculations have also been made (ref. 3) for impulsive loading for
other values of k a with the results shown in figure 4 as given by
flve-degree-of-freedom solutions. But, for two reasons, these results
must not be taken seriously for k larger than 5 or 6. First, whereas
convergence with 5 terms in Eq. (2) appears satisfactory for A < 6,
it is progressively less so as A increases; this is due to the in-
6OO
creasing "waviness" of the axisymmetric deformations for larger l's_ as
in the static case (ref. 1). Secondj and more important_ it is probable
that for _ > 6 non-axisymmetric deformations will control the situation
in both the static and dynamic buckling cases. For the same two reasons_
the one-degree-of-freedom solution of ref. 4j shown dotted in fig. 4_ must
also be discounted for _ > 6.
CONCLUDING REYU_RK
The qualitative criterion presented for the establishment of critical
parameters for dynamic buckling has a physically significant basis s and
analogous criteria_ based on the rapid change of response with loading
parameters 2 may be useful in other dynamic buckling problems.
APP_IX
AI_LYSIS
The governing differential equations in non-dimensional form
(see refs. I, 3) are
" '-" ' _ 2(_), t4 (_;.j)- (_') - +- (_') + 4X4p_ (AI)(_w")
"D
(_') " + Z2(_w') = 2 (w')2 CA2)
where primes denote differentiation with respect to _ = r/a , and
dots denote differentiation with respect to 7. The non-dimensional dis-
placement w is defined as w = (w/h) [12(i-v2)] I/2. _le quantity
is a non-dimensional stress function define_ in terms of the dimensional
stress function _ by _ - % [12(!-v2)a] / [_Et3], v_aere ,_ is related
to the meridional and circumferential membrane forces per unit length
N r and N_ by Nr " _/r and N 9 = (d,¢/dr). The equations (A1) and
(A2) express_ respectlvely_ eq_-ilibritlm in the vertical direction and
compatibility of membrane strains.
The boundary conditions for the cla._:.,c-: edge at _=I are
and
_: = 1,7' = O (A3)
¢' - v_ = 0 0":,)
T:,.e sL_bstitution (_)I x_on-dimensio;_a]ize,:', is
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w(_, T) ,, I an (_')Wn (_) (A5)
where
=' 0 n o,,
n Io(_n) Jo(_n) (A6)
where J is the Bessel function of the first kind, 7 is the modified
Bessel function of the first kindj and the _ are the roots of
n
11(_n) JI(_n)
(A7)
Substituting (AS) into (AI) and following Galerkin's procedure gives
k4H r ' _%o1 ' 4,_ApNn._a + . X2 I (_) w d_ _ (_w') w d_ + (aS)
m m rn -o lu m m
(m = I, 2, 3, o.o)
where
N - _oI _w d_ = -
n
(Ag)
and use has been made of the orthonor_mllty condition for the flat plate
vibration _des
f_ _w w d_ =
Ill n nln
where _mn is the Kronecker delta (0 for m @ n,
Now let _ = _o + #I ' where
' - _o = - ),z(_w')
I for m = n).
(Al0)
' - _I = 1 (w,)2
and . (All)
and both _o and _i satisfy the boundary condition (A4)
of (AI0), regular at _ = 0, is
The solution
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#o = _- _ _(_) _ "
" _z-vj
Then , {I_.
can-be used directly in (A8).
Next s followlng ref. 5, write
Io" % ': +_ b(°)nJ1 (:>'nI)
(AI2)
(AI3)
(A14)
11 = AI _ +I b(1)naz (Xn_) (AlS)
where the )_ are the roots of Jl(),n)
n
(AI4)_ and (AIS) in (A8) gives
= O. Then use of (AI3),
+ 2 _.,j. % + 2 . _..na (1 -
+4pN
where C
mn
(m= I, 2, 3, ...)
. to_ , _<__>.. ,, - _'_". _._o<_._
n m X4 .
n m
(AI6)
D
•n
=" rl_wlWl d_=''(_m_n)21N_m'Nn,o m n ._2
n
+ +'!)Nm ...._2 + _ (m,_ n)
m
(]4 N2 0 2 N
4 2
(m m n)
I_ w' w' Jl (kpg)dg ,and £mnp " m n
which must be found by numerical £ntegratlon.
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b(°) and b (1)
Finally, Ao, Al' n ' n muse be expressed in terms of
the a's. SubsCicucion of (A14) into (A10), and use of the Galerkin
n
_ethod again gives
b(°) 2)'2 I Cmn m= a (A17)
n ),2j20" ) m
n o n
and a similar calculation with (A15) and (16) gives
n k2 ,i2 (kn) r s Ers n a ar s
n o
(AI8)
By the boundary condition CA4)
b(1) k Jo (X-)
n n
<A19)
On the other hand, A l is most conveniently found from
2_2 l- _1 (1) - - -- _ aAo o l-v n n
CA12) as
(A20)
The constants _n_ kn, Nn, Cmn , Dum _ and Emn p are tabulated
in ref. 3, up to m = n = p = 5.
For a prescribed p(7), equations (AI6) now constitute a well-
defined set of non-llnear, second-order equations for the response
coefficients a , and they have been solved numerically for the various
cases dlscussednln the body of this report. The initial conditions are
generally an(O) = _n(O) = O; but in the case of impulsive loading,
the last term in (A16) does not appear, and instead the initial (dlmen-
slonal) velocity (qC) / (oh) must be imposed. Then, non-dlmenslonally,
V_
(_, o) = )a (o) w -4u
&.. n n
where ;_n(O) = 4 Nn U
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for the impulsive loading case. Plnally, _ is found as
A= (W)ave = _ INn a
(z_ave _.2 n
with results typified by fig. 2.
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Figure 2.- (a) Rectangular pressure history; (b) response histories for
various pressures; (c) variation of maximum response with pressure.
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DYNAMIC DEFORMATION AND BUCKLING OF SPHERICAL
SHELLS UNDER BLAST AND IMPACT LOADING
By Emmett A. Witmer, Theodore H. H. Plan,
and Hans A. Balmer
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
StqdMARY
Two types of dynamic tests on spherical shells have
been conducted. One involved blast-induced dynamic buckling
and permanent deformation of the shell; the other involved
producing permanent deformation of hemispherical shells by
projectile impact coincident with the axis of symmetry of
the shell. An analysis which predicts only the axisymmetrlc
response of the shell has been formulated. The analysis
which takes into account large deflections and plastic
deformations is employed to predict and compare with the
experlmentally-observed results.
INTRODUCTION
This paper presents the results of some recent studies
conducted at the Aeroelastic and Structures Research Labora-
tory, M.I.T., on buckling of thin spherical shells under
dTnamlc loadings. Both experimental and theoretical results
are included. The experimental proEram pertains to shells
under blast loading in a shock tube and shells impacted by
projectiles. The objective of the theoretical program is
to develop a n_erlcal method for predicting the response
and permanent plastic deformation of shells under general
dynJunic loading conditions. The analysis given in the
present paper is limited entirely to the axisymmecric motion
of shells.
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EXPERIMENTS
Test Specimens
Spherical shells of nominal 4-inch diameter and uniform
thickness ranging from 5 to ii mils were prepared by hydro-
forming, spinning, and chemical milling from 6061-0 aluminum
alloy. The average of the extreme variations in thickness
of a given model ranged from + 4.1 percent to + 9.% percent
for shells having nominal radTus-to-thickness,"R/t, values
of 180 and 380, respectively. These specimens were subse-
quently heat treated to a Rockwell hardness of 74-80,
resulting in measured compression yield of 36,000 psi for
0.2 percent offset and a tensile ultimate stress of 42,500
psi. These models were mounted for testing by positioning
them such that the base of each, for any chosen H/R condition,
extended well into a 3/8-inch deep circular moat machined
into a heavy steel plate. This moat was then filled with
liquid cerrobend metal which cools, solidifies, and expands,
thus firmly clamping the base of the model.
Blast Tests
Blast-test apparatus and procedure. - The experiments
involving blast loading on the spherical shells were per-
formed using the MIT-ASD 8 by 24-inch by 98-foot shock tube
which provides essentially a step-function blast wave.
Using the 2_-inch side wall as the base plane for a specimen
•permits side-on blast impingement wherein the normal to the
shock front is perpendicular to the axis of symmetry of the
shell. On the other hand, when the 8 by 2_-inch end of the
shock tube is used as the base plane of the model, the nor-
mal to the incident shock front is coincident with or
parallel to the axis of syemetry of the shell; this results
in axlsymmetric blast loading of the specimen. Schematics
of the shock tube testing arrangement and of model-shock
front orientations together with the associated H/R values
employed are shown in figure 1.
From a knowledge of (a) the measured pressure and
temperature of the air in the shock tube test section, where
the test specimen is located, before the shock arrives, and
(b) the velocity of the shock front, the pressure jump across
the shock front can be determined readily from the Rankine-
Hugoniot shock relations." Also, from the Rankine-Hugonlot
shock relations, the density and the material velocity of
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the shock-initiated flow can be determined. These relations
together with the boundary condition of zero material velo-
city normal to a solid surface enable a determination of
the pressure behind the reflected shock occurring when the
incident shock impinges upon a solid surface. The condition
for which the plane of the shock front is parallel to =he
surface against which it impinges is referred to as "head-
on" shock reflection, and the associated pressure increase
at the wall above that present before shock impingement is
often termed simply: the reflected-shock overpressure.
This quantity is useful in later discussion.
In the blast loading experiments depicted in parts (b)
and (c) of figure I, each model was subjected to a small
shock overpressure and then examined visually and with a
template for any evidence of permanent deformation. If none
was found, the specimen was subjected to a slightly greater
shock overpressure and, once a_ain, was inspected. This
procedure was repeated until evidence of permanent damage
was found. The shock overpressure at which any evidence of
permanent damage is first noted is termed the dynamic-
buckling threshold overpressure.
Blast-test results. - In some cases, the first permanent
deformation observed was very slight, and very large in others;
figure 2, showing first-damage results, serves to illustrate
this fact for the cases of side-on and axisymmetric loadinR.
Since increments in incident shock overpressure of about 0.I_
to 0.8 psi were employed, it is seen that permanent deforma-
tion is extremely sensitive to the amount by which the inci-
dent shock overpressure exceeds the actual 1'threshold" shock
overpressure, _Ps,cr- Accordingly, the threshold shock over-
pressure was chosen as that with which damage of the type
exhibited by specimen ll-13 (figure 2) occurred. For more
severe initial damage, the threshold shock overpressure was
taken as an appropriate value interpolated between the
damage-inflicting value employed and that of the next smal-
lest overpressure to which the specimen was subjected.
At the location on the specimen which was first struck
by the shock front, head-on reflection occurs and the head-
on reflected shock overpressure Apt is produced. The v_lue
of APt cr corresponding to APs,c r is a convenient
reference value and is employed in figure _ to denote the
dynamic buckling threshold as a function of R/t. Note that
for cases involving H/R = 1.5, the dynamic-buckling
thresholds for cases of side-on blast are indistinguishable
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from those for axisymmetric blast. This is not surprising
in view of the local nature of dynamic buckling and the
rapidity with which it occurs. Motion pictures taken at
I0,000 frames per second for a specimen with R/t = _80 show
clearly that dynamic buckling has proceeded to a significant
extent within I00 microseconds, but may have proceeded sig-
nificantly much earlier than this, Byway of contrast, the
time for an acoustic signal in the metal to propagate from
the crown to the base and back for this specimen is about
33 microseconds. On the other hand, in i00 microseconds the
blast shock front has traveled typically only about 1.8=
inches; thus, buckling has been initiated before wall effects
have influenced the blast loading on the shell.
Only a few dynamic tests were conducted for HIR - 1.0
and 0.293. Although not sufficient in ntnnber to be defini-
tive, these results are included in figure 3. However, it
appears that the expected trend of reduced critical load with
reduced H/R is indicated.
It was observed that dynamic buckling for side-on load-
ing was initiated near the region first struck by the blast
(i.e., at the nose) in some cases, and adjacent to the
clamped base in others. By contrast, hydrostatic tests of
31 specimens with H/R - 1.5 and with R/t values ranging
from about 180 to 450 exhibited a great preponderance of
buckles occurring adjacent to the base. The hydrostatic
buckling pressure for all of these base-lnfluenced buckling
cases is given by
_Pcr - 0.35 E ( _ )2
where E is the elastic modulus, with a mean probable error
of 2._ percent. This relation is the form of the familiar
Tslen _ equation for static elastic buckling of spherical
shells. Tests on spherical shell specimens which were
thickness-prepared by chemical milling (as were all of the
specimens) so as to provide a slightly thicker region
adjacent to the base compared with the remainder of the shell
resulted in buckles occurring well away from the base. The
buckling pressures for the five cases tested in this manner
were significantly larger and may be expressed by
APcr = 0.62 E (_)2
with a mean probable error of 3.8 percent; these are referred
to as base-uninfluenced cases.
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The hydrostatic test results are in marked contrast
with the dynamic buckling results since, as seen from figure
3, the latter show no distinction between "base-influenced"
and the "base-uninfluenced" cases. All of the dynamic buck-
llng results of figure 3 for H/R - 1.5 may be c____orrelatedby
dPr,cr " 0.33 E (_)2
where, as before, the elastic modulus E has been taken as
10,400,000 psi, and dPr,c r is in psi units.
Impact Tests
Im act-rest a aratus and rocedure. - For the projectile_
shell impactte_s, a em sp er ca _ specimen was mounted
as a bob of a ballistic pendulum. The specimen was then
impacted at its crown by a lead projectile. By applying the
conditions expressing the conservation of momentum and energy,
and by assuming that the energy of deformation of the projec-
tile is negligibly small, the energy ultimately dissipated by
the shell through plastic deformation and friction can be
computed from
[, m' }zd = 112 m v [2vo - V(l ]
where
Vo -projectile impact velocity
V - maximum velocity acquired by
the pendulum
m -mass of the projectile
m' -mass of the pendult_n
Further, if it is assumed that the displacement of the pen-
dulum was negligible during the time to complete the deforma-
tion of the shell, the maximum velocity V of the pendulum
can be found from the maximum side swing, x, of the
pendulum:
V'x _r_
where r is the length of the pendulum and g is the
gravitational constant. Thus, a measurement Of Vo and
x permits a determination of Ed.
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l__mpact-test results. - The results from eight projectile-
shell impact tests are shown in figure 4. The permanent
deflection 8/R is given in figure 5 as a function of the
shell dissipation energy where _ is the central permanent
deflection. Profiles of permanent deformation for two of
these cases are shown in figure 6. Detailed data for these
tests may be found in reference 3.
NUMERICAL SOLUTION OF DYNAMIC RESPONSE
OF AXlSYMMETRIC SHELLS
This section presents briefly a step-by-step ntuerical
method that has been developed in reference 5 for predicting
the dynamic responses of shells of revolution in axisymmet-
ric deformations.
Part (a) of figure 7 shows a shell of revolution defined
by the curvilinear coordinates S and #. The location of
any point on the meridian can be determined by the two coor-
dinates r and z. On the element of the shell shown in
part (b) of figure 7 there are two tangential stress resultants
N8 and N_, a transverse stress resultant Q_ and two stress
couples rM e and M_. The equations of equilibrium for large
deflections of shells are
d [N e r sin e] + [Qe r cos e] - mr_ = 0
d d
[Ne r cos e] - _ [qe r sin e) - N_ - mr_ = 0
d(Mor) - Me cos e - Qo r = 0
dS
where
m = mass of the shell per unit area
O = angle of inclination of the element
with respect to the r-direction
For an approximate solution, the meridian of the shell
is first divided into a finite nmnber of discrete segments
and a set of finite-difference equations is used to replace
the above set of differential equations. The difference
equations can be represented approximately by a Itnuped-
parameter model consisting of rings connected by weightless
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frustt_ns. In determining the symmetrical motion of the
shell, a step-by-step numerical procedure is used. At time
Cj the stress-resultants N8 and N_ and stress couples
Me and M_. the location z and r of each mass ring,
and the angle of inclination 8 of each frustum segment
have all been previously evaluated. Then, it is possible to
calculate the transverse stress resultant Q0.. and to
evaluate the two components of acceleration r and Z at
each ring. By using the central-difference approximation to
represent the second derivatives with respect co time, one
can determine the coordinates z and r at time tj + At,
i.e., at t- -. One can then determine the increments inj_L
mid-surface strain components and the changes in principal
curvatures.
In determining the corresponding increments in stress
resultants and stress couples, the shell material is assumed
to be concentrated at two layers separated by a material
which cannot carry normal stresses but has infinite shear
rigidity. Under this simplified assumption, the stress and
strain in the shell can be defined by those of the upper and
lower layers. For each layer, the stress-strain relations
under plane-stress conditions can be used. For the present
analysis the material is assumed to be elastic, perfectly
plastic. The method can be extended co materials which
exhibit strain hardening behavior and for materials whose
plastic behaviors are affected by the race of straining.
CORRELATION AND DISCUSSION
Blast-Loaded Specimens
The prevlously-descrlbed axisymmecrlc theory has been
used in order Co obtain an estimate of the blast load
required for threshold dynamic buckling. The blast data
reported in reference 4 were adapted for the axisymmeCrlc
case (figure I (c)). Included in the empirical blast-load
expression employed was finite immersion rate of the shell
by both the initial and the base-plane-reflected shock
front, and time variation of the loading as a function of
8. In the present calculations, however, motion-induced
airloads were neglected; only prescribed time-dependent
airloads were used.
The buckling-threshold reflected-shock overpressure
predicted by the present theory for one R/C value is shown
in figure 3 for the two-flange model with a flange separation
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h - t/ _ (which is appropriate for elastic response), and
for the yield stress _o for the idealized elasclc, per-
fectly plastic material taken as 39,000 psi. It is believed
that the substantial overestimation of the threshold dynamic-
buckllng load is due largely to the severe constraint imposed
by axisymmetrlc mode(s) of deformation. As in statlc-buckllng
problems, the admission of asymmetric modes of deformation
is expected to result in considerably improved theoretical-
experimental agreement. This effect has also been demonstrated
theoretically in (a) reference 6, concerning dynamic buckling
of impulslvely-loaded arches and (b) reference 7, dealing
with dynamic buckling of impulslvely-loaded spherical shells.
Since experimental observations have shown that thresh-
old permanent deformation is confined to a region of very
small total subtended angle, calculations are being carried
out to determine the smallest cap angle valid for large H/R
as well as the smallest segment slze necessary to yleld
dynamic buckling results. However, the preliminary results
shown in figure 3 have been obtained using a cap half-angle
of 20 degrees and a space mesh size of 2 segments per degree.
The loads corresponding to theoretical bracket "A" on figure
3 produced permanent deformation ranging from enormous to
small. The _op of theoretical bracket "B" corresponds to
the smallest load for which s/multaneously tensile NO,
refersed curvature, and local I/t--_ 1 occurred but for
which no pronounced permanent: deformation was produced; the
bottom of bracket "B" denotes the next smallest load employed
for which tensile N O and reversed curvature did not occur
simultaneously.
Impact-Loaded Specimens
The permanent central deflections predicted by axisym-
metric theory employing the two-flange model with a flange
separatic_ h t/2 and using 30 segments per quadrant are
shown in figure 5 as a function of the energy initially
imparted to the shell. Very little difference was found by
using 60 and 180 segments per quadrant. It is seen, as
expected, that the central deflection is underestimated by
this theory. Figure 6 gives a comparison between predicted
and measured permanent deformation profiles for impacted
specimens 3 and 7. The degree of deformation asymmetry
observed in these experiments is indicated by the maximum,
mean, and minimum of deformation profiles measured along ten
directions across the impact-deformed region of each specimen.
The general nature of the asymmetry of these deformations
can be seen in figure 4. It is clear that the asymmetric
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character of the deformation pattern leads to larger central
deflections for a given energy input than would occur by
axisymmetric deformation.
It is interesting to note that the present theory pre-
dicts that 97 percent of the initial energy input has been
absorbed by plastic work of shell specimen 7 by about 400
microseconds after impact, with the remaining 3 percent being
accounted for by elastic and kinetic energy of the shell.
CONCLUDING REMARKS
The critical buckling load for a deep spherical shell
clamped at its base, for the static case, depends upon
whether or not the induced buckle occurs adjacent to the
base, as it usually does. The dynamic buckling threshold,
on the ocher hand, exhibits no such dependence. With respect
to theory, the use of the present highly restrictive axisym-
metric calculation tends to overestimate the blast load
required to initiate dynamic buckling of spherical shells.
A theory admitting both synnetric and asymmetric modes of
deformation should yield much-improved results.
For the prediction of permanent deformation of shells
under concentrated dynamic loads, the present study shows
clearly the necessity for including more than axisymmetric
modes in an elastic, plastic dynamic analysis. The present
axisymmetric elastic, plastic theory underestimates the
central permanent deformation by about 20 percent.
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SIDE VIEW
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Figure 1.- Configurations for shock tube tests of spherical shells.
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Figure 4.- ProJectile-i_cted spherical shells.
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Figure 5.- Permanent deformation of proJectlle-_acted spherical shells
as a function of shell dissipation energy.
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(o) SHELL OF REVOLUTION
[Msr +d ('M_ l.-Nsr+d(Nsr_d_
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(b) EQUILIBRIUM OF A SHELL ELEMENT
Figure 7.- Nomenclature for a shell of revolutlo_.
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NONLINEAR TR°_NSVERSE AXISD2,_TRIC V_RATIONS
OF SHALLOW SPHERICAL SHELLS
By J. Connor, Jr.
Watertown Arsenal Laboratories
SUMMARY
A system of ordinary differential equations defining the axisym-
metric nonlinear dynamic behavior of a shallow shell is obtained by
expanding the transverse displacement in terms of the normal modes for
the linear case. _is system is integrated nummrlcally for a rectangu-
lar pulse loading, using one and two mode expansions. Also, a simple
two degree of freedom model for a spherical shell is proposed, and its
limiting dynamic behavior investigated.
INTRODUCTION
E. Reissner has shown that for primarily transverse linear vibra-
tions of shallow shells, longitudinal inertia can be neglected in compari-
son to transverse inertia, resulting in an appreciable simplification of
the problem(l). Reissner applied this approximation to the case of free
axisy_metric transverse vibrations of shallow spherical shells an_o ,
determined the fundamental frequencies for clamped and free edges L_J .
Recent_ an exact analysis for this case was carried out by Kalnins and
Na_hdi.- I. Good agreement between the approximate (using Reissner's
theory) and exact results for the first two frequencies was found.
In this paper, the nonlinear axisymmetric transverse vibration of
shallow spherical shells subjected to uniform external tlme-dependent
normal pressure is investlgated. Longitudinal inertia is neglected and
the nonlinearity is restricted to the meridional middle surface strain-
displacement relation. _ne normal displacement is expanded in terms of
the normal modes for the linear case, and Galerkin's Method is used to
obtain a set of nonlinear simultaneous ordinary differential equations
relating the generalized coordinates. A simple two degree of freedom
nonlinear system which behaves statically similar to a shallow shell is
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considered first in order to investigate the nature of dynamicbuc3_ling.
Then, numerical solutions are obtained for the particular case of a
rectangular pressure pulse, using one and also two modes.
NOT_TION
The positive directions of the displacement components and coordin-
w
ates are shown in Figure i.
below for reference:
h = shell thickness
_o = mass density
E = Young' s modulus
u = Poisson's l_tio
u, w = meridional, normal displacement components of zLiddle surface
R _ spherical radius
r = base radius
O
= radial coordinate
r o
=-_
u
The notation used in the analysis is listed
t
time
1/2
i
=-_ _ = dimensionless time variable
7 r
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a
Pc_ =
P
external pressure
theoretical elastic buckling pressure for a deep spherical
shell = 2 [3(i- v2)_ -I/2 Eh---_2
=._k
Pc_
= meridional, parallel strains at middle surface
= meridional, parallel curvatures
T = kinetic energy
Urn,_ = strain energy due to stretching, bending
PE = potential energy of surface forces
s
o
(% = shallow shell parameter = (i_I)i/2
= o
( )Z12
n
circular frequency with respect to
B
n
An,Bn,C n =
÷ =_
characteristic function for linear case
= circular frequency with respect to t
coefficients in expression for _ (_n,r)
_n (_n'r) = normalized characteristic function
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Jn' In
2
P
n
%(t)
Bin(t)
@
¥
7n
= coefficients in expression for _n
= Bessel functions of first kind
arguments
of real and imaginary
= generalized coordinate
1
n
o
r
o
r
r o
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EQUILIB RI_ EQUATIOn, S
Lagranglan F_uctional
be middle surface extensional strains and curvatures are taken as:
¢@ =
%= -_+_ (l)
where ( )'= _ ( )
We consider the material to be linear elastic and neglect the strain
energy due to transverse shear° Then, the strain energy reduces to:
(2)
We neglect the kinetic energy due to the middle surface meridional
veloc_ and also to the rotatory velocity, be first approximation is
valid _-' when the frequency of transverse vibration is small compared
with the frequency of longitudinal vibration, which is of order R 1
ro
and the second approximation is valid for small h, that is, thin shells.
be Kinetic and Potential Energy terms are:
:2
T = _ph .I:° w _ d _ (3)
o
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o
PEs =-2_ r° _ _a
where
(-3=I ()
Finally, the Lagrangian Functional Is:
L=T- -UB-PE s
(_)
(5)
Application of Hamilton's Principle
We determine the equilibrium equations by applying Hamilton's
Principle, which states that the time integral of the Lagrangia_ Func-
tional, L, is stationary for variations, S u and @w, which are arbi-
trary in the time interval and vanish at the end points. The station-
ary requirement is :
Substituting for T, _, UB, PEs, and introducing the dimensionless
quantities,
t= _. p=
Pc_
(7)
the stationary requirement for the case of a cl_ed shell (u, w' = 0
at r = 0,1 and w = 0 at r = i) reduces to:
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+
i i [(l-v)+-W 7_rG
r_ 1 w,2)]Ir_u d r(+3
z , [(l+_) a2(z-v)a 2 w - (_ +
u w' + r w' ((l+v)_2w-(_
3(I_v2)i,/2 p rSw d r
w '2
d t = 0 (8)
_e_ _ : u ÷ r :' - (=)' (9)
and differentiation is with respect to the dimensionless variables t
and r. _e do not list the "natural" boundary conditions associated
with (8) since we are interested only in the clamped case.
_e equilibrium equations for u and w are:
.oBr w - (_ + _w '2 " rlw,2
1 2 1 [( 1 ,2)]
i _ (rw') z-v) _+ w- ( +_w+-_ _r
3(1._)1/2 P
(zo)
6_
Solution for u in Terms of w
The D.E. for u is:
i Cru)' z ,zI
z-v 1 w,2=o (n)
2 r
_.Teintegrate (ii), multiply by r, and integrate again, obtaining:
ru = l z (l,v) _2 r
o
1 r w'2 Io_r 1 w'2 d_]d_ (12)o o
where _ is a dummy variable.
Now, u must be finite at r = O, ar_ therefore, C2 = O. We determine C I
frc_ the requirement that u = 0 at r = 1.0. The solution for u is:
u = (l+v) _2[i r i rl
_ _w d _- r ,r rw d
o o
_I_) I r i w,2 rl
i w,2 i d
_)[ 1 r '2 1 w'2 r]
'0 0
(13)
Substituting for u, the stationary requirement for the clamped
II" @ + V2V 2t I o
case reduces to:
W + W
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I+ v_
+ 2 LD-_/ ._ r w d r - i/2 rSw d r
o 3(I-
rw,2dr+
o o
1 _i lw,2
_ ar
_w
dr
Expansion. for w
The normal modes for the linnear case are(2):
= = + Jo (_n.r) +B IWn. (r) _n. (_nn' r) Ann n o
where
_(_)
Bin =
(_n r) (15)
A = - J (lain) - B I (lain) (3.6)tl. o D, 0
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and _n satisfies the following transcendental equation:
_n 1 - 4 Jl(_n)
-- An
The normalized characteristic functions are:
(17)
where
= r c_n d r = i"n A -- 2
0
' _ Jo - Bn Io (!9)
T?=ese _anctions are orthogonal with respect to the weighting function, r,
1
O
1
-2
r_na r =1 ""t2o_
O
and satis_r the foll_,Ting D.E. :
_n"
_e expand w in ter_,_ of the normalized characteristic functiorm,
w = I o (t) '_n (_tn'r) (22)
n -n
Substituting (22) in (12), and ts_qing V = 1/3, we obtain
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tl 2
n _-_ _n + 4 _n r_'w d r
- _o __ , _, ._
+ qU qm 7n _m+ 2 r Wn #w d r
[ "_o _[__ - -_o
+ cl_ Y + 2 r _' _w' d r d t = 0
nm p
where
_n = (_n)r =l.o
= (on)_nm r = 1.0
- (_=)_nm r = 1.0
(23)
(24)
Equilibrium Equations for Generalized Coordinates
We take _w = $q4 _i and require that the coefficient of Sq.
for arbitrary t. TheUdiTferential equation for _j has the form _
nm - - -- H r.
®j
vanish
6_
+ _m" i _* _n _m + 1 gn _m Qjmn 1
(25)
where
qj = Pjqj
®j
y. = i___ _
nm Pn_m nm
@. 1
_m _nPm nm
_m I_n
1
H n = 2 _n + 2 _n (26)
and
1
= i of_j'''d 2"
i i ! _ Ir
r,_rn @r..) d r (zT)
Expressions for 7n and _nmWere obtained by integrating the dif-
ferential equation for _n; however, @nm' QnmJ' and Snmpj must be deter-
mine_ by numerical integration.
be new variable, qj, has been introduced so that the generalized
coordinates will be equal for the linear static case, and of order
unity for the nonlinear static case. Actually, Pj is the static partici-
pation factor and _j is the average deflection or volume change per unit
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for the J 'th mode. _1_e total decrease in volu_ae under the shell is:
V-V
o
DYNAMIC MODEL
be equilibrium equztions for the two degree of freedom system
shown in Figure 2 have the same form as (25) when the resistance func-
tions (spring forces ) are taken as :
5_ " bZ (%'%) ÷ b2 (%_%)2
+ b3 (%.%)3 (29)
By stud_ing the behavior of this simple system, we can obtain some indi-
cation of the behavior of an actual shell.
Static Behavior
To simplify the analysis, we take b2=b3=O, be equilibrium con-
ditions are:
Rl2 =P2
them,
_n =' _ (3o)
P2"% %-a2 q_ ÷a3q# (3z)
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and
1
%--%÷_ P2 (]l)
In general, P2 and q2 will be single-valued in ql" We determine the
load-deflection relationship (P2 vs q2) by first specifying ql' and then
computing P2 and q2"
An equilibrium position is unstable with respect to an infinitesi-
mal disturbance when
and
(IP2
-- (0 for a dead weight loading (32)
I dP2 ( - i for a rigid loading (33)
b I dq1
Sen, static instability is possible for a dead weight loading when q2
is not single valued in P2 whereas, for a rigid loading t instability
will occur when P2 is not single v_lued in q2 or, equivalently, when
is not single valued in q2. A t-jpical load-_eflection curve for the
ter case is shown in Figure 3, and the corresponding Strain Energy-"
curvm in Figure _. be segment_ A-B, is unstable for a rigid load-
ing an_ B-C is unstable for a dead weigh,t loa_ing.
Limiting Dynamic Behavior
be D.E. 's for the actual system are:
_ + bl (%-%) "P2
=l _l + _--bl (%'%) (3_)
where:
hi = al ql + a2 ql2+ a3 ql3
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We restrict the analysis to Rll > 0 for ql > O, since the lower buckling
pressure for a spherical shell is positive. Also, we consider only the
limiting case where ml=O. The D.E. 's reduce to:
(35a)
1 (3%o)
Differentiating (35"0) with respect to time, and solving for ql'
%
1+
bl _ql
The velocity, ql' is infinite at the static stability transition points
for a rigid loading (points A and B in Figures 3 and h).
We can determine _ as a function of q, for the free vibration case
using the Principle of-Conservation of Energy. The total energy is:
%
Since the strain energy is multiple valued in q2' we must specify ql
in order to determine _. If the initial energy is less than the strain
energy for qlA' no discontinuities will occur. However, if the initial
energy is greater, a Jump will occur when q_ - ql_ and also when ql _'I
qlB" The total energy and _ remain constant(M_ during the Jump, I
will increase, and qlWill increase or decrease, depending on whether
q_ is positive or negative. A typical integral curve is shown In Fig-
ure 5. The path is OAFG for increasing q2 and G]_O for decreasing q2
No Jump will occur when q_ is negative since ql is always finite.
A Jump of this nature cannot occur when m7 is finite since the
velocities and displacements must be continuouS. At most, there can
only be a discontinuity in acceleration, resulting from a discontinuity
in the applied load. The response for an actual system subjected to a
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rectamgular pulse is shown in Figure 6. _e static buckling load for
this system is 0.60.
_qULTS
Typical integral curves for a = 5.0 and a one mode expansion (first
mode) are plotted in Figure 7. _esponse curves for a rectangular pulse
loading, using one and two mode expansions, are plotted in Figures 8
and 9. _3_e latter curves were determined by integrating ._)Equilibrium
Equatioms mumerically. A fourth order _mga-Kutta formula was
employed to start the .solutioa, _ a sixth order closed finite differ-
ence formula of the St_rmer type_J to continue the solution. Calcula-
tioms were carried out on an _ 1620 digital cce_uter.
A two mode expansion for a = 7.0 was also atten_ted. However, the
static b_vlor for only two modes differed appreciably from the known
behavior_--oj. _e programs are currently being revised to haudle a
larger number of modes.
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STRUCTURAL INSTABILITY OF SOLID PROPELLANT
ROCKET MOTORS
By Adam R. Zak and Max L. Williams
California Institute of Technology
SUMMARY
A review is made of the literature pertaining to the problem of
structural stability of solid propellant rocket motors. Two aspects of
this problem, which so far have not received attention, are introduced
and discussed. It is shown that the conditions at the ends of the pro-
pellant grain can differ sufficiently from those existing in the body of
the rocket as to warrant a localized stability analysis. The visco-
elastic nature of the real propellant is discussed and the effect of
viscoelasticity on the buckling phenomena is illustrated by an example.
INTRODUC TION
The development of the solid propellant rocket motor has
brought about many new structural problems associated with the
viscoelastic nature of the fuel. In contrast to the well known liquid
propellant rocket motor wherein the fuel can exert only a hydrostatic
compressive stress on the container, the usual case-bonded solid
rocket configuration can transmit both shear and tensile stress across
the fuel-to-case interface. The general effect is to stabilize the shell
and the general question is to determine by how much and for how long.
Structura/loads which promote buckling can occur under a
variety of operating conditions, and due consideration must be given to
the characteristic sensitivity of the fuel to temperature and strain rate.
Some typical properties of the viscoelastic fuel, as determined in
constant strain rate u-niaxial tension tests, have been published in ref-
erence 1 and are shown in figure I where the abscissa is the reduced
strain rate, Ra_. This parameter reflects a fortunate occurrence for
linear viscoelastic materials in that strain rate and te mperature are
related in this product quantity when lOgl0 a T = -8.86 (T-g97)
I01.6 + T-Z97
with temperature in degrees Kelvin, and a similarity in the glass
transition temperatures of the various propellants has been assumed.
As to other material characteristics, the fuel is generally assumed
incompressible due to the rubberlike composition of the fuel binder,
Preced/ngpageblank
iL"
and the linear coefficient of thermal expansion is typically 5 x 10 -5
per deg. F, or an order of magnitude larger tha_-i metal.
The incipient buckling situation which suggests itself most
obviously is the case when the rocket is subjected to axial compression
due to inertia loads, such as when an upper stage, consisting of a
solid propellant rocket, is being accelerated by a lower booster.
External lateral buckling loads may also be visualized. For example
a rocket fired from under water wiU, for a short time, be subjected
to a distributed external lateral pressure. Also a concentrated lateral
band of pressure could be produced by the rocket supports during a
storage operation or flight carry. Bending moments induced by
ground handling or wind shear in flight are also another source of
buckling loads.
There are also less obvious sources of buckling loads. For
example if the propellant, which is bonded to the case, shrinks during
manufacture or curing of the rocket, then resulting compressive stress-
es arising in the case could produce or help to produce buckling. A
similar situation would also arise if the rocket is temporarily exposed
to a high temperature environment. The case, which is usually a
much better conductor oi heat, would then expand faster than the
propellant and induce compressive stresses in the case which would be
limited by the (radial) tensile strength of the case-bonding.
From the few examples given above it is obvious that a stabili-
ty analysis can be an import4"tnt l_rt of the structural design. While
the need for such analysis was recognized several years ago, it is just
recently that a number of papers dealing with the subject have appeared.
It is the purpose of this paper to review the publications in this area
and discuss certain aspects of this problem which it is felt need
further attention.
REVIEW OF CURRENT WORK
In the simplest idealization, the solid propellant case-bonded
rocket is regarded as a cylindrical thin shell filled with a relatively
soft elastic core, the core being assumed bonded to the shell and
comp_ or partially filling the cylinder. Under these conditions
the theoretical analysis of the structural stability must be carried out
for the shell and the core simultaneously. A buckling analysis of
empty cylindrical shells is usuaUy difficult, except for most simple
configurations and Ioadings; however, i£ in addition a simultaneous
stability analysis of core is required then the problem becomes con-
siderably more diHicult and simplifying asstm_ptions as to the core
behavior are mandatory.
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The published theoretical analyses of cylindrical shells filled
with an elastic core are given in references Z to 9. Buckling under
axial compressive load has received the widest attention and the
results of such analysis are given in references Z to 7. The effects of
lateral pressure on stability are analyzed in references 4, 5, 8 and 9,
and buckling under combined axial and lateral loads are discussed in
references 4 and 5. Buckling under thermal stresses combined with
axial compression are treated in references 3 and 6.
Certain experimental buckling investigations have also been
conducted and reported in references 10 and 13. References 10, U
and 12 describe experiments with axially loaded cylinders. Investiga-
tion of buckling under combined axial load and uniformly distributed
lateral pressure are presented in reference 13, and circumferential
band lateral loading is investigated in reference iZ.
Experimental results show, see for example reference 12, that
the buckling pattern of filled cylinders can be very similar to _hat of
empty shells. Furthermore the snap-through buckling which is a weU-
known characteristic of cylindrical shell buckling can occur in the
presence of a core. This suggests that the large deflection theory,
which has been widely used for empty shells, may be necessary to
explain buckling of certain core filled shells. Up to the present time
all of the theoretical analysis, except for reference 6, have employed
small deflection classical buckling theory. Therefore it may prove
necessary for further work to be done on the nonlinear aspects of this
problem.
The analysis of the core has been treated in various ways with
approximations introduced to make the solution tractable. The most
complete analysis of the core, treated as a three dimensional body,
has been carried out in reference 7 using classical linear elasticity.
In order to do an exact analysis it would be necessary to include the
nonlinear terms in the strain displacement relations. Such nonlinear
terms arise from the fact that the core is bonded to the shell and since
the latter undergoes large rotations during buckling, the core would
also have undergone similar deformations, at least in the neighborhood
of the shell. However a solution to such a nonlinear analysis of the
core wou/d most likely be impossible to obtain. A slighdy different
analysis of the core is given in references 5 and 9, again using a
three dimensional analysis. At the boundary between the core and the
shell, the radial displacements are matched and the shear is made
arbitrarily equal to zero. This treatment of the core, where the shear
stresses are taken as zero, apparently gives the same results as the
more complete analysis of reference 7. This suggests that shear
stress between the case and the core can be neglected in a stability
analysis. In turn this suggests that the effect of the core can be
represented by an elastic foundation. This type of model was used in
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references 4 and 6, although it appears that additional work is necess-
ary to establish how well such a model represents a soft core and how
the foundation constant should be calculated.
THE PROBLEM OF END DISCONTINUITIES
In most of the investigations reported in the previous section
uniform stress conditions have been assumed in the core and the shell.
However in an actual solid propellant rocket there are geometrical
discontinuities present which will alter the stress in their neighbor-
hood. If for example we concern ourselves here with a discontinuity
of the type which arises at the propellant-case interface at the point
where the propellant terminates, the results of a recently completed
analysis, reference 14, show that such discontinuities can lead to
stress singularities in the propellant. For example the stresses
between the propellant, which has the form of a right angle cylinder,
and the case have the axial variations shown in figure 2. These curves,
which are taken from reference 14, show that, theoretically, an
infinite stress will be developed at the end of the grain, and hence,
even allowing for finite strain or fillets, high localized stresses might
be expected in actual configurations. It should be noted that the
constant a in figureZ is a function of the type of loading which would be
applied to the structure. High end s'tresses in the propellant are also
calculated by Parr (reference 15) for a case-bonded rocket subjected
to axial acceleration.
High stresses in a propellant will be transferred to the case
and if the resultant stresses in the case are compressive then they
may produce localized buckling at the ends of the rocket. Hence in
such cases it will be necessary to base the stability analysis on the
local stress conditions rather than on the average stresses which
exist away from the ends and which, if used in the analysis, would
lead to incorrect results. For such localized buckling analyses the
analytical methods developed in references 6 and 16 would be useful.
THE VISCOELASTIC CORE
Another new area for investigation would explicitly include the
character of the solid propellant core. Up to now all the theoretical
analyses have assumed an elastic core. The question therefore arises
as to the effect on buckling when the actual viscoelastic property is
included. In order to ob'.ain some feeling for the time dependent
buckling or post buckling behavior we shall investigate the following
simple post buckling problem of a cylindrical shell filled with an
viscoelastic core.
Consider therefore a cylindrical shell with a case bonded solid
core. It is assumed that this shell possesses initial imperfections
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which have the same shape as the axisy_metrical buckle pattern pro-
duced by axial compression. The problem is to calculate the time
dependent deformation history for given values of the load. In passing
it is interesting to note that axisymmetric buckling of filled cylindrical
shells has actually been observed and reported in reference 10.
For axisy_nmetric deformation the large deflection strain dis-
placement relations are
_ au aw 2
E x - _-_ + ½ a2w(_-_) -z (I)
= Wy
where: x is measured in the axial direction and 7 in the
circumferential, and u is the axial and w the outward
radial displacement, z is the distance of any point in the
she]/from the middle surface.
The stress displacement relations at the middle surface are
(z)
_x" i__'2- b-_ + ½ (_ + _;
_r =I---J-_V + _)%-_ + g( )a
(3)
(4)
where: E is the Young's modulus and _; *.he Poisson's
ratio of the shell material.
The core will be assumed to behave as a simple viscoelastic
foundation and therefore there will be no shear stresses acting on the
shell. The equilibrium condition in the axial direction gives
aCx aw aZw
Since only" the first order terms in u and the second order terms in w
have been retained in equations (1) and (2), for consistency the second
term in equation (5) rn_st also be neglected and therefore
6_
8ff
x -- 0
_md _x = " N x/ h = constant,
of _e shell.
where h is the thickness
The time dependent relation between _e core _splacement and
ta_,e radial force F(t) on _e shell can be written as, (see reference 17),
_O_ _oy
F(t) = --- m(t -_)d_ (6)
a_
where: t is the time, _ a dummy variable, and re(t) is _e
relation modulus of the core.
The assm-np_onof linear _scoelastic behavior is inherent in equation
(6).
Ornit_ng the details, which are similar to those described on
page 391 of reference 18, the equilibri_ eqtta_on for t_e shell in the
radial direction can be written in _e following form
._-t B2w.D a4w+ N x a2w aw iE)x4 _ + ,y_+ _m(t-_)d_ = -N x
o
Eh 3
_) and w. is the initial deformation ofwhere: D - 12(i- V z
the middle surface.
(7)
Combining equations (3) and (4) it follows that
(8)
= E _ +fly 0"X
substituting into equation (7) for % from (8) the radial equilibrium
equation becomes
t
D_)4w+ N 82w+ N Eh f Ow 82w"
1
÷ --
O
(9)
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The displacement w is now written as
w = w ° + w I (10)
where: w is an average value of w and w I is a periodic
componen_in x. The initial displacement _. will be assumed
as a periodic function of x and therefore substituting for w
from equation (10) into (9) and integrating over the whole length
of the cylinder it is easily seen that
f t m(t -_)_'= O (n)N Eh +
_w o
_-_+ R--2w° o
Subtracting equation (11) from (9) and taking Laplace transforms
it follows that
__ 8Z_w+ Eh_ R Z N 82w. 1
where: _ is the Laplace transform of w.and re(P) the trans-
form of re(t), i= is the transform varia_ole.
It is now assumed that the initial deformation has the form
w. = A. sin _x (13)
1 1
where: A t is a constant and _ defines the wavelength of w..x
The parameter _ will be chosen so that it corresponds to the lowest
axisymmetric buckling load. The classical buckling load has to be
calculated using the long time, or the rubbery modulus, of the elastic
core. The reason for this is that the classical buckling theor_r allows
only for infinitesimal deflections which can be formed in a very short
time with very small rates of strain and therefore will not be affected
by viscoelastic prop,erties of the foundation. We can therefore define
a critical value of _X by
1 [ Eh+ me] (14)Nxcr = _ D /_4+ R-"_"
The value of _ is such that N is a minimum.
xcr
w I as
Substituting equation (13) into (IZ) and assuming a solution for
w = A(t) sin _ x (15)
1
it follow s that
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A DA4-Nx_Z+_ + mOP - xpo (16)
where: A is the Laplace transform of A(t).
From (16)
N Az I (17)
By carrying out the inverse transformation of equation (17) the
postbuckling displacement w] win be obtained. For general visco-
elastic materials the form o_ the function m (P) would be such that the
exact inverse of equation (17) would be very diflicult to obtain. In such
cases approximate inversion techniques could be used, for example
the approximate methods developed in reference 19 would be most
suitable for this purpose. In this paper, however, we shall assume
that the elastic foundation can be represented by a simple viscoelastic
model shown in figure 3 and therefore an exact inverse of equation (17)
will be possible. For this model
m I _i P
re(P) -m e + _'iP + I (18)
Substituting equation (18) into (17) and rearranging it follows
where:
.<=_ I-¥ .._ ¥= N__L_
N_c_A"
The inverse transform of (19) is obvious
,_ _.--_I-(f-,_)e "'_, (to)
Equation (20) will now be used to evaluate the variation of displace-
ments with time for a particular shell configuration.
We assume that for this shell:
E s 30 x 106 psi
_) = 0.3
Z_
h = 103
and R = 30 in.
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The core is assumed to be a solid propellant of the type described in
reference Z0, page 395, and designated in that reference by HA. The
relaxation modulus of this prope]/;_nt at 25°C is shown in figure 4.
For the purpose of our calculation this propenant is approximated by
a viscoelastic model, similar to the one shown in figure 3, where E ,
E 1 and_'.are now the defining p_rameters of me model. Choosing e
E = 158_si, E, = 17, 640 psi andS, = I0 minutes the aoproximate curve
sKown zn flgur_ 4 zs obtazned.
The next step is to obtain the relation between the constant for
the viscoelastic foundation m and m, and the parameters E and
E I. In order to obtain these rSblations _t will be assumed that p_ane
stress conditions exist in the core. This is a rather conservative
assumption since as a result of it the postbuckling deflection will be
larger than those which actually exist. We justify making this assumpt-
ion on the basis that we are interested here in relative effects of visco-
elasticity of the core and not exact numerical answers. Using the
plane stress condition, and assuming that the Poisson's ratio of the
core material is equal to 0.5, it is shown in the Appendix that
ZE(P)
: _ (Zl)
"_r R
where; __ is the Laplace transform of the radial stress
between tl_e core and the she]/, and E(P} is the transform of the
relaxation modulus of the core materia/.
It now follows from equation (6) that
_E (P)
re(P) = R
and therefore
ZE
e
m e = -_-- = I0. 5 psi/in (ZZ)
and
ZE
I
m I = _ = I177 psi/in (Z3)
where: where m and m I are the spring constants of the
model in figure 3e
The value of/_ , which makes N a minimum, can now be
evaluated and it is equal to i.915. XC_sing this value of ,k , N
xcr
can be calculated and therefore equation (Z0) can now be
written as
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Equation (24) can now be used to investigate the time history of
the radial displacement of the shell for various values of the
load parameter _ .
N,_n_erical Results
Recalling that _= Nx/N , equation (Z4} has been evaluated
for _ = 0.8, I. O and i.Z. T_resulta of these calculations are
presented in figure 5. The results indicate that if _is less than one,
that is N is below the critical value, then the displacement approaches
the equil_orium value exponentially with time. In the case when _ = 1,
that is N = N , the displacement will go to infinity aa a linear
function _ timeX.Crwhen the critical buckling load is exceeded, for
example _= 1. Z, then the displacement will again approach infinite
value but now as a positive exponential of time. It ahou/d be noted that
when _ = 1.6 then the displacement becomes infinite instantaneously.
The reason for this is the load has reached the critical value based on
the gl_.asy modulus of the material and corresponding to the value of
_A = 1. 915.
The interesting conclusion to be drawn from these calculations
is that the displacement is strongly dependent on time, especially in
the vicinity of _= 1. Furthermore the load can equal or exceed the
critical value, based on rubbery modulus, without causing instantaneous
infinite deflections which wou/d be predicted H viscoelastic behavior is
omitted. It is also interesting to note that the order of magnitude of
time t in figure 5 is in terms of minutes. Such times are comparable
with times of operation of many rocket systems and therefore visco-
elastic effects may sufficiently retard the postbuclding deformations to
allow the structure to operate near the buckling point or even above it
until the mission has been accomplished. These results suggest that
further investigations of buckling of shells with a viscoelastic core
could be most fruitful.
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APPENDIX
Relaxation Modulus of the Viscoelastic Foundation
It is assumed that the Poisson's ratio V of the viscoelastic core
is a constant and therefore under plane stress conditions the stress
strain relat/ons, in the Laplace transform plane, are
- _
_r 1 -_- ( _-r _e) (1. A )
E(P)
where: the bar indicates the Laplace transform of a quantity
and E(P) is the transform of the relaxation modulus, _-,.
_, _.and _e are the stresses and strains in the usual
polar coordinate system.
The strain-displacement relations at any radial distance 't ,
also in the transformed plane, have the form
(3.A.)
W
= - (4.Ao )
_e r
where: w is the radial displacement at any point in the core.
The equilibrium equation is
_r + "--r" _"e o (5.A.}
8r r
Using equation (I. A. ) to (4. A. ) the equilibrium equation (5. A. ) can
be written in terms of
8Z_ I 8_
+ r 8r --2 =0
r
Solution to equation (6. A. ) for a solid core is
(6. A.)
W = Ar (7. A.)
6_
The radial stress can be written in terms o£ the solution for _, from
equation (1. A. ),
= E(P---!A (8.A.}
r I -_)
Using equations (7. A. ) and (8. A. ) the radial stress can now be related
to the radial displacement at "L = R, assuming -_ = I/Z,
(r
r ZE (P) (9.A. )
Equation (9. A. ) defines the relaxation modulus for the viscoelastic
foumdation in the transformed plane.
re(P) = ZE(P) (IO.A.)
T
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SU:.',MARY
An analysis is made of the similitude requirements for scale
model determination of the buckling of a thin shell structure of arbi-
trary shape and thickness under impulsive pressure loading, where the
duration of the impulsive pressure is not short enough for it to be
idealized as a pure imoulse, nor long enough to be treated like a
static pressure.
It is shown that if the same material is used for both model and
prototype, then the magnitude of the applied pressure pulse must be the
same for both and the duration must be scaled down in proportion to
model size. If the magnitude and duration of the pre_:sure pulse on the
model cannot be controlled to these values, it is still possible to
provide complete similitude for the pressure pulse by a suitable choice
of a different materials for the model. In this case it becomes dif-
ficult to satisfy in addition the similitude requirements for Poisson's
ratio and yield stress. However, if the problem is clearly one of
elastic buckling, the result may not be strongly deoendent on Poisson's
ratio and yield stress so that a valid scale model test may still be
achieved.
Ir_T_ODUCTION
It is well known that a pressure considerably larger than that
which produces static buckling can be applied safely on a shell struc-
ture, provided that the duration is sufficiently short. On the other
hand if a pressure is applied sufficiently rapidly and the duration is
long enough, the structure may be expected to carry even less than it
would statically. How to take advantage of the former situation and
yet avoid the pitfall of the latter situation is the problem confront-
ing the engineer when trying to design a minimum weight shell structure
subjected to applied impulsive pressures.
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Some difficulty exists in even defining the buckling impulse of a
shell structure, let alone predicting it mathematically. A clarifica-
tion of definitions for the purpose of this discussion is therefore in
order. In this text, the impulse I will actually refer to a pressure
impulse and is defined mathematically as I : _pdt where p is the
magnitude of the impulsive pressure and T is the duration. A pure
impulse is a mathematical idealization of an impulsive pressure and is
defined as Lt T*o _pdt. The shape of the pressure-time diagram is
important too, since for the same total impulse a more rapid build up
to peak pressure will produce a greater structural response than a
slower application of pressure. For a precise definition of impulsive
pressures therefore, the entire pressure-time history must needs be
specified.
Since for a given magnitude of impulse I there is no unique
pressure-time relationship, it is not reasonable to ask for the maxi-
mum impulse, a particular shell structure will withstand without buck-
ling. A more realistic statement of the buckling problem would be to
ask the question: given an impulsive pressure with a particular pres-
sure time history, will it buckle the shell structure? Here again a
further clarification of shell buckling under impulsive pressures is
necessary. A buckle may appear and then disappear after the pressure
dies down. Should this be the definition of buckling? If the material
is ductile, the engineer's answer would be no, implying that the load
carrying capability is unimpaired. If a permanent buckle remains, then
this is unquestionably a buckled condition. If the existence of a per-
manent buckle is accepted as the definition of buckling, this again
emphasizes the difficulty of trying to define a buckling impulse for a
structure. A lesser impulse may cause a buc_:le of smaller size and a
larger impulse would cause a buckle of larger size. In order to make
the definition unambiguous, the magnitude of a buckling impulse would
have to be tied to the size of buckle or be defined as that impulse
which would cause a permanent buckle of the smallest possible size.
This illustrates the advisability of restating the problem to deter-
mine whether a particular shell structure will buckle or not under a
given impulsive load.
The purpose of this paper is therefore directed towards the prob-
lem of answering, by means of scale model testing, whether a particular
full scale thin shell structure will buckle or not under a prescribed
impulsive pressure loading. The similitude requirements necessary to
ensure valid results from a scale mndel test will therefore be derived.
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DERIVATIONOFSIMILITUDEREQUIREME_TS
It is possible to derive all the similitude requirements from a
knowledge of the variables in the problem and their basic dimensions
in terms of mass (M), length (L) and time (T). They are listed below
along with their basic dimensions, and also shown for purposes of il-
lustration in Fig. I.
Variables Dimensions
p = Impulsive pressure loading at any point
on shell surface ML-IT -2
T = Duration of impulsive pressure at any point
on shell surface
= Thickness of shell at any point of shell
surface
_,_= Radii of curvature at any point of shell
surface L
H = Height of shell structure L
D = Diameter of shell opening L
= Semi-angle of shell opening
= Density of shell material ML"3
G" = Yield stress of shell material ML-IT "2
E = ModUlus of elasticity of shell material _-IT-2
= Poisson's ratio
P = Static internal pressure contained by the shell
structure ML-IT "2
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The13 variables may be combined into I0 dimensionless parameters since
there are three basic dimensions (mass, length, time) in the problem.
They are the following:
7[ 1 . p/E
17 2 = T_--_
_4 = R2/D
V . V/h5
11" 6 ,, I_/D
1T =7
1T 8 --_
"IT9 : _r/'E
"ITzo . p/s
The physical law expressing the buckling condition may be expres-
sed as a function of the impulse and all the other variables pertain-
ing to the structure in the following dimensionless form
where F is some unknown function.
If all the dimensionless quantities in the parenthesis are made
to have the same value in the model as they do in the prototype, then
the buckling condition will be identical for both since the physical
law, represented by the function F, is the same for both/ Thus the
similitude requirements (or scale factors for the variables) are deter-
mined by making each of the dimensionless quantities in equation (i)
the same for both model and prototype.
Since there are three basic dimensions in the problem (i.e. mass,
length, and time), three scale factors may be chosen arbitrarily. All
other scale factors will then be expressed in terms of them. Let the
•Providing the boundary conditions are the same for both.
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three arbitrary scale factors be the followLng (the subscripts m
and p refer to modeland prototype, respectively):
(1) nI = Dp/Dm
(23 n2 = _'p/_'m
(3) n3 = Zp/E m
The scale factors expressing similitude requirements for the variables
are therefore the following:
(4) Pm = pp/n3
¢'_) n2m= n2/,,1
c8) _ . u/_
¢9) h . hp/'h.
(IO) I_m . P
(ll) _m " Wp
(].2)_r m :, o'p/n 3
(13) P= -- Pp/n 3
SATISFACTION OF SIMILITUDE RE_UIR_4ENTS
The scale factors (4) through (13) which express the similitude
requirements for the variables in the problem are the most restrictive
set, derived on the basis of no knowledge whatever of the nature of the
function F in equation (i).
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Scale factor (4) prescribes the magnitudeof the impulsive pres-
sure to be applied to the model. If the same material is used for
both model and full scale, then n3 = 1 and the same magnitude of
pressure must be used for both. If a reduced pressure has to be used
for a model test then the arbitrary scale factor n. must be chosen to
have a value larger than I. This can be done by u_ing different ma-
terials for the model and prototype. For example if only half the
prototype pressure can be provided for the model test, then the material
for the model must have a modulus of elasticity half that of the pro-
totype. However, it may then become difficult or impossible to satisfy
simultaneously scale factor (Ii) for Poisson's ratio and scale factor
(12), which is the similitude requirement for yield stress.
Scale factor (5) dictates the similitude requirements for the
duration of the impulsive pressure. It can be seen that if the same
material is used for both model and prototype i.e. n2 = n3 =l then
the model pressure duration must be reduced in proportion to model
size. If the durations of model impulsive pressure cannot be control-
led, then dissimilar materials must be used for model and prototype and
the length scale factor adjusted so as to satisfy scale factor (5).
Again, difficulties may arise in simultaneously satisfying scale factors
(ll) and (12). The possibilities of scale model testing using dis-
similar materials is discussed in more detail later.
Scale factors (6), (7), (8), (9) and (i0) are concerned with pro-
riding geometrical similitude between model and prototype. The only
difficulties to be anticipated here are the usual fabrication ones,
and will not be discussed in detail.
Scale factor (13) provides the similitude requirements for the
internal pressurization of the shell structure. This is easy to
satisfy experimentally. When the shell buckles, the contained volume
decreases and the internal pressure may rise appreciably. However,
Koval (I) has shown in his work on the cylinder that this has no ap-
preciable effect on the buckling load.
The degree of boundary restraint of the shell structure may have
an appreciable effect on its resistance to buckling. Unless the
boundaries of the full scale structure are either unrestrained or com-
pletely restrained, it is not an easy matter to define precisely the
actual degree of restraint, let alone attempt to provide similitude
requirements for them. However, it is a relatively simple matter to
provide for the limiting cases of no restraint and full restraint in
a scale model. The desired result falls between these two limiting
cases and the most feasible experimental approach is to either conduct
scale model tests at these extremes or choose that boundary condition
for the model which will give conservative results.
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USE OF DIFFERENT triTE.RIALS IN MODEL AND PROTOTYPE
P
The need for using different materials in model and prototype
arises only if the same magnitude of impulsive pressure cannot be
used for both, or if the duration of the impulsive pressure cannot be
scaled down in proportion to model size, or if both difficulties are
present simultaneously. The use of different materials in model and
prototype is illustrated in the following typical example.
Example: It is desired to construct a scale model test of a 2014-T6
aluminum alloy dome subjected to an impulsive pressure of a pre-
scribed peak magnitude and duration. A maximum model test pressure
of only 10% of full scale can be provided with a duration 75_ of
full scale. The properties of the prototype dome are the following:
E = I0 X 106 psi
P
= 0.i0 lbs/tn 3
O" = 66,0OOpsi
P
Y = 0.33
P
Solution: Consider mylar as a possible choice of model material.
The properties of the model material are the following.
E = 0.7 X 10 6 psi
m
= 0.05 ibs/in 3
m
q'm = ll,OOOpsi
m = 0.30
Hence
= O.IO/O.O5 = 2
= lO x 106/0.7 X 106 = 14.3
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The magnitude of the maximum required pressure for the model is 1/14.3
or 7% of the maximum full scale pressure. This is within the test capa-
bility for the model. From scale factor (5),
h = " o. 5 x  'i=C.312 = 0.75 x 2.68 ,, 2
A half scale model using mylar will therefore be necessary t_
satisfy similitude requirements for magnitude and duration of impul-
sive pressure.
The value of Poisson's ratio for mylar is 0.30 compared to the
value of 0.33 for aluminum. This is close enough for good similitude,
since existing theoretical solutions for simple cases show that buck-
ling impulse is not strongly dependent on Poisson's ratio. (2)
The required yield stress for the model material, according to
scale factor (12) is 66,000/14.3 = 4,600 psi, whereas the yield stress
for mylar is ii,000 psi. However, if the problem is clearly one of
elastic buckling, the yield stress of the material may not be a sig-
nificant variable, and the corresponding lack of similitude may not be
serious. This can be verified by conducting additional scale model
tests with different materials suitably chosen to demonstrate this
point.
CONCLUDING REMARKS
Excluding fabrication difficulties, it is possible to conduct
valid scale model testing for buckling of shell structures under im-
pulsive loading, subject to the following restrictions dictated by
practical requirements.
(I) Scale model boundnry restraints should be either completely
free or completely fixed. This will provide either an upper or a
lower bound on the true condition.
(2) The best similitude is provided by using the same material
for both model and prototype. However in this case, the magnitude of
the impulsive pressure for the scale model must be equal to the magni-
tude for the prototype, and the duration of the impulsive pressure
must be scaled down in proportion to size.
(3) If there are practical limitations on the pressure magnitudes
and durations that can be provided for the model, then different mate-
rials must be chosen for model and prototype in order to satisfy
similitude requirements for pressure magnitude and duration.
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(4) The use of different materials for model and prototype in-
creases the difficulty of satisfying simultaneously the similitude
requirements for the mechanical properties of the materials, unless
the buckling is clearly elastic in nature, in which case it may be
possible to violate the similitude requirement for yield stress.
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Figure I.- Impulsive pressure loading on a shell structure.
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STABILITYOFTHINTORISPHERICALSHELLSUNDERUNIFORM
INTERNALPRESSURE
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SUMMARY
The stability of the toroidal portion of a torispherical shell
under internal pressure is considered from the point of view of the
linear buckling theory. A detailed stress analysis of the prebuckled
shell is made employing asymptotic integration. The change in poten-
tial energy of the shell is then minimized using a Rayleigh-Ritz
procedure for actual computation of the critical pressure. Numerical
results reveal that elastic buckling may occur for very thin shells
whose material has a relatively high va_ue of the ratio of yield stress
to elastic modulus.
INTRODUCTION
Torispherical shells are frequently employed as end closures for
cylindrical shells both in missile design and in a wide variety of
industrial-type pressure vessels. Such shells generally consist of a
shallow spherical cap Joined to a toroidal segment, Joined in turn to a
cylindrical shell. This combined shell is then subjected to internal
pressure. It was known (ref. i) that large, compressive hoop stresses
were developed in the torus, and that for very thin shells, elastic
buckling was a distinct possibility. For shells whose thickness is
heavy enough to avoid buckling, but which may still be rather thin com-
pared to the toroidal radius, plastic deformation may occur. This has
been examined in detail by Drucker and Shield (refs. 2 and 3). However,
the elastic stability of torispherical shells was not considered a mat-
ter for concern until, recently, such a shell was actually observed to
buckle under internal pressure. (See fig. I.) The problem is an inter-
esting one, since the prebuckling state of stress in such a shell is
not a simple one. The membrane state, often employed to estimate pre-
buckling stresses, would actually predict a state of tension in the
torus. Consequently a thorough stress analysis of the shell prior to
the onset of instability must be made. This stress analysis is also
useful (and necessary) in ascertaining the dividing line between those
conflagrations which are likely to buckle and those which are likely to
undergo plastic deformation.
r .
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In this report, prebuckling stresses in a shell of the type shown
in figure 2, subjected to internal pressure, were determined by asymp-
totic integration techniques, with special attention being devoted to
the particular solution. The vertical support on the cylinder was
assumed to be sufficiently far removed from the junction of the torus
that its specific form had little influence on the toroidal stresses.
These results were then incorporated into the stability equations for
the toroidal segment, and numerical results were obtained by applying
a Rayleigh-Ritz approach to an appropriate potential energy expression.
Since no prior theoretical results appear to be available, an experi-
mental investigation of the same problem was undertaken simultaneously.
The results of the two investigations compare favorably. Finally, a
somewhat simplified stability criterion is proposed which provides re-
suits of essentially the same degree of accuracy, at a considerable
saving in effort.
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SYMBOLS
coordinates of middle surface of shell
coordinate normal to middle surface of shell
Lame" coefficients associated with _,
principal radii of curvature
displacements in the a, _, z directions
additional displacements in the meridional, circumferential,
and normal directions after buckling
strains at any point in the shell
stresses at any point in the shell
strain energy of thin shell
middle surface strains and curvature changes in a thin shell
angle of rotation of normal to middle surface about tangent
to lines @ = constant, m = constant
coordinates in meridional, circumferential direction on
toroidal middle surface
radius of cross section of torus
distance from center line to center of toroidal cross section
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r
k
h
E
V
D
P
Pcr
n
_o 'Neo
M_o ,Me o
r = a + b sin _, horizontal distance from center line to
point on toroidal middle surface
k = b/a
2w
k=
W - L:_O
shell thickness
Young ts modulus of elasticity
Poisson's ratio
flexural stiffness of torus:
applied pressure
critical pressure
wave number defining number of circumferential buckles in
torus
middle surface stress resultants prior to buckling
middle surface stress couples prior to buckling
ANALYSIS OF THE ELASTIC STABILITY OF THIN TORISPHERICAL SHELLS
UNDER UNIFORM INTERNAL PRESSURE
Theoretical Background
Equations governing both the equilibrium and the stability of a
thin elastic shell may be obtained in the following manner (refs. 4
and 5)- Beginning with an appropriate set of strain-displacement rela-
tions and a stress-strain law, one forms the strain energy integral
associated with the thin shell under consideration. For a homogeneous
isotropic thin shell this may be expressed as
Next, the principle of virtual work and the principle of stationary
potential energy are applied. In this connection, consider a shell in
a state of equilibrium characterized by displacements uo, Vo, wo. This
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state is said to be one of "neutral" equilibrium if there exists an
adjacent equilibrium state differing from the first by an infinitesimal
variation in the quantities characterizing that state. We therefore
consider an alternate equilibrium state characterized by displacements
u'% +_ V'Vo +_v: W-Wo ÷_: (2)
where _ is an infinitesimal, independent of a, _.
The strain energy associated with this second state becomes
u - uo ÷ _u: ÷ _u,. (3)
The principle of stationary potential energy implies that for the second
state to be one of equilibrium,
(m + 6v-0, (_)
where 6V is the work done by external loads due to a variation in dis-
placements. Considering only variations in u: ,v% ,w%, we have :
(m_ ÷ av_+ _((ms + av,)- o. (5)
But, since the first state was assumed to be an equilibrium state, the
principle of virtual displacements implies that
(m: ÷ av_- o. (6)'
Hence the condition that the first equilibrium state be unstable is that
(m, ÷ _, -o. (?)
To summarize, equation 6 yields equations governing the equilib-
rium of a state described by displacements uo,vo,wo, while equation 7
yields equations governing the stability of this state. This general
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statement of the problem is valid for both large and small deflections.
Thus, depending upon the generality of the strain-displacement relations
and the stress-straln laws assumed, a variety of theories is possible.
Eempner (ref. 5) delineates several of these in considerable detail and
with attendant clarity.
Toroidal Geometry and Strain-Displacement Relations
We consider the coordinate system shown in figure 2 with _,e the
middle surface coordinates in the meridlonal and circumferential direc-
tions and z normal to both, positive when directed inward. The princi-
pal radii of Lre given by _ • b and _ sin _ = a + b
sin _ = r. The so_:a coefficients for this system are A_ • b
and A_ = _ sin _ • r. With this information it is a simple matter to
obtain from reference _ or 5 (with obvious changes in notation) the
following strain-displacement relations, valid for small strains but
large rotations :
- z_ +_I (®eS)
'e• _e + ½ (abe)
_e• Ge - _we (Sa)
where
and
Lq'e" _'e-"x_'e (Sb)
i +u cos_ -w sin@
1 1
÷ - cos (8c)
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r_ 1 (8d)
" _-(-,e+ v sinq,) we - -_w,_ + _) (Be)
In obtaining these relations, in addition to the underlying assumptions
of thinness of the shell and validity of Kirchhoff'_ hypothesis, we
have made the further assumptions that components of strain and rota-
tion are small compared to unity, and in addition, strains are small
compared to rotations, i.e., • = O(L) = 0 (_) << I. Further, we have
assumed that Wz, the component of rotation in the plane of the middle
surface of the shell is _ch smaller than the other two components,
a_gand we. Finally, it is possible to effect a considerable saving in
ebra with a minimal expense of accuracy by neglecting in _ and we
the contribution of the u,v terms. This may be Justified on an order
of magnitude estimate of the terms involved, or by examination of the
effect of this approximation on numerical results. The latter rein-
forces the former. This approximation results in what is sometimes re-
ferred to as a Donnell-type theory. In what follows, then, we take,
1 1
% - _w,e) me - - _(w,=) (Bf)
With a stress-strain law assumed in the form
% = _ cw + vcO) =e = _ee + v%)
E
%e " _ '_'e (9)
the strain energy of the shell may be written out in detail, as well as
the quantities U: and Ui, sometimes referred to as the first and second
variation of the strain energy. Specifically,
u: = _'_._(%o_: ÷ %oe% + %eo'_e: )b_eaz (lo)
where
1
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+ _e_ ¢8_ + _q_8_ %8_
+ 2[_%z + =eocezz + _eo_ezz])brd_edz (ll)
o = o ¢ eo Leo %% Lc°8o _o _8o
and where it is to be understood that the subscripted strain or rotation
is to be evaluated in terms of the displacement of the sam_ subscript.
Finally, _O_ =e and =ge are related to the appropriately subscripted
strains according to equation 9.
Stability Criterion
Employing linearized strain-displacement relations we may obtain
from equation 6 the equilibrium equations governing the _otationally
symmetric) prebuckling state of stress in the shell. We prefer to
solve these in a somewhat different formulation however, and omit their
presentation here. Proceeding directly to the stability relations we
observe first that the prebuckled state is one of small deflections,
governed by the classical (linear)theory. As Novozhilov (ref. 4) points
out, then, we are Justified in simplifying the expression for U2 by
the°mittingthickness,the% h,termSwemayln_eCe_ and _8 z . Upon integrating through
Eh I ^ I'_- 1U, = 2(1-_) II _" + _ez a + 2v_z_ez + _" el brdqxie
+ Eha I a +X' +2_X- +2(1-v)}_e;tbrd_e
l )1brd_de (z3)
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where _o' Neo are the stress resultants of the prebuckled shell, and
due to rotational _try prior to buckling, _0 ° = 0.
The potential energy of the external force system, Vo, is equal to
the pr_iuct of the external load a_i the increase in vol_e enclosed by
the shell. An approximate expression for Vs for the toroidal shell
segment under uniform internal pressure p is (ref. 6)
_v,e + u - sin _)cos_ w
vSsin_ uS uw,_ - vw_,e _brdq_le
r b r
(_)
Stability is governed by the relation
_u, ÷ v9) ,, 0. (15)
It is clear that solution of the differential equations governing the
stability of the toroidal shell segment would be a formidable task even
if the prebuckled state were a simple one. For this reason we employ
a Rayleigh-Ritz approach and obtain an upper bound for the critical
pressure. In this connection, guided somewhat by experimental observa-
tion of the buckled pattern in the toroidal segment, we choose the fol-
lowing set of displacements
u: " _ ra cos _ (_'_o) cos (ne)
v: - Br a sin _ (_'_0) sin (nO)
_I " 8" r" sin _ (_o) cos (ne) (16)
where n is the number of lobes in the circumferential direction and
A, B, C are undetermined coefficients. The variations in uI , v_, w I are
reduced to variations in A_ B, C. Inserting equation 16 into equation
15 and requiring that the resulting equation be satisfied for arbitrary
values of _, _B, _, we obtain a system of three linear homogeneous
algebraic equations in A, B, C, whose determinant set equal to zero
yields an estimate of the critical pressure. Omitting details of inter-
mediate algebra we may write
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where
Pcr h (DN_I (17a)
-_" = 2(z-v=)b
N " J_a_a==ass - a_.t(a=s) = - a_= a a3s + a_=%.3a:_s
D = 2a_:a=sb=s + a=_b:: + a_bss + 2a_sa=nb_s
where :
- a_sa%_
+ a%_ bz_
_ a_=(a=sbxs + a_sb=s ) - 4ass(a=_b_ + a_b==)
__a_=bs s (17b)
" n'(lO'_'_ (l-v) + _' + -
a,, \-_-) _ _b_/
h =
. . +_b----_
• x (1"_.s_,).,,_--_-)-B(_.*_,)* _o_(i*,,)9-
- \b,,/
+ tl.Vn'(_--)- 2_'a(_+v)(2b_) + 2'o_'=n:aC_ ) - 2n'(l+..3V)(b_ )
_=/nA
+ 2n'_(l-6v)(_-)+ 2n'(l-v)A. _'-_'-)I
68O
b,, - - _--_--/
b=3 = n 2I--_--1
b,, - - 2_b_/ - _\b,) * +I 2 2b (ZTc)
where the quantities (I*), etc.,are definite integrals of the form
(I*) = _o r sin = _( _-_o )d_,
and are listed in the Appendix. All these integrals may readily be
evaluated explicitly in terms of trigonometric functions. Finally,
../2
"/2
K: = _o
Neorl sin= _'( =-_po_dm
N_r(2r sin_(_-_o)+_ r"cos_(_-_o_"o r,_ d_.
(18)
Prebuckled State of Stress
In U= we encounter the integrals
(Zg)
which assess the contribution of the prebuckled state of stress to the
strain energy of the buckled state. Since the shells under consideration
are very thin, the asymptotic method of solution of Reissner's equations
for symmetric deformation of shells of revolution is most appropriate.
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Clark (refs. 7 and 8) has presented asymptotic representations for both
the homogeneousand particular solutions for the toroidal shell. These
were employedin the present investigation.
In this connection, it may be well to digress for a moment to dis-
cuss the particular integral for toroldal shells. Galletley (ref. l)
has given ample warning that the frequently employed practice of using
the membrane solution as a particular solution to the nonhomogeneous
thin shell equations is not valid in the case of the torus. His results
of a numerical integration of the complete differential equations for
Just such a tori-spherlcal-cyllndrical shell show a markedly different
stress pattern when compared to a solution using the membrane state as
a particular solution. Eowever, when the first two terms of an asymp-
totic particular solution developed by Clark (ref. 8) are used in con-
junction with the homogeneous asymptotic solution, the results agree
remarkably well with Galletley's° (See figure 3). This agreement is
obtained at a value of the asymptotic parameter (_ & 15) which is con-
siderably smaller than the values assumed by the shells whose stability
we_wish to consider, and thus assures validity of application of the
asymptotic method.
Very briefly, the prebuckling stresses may be written in terms of
the two basic functions _ and Y according to the relations:
= E_T cos _ + _ sin _)
N_o rm
Eh2 , m (20)
where
= (l+ksin_)-i/' Q [Aohzr - Bohli + Co_ r - Do_ i+
• [FoT r - GoT i] + (_)-_(X/D)_/a[GoQ-S - C_)]]
= (l+ksin_)-_/a Q[Bohtr + Aohzl + Doh_r + Co_i+(_-2/a(k/D)l/a"
• [FoT i + GoTr])_ (_Q#)-I (k/D)i/_[FoQ-S _ F(_)]} (21)
aa_
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_D _
X " b/a, _ " -_-, m "/ Z2(l-e), y - ++_/)(_)=/_,
r / -v / d_,
® " Jo \l÷_In_]
Q - (_)_/,(®,_)-_/=,
m
n -z-_'rv
.c.+m+,.l+]+,I
- bpr cos _I'
m .( iAmb '_z/=
= - _'+ S rbpO+, Z(+) _Zh'(l+ksim,)) CrY)cos +,
bcO__r (v + bSr-_)(rV) - 2bap sin_c°s _
Po • Z(_o) GO . c,(=o), (2_)
PH and PV are the horizontal and vertical components of applied pressure.
In the above, _r, _i, _r, _i are the real and imaginary components
of the modified Hankel functions of order one-third, of the first and
second kind respectively. Their argument is ur_erstood to be (iy).
Tr, Ti are the real and imaginary parts of a special function introduced
by Clark, and satisfying
T" - £,,vz(y)- I. (22)
As, Bo, Co, DO are constants to be de't,ermA_ued from the boundary condi-
tlons of the specific problem considered. In the presen_ analysis, a
shallow spherical segment was assumed joined to the _orus at _ = _o_
and a cylinder at _ = _- The vertical support on the cylinder was
2"
assumed to be sufficiently far removed from the Junction of the torus
that its specific form had little influence on the form of the toroidal
stresses. _o' N0o' M_o and MOo were evaluated along the length of the
torus and then the integration indicated in equation 18 was carried out
numerically. When this is done for a specific choice of _eometric param-
Pcr
eters, -_- remains a function of n. The minimum value of critical pres-
sure was found by calculating Pcr/E over a range of n, subject to the
condition that n be an integer.
Simplified Formla for Critical Pressure
The procedure outlined above was carried out initially using
equation 17. It soon became apparent that certain term_ could be
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omitted without significantly affecting the numerical results, and at
the sametime affording considerable simplification of the relation for
critical pressure. The validity of the approximation rests on the fact
that the value of n found to minimize Pcr/E was always rather a large
number compared to unltyL_ This result is consistent with experimental
.... -6b_er_ions of the buckling pattern. (See figure i. )
The simplified relation for critical pressure may be written:
where
Pcr. h
E 2_l-v,)b_ (n >> i) (23a)
(23b)
-.am= -n _ _-_--)* (l-v)\-_-]/
a-.-o.
j,w/2 rS sin a _((___o)d_
" Neo
_o
r"/2 2 -
K_ = j N_or(2rr,_ sin _(_o) + _ r (cosk(_-_o))) d_.
_o (23c )
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Equation 23 is to be preferred over equation 17 for computational _Ar-
poseswhen n is large. In all cases considered in this investigation,
the value of n minimizing Pcr was greater than 40 and in most cases was
greater than 60.
Numerical Results - Comparison With Experiment - Discussion
Computations of the critical pressure have been carried out th_s
far for a limited number of parameters. A typical set of numerical
results is shown in figure 5. The parameters in these curves correspond
to those involved in an experimental program concerned with the same
problem. In each numerical evaluation of the critical pressure, a
stress analysis of the unbuckled shell was made, the parameters K_ and
determined, and then the stability criterion evaluated.
In the experimental program*, scale models representative of those
used in missile applications were tested. These models were made of
poly-vinyl chloride, a mateTial chosen among other reasons for its rel-
atively high ratio of yield strength to elastic modulus. Some of the
results of these tests are also shown in figure 5. In the case of the
thickest shells tested, (h/b > .007) the disagreement between theory
and experiment increased significantly. The prebuckling stress analysis
for these shells revealed that at pressure levels below the predicted
buckling pressure, the difference in principal stresses in the shell
near the Junction of torus and spherical cap had exceeded the yield
stress of the material. Since our analysis has assumed elastic behavior
throughout_ it would not be expected to apply to the experimental mate-
rial in this range of the parameters.
The following experimental result may also be of some interest. An
aluminum torispherical bulkhead was tested under internal pressure. The
parameters involved were
_o = 35" a = 34.43" b = 18.07" _verage = .081" E = I0_ v = .3.
Dimples began to appear in the toroidal section at about p = 25 psi.
The pressure level was increased to 40 psi, and when the load was re-
leased the dimples remained. The theoretical buckling pressure for a
shell of this material (see fig. 5) is 64 psi. However, the prebuckling
stats of stress reveals that in the vicinity of _ = 45", the value of
-- on the inside and outside surfaces reaches a value of 1300 and
P
*This program was conducted by J. Adachi, formerly of Watertown Arsenal
Laboratories, now associated with Materials Technology, Inc.
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1015, respectively. Thus, for aluminum with a yield stress of 35,000
psi (as was the case in the test described) a value of p = 25 psi would
produce stresses very close to yield.
The plastic models of this configuration, however, appeared to
buckle elastically at 3.2 psi. (Theory predicts 2.9 psi.)This corre-
sponds to an elastic buckling pressure of 70 psi for aluminum with
E = I07. The stress level induced near 45 ° in the torus in the plastic
models for p = 2.9 psi is in the vicinity of 3700 psi, which is below
the yield stress of the plastic material used.
It is clear, then, that the phenomenon of elastic buckling of
torispherical shells u_ier internal pressure occurs only for very thin
shells whose material has a relatively high value of the ratio of yield
stress to elastic modulus. With the increasing role being played by
such materials in space structures, it is believed that the analysis
described in this report will assist the designer toward his objective
of increased efficiency. Finally, it should be pointed out that the
analysis may be applied to toriconlcal shells simply by replacing the
spherical cap by a cone in determining the prebuckled state of stress.
le
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APPENDIX
The following definite integrals occur in the expression for criti-
cal pressure (equation 17 or 23). In each instance the limits of in-
tegration are from _o to w/2. The variable r is given by r = a + b sin _-
All integrals may be evaluated explicitly in terms of trigonometric
functions.
6.=_
8*= f
I0" = f
r sin_ _(_o)d_
r sin m cosa m sin" _(_o)d_
r cosa _ sin" _(_o)_
r cosa _ sin" _(_o)d_
r cos" _ s±r_ _(_o)d_
r_ sin _ sin _ _(_-%)d_
ra sin _ cos_ _ sin• _(_o)d_
r2 cos _ sin _(_-_ )cos _(_-_o )d_
r_ cos _ _ sin _(_-_o )cos _(_-_o )d_
r_ s±n_ _(_-%)d®
12- = ,F
13- =
15""
16- =
17" "
18" =
19" =
20* "
21" " J"
22* = f
23* = f
24* = ,_
25* =
26. =
27* =
rs cos s ¢_cos 2 _(cp-_o)dcp
r3 c°s_ • sin2 _(_o)_
r3 sin• _ sina _(_-_o)a_
r= cos= • sin = _(_-_o)_
ra cos _ sin= _'(_-%)d_
r= cos _ sin _.(_,-%) cos _'(_-%)d_
r a sin _ cos _ sin [(_'_o) cos [(_-_o)dm
r4 sin=_(_-%)d_
r" co=,= _(_-%)d_
r4 sin_ sin= _(_-%)d_
r" sin _ cos= _(_-%)d_
r_ cos_ _ cos_ _(_,-%)d_
r_ cos _ sill _(_-_0 ) COS _(C_-C_0 )d_
rs sin _ _(q_-q)o)dq_
r_ cos=_(_-%)d_
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Figure i.- I_perimental setup.
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I
Figure 2.- Geometry of torlspherical shell.
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/
ON SEVERAL RESEARCH FROBA_HS OF TH£ INSTABILITY
OF SHELL STRUCTURES
By Masatsugu Kuranlshi
Mihon University, Japan
SU_4ARY
First, the author describes the research results obtained by
himself and his colleagues in his university on the instability of
shell structures, that is, the buckling strength of full, and part
of, circular and plane-walled cylinders under axial compression
in elastic and plastic regions and sandwich circular cylinders
under axial compression and twisting moment are treated. Then, he
presents graphical methods for minimum weight design of sandwich
cylinders. Lastly, the author introduces some results by Japanese
researchers in this field of study.
INSTAHILITY OF CLRCUEAR CYLINDERS UNDER AXIAL CO_RESSION
Elastic Instability
From the theoretical point of view the necessity of investi-
gating the origin and process of buckling of these structures exi_ts to
explain the considerable discrepancy of the classical buckling
load from the experimental result. The discrepancy is too large
to be attributed to some of the ordinary imperfection in the ini-
tial geometrical form, material property and loading condition.
Mo_t prevailing explanation at present, the author believes, is
due to Th. v. Karman and H. S. Tsien, in which they introduced the
idea of Jump-over. The minimum possible buckling load corres-
ponds in energy expression to the case where the Jump over an
energy barrier with equal energy level before and after the Jump
is possible. However, they gave no a_tention to the height of
the energy barrier and origin of the energy variation sufficient
to Jump over the barrier (Ref. i).
In Japan Y. Yoshimura and M. Uemura worked in the same line,
gave some improvement in energy estimation, and extended to some
cases for spherical shells (Ref. 2).
The present author suggested (Ref. 3) a new approach by
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assuming a new type of bucklAr_ deformation pattern and a new pro-
cess of computation of strains by comparing the initial and current
shapes of elements in place of the ordin&ry process from the dis-
placements of elements. The buckling deformation pattern assumed
is only a preliminary attempt but in some points approximates the
real pattern better than the classical ones. The tentative pattern
represent the so-called diamond type of depression from the begin-
ning of buckling and does not introduce no negative circumferential
curvature even in the most depressed part of the cylindrical wall,
which the experimental observation shows clearly.
The computation in this way was not sufficient to explain the
discrepancy. However, the author expects success when more ade-
quate buckling deformation pattern can be found with good appro-
ximation of the real pattern.
Plastic Buckling
The plastic buckling load becomes more important when the
specific loading, that is, load per square or product of appro-
priately chosen overall dimensions of cylinders, increases beyond
scae magnitude, as will be seen in the section of minimum weight
design in the following. The buckling deformation in this region
is axlal-s_netrical or has very small number of lobes.
The present author, having studied the difference of strains
and stresses between the bulging-out part and the inward depressed
part of the cylindrical wall in the axial-symnetrical deformation,
gave the following effective modulus in the respective part. (Ref.
A). The tangent modulus in both the axial and circumferential di-
rections for the bulging-out part and the Young's modulus in both
directions for the inward depressed part were assigned as reason-
able approximation. The co_utation showed the buckling load
varied ae _ indeed of J_ _ich wee given _ a e We _C k_ler
g_ _ J4_
(Ref. 5) and only the b_lging-out deformation predominates from
the deginning of buckling and further on. The author believes
that the result explains well the experimental data, for example,
that of P. A. Robertson (Ref. 6).
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BUCKLING STRENGTH OF CURVED RECTANGULAR PLATES
COMPRESSED LONGITUDINALLY
The present author rearranged (Ref. 7) the experimental
result obtained by J. R. Newell and W. H. Gale (Ref. 8), taklng
as a strength unit the following buckling strength O-kp of rec-
tangular flat plates supported freely at four edges:
It should be noted that _-p stands in place of _y which was first
introduced by Th. v. Earman (Ref. 9), but the present author
believes C_ is much more suitable.
P
The buckling strength of curved rectangular plates in this
strength unit was plotted against b where b is the developed
r
width and r the mean radius of the plates, and the author con-
structed the probable strength curves from these plots in depen-
dence on the aspect ratio b where a is the length of the plates,
as shown in Fig, 1. He suggested also the buckling strength <YM
for very large aspect ratio in the following form:
Ok= O'kp +O.iBE-t
r
It was noted that there are flatter parts of curves in some
range of b < 0.1. The author believes that only in this region
r
the critical buckling stress and ultimate buckling strength are
different, which is the prominent characteristic or flat plates
in buckling.
INSTABILITY AND STRENGTH OF PLATNE-_ CYLIN_ICAL
S_ELLS UN_ AXIAL COMPRESSION (Ref. I0)
Closed Profiles
The plane-walled cylinders are here looked upon as a closed
sequence of flat plates connected along the longitudinal edges
successively. The basic assumptions for the calculation are:
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i. The longitudinal wave length of the buckling deformation
of any panel is the some and there is no phase difference.
2. In the critical buckling state no displacements are allowed
at the edges.
3. Along an edge, the angle between the two adjacent panels is
retained in the critical state and the bending moments on both
sides are in equilibrium.
A. Each panel is long enough so that the end conditions at the
loading edges have only negligible effect on the buckling load.
The author obtained the following condition to determine the
critical buckling stress when the cylinder has m panels of equal
thickness t and flexural rigidity D:
Wal Wbl We2 -Wb2 0 0 0 0 0
1 1 -i 1 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 Wa_. Wb2 We3-Wb3 0 0 0
0 0 1 1 -i 1 0 0 .... 0
Wal-Wbl 0 0 0 Warn
-i 1 0 0 0 1
Wbm
1
=0
where
wan= aI ta_ p _i ° m2 t_ nm2
Wbn= mI coth_nml- _ cot_ nm2
and_n is the ratio of the _dth of n-th _nel to a reference
panel width a_, (n-1,2, ........ , _. m I and m2 are ._rametere
o_glnated f_m the f_c_ental cLifferential ec_ation. 1_ne7 deter-
mine the critical buckling stress O-cr and the half wave length 1
as follows:
2(m21 _ _)2 D a_
From the combinations of mI and m2 satisfying the determinant we
have to choose the combination which gives the least value of (Tcr.
This is the actual critical buckling stress, and may be expressed as:
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Em is, then, a coefficient depending on the profile form and pro-
portion. From the second equation we obtain the corresponding half
wave length.
In Fig. 2, 2, and & the computation results are illustrated.
It should be noted here that only the sequence of the panels are
concerned with the critical buckling stress, but the angles of
intersection between panels do not have any effect on the buckling
stress in this calculation. This is due to the edges remaining
straight in the critical buckling state, which is supported by the
observation in the tests. If the angle of intersection is very
acute or obtuse, therefore, this theory does not apply.
Open Profiles
For open profiles the following additional basic assumptions
are necessary.
1. The inner edge of the outermost panel with free edge has
no deflection normal to the surface.
2. The outer edge of the second outermost panel may be de-
flected normal to that surface. The deflection is assumed to be
restrained by the bending rigidity of the outermost panel in the
normal direction to the second outermost panel.
The condition for determining the critical buckling stress
may be given as follows, the number of any panel being counted
from an outermost panel:
ws2 wa3-Wb3 0 0 0 0
1 -i 1 0 0 0 0
o wa_ Wb_ W_-Wb_ 0 0
0 1 1 -i 1 0 0
0 0 - 0 Wa,m_ 2 Wb,m_ 2 Wg,m_ 1
0 0 0 1 1 -i
=0
where Wg,n (n--2 or m-l) is given as:
Po Pr -r + P_.s Pr_. rs
Wg,n = Qo + Qr.r_ Qs.S _Qrs.rs
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Po = -2al _ ( n2 .e - a2"e).sha.sire+ (e + _e)
Pr : (l_e).(-ml.Clm-sim _ :2.shin.corn)
Ps = -(l÷l)_2(ml'Shm'C°me - m2"cha'sim)
2
Prs= -2mI + 2mI.chin.corn- (_ - m2).shm.sire
Qo TM ml.chm.sim - :2 -e.shm.com
e
Qr " -(l_e).m2.shin.sire
Qe = -(_e,l).ml.chin.corn
Qrs= -mI.chin.sire+ m2.shin.corn
.chm.com
chin- cosh 2_nml, shin--einh 2@nml, corn- cos 2pnm2,
sire- sin 2@nm2
(l- v_)aa,y_,.2
es 2 1 22
21
.. . (_)2
r -"Nr, 1 or m"
v 2 V2
2,,,._((i-_)'h."2-_}
• _r_2
s-- 2 (1+J)
Wf,l or m'av •
Here Wf,1 or m is the value of Po for the outermost panel, %here-
%
fore, @I or _m should be used in place of @n in the above cited
equation, and Mr,1 or m is the bending rigidity of the outermost
panel against the flexure of the adjacent panel edge, expressed
in .non-dimensional form. For example, Nr,m is calculated from
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2 2 22
Nr.m. _ (tam2 a;. ae.m_ 1 t ) emCee,m-1.
Nr, 1 is expressed in the similar form. Here the first term pre-
sents the bending rigidity ratio taking account of the effective
width ae,m_ 1 or 2 in the second outermost panel, and the second
term expresses the reduction due to the compressive stress in the
area concerned. The effective width ae, m-1 or 2 should be de-
ter=ined as a function of _-- as well known in the literature
aB-1 or 2
(Ref. 11). The calculated results for angles with stiffened edges,
channels, hat and C profiles are given in Fig. 5, 6, 7 and 8.
The low values of _ for small values of _ are due to the
poor values of Nr, and those for larger values of _ are caused by
the effect of the free edges. The most remarknble point, however,
is that the su_it values for suitable magnitude of_ are compa-
rable with those of the corresponding closed profiles.
Experimental Results and Comment
The present author made experiments for the wall buckling
strength of rectangular closed cylinders, and C, hat and channel
profiles made of aluminum alloy corresponding to 173. The test
results are converted to standard values which correspond to the
critical buckling stress of rectangular flat plates supported
freely along four edges. Considering some strength values exceed
the proportional liSLtt, the author converted the thickness ratio,
t-- that is the ratio of the thickness to the width of reference
a_
to the standard thickness ratio (_a)st by the formula:
Here _ is the coefficient for the test specimen. And it was
received some correction in compliance with the actual sectional
form of the specimen, for example, the round corners were assumed
to have the strength as circular cylindrical wall.
7O0
The buckling strengths _k were plotted against (-re)st as shown
in Fig. 9. The experimental points stand in comparatively narrow
band, which may be deemed as substantiating the present theory. Then,
the experimental curve was drawn. In the elastic region it was
assumed to be a straight line Just as it is the case for rectangu-
lar flat plates.
The buckling strength of channel profiles which were not in-
cluded in Fig. 9 went very little above the critical buckling
stress, and it may be assumed the critical and ultimate buckling
stresses coincide with each other. The author believes the reason
is in that the stress rearrangement beyond the critical buckling
load which is allowed in other profiles can not be realized in
channels because of the lack of equilibrium.
Although similar investigations have been published as well
known, it may be remarked that the present author treated this
problem in the most generalized form, and especially, in calculat-
ing Nr for open profiles he took full account of the effective
width in the adjacent panel and the reduction of flexnral rigidity
due to the compressive stress in the area.
SANDWICH CYLLN£EICAL SHELLS
Simple Theory (Ref. 12)
In the simple theory the conventional assumption was adopted
that the face plates are very thin, the fle_Aral rigidity of them-
selves may be neglected, and the normal and shear forces in the
surface of cylinders are taken by the faces, and the shear force
normal to the surface is taken by the core in which the deformation
normal to the surface is excluded.
The result of computation shows that the buckling stress CPk
of sandwich circular cylinders under axial compression may be
expressed as:
(a)
provided
_
1
_fG c tc a
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If _ is larger than I,
Here tf, 2t c are the thickness of the face and core, respectively,
2h = 2t c * tf, the center distance of two faces, and a is the mean
radius of the cylinder. The other conventional notations for the
face and core are distinguished by the subscripts f and c.
The buckling shear stress _Ck when long cylinders are twisted
is given as:
: . h 2
where
Kt : 2.1__.Gc.tc.
provided i_ _> O. Normally Kt is very small against 1 and we may
put usually Kt--O.
Similar results have been obtained by other authors (Ref. 13),
only the coefficients being somewhat different.
More Accurate Theory
Since _ in the preceding section can sometimes exceed unit,
and in that region the flex_Aral rigidity of face plates themselves
and others are no more neglisible, the authors developed, re-
taining only one basic assumption that the rigidness of core
normal to the surface of cylinders continues to exist, we could
show the buckling stress O_k increases uniformly along with
tf or h instead of remaining constant at the value, _.G c as in
a a
the simple theory.
As an approximate expression satisfying the numerical exam-
ples we could suggest the following equation for (Yk:
7O2
2 2
__9_ 2c.k.h.(1.
for lp_ I, and if lp>l, put lp - 1 in the equation.
(_%APHICAL APPROACHES OF MINIMUM WEIGHT DESIGN
Sandwich Cylinders under Axial Compression
The problem is the precedure to make the weight per axial
length W minimum for a given total axial load P and mean radius a,
or a given specific loading P2 of sandwich cylinders such as
a
treated in the preceding sections, the densities of face and core
materials being _f and _c, respectively. They have the following
relations:
_'2=°'k"_ t'_
a
a
9__c)!r)
a
£ _ Cr_
c tf f -
First, we assume we have the bucklin_ strength curves ofO" k
against _a for several prescribed values of _f. These curves may
be constr_cted from Eq. (a) or (b) in the preceding sections,
taking account of an appropriate law of plasticity for Crk above
the proportional limit of the materials, or they may be experi-
mental results. These curves are shown as an example on the right
hall of Fig. I0. The values in this figure are selected only for
explanation and should not be regarded as actual example.
tf
Taking a curve with a constant value of i and multiplying
the_ _alueswi_h_o.._.,.,co_st_ct a ,._ _rveof0%a,-inst
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• as shown in Fig. ii. Then, it is clear from the last of
the above-mentioned equations the value of strenKth-weight ratio
P will then, be determined by drawing straight lines from a point
W
_(ff __c) on the abscissa axis as drawn in the figure. The slope
the straight llne is equal to _ which may be read on a ordinate
A
of
llne with appropriate scale. In Fig. ii the ordinate axis was
chosen, but for clearness the scale was transferred to a position
on the left side.
From the values of _k and h of the points of intersection we
a
can compute the specific loading P2 and the strength-weight ratio
a
P Varying values of tf-- we obtain the curves as shown in full
W" a
tflines in Fig. 12. If we choose stepwise the values of_ , as in
a
this example, then the uppermost parts of the curves correspond
to the optimum selection of combination. When we change tf
a- con-
tinuously, the envelope of the curves replaces them and each
contact point will determine the optimum combination. In Fig. 12
the curves of h for the optimum combination are shown in dotted
a
lines. Consequently, we can determine easily the optimum set of
tf
and _ for a given value of P-2 and the resulting val,,e of _P
a a a W
from the curves in the figure. Similarly we tony construct curves
of _2 against _2"
a a
It should be noted here that the maximum point of -P for a
W
t_f
prescribed value of is not necessarily the optimum point when
a
_tfthe value of is varied.
a
If it is desired to compare the merit of density variation
7o_
of face and core, retaining the buckling strength, we have to
change _f and _c in wide range. Then, it is suitable to keep the
curves of (rk against h with tf as parameter and to change the
a a
-_1_f as
shown in Fig. i0, since we have the following rearranged equation:
_.tf _ (Yk
Wapc t_f
Consequently, in this method the slope should be multiplied by
to obtain the corresponding .--P.values.
tf w
Sandwich Cylinders under Column Effect
If sandwich cylinders under axial compression are so long
that the column effect cannot be neglected, we have to extend the
precedure of the minimum weight design to this range. For simpli-
city we assume that the wall buckling strength is as determined in
the preceding sections and the bending buckling strength as a
whole is determined only by the face plates, cylinder radius and
length. In addition, the two types of buckling are assumed to
have no interaction, although for both we have to give full con-
sideration of the effect of plasticity for the stress above the
proportional limit.
In this sort of problem we have to decide the optimum radius
of the cylinder, h and for a given set of the axial force P
a a
and the cylinder length L. To begin with, it is assumed that we
have the buckling strength curve of _rk against the slenderness
number (_)2, that is, the reciprocal of the squared slenderness
ratio, with h as parameter for a prescribed value of tf as shown
a a
in Fig. 13. The equations expressing the relationship between
the variables in the preceding section hold also in this case.
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Therefore, dividing the ordinates in Fig. 13 by _.a._c.(_f -J°-c)
a tf 2 '
we get Fig. 14 for various values of h m, a, b, c, e corresponding
a
to the wall buckling strength with the__e_indpY _n-Fig_-l-_.
Connecting the corners, that is, the points of intersection
of the curve from the bending buckling strength and the horizontal
line from the wall buckling strength in Fig. 14, we obtain the
t
optimum curve for the prescribed value of -f. These ootimum
a
t
curves for several values of -f are shown in Fig. 15.
a
D
For a given set of P and L we select _-2 as the specific
L
loading in this case. Accordingly, we transfom the abscissa
in Fig. 15 into the specific loading _2 with the relation:
L
a 2
L L
Thus, we get the curves of the strength-weight ratio P against
the specific loading-P2 as shown in Fig. 16. If the values of
L
c_f are chosen stepwise, the uppermost parts of the curves cor-
&
tf !f
respond to the optisLun selection of- . If is varied conti-
a a
nuously, the envelope of the curves will represent the optimum
values of strength-weight ratio. Then, the contact point of the
envelope with a curve determine the optin_Am value of -_f. The
a
corresponding values of h are read in Fig. IA. The values of a
a L
will be given by the following relation from the slenderness
number:
a2 12
2- 2
L L
7O6
These values of h and a_ were determined and given also _n Fig. 16
a L
against _2 with tf as parameter.
L a
It is noted that the most optimum part of _ when the values
of t_f are varied falls apart from the maximum point of _ for a
a W
prescribed value of somewhat more than in the case where the
a
column effect is ignored.
Comment and Future Research
As can be seen from the results in preceding sections, in the
miniaue weight analysis the strength in the plastic region is much
more imvortant than that in the elastic region, because the weight-
strength ratio is always favorable in the former region when the
specific loading is high e_ough. On the contrary, if the specific
loading is at low level, it is _ch advisable to resort to other
types of structure, such as locally concentrated structures to
ameliorate the weight-strength ratio by increasing the allowable
stress. The present author believes, therefore, the analysis of
stiffened structures is very important in the eulnimu_ weight design
for low specific loading. Since the stiffeners, however, have
chances of failure in many sorts of buckling, the analysis is quite
complicated. Ordinarily, the bending buckling alone is considered.
But there are evidences that the stiffeners fall through the tor-
sional buckling or the wall buckling in many cases. Therefore, the
theory of the mAr_um weight design taking account of every sort
of failure is very -,,ch desired in the future.
We often express the results of analysis of minim,-, weight
design by equations which contain some plasticity coefficients
or reduced moduli and the specific loading. However, the plasti-
city coefficients and others are a certain function of the stress,
consequently, that of the specific loading. Therefore, those ex-
pressions are not suitable for practical selection of optimum
proportions of the structure.
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OTHER RESEARCH RESULTS IN JAPAN
Buckling Strength of Circular Cylinders under
Bending and External or Internal Pressure
K. Ikec_ after having studied theoretically and experimentally
gave the following formula for the allowable bending moment Mk and
pressure Pk (Ref. ]4) (gig. 17).
where
For external pressure:-
M2
i_ +Pk - I
Mko Pko
(Ref. 15)
Pko = . E .A_
A(l-_2) (Ref. 16)
For internal pressure:-
gk = 0.65 ÷ 0.835
Mko
(1- p..,_..)2.0,.8--_)
Pko Pko
(3.2_- _ )_(6.s- 2P---_k)
Pko Pko
And if-p is comparatively high, i.e.-pk>Pko
.k
Mko t
Buckling Strength of Circular Cylinders under
Torsion and External or Internal Pressure
Y. Yoshimura and H. _ri investigated theoretically and gave
the following experimental formula for the allowable torsional
moment Mtk and pressure Pk (Ref. 17) (Fig. 18).
7o8
A
(M_k) p-O + Pko
Buckling Strength of Orthotropic Cylinders under Torsion
T. Hayashi showed that the well known Donnell's expression
(Ref. 18) for the torsional buckling can be extended to this case
only by putting: (Ref. 19).
_ T .t /&i(1-ViP )L2
B CXl(i_viv2), 12D2
= / i2D_
J
where the orthotropic symmetry axes coincide with the longitudinal
and circumferential directions and are denoted by 1 and 2, respec-
tively, consequently, the extensional rigidity are designated as
_i,C_2 and the flexural rigidity by DI, _, respectively.
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RECENT SOVIET CONTRIBUTIONS TO INSTABILITY OF
SHELL STRUCTURES
By George Herrmann
Northwestern University
S_4MARY
A review of major recent Soviet contributions to instability of
shell structures is presented. Some current trends are discussed and
established programs for future research are indicated. A represen-
tative bibliography is included.
INTRDDUCTION
As in mau_ other areas of applied mechanics, the Russian
activities in the field of shell theory during the past decades have
been extensive and varied. Research on shell instability, in parti-
cular, has beem carried out at a considerable rate of increase over
the past few years. As a consequence of imposed space limitations for
papers of this symposima, however, it is the purpose of this review to
discuss _riefly only the major Soviet contributions of the last 3-4
years. The bibliography, even though limited, should still be broad
enough to permit the reader to obtain more detailed information on a
given specific p_oblem.
The source material consisted primarily of publications in the
Soviet periodical literature and listed in review Journals such as
Applied Mechanics Reviews and the Mechanics Section of the Soviet
Reviews Journal. Fortunately, the language barrier which prevented
maz_ Western scientists and engineers from becoming acquainted with
Russian work is less rigid now than in the past, thanks to n_erous
translation projects. In the field of shells attention should be
called especially to translations published by NASA, by the American
Rocket Society in the Russian Supplement to their Journal, and by the
_I in the translated Journal of Applied Mathematics and Mechanics,
Before proceeding to a discussion of specific topics in shell
stability, it appears appropriate to indicate certain general features
and trends in the work of Russian scientists engaged in shell theory,
-Precedingpageblank
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as these trends ene_ge fron a study of recant publications. It can be
noted that work on shell stability in Russia is spread over n_erous
institutions and that a large number of engineers and 8ciantist8 are
engaged in this field, representing the interests of aerospace, chemi-
cal, civil and mechanical engineering. In tackling stability problems
a variety of assumptions is used, resulting in both linear and nonlinear
governing differential equations. Statistical treatment of stability
problems is cowing increased attention and the trend toward adapt-
ation of approximate methods for use in conjunction with high speed
cozputor8 is quite strong.
It was considered beyond the scope of this review to compare
concrete results obtained in Russia with those available to Western
scientists and thus the reviev is descriptive rather than critical.
A nunber of special conferences on plates and shells was held in
the recent past, the last one in L'v_v in Septmber 1961, as reported
in reference I. Sole sixty papers wore presented, including such topics
as: nonlinear problems and their effective solution, asymptotic methods
in shell theory, poetbuckling behavior based on the bypotheeis of
isometric properties of the middle surface, statistical methods of
anal_is of nonlinear problem in shell stability and application of
multidinenelonal Marker processes to the stability analysis of shells
subjected to random impact. In s_mnerizing the discussions of this
conferencep the participant8 outlined areas of shell theory which
should be eaphasized in the fUture which included: general theory of
elastic shells, behavior be_nd the elastic limit, ehell8 subjected to
a variable thermal field, creep of shells, dynnic problms, and no_-
linear problmm. It was stressed that here experiaental work is needed
in shell theory and that a larger number of yow]g scientists should be
induced to work in shall theory. The next conference of this series is
scheduled to take place in Erevan in October 1962.
IHSTABILITT OF SHELLS
Ganeral
A number of recant papers is concerned with ganeral questions
associated with shell instability. Statistical methods in the non-
linear theory of elastic shells are presented in ref. 2 and applied in
ref. 3 to evaluate more than 200 American test results reported in
ref. 4.
A different method, based on probability considerations, is
reported in ref. 5, vhere the difference in the influence of inaccur-
acies of shell properties and of loading are pointed out.
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Effects of linearisation of shell equations on stability are
discussed in ref. 6 and conditions of applicability of variational
methods are established in ref. 7. Plastic buckling of shells of
revolution was examined in re£. 8.
Cylindrical Shells
A large nmaber of papers reports studies on buckling of circular
cylindrical shells subjected to various ioadinge. The linearized
buckling equations are solved by energy or Galerkin methods in refs.
IO to 18. Stiffened cylindrical shells with various arrangement of
stiffening members are considered in refs. 19 to 23, the last paper
formulating the conclusion that it is more advantageous to place fewer
stringers but of larger stiffness rather than vice versa. The
influence of boundary conditions of buckling loads is established in
refs. 24 and 25. The buckling problem in nonlinear formulation was
considered in refs. 26 to 32. In particular, the critical stress of
a cylindrical shell subjected to pure bending was found in ref. 33 to
be equal to 0.26 Eh/R and in ref. 34 equal to 0.295 Eh/(R VI-_)
where E is Young's modulus, h the thickness, R the radius and
Polnson's ratio. The problem of the variation of the buckling region
was considered in ref. 35. Ref. 36 deals with loss of stability in the
plastic region of a shell subjected to axial compression.
Conical Shells
Stability of a conical shell of circular cross-section subjected
to uniform external presr_re was considered in ref. 3? and the critical
combination of bending moments and pressure acting on such shells was
found in ref. 38. The ccmbination of axial compression and normal
pressure was considered inter. 39. Various approximate methods in
studying a conical shell under lateral h_drostatic pressure were
cc_ed with experimental results in ref. 40.
Spherical Shells
The stability of a shallow spherical segment under the action of
_nifor_ external pressure was considered in ref. 41 on the basis of
the Marguerre equations. As_metric buckling of a spherical shell
umder_oing large deflections under uniform pressure was analyzed in
ref. _. The influence of initial imperfections on axisymmetric form
of buckling of such shells was studied in ref. 43. It was found that
the lower critical pressure decreases about tenfold as a result of
such imperfections.
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_c Loading
The stability of cylindrical shells subjected to dynamic loads
was investigated in ref8. 44 and 45. Whereas in this last reference,
circumferential inertia was neglected, it is included in ref. 46.
Rapidly varying end pulsating pressures acting on a cylindrical shell
were considered in ref. 47 end 48. In this last reference the problem
was reduced to a Mathieu equation and the amplitude was deterained
twing the Handel' shtm method. The stability of a cclplete spherical
shell subjected to a periodically varying pressure superinposed on a
constant pressure was investigated in ref. 49. Again, the problem was
reduced to a Mathieu equation and the stability re_ons vere estab-
lished. Dynmlic stability of shells filled with a liquid was
considered in ref. 50.
Experimental _nvestigations
Celluloid and paper nodel8 were used in ref. 51 to determine
experinental_ the elastic stability of cylindrical and spherical
shells subjected to external pressure. Results of axially compressed
shells using again paper as the model material are reported in ref. 52.
An experinental study of d_neBic buckling of a shell is described in
ref. 53. Critical pressures for conical shells vere determined
experinental_ in ref. 54. Stability of bimetallic cylindrical shells
under axial ccmpressien beyond the elastic linit was studied
experinentally in ref. 55.
Miscellaneous
Stability of three-layered shells was investigated in refs. 56
and 5? and a general theory of shaliov sandwich shells, the two facings
having different propertiee, yes evolved in ref. 58. Instability of
helicoidal shells is discussed in ref. 59, of cm-ved thin-_lled tubes
in ref. 60 and of shells of double curvature reinforced by stiffeners
in ref. 61.
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A EEVIEW OF SOME AVAILABLE TECHNIQUES FOR FREDICgING
GENERAL INSTABILITY OF SHELL STRUCTURES
By Walter J. Crichlow
Lockheed-California Company
SUMMARY
The reliability of past methods of prediction for the general insta-
bility of complex light-weight shell structure has been shown to be less
than adequate. A brief review of available data and methods of predic-
tion is given, including empirical and high-speed computing tec.hniques.
These latter procedures show scme promise for improvement in reliability
(with empirical test-based correction factors) and success in handling
more complex structure (by luml_d element models in finite difference
numerical techniques). Two analytical methods (Van der Neut, Becker) and
two seml-empirical formn/me (Michielsen, Ensrud) are correlated with the
GALCIT test series under Ixure bending. In addition, shear loading test
data are described and corn;areal with numerical predictions on four highly
orthotropic panels with flexible rib caps supported on rigid posts (truss
type ribs ).
SYMBOLS
E
U Poisson' s ratio
b spacing
Ax area
moment of inertia
Px radius of gyration
a spacing
Ay 8_rea
moment of inertia
py radius of gyration
R
t thickness of skin
Young's modulus of elasticity
iof longltudinals
of rings
radius of circular cylinder
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ANALYTICALMETHODS
Vander Neut's Method
Themethodpresented in ReferenceI by Van der Neut appears to be
the most camplete analysis of the general instability of stiffened cylin-
drical shells under axial compression. Its generality can be Judged from
the fact that the method not only covers symmetrical aml non-symmetrical
buckling modes, but also includes such limit cases as columu instability
of the whole cylln_er ami column failure of the longitudinal stiffeners.
By comparing the theoretical solutions of the orthotropic shells with
distributed section properties with the solution for the shell with a
discrete frame, Van der Neut concludes that the two solutions differ only
within a few percent if there are at least two frames per half wave length
of the longitudinal buckling mode. The solution for the orthotropic shell
with distributed section properties has been correlated with the GAICIT
tests under pure bending (Reference 2) and the margins m
m [%]= too (i- "com ted" (1)
"test" a
are plotted in Figure 1. Van der Neut's critical stress has been modified
by the inclusion of the tangent-modulus plasticity factor _.
The experimental critical stresses were obtained from the reported
maximum strains in Reference 2, using the stress strain curve for 17ST
material.
Twelve (12) GALCIT specimens were of such discrete stringer spagings
that they could not qualify for distributed properties. The Van der Neut
predictions for the remaining specimens are very good.
Becker' s Method
Becker has derived a procedure (Reference 4) for the prediction of
the general instability of orthotropic shells under axial compression,
torsion, and external pressure, covering the entire range of lengths.
The GALCIT tests (Reference 2) have been correlated with this method, for
axial loading.
A c_nparison of any orthotropic theory with experimental data shows
a discouraging discrepancy due _ several uncertainties in the determina-
tion of the effective stiffness parameters. One approach is to assume
several limit cases and to ccmparethe theoretical results. The results
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sho%'nin Figure 1 (pertaining to Becker's formulae) have beenobtained
under the following assumptions:
a. negligible effective width of skin in both directions
b. negligible torsional rigidity of the sheet-stiffener-frame
system
2
co the effective shear thickness of the cylinder wall t = _t
d. inclusion of a tangent-modulusplasticity reduction factor
It can be seenthat the predicted values are generally conservative(positive margins).
SEMI-_4P!RICALFORMULAE
During the past decadeextensive studies have also been undertaken
a_Lockheed to establish semi-empirical formulae for the general insta-
bility of stiffened cylinders under compressionand shear.
Michielsen's Approach
The formulae given below to predict general instability of a stif-
fened circular cylinder under ccmpressionis the result of studies by
Michielsen commencingin 1954 (Reference5). The theoretical development
is madefor an orthotropic cylinder as a linear problem. The relations
betweenrigidity parametersand geometrical properties of the actual cy-
linder are derived, the theoretical buckling load per inch of circumference
isestablished, and a set of adjustments obtained frc_ sm.extensive
evaluation of available tests is introduced. These include considerably
reducedshear rigidity of the (buckled) skin, empirical functions to ac-
count for the ratio betweenthe critical bending stress and critical
compressionstress, and for plasticity. Thebest fit to test results was
obtained by neglecting the skin completely in determining stiffness par_-
meters connectedwith normal stresses.
_' : px/Py; K : Ax A/(a b ta): C : lO 4 PX P/R:'_
S : 25 + .025 (b2/Rt)2; D : 1 + (T - 1/T)_/KS
B = + + 4(=.'- +
Me=(O.Z) tR  (l+0.25 )
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Ms _ 1.9E _ t,[l+ (s-25)-.5] _2)
M -M M -M
e S e s
f = ; M = '
e _ (Axe)m cr Jl+ 0.5(fel_)_
f = yield stress of lon@itu_inals
Y
V = shear force
z
Ensrud 's Approach
+ Ms
A semi-empirical method, based on distributed orthotropic prop-
erties, used in determining general instability of ring-stringer-stiffened
c_lindrical shells was developed by Ensrud (Reference 6).
Compression. - The allowable stress Fcc r is given by Equation 3.
Fccr " _c Cc F_ (t'/R) -_ E _I
where _c = buckling coefficient derived from one test of
particular structure
_c"I1+_ JKV
t r
F =
h =
K_--
_l =
t +.(Abo)
lyl(ah_ )
depth of ring
(=4.1 for GALCIT specimens)
Saint-Venant torsion constant of !ongitudinals
(3)
and _t is the tangent modulus plasticity reduction factor.
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Shea____ro- The allowable stress Fsc r is given by Equation 4
Fscr = as _s I_'S_ (t_/t) E _2 (4)
where _s = buckling coefficient derived frcm one test
of particular structure.
Cs = I I + a t-_
'= (2t13) + (Axe) for buckled skints
_2 = .83 _s + .17 _t
_s = secant modulus plasticity re-duction factor
The buckling coefficients _c and _s depend on the detail design of
the rlng-strlnger intersection and have been determined frcm numerous
tests.
The above semi-empirical formnla for compression (Equation 3) has
been correlated with the GALCI_ series (Reference 2) and the result is
graphically presented in Figure 1. Correlations with a series of large
curved f_selage type shear panel tests at Lockheed show similar compari-
sons for this loa_ing case (Figure 2).
i
NUMERICAL ST,ABILITY ANALYSIS OF COMPLEX STRUCTURES
From an approach proposed in Reference 5 a digital stability analy-
sis procedure was developed which is equivalent to a small deflection
buckling theory. It is programmed on a high speed digital computer in
conjunction with a general program for the analysis of redundant structures,
It is aFpllcable to any structure represented in a lumped element (or
finite difference) form.
The stability criterion is based on the equilibrium, in each node
point of the lumped element structure, of internal and external forces
in the critical deflection mode. This equilibrium is expressed by stipu-
lating that the unbalances (residuals) of the internal loads in the
critical displacement mode must be such that they cause that same dis-
placement pattern. The crlticalmode can be expressed in terms of the
deflection influence coefficients in each freedom of the lumped element
structure, and the residuals in terms of unit residuals due to the
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deflection coefficients. The stability criterion in form of the equili-
brium in each freed_n leads then to a set of hc_ogeneous equations, of
which the largest eigenvaiue is the reciprocal of the smallest critical
load level and the eigenvector determines the buckling mode.
Secondary bending (beam column) type problems can be handled in a
similar way, including the effect of the displacements caused by the
applied load condition at a given load level and the corresponding
residuals. In this case, the system of equations is nonhomogeneous, and its
solution vector determines the increment of deflections and internal
loads due to secondary bending.
The method and the digital program have been checked out by simu-
lation of continuous structures for which theoretical analytical results
are available.
A column and a plate in cumpression; an arch and an isotropic cyli_
der in hoop ccmpression were analysed, simulating the structure by lumped
elements. The numerical result matched the theoretical analytical values
very closely, the accuracy depending on the number of nodes defining the
wave length of the buckling mode. On a straight column in cumpression,
stability and column bending (with side load) were cc_puted with an error
of .4% for sixteen nodes per half-wave. On the arch and the isotroplc
cylinder in hoop compression, the error varied from .3% for twenty parts
per half-wave to 5.5% for five parts per half-wave.
INSTABILITY OF IRTEGRALLY STIFFENED WING SURFACE
General Instability
The general instability of flat orthotropic plates 3 representative
of integrally stiffened wing surfaces, Figure 3, have been investigated
in Reference 7. The integrally stiffened panel is simply supported along
the front and rear beams and elastically supported by equally spaced
flexible rib caps. Furthermore, each rib cap rests on equally spaced
rigid posts (i.e. truss points). Even under the simplifying assumption
of uniformly applied constant spanwise compression and shear load and
elastic behavior, this structural problem illustrates a typical case for
which numerical solutions have become possible only through the advent
of high-speed digital computers.
The mathematical approach for finding the buckling loads under com-
bined loading follows conventionally the Rayleigh-Ritz method. A standard
iteration procedure (Reference 8) is applied to find the dominant
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eigenvalue. To limit the ccmputlngtime in case of excessively slow
convergence, no more than 200 iterations were permitted. In the majority
of the actual computed cases, no less than approximately fifty (50)
parameters of the deflection function h_ve been considered (including
Lagrangian multipliers to consider the condition of zero deflection at
the posts),and in some cases this number went as high as approximately
one hundred (lO0).
Figure 4 shows a typical interaction curve (buckling coefficients
Ks_ Kc): It consists generally of three branches. The buckling pattern
for Branch _ which applies for low values of Kc has a spanwlse wave
length 2A = 4A with narrow chordwlse waves and is s_milar to that for
pure shear. As the value of Ec increases, Branch Q_)becomes critical.
For this branch, 2A = 3A while the chordwlse waves are somewhat wider
than for Branch O. Branch $ is practically unaffected by variations
in the orthotropic plate stiffness ratio (Dx/Dy) but is stron@ly depen-
dent on the aspect ratio (B/A) and the rib cap stiffness. This branch
is characterized by a wave-length 2A = 2A and the buckling pattern Is
similar to that of pure compression.
Local _ckling
In Reference 9, local buckling coefficients have been cunputed for
the special case of an infinitely long, elastic, integrally stiffened
plate under pure longitudinal ccmpression, pure shear, and for various
ratios of combined ahear and longitudinal compression loads. The buckling
problem for the individual plates (skin, stiffeners) has been treated by
use of the differential equation for the deflection surface. The results
have also been checked by using a modified version of the digital com-
puter program for general instability (energy-method) and the agreement
has been found excellent.
The results of shear tests are summarized in Table 1. These panels
were subdivided into four bays by diagonal-truss ribs closely reproduc-
ing actual aircraft structure. The panels were tested in a picture-frsme
Jig 72 inches x 57 inches between hinges (diagonal length 92 inches ).
CONCI//SIONB AND RECOMMENDATION
The comparison in Figure 1 of the predictability of the general insta-
billty failure of stiffened cylinders under compression indicates the
improvement to be achieved by the use of test based correction factors.
The scope of the geometrical parameters covered by the GALCIT tests is
limited cc_pared with the requirements of modern shells. A large scale
7_
test facility is Urgently needed along with support for a comprehensive
test program on specimens of a size and structural configuration to en-
compass current designs. It is strongly recommended that the NASA
provide support for this necessary activity.
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A DIGITAL METHOD FOR THE ANALYSIS OF LARGE DEFLECTIONS
AND STABILITY OF COMPLEX STRUCTURES
By Dale S. Warren
Douglas Aircraft Company, Inc.
SUMWART
The status of an extended program to develop a general digital
method for geometrically nonlinear structures is reported. The program
is bssed on the notion of superposing corrections upon the general solu-
tions given by linear matrix methods. Thereby, full edvsntage is taken
of the existing capability for linear enslysis. The approach offers
many desirable benefits, such as, (1) complete generality with respect
to structural geometry, boundary conditions and thermo-mechanical loading,
(2) an explicit description of the effects of initial eccentricities end
(3) provisions to account for both short-time and time dependent plasti-
city, and local buckling. In addition, the linearized stability crl-
teflon for thermo-mechanical loading is available. These benefits have
been realized for planar structures; generalizations for application to
shell structures are under consideration.
I1TIRODUCTIC_
The trends in the designs of advanced aerospace vehicles end the
high costs of testing in extreme environments have increased the demands
on the reliability of methods for the analysis of ccurplex structures.
_e need for improved methods for the analysis of geometrically non-
linear structures is especially significant, and therefore, an extended
development program has been devoted to this need. The digital approach
has been adopted to provide the generality required for practical appli-
cation to complex structures.
_ne feasibility of the program was established by the development
of the general matrix equations for geometrically nonlinear, discrete
structures. The essentials of the development are as follows. It is
observed that large deflections define two specific effects that are
ignored in linear theories. These effects are identified as corrections
to linear theory and incorporated in the general matrix equations that
describe the internal forces and deflections of linear structures. The
solution of the modified equations defines the internal forces end
deflections of geometrically nonlinear structures. The resulting
Precedingpageblank !
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equation of deflections is nonlinear and includes the linearized stability
criteria for thermal, mechanical and combined thermo-mechanical loading.
The development provides for discrete structural assemblies consisting
of bars that carry direct, shearing_ bending and torsional loads_ and
panels that carry shearing loads only. Assemblies of this type have
been used successfully in linear analyses of many classes of complex
structures, ranging from riveted and bonded Joints to complete vehicles.
It is believed that the reliability and versatility associated with this
type of discrete ideslizstion are directly applicable to the analysis
of nonlinear structures.
Although simple in concept, the theoretical development is rather
involved. Therefore, only an outline of the theory is presented.
Because of the generality of the approach, an extensive series of appli-
cations is required to fully evaluate and appreciate the method.
Representative applications are described in this paper.
OF THE 'I_I:OEY
The Effects of Large Deflections in the Considerations
of Equilibri_n and Member Deformation
The conditions of equilibritm_, compatibility and member deformation
define the response of statically indeterminate structures. Properly,
these conditions apply to the deformed state of the structure. The
factors important in the equilibrium of an axially-loaded bar and the
adjacent Joints of • deformed structure are shown in Figure i. The
positions AB and A'B' represent the positions of the bar in the original
and deformed states, respectively. The Joints are in equilibrium under
the action of the member force F, the linear force F' and the vector
increment _n" The linear force F' is the member force that would be
predicted if the deformation of the structure were neglected in the
equations of equilibrium. Therefore, the vector increment _n can be
considered as a correction to the linear force F', to account for the
effect of deflections in the equations of equilibrium. The correction
is appropriately called s "fictitious force." From Figure i,
F
= - • (1)
Since _n is linearly related to F, the fictitious forces for s system
of axlally-loaded bars can be written metrically in the form
= (2)
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where _n is a matrix of fictitious forces, B is a linear transform end
F is a matrix of member forces. The fictitious force associated with
the warging of a shear panel is also linearly dependent upon the member
force, and therefore Equation (2) is applicable to a composite structure
consisting of sxieJ.ly-los_ed bars and shear panels.
The consideration of member deformations must also be revised to
account for large deflections. In Figure 2, the original and deformed
positions of a bar ere indicated by AB and A'B', respectively. Linear
theory is developed in terms of the deformation of the bar, BL and the
geometry of the undeformed structure. In this reference system, the
difference between the length of the projection of A' B' and the original
length is
(L + 8L)cos e - L = 8L cos • - L(1-cose) . (3)
Expanding cos e in s power series and neglecting higJ2er order terms,
(L + BL) cos • - L = 5L L 2
- _e . (4)
From Equation (4), it is concluded that the effect of rotations of a bar
can be approximately described by adding the "fictitious member deforma-
tion"
L e2= - - C5)
en 2
to the linear equations of member deformation. The fictitious member
deformation of a shear panel can be described in a similar form, snd
the complete set of fictitious member deformations of a composite struc-
ture can be described by a matrix e .
n
The General Equations for Internal Forces and Deflections,
Accounting for Large Deflections
For a linear structure, the internal forces and deflections due to
applied thermo-mechanical loading can be described in terms of influence
coefficients by the matrix equations
FL = F_ ._. Fe eT , (6)
and
where FL and _L are the matrices of linear internal forces and deflec-
tions, respectively, due to the s.wplied thermo-mechsnical loading
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described by the matrix of mechanical loads _, and the matrix of unre-
strained thermsl deformations eT. The matrices F_ and Fe describe the
internal forces due to conditions of unit applied mechanical loads and
conditions of unit member deformations, respectively, and the matrices
A_and _e describe the deflections due to conditions of unit applied
mechanical loads and unit member deformstions, respectively. The
influence coefficient matrices F_, Fe, _ and Ae can be derived in a
routine manner by the use of linear matrix methods.
As defined, the fictitious forces are of the same physioal form as
_, and the fictitious member deformations are of the same physical form
as eT. Further, _n and en are corrections to be added to the linear
solution to account for large deflections. Therefore, for geometrically
nonlinear structures, the forces and deflection= due to applied thermo-
mechanical loading are
and
F. +
A = A_ (_. ,6n)+ % ¢e_
+ %) , (8)
+ %) , (9)
where F and _ are the internal forces and deflections, respectively,
accounting for large deflections.
I
p
Equations (8) and (9) can be solved approximately for the deflec-
tions. The result is (ref. i)
+ (%÷  ne)en, (lo)
where I is the identity matrix, _n_. and _nT. are matrices of influence
coefflciemts for the fictitious forces due to the combined effect of
the unit deflections sad the linear internal forces due to applied
load and temperature, respectively, and _m is a matrix of fictitious
e
forces due to the combined effect of the unknown deflections and the
intel-nal forces induced by unit member deformations.
The homogeneous form of E_us.tion (i0),
[Z-_ (&_ +_%)j _-0. - (_)
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is the llnearized stsbility criterion for buckling due to thermal,
mechanical and combined thermo-mechanlcal loading. Equation (11) was
developed by P. H. Denke in 1960 and has been the basis for the investi-
gation of the elastic stability of various complex structures. It can
be used in conjunction with a reduced modulus for cases of plastic
buckling. However, since plastic buckling is dependent upon initial
eccentricities, the general alto@roach provided by Equations (8) and (i0)
is preferable. The following elaborations of these two equations were
developed for practicsl application of the 8eneral approach to the
snalysis of buckling in creep environments (ref. 2):
and
+ A_ (C_ _n_A + CT _nTd ) _o
) . (13)
In Equations (12) and (13), &o is the matrix of initial eccentricities,
d is the matrix of deflections due to load end temperature, C_ and CT
are scalars describing the intensity of the distributions of load and
temperature, respectivelyj _n is s three-dimensional array of ficti-
e&
tious forces due to the combined effect of unit deflections and internal
forces due to unit member deformation, and e is a matrix of nonlinear
P
components of member deformations. The matrix e can be used to repre-
P
sent both plastic deformation and local buckling. Equations (12) and
(13) are nonlinear and dependent t and therefore, special techniques
sre required for solution.
7_
APPLICATIONSOFTHEMETHOD
Linearised Stability Solutions
In general, s linearized stability solution by the digital method
includes the following steps: (i) computstion of internal forces and
deflection influence coefficients_ (2) computation of the fictitious
forces for conditions of unit deflection and (B) solution of the eigen-
value problem described by Equation (ll). _ne results are the critical
loads and corresponding buckling modes of the structure. A continuous
computing process for the complete problem has been devised using
existing digital methods and programs. Internal forces and deflection
influence coefficients are ccmputed using the Redundant Force Method,
s fully automatic version of the Mvtrix Force Method. These data are
transformed using a general purpose matrix abstraction program, and
the eigenvalue problem is solved using a computer program originally
developed for computation of vibration modes and frequencies. An
indication of the generality of the method is provided by the complexity
of the computstlons required for comparison of digital solutions with
svailsble data. From the viewpoint of the digital approach, most of
these cases are degenerate, i.e., the typical stress distributions are
uniform, and therefore the matrices of fictitious forces can be written
by inspection.
The method has been applied to numerous cases of columns and
panels. Col_nns were analyzed to evaluste the effect of the precision
of discrete idealization. The results indicate that convergence is
monotonic and that a high degree of precision is not required, as an
example, a fixed-free column can be represented by two bars with an
error of 5_, or by three bars with an error of 2_.
The digital method has been used to investigate several cases of
panel buckling. A case of buckling of a simply supported, rectangular
panel in shear was analyzed for the specific purpose of method verifi-
cation. The critical shear stress computed by the digital method is
llO_ of the comparable value reported in reference 3, and buckling
modes are in excellent agreement. The magnitude and sign of the error
are consistent with the relatively crude idealization used in the
analysis, and the error characteristics observed in the investigation
of columns. On this basis, the agreement is considered to be excellent.
Large Deflection Solutions
A practical sad convenient computing process has been developed for
the analysis of large deflections of discrete structures (ref. 2).
Linear influence coefficients are computed by the Redundant Force Method,
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and Equations (12) and (13) are solved using a general purpose matrix
abstraction program. For casesof elastic responsewithout local
buckling (ep = 0), the equation of deflections is solved by an automatic
iterative procedure. The solution of the equation of internal forces is
then a routine process. The results are the internal forces and deflec-
tions for the sl_ecific thermo-mechaniCal condition described by C_ and
9" For cases of short-time or time dependent plasticity, or local
buckling (ep _ 0), an incremental procedure is used. _he results are a
series of solutions describing the history of internal forces and deflec-
tions with respect to load and/or time.
A comparison of test data for a stiffened panel in compression at
elevated temperature, and the results of the comparable incremental
analysis are shown in figure 3. The peculiar shape of the deflection
profile is of particular interest. The panel was stiffened unidirec-
tlonally and loaded in the direction of the stiffeners. In addition,
a secondary loading was induced transversely to the stiffeners by an
elastic restraint to Poisson deformation. The effect on the response of
the panel was pronounced, even though the ratio of transverse to primary
loads was only 5%. Without the secondary loading, the deflection profile
would have been the characteristic shape indicated by the curve deter-
mined by linear autolysis. The agreement of these data is an important
contribution to the verification of the method.
Verification of the notion of fictitious member deformations is
important to the use of the digital method for analysis of structures
that exhibit failure due to large deflection instability. The results
of an investigation for this purpose are shown in figure 4. It is con-
cluded from this ccm_ariscn that the idea of fictitious member deforma-
tions properly represents the effects peculiar to large deflection
instability.
CCRCLUSIC_S
A general digital method for the analysis of nonlinear planar struc-
tures has been developed, programmed for efficient computations, and
verified by application to a wide variety of structures. It is con-
sidered to be a practical and extremely valuable approach to the analysis
of nonlinear structures and worthy of the effort required for generali-
zation to include shells. When fully developed and understood, it is
expected that the digital method will provide a sound basis for the
analysis of the complicated nonlinear response of advanced aerospace
7_
vehicles with sufficient reliability to allow a reduction in the scope
of testing at elevated temperatures.
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NON-LINEAR SHALLOW SHELL ANALYSIS BY
THE MATRIX FORCE METHOD
By Warner Lansing, Irving W. Jones
and Paul Ratrmr
Grumman Aircraft Engineering Corporation
be matrix force method of redundant structure analysis is currently
being extended by various users to cover a number of non-linear problems.
One of these is the non-linear analysis of heated cambered wings, such as
might be used in advanced flight vehicles. In this case the approach used
by the present authors is equally applicable to shallow shells, the formu-
lation of the strain-dlsplacement and equilibrium relations being a
finite element equivalent to that used by Marguerre. be solution is
obtained by a ccmbined iteration and step by step procedure utilizing a
tangent flexibility matrix. Divergence in the calculations indicates
that the range of stable configurations has been exceeded. Cambered
plates subjected to several loadings are given as examples; for one, an
exact solution is available for ccmparison.
It is believed that the basic concepts involved in this shallow
shell analysis can be extended to apply to other, more general shell
instability problems, and that useful solutions to the latter are pro-
bably within the capability of present day digital computers.
INTRODUCTION
_ell structures are one of the vital considerations in the design
of aerospace vehicles. New methods are needed for analyzing the entire
range of shells, from the very thin waS_led, pressurized membrane type,
usually of relatively simple geometrical shape, to the reinforced shell
type, with provision for such features as redistribution of large con-
centrated loads, discontinuities because of cutouts, irregular basic
gecmetry, etc.
In cases where they are applicable, new solutions based upon
extensions of the classical shell theory approaches would be preferred.
However, when the shell structure and/or loading is sufficiently irregu-
lar, one of the finite element approaches is probably the only way out.
7_4
This paper presents a review of one such analysis for the non-linear
behavior of shallow shells. This is of course a restricted problem,
but it is believed that information gained from its solution will be of
assistance in attacking the more important general shell case.
REVIEW OF THE METHOD
There are currently several finite element structural analysis
methods in general use throughout the aerospace industry. Originally
these methods were developed primarily with the linear analysis of air-
frames in mind; more recently they have been extended by a number of
investigators to include various non-linear structural effects. See
for example references 1 - 4.
Reference 5 treats the specific problem of a heated, cambered wing.
The non-linear feature in this case is the effect of large deflections,
rather than any material property consideration. While the procedure
was developed with low aspect ratio wings in mind, it is equally appli-
cable to shallow shells, the formulation of the strain and equilibrium
relations being a finite element equivalent to that used by NArguerre
(ref. 6 ).
Basically, the method consists of first carrying out two separate
analyses, one for the bem_llng behavior, the other for the membrane
behavior. In so doing, the shell is idealized as consisting of a number
of bars and shear panels. _ne output of the bending analysis is a con-
ventional stiffness matrix which is independent of the lateral displace-
ments. The membrane analysis, on the other hand, yields a stiffness
matrix that is a function of the displacements. Its determination
requires that one first asst_ae a set of lateral displacements. Frc_ the
two component stiffness matrices one can assemble a matrix equation
giving the total loading carried by the shell structure in the assumed
deflected configuration. This loading will not, in general, agree with
the required loading. At this point, the assumed deflected configuration
must be altered to correspond more nearly to the applied loading. Deter-
mining the correcting loads and displacements involves the calculation
of a "tangent flexibility matrix".
Its calculation is the other key step in the analysis. It is
obtained by the differentiation with respect to the displacements of
the matrix equation for the total applied loads which was just discussed.
The resulting tangent stiffness matrix for the cc_posite structure is
immediately inverted to give the corresponding tangent flexibility
matrix. The elements of this matrix give the deflection at one point
of the composite structure due to a unit load at another, assuming that
the structure displaces linearly frc_ its deflected shape.
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With the tangent flexibility matrix available, it is possible to
extrapolate linearly from the assumed deflected configuration to an
improved one. The cycle may be repeated as many times as needed. The
procedure merely determines at the end of each cycle how nearly the loads
sustained by the structure agree with the actual applied loads, and ter-
mlnates when the agreement is satisfactory.
For structures such as shallow shells, which have a chsu_cteristic
non-linear applied load vs. deflection curve with continually decreasing
slope, the determination of the buckling load can be carried out as
follows: One first selects an applied load level and an assumed set of
deflections, usually zero for the latter as a matter of convenience, and
the iteration procedure is begun. When it has produced a stable set of
deflections corresponding to the applied loading, these deflections and
an increased applied load level are selected for a new iterative solution°
This step-by-step procedure is continued until the slope of the load-
deflection parameter curve has become practically horizontal, at which
point the iteration procedure will no longer converge. The highest
stable applied load level reached in this manner is a lower bound for
the buckling load.
A more direct approach to the stability problem is also being
explored in which the buckling load level is calculated directly.
Indications are that this approach may be successful in cases where the
equilibrium loading decreases distinctly after the structure becomes
unstable.
_CAL EXAMPLE
Description of Idealized Structure
Reference 7 contains an exact solution to a non-linear shallow shell
problem, namely a cambered plate subjected to pure bending. A simplified
idealization of this same type of structure but with a built up construc-
tion in mind has previously been programmed for a digital computer. It
is therefore convenient to simulate the present cambered plate by appro-
priate bar and shear panel elements and to compare the resulting predic-
tions of the computer program with the exact solution.
Figure 1 shows schematically the idealized structure representing
the cambered plate. Because of double syn_etry, only one quarter of the
plate need be considered. The node points are shown numbered from one
to fourteen. Interconnecting the node points at the upper and lower
surfaces of the plate are the bars and shear panels. In the case of the
bending structure analysis, standard methods for selecting effective
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areas and gages are employed and yield satisfactory accuracy - see for
example reference 5. For the membrane structure, one would customarily
use the entire thickness of the plate as effective. However, with the
total cross-section approximated by only five lumped areas, the moment
of inertia of the finite element represeatation is 1.58 times the moment
of inertia of the actual distributed cambered plate material. This
could have been remedied by introducing more node points into the ideali-
zation. Instead, for simplicity, the effective thickness for the membrane
structure ms taken as 1/1.58 times the actual value. This solution of
the problem is not entirely satisfactory because when subjected to lateral
loads, the cambered plate is now too flexible in shear. The results
should nevertheless still be qualitatively correct in this situation, and
should be much better when the loading is primarily bending.
The dimensions of the example structure are shown in figure 2. As
can be seen there, the thickness t is 0.25 inches and the width a is 20
inches, while the rise of the parabolic cross section is 1.25 inches.
Young's modulus E is taken as 107 psi, and Poisson's ratio is .316.
Loading By End Couples
The first loading considered is pure bending in the spanwise
direction, for which an exact solution is available (ref. 7). This
state is characterized by the conditions that (1) the stress distribu-
tion and the shape of the distorted cross-section are both corstant for
all cross-sections, (2) the curvature in the spanwlse direction is also
constant, i.e. spanwise elements of the plate bend circularly, and (3)
the applied edge loads remain tangent to the plate surface as it deflects.
For the state of pure bending to exist, the resultant moment M must be
applied along the two cambered edges as a combination of membrane stres-
ses and plate bending stresses. It is found that for the cambered plate
proportions of figure 2 and for a very small value of M, 96% of M is
carried in membrane action while only 4% is carried by plate bending.
As M increases in value and the cambered plate tends to flatten out, a
smaller amount of the total bending is carried in membrane action, until
the structure becomes unstable. This is shown for the exact solution
by the solid curye of figure 3, where the non-dimensional bending para-
meter (12Ma)/(Et _) is plotted against the longitudinal curvature para-
meter a2/Rt. The quantity R is the radius of curvature of any spanwise
line element in the mid-plane of the plate.
In the case of the finite element solution, the entire applied
load M is arbitrarily introduced by an in-plane loading only, acting on
the two cambered edges as indicated in figure 2. The five horizontal
forces shown are distributed according to engineering beam theory. The
small vertical forces, distributed in the same proportions, are introduced
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in order to have the resultant forces remain approximately tangent to
the median surface at the edge as the edge deflects. The magnitudes of
the vertical forces are given a final adjustment by trial such that the
reduction in camber is approximately uniform at all interior cross-
sections. The results of several of these calculations are showu by the
circled points in figure 3. The quantity R in the curvature parameter
is now taken as the average of the radii of curvature along the five
spanwise lumped bars, at the centerline. The agreement with the theo-
retical solution of reference 7 is surprisingly good for so crude an
idealization. No real attempt has been made to obtain the idealized
structure's maximum load because of the laborious way in which the end
couples had to be introduced. For most applications this would not be
a problem, since the directions of applied loads can usually be considered
to remain constant during deflection.
Loading by Lateral Pressure
The other loading considered is a d_mward acting uniform pressure,
resisted by a uniform line load at the transverse centerline. These
effects are simulated on the finite element structure in the usual way,
by equivalent concentrated forces acting at the node points.
The load-deflectlon behavior is again plotted on figure 3, the
bending moment M now belng the maximum value in the spanwlse direction,
occurring at the centerline. The curvature parameter is once more the
average value at the centerline. Each of the triangular points shown
represents an equilibrium configuration obtained by the iteration pro-
cedure. As the pressure is increased to a new value, the displacements
for the preceding point are used as the starting point for the new
sequence of iterations. The process is terminated when a very small
increase in the pressure results in passage from a stable to an unstable
configuration.
From a comparison of the curves for the two loadings it is obvious
that the cambered plate is much more flexible for the lateral pressure
loading than for pure bending. This should be expected in the actual
cambered plate because of the rather large contribution of the shear
deflections of the membrane structure in the lateral pressure case.
This is e_ggerated in the finite element idealization because of the
reduced effective membrane thickness, as discussed previously.
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CONCLUDING REMARKS
Although the shallow shell structure considered in the previous
numerical example is of a rather special nature, and the idealization
employed rather crude, the authors believe that the basic methyl should
be adequate for the general shallow shell case. In particular, for
axi-s_etric shells, trapezoidal imLuels can be readily substituted for
the rectangular ones presented here. In keeping with other almPllcations
of these finite element methods, it should be possible to account for
almost any type of irregularity in structure and/or ice.ling. _he appli-
cation need only be sufficiently important to Justify the cost of imple-
menting the cc_puter program.
In the progression toward the ccmpletely general shell instability
problem, the case of cylinders and cones is next. Its solution by finite
element analysis methods al_pears to be realizable. Considerable progress
has already been made in developing these methods for semlmonocoque
shells. These have been employed in a relatively routine manner for
stress distribution purposes by a number of airframe manufacturers. It
should be fairly straight forward to extend this work to include a com-
plete monocoque shell representation if desired, by the addition of
certain element flexibilities.
The introduction of I/near instability effects into these calcu3_-
tions should also be reasonably straight forward. Finally, it would
appear that the non-linear effects of large deflections could be intro-
laced by the initial imperfection concept. The method of solution would
again use an iteration and step by step procedure based upon the tangent
flexibility matrix notion.
The big question that r_mains is how large a computer and how much
of a progranm_ing effort will be required to acccmpl/sh all this? The
answer should not be too far away.
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Figure i.- Finite element idealization of cambered plate.
Figure 2.- Cambered plate subjected to pure bending.
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